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Abstract
The measurement of direct photons is a unique tool for the study of early phases of ultra-
relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. Since photons do not interact with the strong-coupling
medium created in these collisions, they carry undistorted information about the system at
their production time. During the hydrodynamic expansion of the fireball, pressure gradients
turn inhomogeneities in the initial energy density distribution into azimuthal anisotropies in the
produced particle spectra. Recent hydrodynamic calculations predict a substantial portion of
direct photons from early phases of the collision, where the anisotropic flow has not fully devel-
oped. Thus, the direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy is generally expected to be small compared
to the anisotropy of hadrons. However, measurements by the PHENIX experiment at RHIC
revealed a direct-photon anisotropic flow with a magnitude similar to that for pions. This thesis
presents the first measurement of the direct-photon anisotropic flow in Pb-Pb collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC. In particular, its dependence on the
collision centrality and the triangular component were measured for the first time. Photons
were measured by their conversion in the ALICE detector material. Background contributions
of photons from hadron decays were determined in a cocktail simulation and subtracted. The
results provide evidence for a hadron-like direct-photon anisotropic flow and are thus qualita-
tively consistent with the observations at RHIC. These findings challenge our present theoretical
understanding of the time evolution of heavy-ion collisions and might indicate a significantly
enhanced direct-photon emission from late stages of the system evolution.
Zusammenfassung
Die Messung von direkten Photonen eignet sich auf einzigartige Weise zur Untersuchung fru¨her
Phasen in ultrarelativistischen Kern-Kern-Kollisionen. Da Photonen nach ihrer Entstehung
nicht mit dem in der Kollision erzeugten Medium wechselwirken, erlaubt ihre Messung di-
rekte Ru¨ckschlu¨sse auf den Zustand des Systems zum Zeitpunkt ihrer Entstehung. Wa¨hrend
der radialen Expansion des Mediums entstehen durch Inhomogenita¨ten in der anfa¨nglichen En-
ergiedichterverteilung anisotrope Druckgradienten, die zu einer azimutal anisotropen Teilchen-
produktion fu¨hren. Theoretische Rechnungen sagen vorher, dass direkte Photonen u¨berwiegend
in einer fru¨hen Phase der Kollision emittiert werden, in der sich der anisotrope Fluss noch nicht
vollsta¨ndig entwickelt hat, was impliziert, dass die azimutale Anisotropie direkter Photonen
klein im Vergleich zu Hadronen ist. Messungen des PHENIX-Experimentes am RHIC haben
jedoch gezeigt, dass die azimutale Anisotropie direkter Photonen vergleichbar mit der von Pio-
nen ist. In dieser Arbeit wurde der anisotrope Fluss direkter Photonen erstmals in Kollisionen
von Bleikernen bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV am LHC untersucht. Ins-
besondere wurde die Abha¨ngigkeit des Flusses von der Kollisionszentralita¨t und zum ersten Mal
neben dem elliptischen auch der triangulare Fluss bestimmt. Dabei wurden Photonen durch ihre
Konversion im Material des ALICE-Detektors nachgewiesen. Untergrundbeitra¨ge von Photo-
nen aus Hadronzerfa¨llen wurden mittels einer Cocktailsimulation bestimmt und abgezogen. Die
Resultate dieser Arbeit deuten auf einen anisotropen Fluss direkter Photonen mit hadrona¨hn-
lichen Eigenschaften hin und besta¨tigen somit qualitativ die Beobachtungen am RHIC. Diese
experimentellen Befunde stellen unser theoretisches Versta¨ndnis der Zeitentwicklung von Schwe-
rionenkollisionen in Frage und ko¨nnten auf ho¨here Beitra¨ge spa¨terer Phasen der Zeitentwicklung
zur thermischen Photonenproduktion hindeuten.

‘Let us chase our imaginations to the heavens, or to the utmost limits of the universe;
we never really advance a step beyond ourselves, nor can conceive any kind
of existence, but those perceptions, which have appeared in that narrow compass.’
‘Treatise of Human Nature’, D. Hume [1]
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Introduction 1
Introduction
‘The ability to reduce everything to simple fundamental laws does not imply the
ability to start from those laws and reconstruct the universe.’
‘More is different’, P. W. Anderson [2]
Although the initial conditions and early phases of the Universe are subject to speculation,
most of today’s accepted theories assume an incredibly high energy density, temperature and
pressure, which led to a rapid expansion of the early Universe. Microseconds after the Big Bang,
the Universe was probably filled with a quark-gluon plasma until its energy density decreased
sufficiently to make the transition to ordinary hadronic matter such as protons and neutrons,
the building blocks of atoms. The Large Hadron Collider at CERN is able to create similar
conditions in highly relativistic collisions of lead ions, which allows us to investigate the quark-
gluon plasma under laboratory conditions and to study how those conditions could evolve to
the Universe we live in.
Figure 1: Time evolution of the Universe. Illustration by NASA.
Recently, the CERN experiments ATLAS and CMS have presented compelling evidence for
the existence of the Higgs boson [3, 4], whose discovery completes the Standard Model (SM)
of Particle Physics. Based on fundamental symmetries, the Standard Model describes the elec-
tromagnetic, weak and strong interactions of elementary particles. Despite the precise under-
standing of fundamental interactions in terms of its symmetries and laws, they cannot simply
be extrapolated to larger and more complex many-body systems. In his article ‘More is differ-
ent’ (1972), P.W Anderson suggested that complex physical systems may exhibit behavior that
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cannot be understood only in terms of the laws governing their microscopic constituents: ‘The
constructionist hypothesis breaks down when confronted with the twin difficulties of scale and
complexity’. [2] The fundamental aspects of Quantum Chromodynamics, such as the spectrum
of hadronic resonances and its properties, were intensively studied in hadron-hadron collisions
and are well-described by the Standard Model. However, the macroscopic behavior of strongly-
coupled systems at large temperatures cannot be obtained from that microscopic behavior. The
main goal of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion physics is to learn more about the condensed-matter
aspects of QCD and to understand its emergent macroscopic properties such as the equation of
state, its viscosity and the nature of the phase transitions.
The quest for the quark-gluon plasma involves several hadronic, electromagnetic and recently
also electroweak probes, which shall be discussed within this thesis. The production of hadrons
is modified over the whole evolution of the strongly coupling system produced in heavy-ion
collisions. The hadronic picture we observe in the particle detectors is just a snapshot of the
system at the time of the last interaction. Even though the initial conditions can be studied
in elementary hadron-hadron and hadron-ion collisions, the time evolution between the initial
conditions and the observed final-state hadrons cannot be probed directly. Our current under-
standing of the intermediate phases is based on a variety of models, that start with the initial
conditions and reproduce the observed final-state picture. As well as photons from hadron de-
cays, direct photons are also emitted throughout the whole evolution of the system. Compared
to hadrons, direct photons are a unique probe in the sense that photons do not interact with the
strongly-coupled medium, and thus carry undistorted information about the medium at their
production time. Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
Fig. 14. The SMICA CMB map (with 3% of the sky replaced by a constrained Gaussian realization).
Fig. 15. Spatial distribution of the noise RMS on a color scale of 25 µK
for the SMICA CMB map. It has been estimated from the noise map
obtained by running SMICA through the half-ring maps and taking the
half-di↵erence. The average noise RMS is 17 µK. SMICA does not
produce CMB values in the blanked pixels. They are replaced by a con-
strained Gaussian realization.
for bandpowers at ` < 50, using the cleanest 87% of the sky. We
supplement this ‘low-`’ temperature likelihood with the pixel-
based polarization likelihood at large-scales (` < 23) from the
WMAP 9-year data release (Bennett et al. 2012). These need to
be corrected for the dust contamination, for which we use the
WMAP procedure. However, we have checked that switching
to a correction based on the 353GHz Planck polarization data,
the parameters extracted from the likelihood are changed by less
than 1 .
At smaller scales, 50 < ` < 2500, we compute the power
spectra of the multi-frequency Planck temperature maps, and
their associated covariance matrices, using the 100, 143, and
Fig. 16. Angular spectra for the SMICA CMB products, evaluated over
the confidence mask, and after removing the beam window function:
spectrum of the CMB map (dark blue), spectrum of the noise in that
map from the half-rings (magenta), their di↵erence (grey) and a binned
version of it (red).
217GHz channels, and cross-spectra between these channels11.
Given the limited frequency range used in this part of the analy-
sis, the Galaxy is more conservatively masked to avoid contam-
ination by Galactic dust, retaining 58% of the sky at 100GHz,
and 37% at 143 and 217GHz.
11 interband calibration uncertainties have been estimated by compar-
ing directly the cross spectra and found to be within 2.4 and 3.4⇥10 3
respectively for 100 and 217GHz with respect to 143GHz
25
Figure 2: CMBR map measured by the PLANCK satellite [5].
There is an interesting analogy between the production of direct photons in heavy-ion collisions
and the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR). The CMBR has a thermal black body
spectrum at a temperature of about 2.73 K [6]. Within the picture of an expanding Universe, it
is well explained as radiation left from an early stage about 380000 years after the Big Bang [7].
Even more interestingly, small anisotropies in the CMBR reveal quantum fluctuations in the
early Universe. A recent measur me t f the CMBR by the PLANCK satellite is shown in fig. 2.
This measurement and also older measurements by WMAP [8] show that the CMBR is not uni-
form, but conta ns smal fluctuations of the order of 0.5 mK. Qualitatively, those irregularities
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are expected from small thermal variations generated by quantum fluctuations in the early Uni-
verse and give compelling evidence for the Big Bang Model. Quantitatively, those fluctuations
are characterized by a multipole evolution, which is shown in fig. 3. Density perturbations in the
Universe behave in part as sound waves, which give rise to the structure of anisotropies in the
microwave background. The data clearly show seven acoustic peaks, which are well described by
a simple six-parameter theoretical model that allow for a constraint on the parameters describ-
ing the evolution of our Universe. However, while the observations on small and intermediate
angular scales agree extremely well with predictions from the Standard Model of Cosmology,
the fluctuations on large angular scales (90◦ - 6◦) are weaker than the fit of the standard model,
which might suggest that some aspects of the Standard Model of Cosmology may need a rethink.
Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 19. The temperature angular power spectrum of the primary CMB from Planck, showing a precise measurement of seven acoustic peaks, that
are well fit by a simple six-parameter⇤CDM theoretical model (the model plotted is the one labelled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration
XVI (2013)). The shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, including the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points
also include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50, and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(`+ 1)Cl/2⇡. The measured
spectrum shown here is exactly the same as the one shown in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), but it has been rebinned to show better
the low-` region.
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Fig. 20. The temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB, esti-
mated from the SMICA Planck map. The model plotted is the one la-
belled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The
shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, in-
cluding the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points do not in-
clude cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50,
and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(` + 1)Cl/2⇡. The binning
scheme is the same as in Fig. 19.
8.1.1. Main catalogue
The Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS, Planck
Collaboration XXVIII (2013)) is a list of compact sources de-
tected by Planck over the entire sky, and which therefore con-
tains both Galactic and extragalactic objects. No polarization in-
formation is provided for the sources at this time. The PCCS
di↵ers from the ERCSC in its extraction philosophy: more e↵ort
has been made on the completeness of the catalogue, without re-
ducing notably the reliability of the detected sources, whereas
the ERCSC was built in the spirit of releasing a reliable catalog
suitable for quick follow-up (in particular with the short-lived
Herschel telescope). The greater amount of data, di↵erent selec-
tion process and the improvements in the calibration and map-
making processing (references) help the PCCS to improve the
performance (in depth and numbers) with respect to the previ-
ous ERCSC.
The sources were extracted from the 2013 Planck frequency
maps (Sect. 6), which include data acquired over more than two
sky coverages. This implies that the flux densities of most of
the sources are an average of three or more di↵erent observa-
tions over a period of 15.5 months. The Mexican Hat Wavelet
algorithm (Lo´pez-Caniego et al. 2006) has been selected as the
baseline method for the production of the PCCS. However, one
additional methods, MTXF (Gonza´lez-Nuevo et al. 2006) was
implemented in order to support the validation and characteriza-
tion of the PCCS.
The source selection for the PCCS is made on the basis of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). However, the properties of the
background in the Planck maps vary substantially depending on
frequency and part of the sky. Up to 217GHz, the CMB is the
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Figure 3: The temperatur angular p wer spectrum of th primary CMBR [5].
Unlike visible matter, which is nowadays bound in planets and stars, the CMBR has not un-
dergone any significant interactions, since it dec upled from e ma er in the early Universe,
and we are able to directly observe it about 13.8 billion years [5, 8] after t e Big Bang. Even
more remarkably, its characteristic features allow for constraints on the initial conditions of
the early universe, even though those photons wer produced about 380000 years after the
Big Bang. Analogously, a quark-gluon plasma cannot b directly observed due to its femto-
scopic lifetime, but the parameters that characterize the voluti n of the fir ball produced in
heavy-ion collisions, such as the viscosity-to-entropy ratio, can be constrained from a Fourier
expansion of angular correla ions of final-state particles. During the hydrodynamic expansion
of the fireball, pressure gradients turn inhomogeneities in the i itial energy density distribu-
tion into azimuthal anisotropies in the produced particle spectra. The majority of the direct
photons are reasonably well described by thermal radiation from the early phases of the col-
lisions. Since azimuthal anisotropy builds up with time, the early production time of direct
photons implies that their azimuthal anisotropy is expected to be significantly smaller than
that of hadrons. The experimental finding at RHIC, which state that direct photons show a
similar second order anisotropy compared to hadrons, is puzzling. If this result is confirmed at
the LHC, it would challenge our current understanding about the time evolution of heavy-ion
collisions, and might imply that most direct photons are produced in a similar phase to hadrons.
4 Introduction
This thesis presents the first measurement of the direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy with the
ALICE experiment in heavy-ion collisions in Pb-Pb collisions at a center-of-mass energy of√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC. For the reader, who is not familiar with heavy-ion physics, chap-
ter 1 briefly introduces the relevant definitions of observables and their units. Chapter 2 gives a
brief introduction into the condensed matter aspects of Quantum Chromodynamics with a focus
on the properties of the quark-gluon plasma. Thereafter, chapter 3 sketches a standard picture
for the time evolution heavy-ion collisions and introduces the idea of a thermodynamic descrip-
tion. Hereafter, recent experimental data is discussed and compared to theoretical models. In
chapter 4, the production of direct photons in heavy-ion collisions and the puzzling discrepancy
between current experimental observations and generic model expectations is discussed.
The Large Hadron Collider and the setup of the ALICE experiment are briefly described in
chapter 5. The measurement of most electromagnetic observables in heavy-ion collisions re-
quires a powerful identification of electrons from a dominant hadronic background. Chapter 6
describes the development and performance of an improved method for electron identification
using the ALICE Transition Radiation Detector, which doubles the pion rejection as compared
to the standard method.
In recent years, it was realized that fluctuations of the initial energy density play an important
role for hydrodynamical expansion and the measurement of anisotropic flow. When most of
the methods for measuring anisotropic flow were developed, fluctuations were thought to be
negligible. In chapter 7, three methods for the measurement of anisotropic flow are discussed
and systematic biases due to fluctuations are estimated using a Monte Carlo Glauber model.
In particular, the direct-photon extraction procedure is studied with respect to the role of fluc-
tuations. The reconstruction of photons via their conversion in the ALICE detector material
is described in chapter 8. Thereafter, the measurement of the azimuthal anisotropy of neutral
pions and inclusive photons is presented in chapter 9. The dominant fraction of decay photons
comes from neutral pions and is subtracted from the inclusive photon measurement using a
cocktail simulation based on the neutral pion measurement. The extraction of direct-photon
elliptic and triangular flow is described in chapter 10. Finally, the results and their implications
for our understanding of the time evolution of heavy-ion collisions are discussed in chapter 11.
51. Definitions in heavy-ion physics
Physical observables and its corresponding units are often adapted for the needs and problems
in a specific field. For the reader, who is not familiar with heavy-ion physics, this chapter briefly
introduces the definitions of the most relevant observables and their units.
1.1 Units
In heavy-ion physics, energy is commonly quantified by electron volts. One electron volt is
the amount of energy gained by the charge of a single electron when moved across an electric
potential of one volt. For practical purposes, length is expressed in femtometers, since the size of
a nucleon is O(10−15 m). Femtometers are often called ‘fermi’ in honor of Enrico Fermi. Table 1.1
summarizes the most important observables, their dimension, their unit in heavy-ion physics
and their conversions to SI units. Momentum, mass and temperature have the dimension of
energy, while time has the dimension of length. An important conversion constant is given by
~c = 197.326 MeVfm , (1.1)
where c is the speed of light and ~ is the reduced Planck constant [9].
observable dimension unit conversion to SI units
energy energy eV 1 eV = 1.6× 10−19 kg m2/s2
momentum energy eV/c 1 eV/c = 5.34× 10−28 kg m/s
mass energy eV/c2 1 eV/c2 = 1.78× 10−36 kg
temperature energy eV/kB 38.68
−1 eV/kB = 300 K
length length fm 1 fm = 10−15 m
time length fm/c 1 fm/c = 3.34× 10−24 s
Table 1.1: Observables with corresponding dimension, unit in heavy-ion physics and conversion
to SI units. Values taken from [9].
1.2 Kinematics
Within this thesis, we use the common convention that c=~= kB = 1, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant. A review of the kinematics in particle physics can be found in [9, 10]. Following the
common approach, we define the z-axis along the beam direction, φ as the azimuthal angle in
the transverse plane and θ as the inclination in beam direction, where θ=pi/2 points along the
beam direction. The cartesian three momentum is then given by
~p =

px
py
pz
 =

|~p| cos (φ) cos (θ)
|~p| sin (φ) cos (θ)
|~p| sin (θ)
 . (1.2)
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In relativistic kinematics, the relation between energy E, three momentum p= |~p| and rest mass
m is given by
E2 = p2 +m2 . (1.3)
The momentum p is defined as p=γβm, with the Lorentz factor γ= 1/
√
1− β2 =E/m and
the velocity v divided by the speed of light, β=v/c=p/E. Rapidity is a measure of motion at
relativistic velocities. In heavy-ion physics, the rapidity y is commonly defined relative to the
beam axis
y =
1
2
ln
[
E + pz
E − pz
]
= tanh−1
(pz
E
)
. (1.4)
A rapidity of y= 0 implies that the particle momentum ~p is perpendicular to the beam axis.
The transverse momentum,
pT =
√
p2x + p
2
y , (1.5)
is defined as the momentum component perpendicular to the beam axis. The energy and mo-
mentum of a particle can be written as as E=mT cosh y and pz =mT sinh y, where mT is the
transverse mass
mT =
√
p2T +m
2 . (1.6)
Experimentally, the pseudorapidity is often used instead of the rapidity y, which is not accessible
if the particle’s mass and momentum are unknown. The pseudorapidity η is defined by the angle
relative to the beam axis θ,
η =
1
2
ln
[
p+ pz
p− pz
]
= − ln
[
tan
(
θ
2
)]
. (1.7)
For massless particles such as photons, or if masses are negligible (pm), pseudorapidity and
rapidity are identical. Finally, the conversion to cartesian momenta is given by
~p =

px
py
pz
 =

pT cosφ
pT sinφ
pT sinh η
 and |~p| = pT cosh η . (1.8)
72. Condensed matter aspects of
Quantum Chromodynamics
Quantum Chromodynamics is the theory of the strong interaction between color-charged quarks
and gluons. Quarks carry three different types of color charge, and antiquarks their correspond-
ing anti-colors. Unlike the charge-neutral photon as the force carrier of the electromagnetic
interaction, gluons carry color charge and thus mediate not only the strong interaction between
quarks, but also between gluons themselves. As a consequence, the properties of QCD are very
complex and different from those of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). In this chapter, the
concept of color confinement and asymptotic freedom shall be briefly introduced in section 2.1,
followed by a brief discussion of the phase diagram of hadronic matter section 2.2.
2.1 Confinement and asymptotic freedom
pp –> jets (NLO)
QCD α  (Μ  ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007s Z
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
αs (Q)
1 10 100Q [GeV]
Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e+e–   jets & shapes (res. NNLO)
DIS jets (NLO)
April 2012
Lattice QCD (NNLO)
Z pole fit (N3LO)
τ decays (N3LO)
Figure 3: Summary of measurements of αs as a function of the re-
spective energy scale Q. The respective degree of QCD perturbation
theory used in the extraction of αs is indicated in brackets (NLO: next-
to-leading order; NNLO: next-to-next-to leading order; res. NNLO:
NNLO matched with resummed next-to-leading logs; N3LO: next-to-
NNLO). Figure taken from [1].
Notwithstanding these open issues, a rather stable
and well defined world average value emerges from the
compilation of current determinations of αs:
αs(MZ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007 .
The results also provide a clear signature and proof of
the energy dependence of αs, in full agreement with
the QCD prediction of Asymptotic Freedom. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 3, where results of αs(Q2) obtained
at discrete energy scales Q, now also including those
based just on NLO QCD, are summarized.
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Figure 2.1: World data for αs as a function of
the momentum ransfer Q [11].
The quark-antiquark potential in the strong in-
teraction is given by
Vs(r) = −4
3
αs
r
+ κr , (2.1)
where αs is the strong coupling constant and κ
is the string tension . The second term in Vs(r)
is a unique feature of QCD and implies that the
strong potential increases essentially linearly as
the particles are moved apart from each other.
This property is linked to the concept of con-
finement and implies that quarks and gluons
are bound in colorless hadrons in ordinary mat-
ter.
At first glance, the first term of the strong po-
tential is similar to the Coulomb potential of
QED,
Vem(r) ∝ −αem
r
, (2.2)
except that the strong coupling constant αs is O(102) times larger than αem. The coupling
constants αs and αem are not constants in a literal sense, but depend on the momentum transfer
Q or the distance r, which are related by the de Broglie w velength (Q∝1/r). This phenomenon
is referred to as running coupling . In QED, vacuum polarization leads to a slow increase of the
coupling constant αem with increasing momentum transfer Q (shielding). The fact that gluons
carry two color charges involves gluon self-coupling and lea s to th opposite behavior (anti-
shielding), which implies a decrease of αs with increasing momentum transfer Q. Figure 2.1
shows the latest world data for αs as a function of Q. The decrease of the strong coupling
constant αs with increasing momentum transfer Q implies asymptotic freedom of quarks and
8 Chapter 2: Condensed matter aspects of Quantum Chromodynamics
gluons at large Q or at small distance r. Asymptotic freedom was first formulated by J. D. Gross
and F. Wilczek [12] and at the same time by H.D. Politzer [13]. They jointly received the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 2004 for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the strong interaction.
For the purpose of theoretical calculations, the feature of running coupling splits QCD into two
regimes: a strongly-coupled regime at scales of the hadron masses mH and a weakly-coupled
sector at interactions with large momentum transfer (QmH). The latter can be treated within
perturbative QCD, while the first one requires a non-perturbative treatment. A well-established
approach for the non-perturbative regime is given by lattice QCD [14–17].
2.2 The phase diagram of Quantum Chromodynamics
Already in 1965, R. Hagedorn [18] argued that a universal maximum temperature for hadronic
matter exists. He proposed that the number of hadronic resonances NH increases exponentially
with the mass m of the resonances,
dNH
dm
∝ exp (m/TH) , (2.3)
where the scale of the exponential increase is given by the Hagedorn temperature TH. Recent
fits to data give TH≈174 MeV/kB [19]. Ten years later, the existence of a new state of strongly
interacting matter at high temperature and density was proposed by J.C. Collins and M.J.
Perry [20], and by N. Cabibbo and G. Parisi [21]. In 1978, the name quark-gluon plasma was
coined by E. Shuryak [22].
Figure 2.2 (left) shows the modern picture of the QCD phase diagram. The net baryon density
is closely related to the baryochemical potential µb, which is the amount of energy needed to
add an additional baryon to the system. The phase diagram contains three different forms of
nuclear matter,
1. ‘ordinary’ hadronic matter at low T and low µb,
2. quark-gluon plasma at high T ,
3. color superconductor at low T and high µb.
The third condition might be found in neutron stars [23, 24], while the second presumably ex-
isted in the early Universe, a few microseconds after the Big Bang. Similar conditions can also
be created in ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions at hadron colliders such as the LHC.
Thus, the main challenge in heavy-ion physics is to determine the properties of the different
phases and the transitions that separate those states of matter. It is indicated in fig. 2.2 (left)
that different experiments may explore different points at the phase boundary. The net baryon
density decreases with increasing collision energies, which is linked to the phenomena of nu-
clear stopping and transparency [25]. At LHC and RHIC energies, the net baryon density is
rather small and the quark-gluon plasma and hadronic phase are believed to be separated by
a crossover transition. It is a subject of intense discussions, whether the phase transition turns
into a first order chiral transition above some critical point [15,17]. During the RHIC beam en-
ergy scan, the collision energy was lowered in multiple steps down to 7.7 GeV in order to learn
more about the onset of deconfinement [26]. The future FAIR accelerator will be operated at
similar center-of-mass energies and aims at studying the possible chiral transition and searching
2.2 The phase diagram of Quantum Chromodynamics 9
for the critical point [27].
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Fig. 14. The energy density in QCD. The upper (lower) figure shows results from
a calculation with improved staggered [21] (Wilson [44]) fermions on lattices with
temporal extent Nτ = 4 (Nτ = 4, 6). The staggered fermion calculations have been
performed for a pseudo-scalar to vector meson mass ratio of mPS/mV = 0.7.
7 The Critical Temperature of the QCD Transition
As discussed in Section 3 the transition to the high temperature phase is continuous
and non-singular for a large range of quark masses. Nonetheless, for all quark masses
this transition proceeds rather rapidly in a small temperature interval. A definite
transition point thus can be identified, for instance through the location of peaks in
the susceptibilities of the Polyakov loop or the chiral condensate defined in Eq. 21.
For a given value of the quark mass one thus determines pseudo-critical couplings,
βpc(mq), on a lattice with temporal extent Nτ . An additional calculation of an
experimentally or phenomenologically known observable at zero temperature, e.g.
Figure 2.2: (left) Modern phase diagram of QCD (Figure by CBM collaboration). (right) Lattice
QCD calculation for the scaled energy density /T 4 [16].
Figure 2.2 (right) shows a lattice QCD calculation at zero baryochemical potential for the scaled
energy density /T 4. For a relativistic Bose or Fermi gas, the energy density in thermal equi-
librium scales with the fourth power of temperature =gT 4, where g is related to the number
of degrees of freedom, for instance the spin degeneracy and the number of color states. The
normalized energy density /T 4 is thus proportional to the number of degrees of freedom. The
calculation was done for different quark flavor compositions (two or three quark flavors of equal
mass (‘2’,‘3’) or two light quarks plus one ‘heavy’ strange quark (‘2+1’) [28]) and reveals a
sharp transition at the critical temperature Tc. The steep increase at T = Tc can then be
interpreted as the opening from hadron to quark and gluon degrees of freedom [29, 30]. The
increase is more pronounced as the number of deg ees of freedom in the calculation is increased
from two to three quark flavors. Estimates for the critical temperature Tc at zero baryochemical
potential range from 150 - 170 MeV/kB [16, 31–33], which interestingly is close to the Hagedorn
temperature TH.
It should be noted that at temperatures close to Tc, the quark-gluon plasma is not at all in the
asymptotically free regime of QCD. Estimates for the initial temperature created in heavy-ion
collisions in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV range from 500 - 600 MeV/kB [34,35], such that
the strong coupling constant is still αs≈0.2 - 0.3 [30]. Thus, a quark-gluon plasma close to the
phase boundary must be considered as a strongly-coupled medium, which is often denoted by
the abbreviation sQGP. This has two implications: first, the sQGP cannot be considered as an
ideal gas with no interaction of particles, but rather as a nearly perfect liquid [36]. Second, its
properties can only be studied in non-perturbative approaches such as lattice QCD.
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3. Time evolution of ultra-relativistic
nucleus-nucleus collisions
The goal of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion physics is to study the condensed matter aspects of
Quantum Chromodynamics, in particular to create and to study a quark-gluon plasma un-
der laboratory conditions. The existence of the quark-gluon plasma as a deconfined phase of
hadronic matter has been predicted as an emerging property of Quantum Chromodynamics.
After a first characterization of heavy-ion collisions, section 3.1 describes the initial geometry
and energy density and their relation with the experimentally observed charged particle multi-
plicity. In this context, the basic concepts of the Glauber model are introduced. In section 3.2,
it is sketched how the radial expansion of the fireball can be described in hydrodynamics. In
particular, it is shown that pressure gradients translate inhomogeneities in the initial energy
density distribution into azimuthal anisotropies in the final state particle spectra. In section 3.3,
recent experimental data for the hadron spectra and yields are compared to thermal and hy-
drodynamic models. Thereafter, the properties of the anisotropic flow of hadrons are discussed
in detail in section 3.4.
3.1 Characterization of heavy-ion collisions
2.5 Transverse phase space: equilibrium and the QGP state
Figure 2.17: Schematic light cone diagram of the evolution of a high energy
heavy ion collision, indicating a formation phase τ0 (see text).
enters interaction. In the simple case of extremely high Q2 processes the an-
swer is that all constituents are resolved. However, at modest Q2 (dominating
bulk hadron production) the characteristic QCD saturation scale Q2s(x) gains
prominence, defined such that processes with Q2 < Q2s do not exploit the initial
transverse parton densities at the level of independent single constituent color
field sources (see equation 2.11). For such processes the proper formation time
scale, τ0, is of order of the inverse saturation momentum [61], 1/Qs ∼ 0.2 fm/c
at
√
s = 200GeV . The first profile of the time evolution, sketched in Fig. 2.17,
should correspond to proper time t = τ0 = 0.25 fm/c at RHIC energy. At
top SPS energy,
√
s = 17.3 GeV , we can not refer to such detailed QCD con-
siderations. A pragmatic approach suggests to take the interpenetration time,
at γ ≈ 8.5, for guidance concerning the formation time, which thus results as
τ0 ≈ 1.5 fm/c.
In summary of the above considerations we assume that the initial partonic
color sources, as contained in the structure functions (Fig. 2.13), are spread out
in longitudinal phase space after light cone proper time t = τ0 ≈ 0.2 fm/c, at
top RHIC energy, and after τ0 ≈ 1.5 fm/c at top SPS energy. No significant
transverse expansion has occured at this early stage, in a central collision of A ≈
200 nuclei with transverse diameter of about 12 fm. The Bjorken estimate [45]
of initial energy density # (equation 2.1) refers to exactly this condition, after
formation time τ0. In order to account for the finite longitudinal source size and
interpenetration time, at RHIC, we finally put the average τ0 ≈ 0.3fm, at
√
s =
200 GeV , indicating the ”initialization time” after which all partons that have
been resolved from the structure functions are engaged in shower multiplication.
As is apparent from Fig. 2.17, this time scale is Lorentz dilated for partons
with a large longitudinal momentum, or rapidity. This means that the slow
39
Figure 3.1: (left) Snapshot of a Pb-Pb collision in the UrQMD model. Figure taken from [37].
(right) Light cone of an ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collision. For simplicity, only the lon-
gitudinal dimension is shown. Figure taken from [38].
Figure 3.1 (left) shows a snapshot of a collision of tw lead nuclei in he UrQMD model [39,40]
1.6 fm/c after the collision. Hadrons are shown in white and quarks in green, red and blue,
corresponding to their color charge.
The two nuclei are collided at velocities close to the speed of light. Due to Lorentz contrac-
tion, the two nuclei appear as flat discs in the c ntre-of-mass system and pass through each
other in a collision time of tcoll =
2R
γ <5 · 10−3 fm/c, with γ≈3000 at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and
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RPb≈7.5 fm1 [42]. Quarks and gluons are liberated on a time scale of 0.1 fm/c and start to
equilibrate. After a thermalization time of about τ0 = 1 fm/c [30,43,44], quarks and gluons form
a strongly correlated quark-gluon plasma. Over the whole time evolution, pressure gradients
push the medium towards regions of lower energy density such that the medium expands and
cools down. The quark-gluon plasma lasts only for a few fm/c and freezes out in a crossover
transition to a hadron gas.
Figure 3.1 (right) shows the light cone of such a collision, which gives a more schematic repre-
sentation of the evolution. It illustrates the transition from the quark-gluon plasma to a hadron
gas as the temperature drops below the critical temperature Tc. The hadrons still undergo
inelastic collisions until the system reaches the chemical freeze-out at Tch≤Tc, where the
hadron composition of the medium is ‘frozen’. After the chemical freeze-out elastic collisions
between the recombined hadrons are maintained. As the density drops and interactions cease,
the mean free path of the hadrons becomes larger than the system size and the system reaches
the kinetic freeze-out at T =Tfo. The lifetime of the system and the freeze-out temperature
depend on the system size and collision energy [45–49]. At LHC energies, the lifetime is about
10 fm/c [50] with Tfo≈100 MeV/kB [51].
3.1.1 Initial geometry
Figure 3.2 sketches the initial geometry of a heavy-ion collision along the beam axis and in
the azimuthal plane. The centrality of a collision is characterized by the impact parameter
b, which is defined by the distance between the centers of the two nuclei. The directions of
the impact parameter ~b and of the beam axis define the reaction plane , while its azimuthal
orientation in the laboratory system ΨRP is given by the impact parameter direction ~b. The
impact parameter b also determines the size of the nuclear overlap, where the nucleons undergo
interactions, and particle production takes place. Those nucleons are called participants, while
the nucleons, which continue unaffected, are called spectators.
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2. Event Characterization
Spectators
Participants
b
before collision after collision
Figure 2. Left: The two heavy-ions before collision with impact parameter b. Right:
The spectators continue una↵ected, while in the participant zone particle production
takes place.
Heavy-ions are extended objects and the system created in a head-on collision
is di↵erent from that in a peripheral collision. To study the properties of the
created system, collisions are therefore categorized by their centrality. Theoretically
the centrality is defined by the impact parameter b (see Fig. 2) which, however,
cannot be directly observed. Experimentally, the collision centrality can be inferred
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Figure 3. a) Charged particle distribution from Pb-Pb collisions at
p
s
NN
= 2.76 TeV
measured with ALICE, showing a classification in centrality percentiles (from [20]).
b) Number of participating nucleons Npart and binary collisions Nbin versus impact
parameter for Pb-Pb and Au-Au collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 and 0.2 TeV, respectively.
from the measured particle multiplicities, given the assumption that the multiplicity
is a monotonic function of b. The centrality is then characterized by the fraction,
⇡b2/⇡(2RA)
2, of the geometrical cross-section with RA the nuclear radius (see Fig. 3a).
Figure 3.2: (left) The two heavy ions before collision with impact parameter b. (right) The
spectators pass by unaffec ed, wh le in the participant zone particle production takes place.
Both figures taken from [52].
1The charge radius of a lead nucl us is abou 7.5 fm (R= r0A
1
3 , r0 = 1.25 fm, APb= 208) [41].
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As nuclei are made up of nucleons – that are, protons and neutrons – it is a natural approach
to compare heavy-ion collisions with pp collisions. In a simplified picture, collisions of com-
posed nuclei can be understood as a trivial superposition of individual collisions of nucleons.
In this picture nucleus-nucleus collisions can be characterized by the number of participating
nucleons Npart and the number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions Ncoll. Experimentally those
quantities are intractable due to the femtoscopic length scales of the collision, precluding any
direct observation. Theoretical techniques that estimate these quantities are generally referred
to as Glauber models, after Roy Glauber [53]. These quantities are an important baseline
for comparisons of the particle production in elementary hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus and
nucleus-nucleus collisions. More complex models, such as saturation models, also take modifi-
cations of the initial state into account.
3.1.1.1 The Monte Carlo Glauber model
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Figure 2: (Color online) A schematic view of a PbPb collision with an impact parameter b =
6 fm as obtained from the Glauber model. The nucleons that participate in inelastic interactions
are marked with filled circles. The x and y coordinates represent the laboratory frame, while x’
and y’ represent the frame that is alignedwith the axes of the ellipse in the participant zone. The
participant eccentricity epart and the standard deviations of the participant spatial distribution
sy0 and sx0 fromwhich the transverse overlap area of the two nuclei is calculated are also shown.
The angle YR denotes the orientation of the reaction plane.
2.4 Reconstruction of the charged-particle transverse momentum distributions
and the mean transverse momentum
To determine the transverse momentum distributions of the charged particles produced in the
collisions, we first need to reconstruct the particles’ trajectories (“tracks”) through the 3.8 T
solenoidal magnetic field. The tracks are reconstructed by starting with a “seed” compris-
ing two or three reconstructed signals (“hits”) in the inner layers of the silicon strip and pixel
detectors that are compatible with a helical trajectory of some minimum pT and a selected re-
gion around the reconstructed primary vertex or nominal interaction point. This seed is then
propagated outward through subsequent layers using a combinatorial Kalman-filter algorithm.
Tracking is generally performed in multiple iterations, varying the layers used in the seeding
and the parameters used in the pattern recognition, and removing duplicate tracks between
iterations. This algorithm is described in detail in Ref. [55]. The algorithm used in most of the
CMS proton-proton analyses, as well as the tracking detector performance for the 2010 run, are
described in Ref. [56].
The six-iteration process used in proton-proton collisions is computationally not feasible in the
high-multiplicity environment of very central PbPb collisions. In place of this, a simple two-
iteration process is used. The first iteration builds seeds from hits in some combination of three
layers in the barrel and endcap pixel detectors compatible with a trajectory of pT > 0.9GeV/c
and a distance of closest approach to the reconstructed vertex of no more than 0.1 cm in the
transverse plane and 0.2 cm longitudinally. These tracks are then filtered using selection crite-
ria based on a minimum number of reconstructed hits, vertex compatibility along the longitu-
dinal direction and in the transverse plane, and low relative uncertainty on the reconstructed
momentum.
Figure 3.3: A schematic view of a Pb-Pb col-
lision with an impact parameter b= 6 fm as
obtained from the Glauber model [54].
The Monte Carlo Glauber model is a static ge-
ometric model, which is motivated by the fact
that the collision time tcoll is about a factor of
1000 smaller than the transverse size of the nu-
cleus. Figure 3.3 shows the schematic view of
a Pb-Pb collision as obtained from a Glauber
model. Nucleons appear as black discs with a
geometrical radius
r =
1
2
√
σpp,inel
pi
(3.1)
with the inelastic pp cross section σpp,inel. The
nucleons are distributed according to a Woods-
Saxon distribution as a parameterization of the
nuclear thickness function. The collision is mod-
eled overlaying the nucleon distributions of both
nuclei with a given impact parameter b. If the
distance of two nucleons from different nuclei
is smaller than 2r, their geometrical overlap is
considered as a binary collision. The participant nucleons re marked with filled circles, with
open circles representing the spectator nucleons. The x′ and y′ coordinates are the symmetry
axes of the participant distribution referred to as participant plane . Due to fluctuations in
the nucleon distribution, the orientation of the participant plane ΨPP is usually different from
the reaction plane angle ΨRP, which is defined by the impact parameter orientation.
3.1.1.2 Saturation models
At very high momentum transf rs Q2 and low Bjorken-x, e particle production in QCD is
gluon-dominated and the parton density function for gluons increases like a power-law. Satura-
tion models assume that the gluon density saturates at a certain saturation scale Qs, which is
manifested in the geometrical scaling in DIS data [55]. Above the saturation scale, non-linear
coherence phenomena take over. Saturation models assume – unlike Glauber models – that the
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parton density functions inside nuclei are not just an incoherent superposition of free protons
and neutrons. Within the Color Glass Condensate formalism, the nuclear wave-functions
are treated as classical correlated multi-parton states [56,57]. More complex saturation models
also take an impact parameter dependence into account (‘IPSat’) [58].
3.1.2 Initial energy density
Estimates for the critical energy density c can be obtained from lattice QCD [30,59]:
c ≈ 0.6± 0.3 GeV/fm3 (3.2)
Interestingly, the critical energy density is only about a factor of four larger than the energy
density inside ordinary nuclear matter. The energy density inside a nucleus consisting of A
nucleons can be estimated by
0 ≈ MA4
3piR
3
A
≈ mp4
3pir
3
p
≈ 0.14 GeV/fm3 , (3.3)
with RA≈A 13 rp, MA≈Amp, mp≈1 GeV and rp≈1.21 fm [41].
3.1.2.1 The Bjorken estimate
Experimentally, the initial energy density 0 can be estimated within the Bjorken model [60]
from the transverse energy rapidity density dET/dy:
0 =
1
ATτ0
dET
dy
(3.4)
with the nuclear overlap area AT and the formation time τ0 as a measure of the longitudinal
dimension of the cylinder. While AT is constrained by the transverse size R= rpA
1
3 and can be
estimated from a Glauber calculation, the thermalization time τ0 is strongly model dependent:
While at SPS it was assumed that τ0≈1 fm/c different models indicate that the thermalization
time is much shorter at RHIC and LHC energies [61].
Measurements in 0 - 5% central Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC yield a value of 0τ0≈16 GeV/(fm2c)
[62] for the initial energy density. Even with moderate estimates for the thermalization time
τ0 = 1 fm/c, the initial energy density is one order of magnitude above the critical energy density
c. Assuming almost equal thermalization times at RHIC and the LHC, the energy density at
the LHC is about a factor of three larger than the energy density at RHIC [63].
3.1.2.2 Shape of the energy density profile
A measure of the deformation with respect to azimuthally symmetric conditions in the trans-
verse plane is given by the eccentricity . It must be distinguished between two sources of
eccentricity, the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap and the one arising from fluctuations.
Elliptic eccentricity mainly arises due to the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap in the trans-
verse plane in non-central collisions. Two definitions for the elliptic eccentricity can be found
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in literature [53,64–67], the reaction plane eccentricity,
std2 =
σ2x − σ2y
σ2x + σ
2
y
, (3.5)
and the participant eccentricity,
part2 =
(σ2x − σ2y)2 + 4σ2xy
σ2x + σ
2
y
, (3.6)
where σ2x and σ
2
y are the variances, and σxy is the covariance of the participant weighted nu-
cleon distribution in the transverse plane. The x is axis defined along to the reaction plane
direction ΨRP. Consequently, 
std
2 is the eccentricity in the reaction-plane frame and 
part
2 in the
participant-plane frame.
More generally, the deformation can be expressed as a Fourier series in polar coordinates with
coefficients n [57, 68,69]:
partn =
√
〈rn sin(nφ)〉2 + 〈rn cos(nφ)〉2
〈rn〉 (3.7)
For the second harmonic, eq. (3.7) is identical with eq. (3.6), which can be shown by using that
σ2x − σ2y =
〈
r2 cos (2φ)
〉
, σ2x + σ
2
y =
〈
r2
〉
and 4σ2xy =
〈
r2 sin (2φ)
〉
. Higher-order eccentricity and
also elliptic eccentricity in the most central collisions is dominantly driven by fluctuations in
the initial energy density distribution. Long range correlations such as anisotropic flow can only
be produced at early times. Therefore, estimates for the initial energy density distribution are
the starting point of any hydrodynamic calculation. Figure 3.4 shows the initial energy density
profile as determined from a Glauber model and an IP glasma model. Various prescriptions
for the relation between the initial energy density and the density of participants and binary
collisions can be found in the literature [70–73]. It can be seen in fig. 3.4 that fluctuations are
much more pronounced in the IP glasma model. It is shown in [58] that saturation models
generally tend to give larger eccentricities than Glauber models.
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where ta are the generators of SU(Nc) in the fundamental
representation (The cell index j is omitted here). The
N2c −1 equations (4) are highly non-linear and for Nc = 3
are solved iteratively.
The total energy density on the lattice at τ = 0 is given
by
ε(τ = 0) =
2
g2a4
(Nc − Re trU!) + 1
g2a4
trE2η , (5)
where the first term is the longitudinal magnetic energy,
with the plaquette given by U j! = U
x
j U
y
j+xˆ U
x†
j+yˆ U
y†
j .
The explicit lattice expression for the longitudinal elec-
tric field in the second term can be found in Refs. [32, 34].
We note that the boost-invariant CYM framework ne-
glects fluctuations in the rapidity direction. Anisotropic
flow at mid-rapdity is dominated by fluctuations in the
transverse plane but fluctuations in rapidity could have
an effect on the dissipative evolution; the framework to
describe these effects has been developed [35] and will
be addressed in future work. Other rapidity dependent
initial conditions are discussed in Ref. [36].
In Fig. 1 we show the event-by-event fluctuation in
the initial energy per unit rapidity. The mean was ad-
justed to reproduce particle multiplicities after hydro-
dynamic evolution. This and all following results are for
Au+Au collisions at RHIC energies (
√
s = 200AGeV) at
midrapidity. The best fit is given by a negative binomial
(NBD) distribution, as predicted in the Glasma flux tube
framework [37]; our result adds further confirmation to a
previous non-perturbative study [38]. The fact that the
Glasma NBD distribution fits p+p multiplicity distribu-
tions over RHIC and LHC energies [24] lends confidence
that our picture includes fluctuations properly.
We now show the energy density distribution in the
transverse plane in Fig. 2. We compare to the MC-KLN
model and to an MC-Glauber model that was tuned to
reproduce experimental data [4, 8]. In the latter, for ev-
ery participant nucleon, a Gaussian distributed energy
density is added. Its parameters are the same for ev-
ery nucleon in every event, with the width chosen to be
0.4 fm to best describe anisotropic flow data. We will
also present results for a model where the same Gaus-
sians are assigned to each binary collision. The resulting
initial energy densities differ significantly. In particular,
fluctuations in the IP-Glasma occur on the length-scale
Q−1s (x⊥), leading to finer structures in the initial energy
density relative to the other models. As noted in [25],
this feature of CGC physics is missing in the MC-KLN
model.
We next determine the participant ellipticity ε2 and
triangularity ε3 of all models. Final flow of hadrons vn is
to good approximation proportional to the respective εn
[39], which makes these eccentricities a good indicator of
what to expect for vn. We define
εn =
√〈rn cos(nφ)〉2 + 〈rn sin(nφ)〉2
〈rn〉 , (6)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Initial energy density (arbitrary units)
in the transverse plane in three different heavy-ion collision
events: from top to bottom, IP-Glasma, MC-KLN and MC-
Glauber [8] models.
where 〈·〉 is the energy density weighted average. The re-
sults from averages over ∼ 600 events for each point plot-
ted are shown in Fig. 3. The ellipticity is largest in the
MC-KLN model and smallest in the MC-Glauber model
with participant scaling of the energy density (Npart).
The result of the present calculation lies in between,
agreeing well with the MC-Glauber model using binary
collision scaling (Nbinary). We note however that this
agreement is accidental; binary collision scaling of eccen-
tricities, as shown explicitly in a previous work applying
average CYM initial conditions [40], does not imply bi-
nary collision scaling of multiplicities.
The triangularities are very similar, with the MC-KLN
result being below the other models for most impact pa-
rameters. Again, the present calculation is closest to the
MC-Glauber model with binary collision scaling. There
is no parameter dependence of eccentricities and trian-
gularities in the IP-Glasma results shown in Fig. 3. It
is reassuring that both are close to those from the MC-
Glauber model because the latter is tuned to reproduce
data even though it does not have dynamical QCD fluc-
tuations.
We have checked that our results for ε2, ε3 are insensi-
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sults from averages over ∼ 600 events for each point plot-
ted are shown in Fig. 3. The ellipticity is largest in the
MC-KLN model and smallest in the MC-Glauber model
with participant scaling of the energy density (Npart).
The result of the present calculation lies in between,
agreeing well with the MC-Glauber model using binary
collision scaling (Nbinary). We note however that this
agreement is accidental; binary collision scaling of eccen-
tricities, as shown explicitly in a previous work applying
average CYM initial conditions [40], does not imply bi-
nary collision scaling of multiplicities.
The triangularities are very similar, with the MC-KLN
result being below the other models for most impact pa-
rameters. Again, the present calculation is closest to the
MC-Glauber model with binary collision scaling. There
is no parameter dependence of eccentricities and trian-
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Glauber model because the latter is tuned to reproduce
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Figure 3.4: Initial energy density profile from a Glauber model (left) and an IP glasma model
(right) [58].
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3.1.3 Charged particle multiplicity
The most fundamental experimental observable in heavy-ion experiments is the multiplicity of
final state charged particles. It is essential for the study of heavy-ion collisions to relate final
state observables with quantities that characterize the initial conditions such as the collision
centrality. With regard to the multiplicity production, it is often distinguished between ‘soft’
and ‘hard’ production processes:
Soft production means the fragmentation of color flux tubes that hold the constituents
of the nucleons together. One can also interpret this as the excitation and decay of wounded
nucleons. Consequently, the contribution of soft processes is expected to scale with the number
of wounded nucleon participants Npart.
Hard production , on the other hand, means the fragmentation of color strings produced in
hard parton-parton interactions. Those processes are expected to scale with the number of
binary collisions Ncoll.
7
FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy density (arbitrary units) in the
transverse plane at τ = 0 fm (upper panel) and τ = 0.2 fm
(lower panel). The structures are smoothed by the evolution
over the first ∆τ ∼ 1/Qs.
the square root of
k˜2T = 4
[
sin2
kx
2
+ sin2
ky
2
]
. (32)
The result for (dNg/dy)/(Npart/2) vs. Npart at time
τ = 0.4 fm, where Npart is the number of participant
nucleons, is shown in Fig. 5. The IP-Glasma model does
not have the concept of “wounded nucleons” because we
treat the nucleus as a coherent system of gluon fields
correlated on distance scales 1/Qs much smaller than the
size of a nucleon. To determine Npart we use the same
Monte Carlo Glauber (MC-Glauber) model as employed
by the experimental collaborations. Nucleons that were
sampled for each nucleus, as described in Section III,
are assumed to be participant nucleons if the relative
transverse distance between them and a nucleon from the
other nucleus is smaller than D =
√
σNN/pi, where σNN
is the total inelastic cross section, σNN = 42mb for
√
s =
200GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC and 64mb for
√
s =
2.76TeV Pb+Pb collisions at LHC. The reader should
note that the MC-Glauber model and the inelastic cross
sections are solely used to determine Npart to compare
to experimental data. They are not an input for the IP-
Glasma model.
In the upper panel of Fig. 5, we show the multiplic-
ity distribution as a function of Npart for fixed coupling.
We multiplied the gluon multiplicity by 2/3 to convert to
charged particle multiplicity. Note that the overall nor-
malization is chosen (by varying the ratio between Qs
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FIG. 5. Gluon multiplicity (dNg/dy)/(Npart/2) at τ =
0.4 fm/c times 2/3 compared to experimental charged par-
ticle (dN/dy)/(Npart/2) data for
√
s = 200GeV Au+Au and√
s = 2.76TeV Pb+Pb collisions as a function of Npart for
fixed coupling (upper panel) and running coupling (lower
panel). The pale blue and red bands are a collection of the
multiplicities for individual events, with the solid lines repre-
senting the average multiplicity. Experimental data from [47]
and [48].
and g2µ and αs in the fixed coupling case) to agree with
the RHIC data for charged particles. This allows us to
better compare the shape of the result and the experi-
mental data. (The pale bands denote results from the
individual events and demonstrate the range of fluctu-
ations around the mean. See below for more details.)
However, we know that there is entropy production in
the system and the initial gluon multiplicity should not
account for all observed final particles. The logarithmic
uncertainty in Qs as well as some numerical uncertainty
(for details see [16, 32]) in the factor between Qs and g
2µ
introduce some freedom that allows to adjust the normal-
ization of the initial dNg/dy. This also allows to adjust
the energy density when fine tuning to experimental data
when using this model with a viscous hydrodynamic evo-
lution model that accounts for entropy production.
While the RHIC result is reasonably well described,
both the normalization and shape of the LHC result dis-
agree strongly with the experimental data for the fixed
Figure 3.5: Charged particle multiplicity density at mid rapidity normalized by Npart [63, 74]
compared to gluon multiplicity fro an IP saturation model [75].
It was first found in hadron-nucleus collisions with 50 - 200 MeV/c pion, kaon and proton beams
[76] at Fermilab that the charged particle multiplicity density dNch/dη is proportional to the
number of participants Npart. It was conclud d that the multiplicity roduction is dominated
by soft processes. Figure 3.5 shows the Npart-scaled charged p rtic e multiplicity density as a
function of Npart measured at mid rapidity in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [74] and
Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [63]. The data points from LHC nd RHIC have the same
shape, but the Npart scaled multiplicity density increases by a factor of two from RHIC to the
LHC. The increase in charged particle multiplicity density per participant indicates a clear de-
viation from Npart scaling. Consequently, one has introduced the concept of ancestors as the
number of independently emitting sources of particles. It is shown in [77] that a two component
model Nancestors =fNpart +(1−f)Ncoll with f ≈0.8 describes the data points, which indicates a
significant contribution of hard processes to the multiplicity production. It is shown in [78] that
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this discrepancy is partially overcome by the use of constituent quark participants instead of
nucleon participants. In the IP saturation model, the multiplicity production is related with the
gluon multiplicity [75]. Figure 3.5 also shows the mean gluon multiplicity dNg/dy normalized
by Npart/2 in comparison to the data. The pale bands denote results from individual events
and illustrate the range of fluctuations. Except for some discrepancy to the LHC data for small
Npart, the IP saturation model gives a reasonable description of the multiplicity production.
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3 Relating the Glauber Model to Experimental Data
Unfortunately, neither Npart nor Ncoll can be directly measured in a RHIC exper-
iment. Mean values of such quantities can be extracted for classes of (Nevt) mea-
sured events via a mapping procedure. Typically a measured distribution (e.g.,
dNevt/dNch) is mapped to the corresponding distribution obtained from phe-
nomenological Glauber calculations. This is done by defining “centrality classes”
in both the measured and calculated distributions and then connecting the mean
values from the same centrality class in the two distributions. The specifics of this
mapping rocedure differ b h b tween experiments as well as between collision
systems within a given experiment. Herein we briefly summarize the principles
and various implementations of centrality definition.
3.1 Methodology
Figure 8: A cartoon example of the correlation of the final state observable
Nch with Glauber calculated quantities (b, Npart). The plotted distribution and
various values are illustrative and not actual measurements (T. Ullrich, private
communication).
The basic assumption underlying centrality classes is that the impact param-
eter b is monotonically related to particle multiplicity, both at mid and forward
rapidity. For large b events (“peripheral”) we expect low multiplicity at mid-
rapidity, and a large number of spectator nucleons at beam rapidity, whereas
for small b events (“central”) we expect large multiplicity at mid-rapidity and a
small number of spectator nucleons at beam rapidity (Figure 8). In the simplest
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the correlatio be-
tween experime tal charged particle multi-
plicity Nch and Glauber calculated quantities
〈b〉 and 〈Npart〉 [53].
The IP saturation model is an extremely sophis-
ticated model compared to the Glauber model,
which can give a reasonable description of the
multiplicity production using the concept of
ancestors. Due to its simplicity, the Glauber
model is commonly used by experimentalist to
relate the multiplicity to the collision central-
ity and thus the impact parameter. Figure 3.6
illustrates the relation between the experimen-
tally observed final-state multiplicity Nch, the
average impact parameter 〈b〉 and the aver-
age number of participants 〈Npart〉 determined
from a Glauber calculation. The distribution of
Nancestors describes the experimentally observed
multiplicity distribution and thus quantiles of
the measured multiplicity distribution called
centrality classes can be related to quantiles
of the impact parameter distribution [77]. Con-
sequently, the collision centrality can be experi-
mentally accessed via the measured multiplicity
and can be related to an average impact pa-
rameter 〈b〉, number of participants 〈Npart〉 and
number of binary collisions 〈Ncoll〉.
3.1.4 Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferomet y
The dimensions of the fireball can be determined from Bose-Einst i correl tions (BEC) between
identical bosons, which are related to the coherent superposition of wave amplitudes. Hanbury
Brown-Twiss interferometry (HBT) was developed in the 1950’s as a method to determine the
dimensions of distant astronomical objects from interference effects [79,80] and was first applied
to Bose-Einstein correlations by Goldhaber et. al [81]. Nowadays, HBT is a standard tool to
determine the dimensions of the fireball created in nucleus-nucleus collisions [50]. A detailed
theoretical review can be found in [82]. The correlation function is given by
C2(p1, p2) =
P (p1, p2)
P (p1)P (p2)
(3.8)
Classically, one would expect C2 = 1, since the rate of pair coincidences is just given by the prod-
uct of the two individual probabilities P (~p1, ~p2) =P (~p1)P (~p2). Without going into the details
of the quantum mechanical calculation, the probability to find two particles in the same phase
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space volume (~p1− ~p2≈0) is enhanced for bosons and reduced for fermions due to positive and
negative interference of the wave functions, respectively. The ‘closeness in phase space’ is ex-
pressed in terms of the relative three momentum ~q=~p2− ~p1. In the Bertsch-Pratt notation ,
the relative momentum ~q= (qout, qside, qlong) is decomposed into its components in the longitudi-
nal comoving system (LCMS), which correspond to the axes parallel (‘out’) and perpendicular
(‘side’) to the pair momentum and along the beam axis (‘long’). The correlation function C2(~q)
is then related to the size of the source ~R= (Rout, Rside, Rlong) via the correlation strength λ as:
C2(~q) = 1 + λ exp
(− (q2outR2out + q2sideR2side + q2longR2long)) [83–86] (3.9)
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Fig. 3. Pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 GeV/c for the 5% most central Pb–Pb at √sNN =
2.76 TeV (red filled dot) and the radii obtained for central gold and lead collisions
at lower energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. Model pre-
dictions are shown as lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
source and is less affected by experimental uncertainties, an in-
crease is observed beyond systematic errors (Fig. 3-b). At lower en-
ergies a rather flat behavior with a shallow minimum between AGS
and SPS energies was observed and interpreted as due to the tran-
sition from baryon to meson dominance at freeze-out [44]. An in-
crease of Rside at high energy is consistent with that interpretation.
Available model predictions are compared to the experimental
data in Figs. 2-d and 3. Calculations from three models incorpo-
rating a hydrodynamic approach, AZHYDRO [45], KRAKOW [46,47],
and HKM [48,49], and from the hadronic-kinematics-based model
HRM [50,51] are shown. An in-depth discussion is beyond the
scope of this Letter but we notice that, while the increase of the
radii between RHIC and the LHC is roughly reproduced by all four
calculations, only two of them (KRAKOW and HKM) are able to de-
scribe the experimental Rout/Rside ratio.
The systematics of the product of the three radii is shown in
Fig. 4. The product of the radii, which is connected to the vol-
ume of the homogeneity region, shows a linear dependence on the
charged-particle pseudorapidity density and is two times larger at
the LHC than at RHIC.
Within hydrodynamic scenarios, the decoupling time for had-
rons at midrapidity can be estimated in the following way. The
size of the homogeneity region is inversely proportional to the ve-
Fig. 4. Product of the three pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 GeV/c. The ALICE result (red
filled dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
Fig. 5. The decoupling time extracted from R long(kT ). The ALICE result (red filled
dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
locity gradient of the expanding system. The longitudinal velocity
gradient in a high energy nuclear collision decreases with time as
1/τ [52]. Therefore, the magnitude of R long is proportional to the
total duration of the longitudinal expansion, i.e. to the decoupling
time of the system [31]. Quantitatively, the decoupling time τ f can
be obtained by fitting R long with
R2long(kT )=
τ 2f T
mT
K2(mT /T )
K1(mT /T )
, mT =
√
m2pi + k2T , (2)
where mpi is the pion mass, T the kinetic freeze-out temperature
taken to be 0.12 GeV, and K1 and K2 are the integer order mod-
ified Bessel functions [31,53]. The decoupling time extracted from
this fit to the ALICE radii and to the values published at lower en-
ergies are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, τ f scales with the cube
root of charged-particle pseudorapidity density and reaches 10–
11 fm/c in central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. It should
be kept in mind that while Eq. (2) captures basic features of a
longitudinally expanding particle-emitting system, in the presence
of transverse expansion and a finite chemical potential of pions it
may underestimate the actual decoupling time by about 25% [54].
An uncertainty is connected to the value of the kinetic freeze-out
temperature used in the fit T = 0.12 GeV. Setting T to 0.1 GeV
Figure 3.7: Pion HBT radii measured in 0 - 5%
central Pb-Pb collisions compared to earlier
measurements for other systems [50].
More complex versions of the correlation func-
tion also include cross terms between qlong and
qout and terms for the Coulomb interaction be-
tween charged bosons [50]. The correlation func-
tion peaks at vanishing momentum difference at
a value of C2(~q) = 2 for for spin-less and C2(~q) =
3/2 for spin one bosons. BEC correlations at the
femtoscopic scale are expected to appear at rela-
tive momentum of about q~/fm≈200 MeV/c .
The uncorrelated denominator of the correla-
tion function can be estimated from the mixing
of uncorrelated events.
Figure 3.7 shows the HBT radii in the 0 - 5%
most central collisions as a function of the cube-
root of the charged multiplicity (dNch/dη)
1/3
as determined in different collisions systems.
The charged multiplicity density dNch/dη is a
measure of the number of nucleon participants
and thus the transverse size and energy den-
sity of the system at the collision time. Rside
and Rout are comparable in size due to the al-
most symmetric reaction plane in central colli-
sions. It should be noted that the HBT radii are
not directly related to the spatial dimensions of
the system, but rather describe the homogene-
ity length, i.e. the size of the region that con-
tributes to the pion spectrum. The magnitude
of the longitudinal component Rlong is propor-
tional to the kinetic freeze-out time τfo, which is
essentially the lifetime of the fireball. It can be
see that Rlong and thus th lifetime increases
with the cube-root [87] of the charged particle
multiplicity density dNch/dη. At the LHC, τfo is
about 10 - 11 fm/c with a kinetic freeze-out tem-
peratur of Tfo = 100 MeV/kB [51]. The incr ase in the lifetime and the transverse size directly
implies an increase of the fireball volume [50].
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3.2 Hydrodynamic evolution
3.2.1 Applicability of hydrodynamics
The use of hydrodynamic concepts such as temperature, pressure and fluid velocity cannot be
strictly justified for matter formed in a heavy-ion collision. Although the number of particles is
sufficiently large to be considered as a macroscopic system, standard thermodynamics is about
systems in global thermodynamic equilibrium, which implies that all intensive parameters are
constant throughout the whole volume and the system is at rest. Even though none of these
conditions is essentially strictly fulfilled, one can still argue for partial equilibration in small fluid
cells and collective behavior, if the mean free path is smaller than the characteristic dimensions
of the system. The Knudsen number Kn=λ/R is defined as the ratio of the mean free path λ
and the characteristic size of the system R. Fluid dynamics only applies, if Kn1 implying that
frequent collisions occur and momentum is transferred from denser regions toward less dense
regions. At initial particle densities of the order of 5 - 10 fm−3 and even with modest estimates
of cross sections of the order of 1 - 2 mb, we obtain values for the mean free path smaller than
1 fm and thus much below the nuclear size 2RA≥10 fm, which gives Kn≈0.1 and justifies the
application of hydrodynamics [88,89].
3.2.2 Radial expansion
A detailed description of the hydrodynamic picture can be found in [88]. In the following, it
shall be briefly sketched how the main properties of the hydrodynamic expansion can derived
from the basic conservation laws of thermodynamics. The conservation equations of energy and
momentum (∂µT
µν = 0) are given by:
∂
∂t
+ ~∇ · ((+ P )~v) = 0 ∂
∂t
((+ P )~v) + ~∇P = ~0 (3.10)
In order to study the propagation of small disturbances in the fluid, the energy density  and
pressure P are expressed as
(t, x, y, z) = 0 + δ(t, x, y, z) P (t, x, y, z) = 0 + δP (t, x, y, z) , (3.11)
where 0 and P0 correspond to the uniform fluid and δ and δP to the disturbance. Inserting
eq. (3.11) into eq. (3.10) and linearizing gives:
∂δ
∂t
+ (0 + P0)~∇ · ~v = 0 (0 + P0)∂~v
∂t
+ ~∇δP = ~0 (3.12)
The first equation describes energy conservation: It states that the energy density decreases,
if the velocity field diverges (~∇ · ~v>0), i.e. the volume of the system increases. The second
equation is Newton’s second law: The inertia of the fluid multiplied by its acceleration equals
the force. It follows that the force per unit volume is −~∇δP , i.e. the fluid is pushed towards
regions of lower pressure. From that we can already see that a system with a given energy
density that is surrounded by vacuum will increase in volume. The collective radial expansion
of the medium is referred to as radial flow . The radial component of eq. (3.12) is given by
∂vr
∂t
= − 1
+ P
∂P
∂r
. (3.13)
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We consider the system evolution as an isentropic process and substitute d/ (+ P ) = d ln s.
We define the velocity of sound cs =
√
∂P/∂ and obtain
∂vr
∂t
= −c2s
∂ ln s
∂r
. (3.14)
For simplicity, we assume a Gaussian entropy density profile at the thermalization time τ = τ0:
s(r) = s0 exp
(
− r
2
2ρ2
)
(3.15)
ρ is the transverse size at the thermalization time. Integrating over t, we obtain for small times
βr =
vr
c
=
c2sr
ρ2
t . (3.16)
It can be seen that the radial flow velocity increases essentially linearly in time for small times
after the thermalization time τ0.
3.2.3 Freeze-out
Within the Cooper-Frye freeze-out picture [90], the momentum distribution of the outgoing
free particles measured by the particle detectors is essentially the momentum distribution of
particles within the fluid after the hydrodynamic expansion. The transition from the fluid to
individual particles cannot be described by fluid dynamics, so it is assumed that the late stages
of the expansion do not alter the essential features of the momentum distributions [88].
A detailed description of the thermal properties of the hadron spectra can be found in [91]. The
invariant momentum spectrum of particles radiated by a thermal source with temperature T is
given by
E
d3N
d3p
=
dN
dymTdmTdφ
=
gV
(2pi)3
E exp
(
−E − µ
T
)
, (3.17)
where g is the spin/isospin degeneracy factor, µ the grand canonical potential
µ = BµB + SµS +QµQ (3.18)
as originating from its baryon number B, strangeness number S and electric charge Q. The
transverse mass was defined in eq. (1.6) and equals the energy of a particle in the transverse
plane (pz = 0). For simplicity, quantum statistics is neglected and instead a Boltzmann distri-
bution is used. Integrating over the surface of the source, we obtain the invariant momentum
distribution
dN
mTdmT
=
gV
(2pi)2
mTK1
(mT
T
)
→
mTT
√
mT exp
(
−mT
T
)
, (3.19)
with the modified Bessel function K1 that behaves asymptotically like
Kα(z) ≈
√
pi
2z
exp (−z) (1 +O(α
2
z
)) for z  1 [92] . (3.20)
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For a static thermodynamic source, the mT-spectra for various particle types are expected to
have an exponential spectrum with almost uniform common slope 1/T . This behavior known
as transverse mass scaling is broken, if the fluid moves. It can be shown that eq. (3.19)
transforms under a Lorentz boost with transverse rapidity ρ to:
dN
mTdmT
∝
∫ R
0
rdrmTK1
(
mT cosh(ρ)
T
)
I0
(
pT sinh(ρ)
T
)
(3.21)
The transverse rapidity is given by ρ= tanh−1 (βr (r)), where the transverse velocity distribution
inside the fireball βr is parametrized by βr(r) =βs
(
r
R
)n
with the surface velocity βs. It can be
immediately seen that for a static source (ρ= 0), eq. (3.21) is identical2 to the unboosted
distribution eq. (3.19). In general it can be distinguished between comoving particles (pT≈
mβγ) and fast particles (pT>mβγ), implying different limits for the Bessel functions. For fast
particles, we use that I0(z)≈ exp(z)/
√
2piz [92] and eq. (3.21) becomes an exponential function:
dN
mTdmT
∝
∫ R
0
rdr
√
mTpT exp
(
−mT cosh (ρ)− pT sinh (ρ)
T
)
(3.22)
In the limit of negligible mass (mT≈pT for pT→∞) this relation simplifies to:
lim
mT→pT
dN
mTdmT
∝
∫ R
0
rdr exp
(
−mT (cosh (ρ)− sinh (ρ))
T
)
(3.23)
A better understanding of the slope can be achieved by taking the log of eq. (3.23) and differ-
entiating with respect to mT. As explicitly shown in [91], using that cosh(x)− sinh(x) = exp(x)
and tanh−1(x) = 1/2 ln ((1 + x) / (1− x)) we obtain:
lim
mT→∞
d
dmT
ln
(
dN
mTdmT
)
= −cosh(ρ)− sinh(ρ)
T
= − 1
T
√
1− βr
1 + βr
(3.24)
Thus, the inverse slope parameter or apparent temperature Teff can be understood as the
blue-shifted original temperature of the source T :
Teff = T
√
1 + βr
1− βr (3.25)
At small values of mT (pT≈m), the situation is much less clear because at low mT the Bessel
functions tend to steepen the spectra, while large hadron masses tend to flatten the spectra [91].
3.2.4 Azimuthal anisotropy
In the following, it shall be demonstrated that deformations of the initial energy density distri-
bution translate into azimuthally anisotropic pressure gradients. The deformation of the Gaus-
sian entropy profile eq. (3.15) is described by the Fourier decomposition with the eccentricity
2βr(r) =0→ρ= 0 implies that sinh(0) = 0→ I0(0) =1 and cosh(0) = 1.
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coefficients n defined in eq. (3.7):
s(r, φ) = s0 exp
(
−r
2 (1 +
∑
n n cos (n (φ−Ψn)))
2ρ2
)
[93] (3.26)
The fluid velocity is then given by
βr (φ) =
vr
c
= β0
(
1 +
∑
n
n cos (n (φ−Ψn))
)
, (3.27)
with β0 = c
2
srt/ρ
2. It can be explicitly seen that the pressure gradients transform the deformation
of the initial entropy density distribution into larger radial flow velocities along Ψn, which is
the reference angle of the n-th order eccentricity n. The expansion of the medium results
into a blue-shift of the particle spectra, which depends on the azimuthal emission angle. In
other words, the pressure gradients turn the initial asymmetry in the coordinate space into an
anisotropy in momentum space. The azimuthal distribution dN/dφ of particles produced in an
individual heavy-ion collision can be expressed as a Fourier series,
dN
dφ
=
N0
2pi
1 + 2∑
n≥1
vn cos (n (φ−Ψn))
 , (3.28)
where N0 is the average particle yield, vn is the magnitude and Ψn is the corresponding angle
of the maximum n-th order anisotropy. The coefficient vn is defined as
vn =
∫ 2pi
0 dφ
dN
dφ cos (n (φ−Ψn))∫ 2pi
0 dφ
dN
dφ
. (3.29)
In the following, it shall be explicitly shown how vn is related with the eccentricity and the
radial flow velocity. We introduce the fluid 4-velocity with u= sinh(ρ) and u0 = cosh(ρ). For
simplicity, the r dependence of the fluid velocity shall be neglected in the following. From the
identity cosh2(x)− sinh2(x) = 1, it follows that u0 =√1 + u2. First order Taylor expansions at
β=β0 yield
u = sinh
(
tanh−1 (β)
) ≈ β (3.30)
and
u0 =
√
1 + β2|β0 ≈
√
1 + β20 +
β0√
1 + β20
(β − β0) . (3.31)
Using that γ= 1/
√
1 + β20 and considering only the n-th order eccentricity n, we can write:
u (φ) = β0(1 + 2n cos (n (φ−Ψn)) (3.32)
u0(φ) =
1
γ
+ 2γβ20n cos (n (φ−Ψn)) (3.33)
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We insert eq. (3.32) and eq. (3.33) in eq. (3.23) and obtain
dN
mTdmT
∝ √mTpT exp
(
−mTu
0 (φ)− pTu (φ)
T
)
(3.34)
=
√
mTpT exp
(
−(mTγ − pTβ0)
T
)
× exp
(
−(mTγβ0 − pT)
T
2β0n cos (n (φ−Ψn))
)
. (3.35)
Using a Taylor expansion of the exponential function (exp = 1 + x) we obtain
dN
mTdmT
∝ N0
(
1 + 2β0n
(pT −mTγβ0)
T
cos (n (φ−Ψn))
)
. (3.36)
Comparing eq. (3.36) with eq. (3.28), the n-th-order azimuthal anisotropy vn is given by
vn =
nβ0
T
(pT − γβ0mT) . (3.37)
In ideal hydrodynamics, the azimuthal anisotropy increases essentially linearly with pT. At a
fixed pT, the transverse mass mT is larger for heavier particles, which implies that light particles
have a larger azimuthal anisotropy than heavy particles. This feature known as mass ordering
is a clear fingerprint of hydrodynamic behavior. Finally, it shall be noticed that eq. (3.37) is
not valid for low energetic (comoving) particles. It is shown in [94, 95] that vn vanishes at low
transverse momentum as pnT, if the momentum distribution is regular at pT = 0.
3.3 Hadron spectra and yields
It shall be briefly discussed, how the measured hadron spectra and yields compare with the
hydrodynamic description and which conclusions about the time evolution can be drawn.
3.3.1 Isotropic radial flow
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Fig. 1: (color online) Transverse momentum distributions of the sum of positive and negative particles (box:
systematic errors; statistical errors smaller than the symbol for most data points), fitted individually with a blast
wave function, compared to RHIC data and hydrodynamic models.
rameters at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, we performed a combined fit with a blast wave function [15]. It should
be noted that the value of the Tkin parameter extracted from the fit is sensitive to the fit range used for
the pions, because of the large contribution from resonance decays (mostly at low pT), which tend to
reduce Tkin. For this reason, the pT ranges 0.5-1 GeV/c, 0.2-1.5 GeV/c, 0.3-3 GeV/c for p , K, and p
were used. These hydro-motivated fits do not replace a full hydrodynamic calculation, but allow one
to compare with a few parameters the measurements of different experiments. The data are well de-
scribed by the combined blast wave fit with a collective radial flow velocity hbTi = 0.65± 0.02, and a
kinetic freeze-out temperature of Tkin = 96± 10 MeV. As compared to fits to central Au–Au collisions
at
p
sNN = 200 GeV/c, in similar pT ranges [35, 46], hbTi at the LHC is ⇠10% higher while Tkin is
comparable within errors.
The mid-rapidity (|y|< 0.5) pT-integrated particle yields were extracted by fitting the p , K, and p spectra
individually with a blast wave function, in order to extrapolate to zero pT. The individual fits are shown
in Fig. 1 as solid curves; the fraction of extrapolated yield is small: about 7%, 6%, and 4% for p , K, and
p. Its uncertainty was estimated using different fit functions [24]. The particle ratios are compared in
Fig. 2 to results at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and to the predictions from thermal models, using µB = 1 MeV and a
Tch of 164 MeV [7] or 170 MeV [17]. The value for µB is based on extrapolation from lower energy data.
Tch was found to be constant above a center-of-mass energy of a few ten GeV, so the value obtained from
fits to RHIC data was used. The systematic uncertainties on the particle ratios were computed taking into
account the correlated sources of uncertainty (mainly due to the tracking efficiency for different particles
and to PID and extrapolation for anti-particle over particle ratios). In the following we quote the total er-
ror for the ratios, as the statistical error is negligible. The anti-particle/particle ratios are all unity within
errors, consistent with a vanishing baryochemical potential µB. In order to minimize the sensitivity to
µB, the ratios K/p = (K+ +K )/(p+ +p ) and p/p = (p+ p¯)/(p+ +p ) are also shown. The ratio
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Fig. 1: (color online) Transverse momentum distributions of the sum of positive and negative particles (box:
systematic errors; statistical errors smaller than the symbol for most data points), fitted individually with a blast
wave function, compared to RHIC data and hydrodynamic models.
rameters at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, we performed a combined fit with a blast wave function [15]. It should
be noted that the value of the Tkin parameter extracted from the fit is sensitive to the fit range used for
the pions, because of the large contribution from resonance decays (mostly at low pT), which tend to
reduce Tkin. For this reason, the pT ranges 0.5-1 GeV/c, 0.2-1.5 GeV/c, 0.3-3 GeV/c for p , K, and p
were used. These hydro-motivated fits do not replace a full hydrodynamic calculation, but allow one
to compare with a few parameters the measurements of different experiments. The data are well de-
scribed by the combined blast wave fit with a collective radial flow velocity hbTi = 0.65± 0.02, and a
kinetic freeze-out temperature of Tkin = 96± 10 MeV. As compared to fits to central Au–Au collisions
at
p
sNN = 200 GeV/c, in similar pT ranges [35, 46], hbTi at the LHC is ⇠10% higher while Tkin is
comparable within errors.
The mid-rapidity (|y|< 0.5) pT-integrated particle yields were extracted by fitting the p , K, and p spectra
individually with a blast wave function, in order to extrapolate to zero pT. The individual fits are shown
in Fig. 1 as solid curves; the fraction of extrapolated yield is small: about 7%, 6%, and 4% for p , K, and
p. Its uncertainty was estimated using different fit functions [24]. The particle ratios are compared in
Fig. 2 to results at
p
sNN = 200 GeV and to the predictions from thermal models, using µB = 1 MeV and a
Tch of 164 MeV [7] or 170 MeV [17]. The value for µB is based on extrapolation from lower energy data.
Tch was found to be constant above a center-of-mass energy of a few ten GeV, so the value obtained from
fits to RHIC data was used. The systematic uncertainties on the particle ratios were computed taking into
account the correlated sources of uncertainty (mainly due to the tracking efficiency for different particles
and to PID and extrapolation for anti-particle over particle ratios). In the following we quote the total er-
ror for the ratios, as the statistical error is negligible. The anti-particle/particle ratios are all unity within
errors, consistent with a vanishing baryochemical potential µB. In order to minimize the sensitivity to
µB, the ratios K/p = (K+ +K )/(p+ +p ) and p/p = (p+ p¯)/(p+ +p ) are also shown. The ratio
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Figure 3.8: Identified hadron spectra in Pb-Pb
collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with a Blast-
Wave fit and compared to RHIC data [51].
Figure 3.8 shows the transverse momentum
spectra for pions, kaons and protons in Pb-Pb
collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and Au-Au colli-
sions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. It can be seen that
the spectra at the LHC are flatter than those
at RHIC, which indicates a stronger radial flow
at the LHC. The radial flow velocity β and
the corresponding temperature T can be ex-
tracted with a combined Blast-Wave fit based
on eq. (3.21) of all spectra. The data in 0 - 5%
central Pb-Pb collisions is well described by
a Blast-Wave fit with an average radial flow
velocity of 〈β〉bw = 0.65 ± 0.02 and Tbw = 95 ±
10 MeV/kB [51]. As compared with similar fi s
to 0 - 5% central Au-Au collisio s at
√
sNN =
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200 GeV [96], β is about 10% higher at the LHC, while the extracted temperatures are compa-
rable within errors.
3.3.2 Thermal model
It was already observed in e+e−collisions at the CERN LEP [97] that the hadron production
rates seem to be proportional to m3/2 exp(−m/T ), which follows just from the assumption
that the phase space is filled thermally at the hadronization. Higher temperatures enhance the
thermal production of heavy hadrons.
The thermal model is a quantum statistical description of the Cooper-Frye freeze-out picture.
It describes the thermal composition of particle yields in heavy-ion collisions using the partition
function of a grand canonical ensemble,
lnZi(T, V, µ) =
V gi
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
±p2dp ln
(
1± exp
(
−Ei − µi
T
))
, (3.38)
with + for fermions and − for bosons. The partition function describes all thermodynamic
properties of the fireball composed of hadrons. The average number of particles 〈Ni〉=V ni of
a given species can be calculated from the number density ni and the volume V . For the final
particle composition, also contributions from decays of higher hadronic resonances have to be
taken into account [30].
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Figure 1: Comparison of thermal model predictions with RHIC data.The data are as compiled in [3], with a recent update
taking into account all available information on feeding via weak decays of multi-strange baryons.
and anti-protons drive the temperature of the fit to a rather low value (T = 152 MeV) while the
yield of multi-strange baryons is significantly underpredicted. This is somewhat similar to the
situation observed at RHIC (Fig. 1). With the more than a factor of 2 smaller error bars of the
ALICE data compared to results from the RHIC experiments the reduced  2 value approaches 4,
and the temperature parameter is significantly lower than expected from the extrapolation from
the data at lower energies [3].
The right hand panel in Fig. 2 shows the result of excluding protons and anti-protons from
the fit. This leads to a very good description of all remaining data, with excellent  2 parameter
and a temperature value (164 MeV) completely in line with expectations. Naturally, the nucleon
yields are now about a factor of 1.4 below the calculated values. This apparent proton anomaly
could be due to annihilation in the hadronic phase near the phase boundary. Indeed, schematic
model calculations indicate such an e↵ect [7, 8]. We note, however, that annihilation a↵ects
not only nucleons, but also strange and multi-strange baryons. If annihilation is the explanation
for the proton anomaly then the new ALICE data suggests that the annihilation rate for strange
baryons is significantly less than that for nucleons. Further precision measurements, including
also correlations among baryons and anti-baryons, are needed to shed light on this observation.
In the following we use the statistical model to make predictions for charmonium production
and compare the results to the most recent ALICE data [9, 10]. Suppression of J/ mesons in
the QGP was originally predicted [11] as a key signature for a dense partonic phase. In contrast,
in [12] it was argued that charmonium production can be well described in the statistical model
by assuming that all charm quarks are produced in initial, hard collisions. An important further
input is that the QGP provides complete color screening, implying that charmed hadrons and
charmonia are first produced at the phase boundary with statistical weights (for a recent review
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see [13], for a detailed more technical description see [14]). An important element is thermal
equilibration of charm quarks, at least near the transition temperature Tc. The new ALICE data
[15] on spectra and flow of open charm hadrons and charmonia provide good evidence for this.
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The centrality dependence of the nuclear modification factor RJ/ AA as measured recently by
ALICE [10] is shown in Fig. 3, for central and forward rapidity, and compared to RHIC data
from the PHENIX collaboration [16] as well as to predictions from the statistical hadronization
model. We first note that, at LHC energy, much less suppression is observed compared to the
RHIC results, both at forward- and at mid-rapidity. The model calculations [14] reproduce this
3
Figure 3.9: Thermal model fits to hadron production in (left) Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN =
200 GeV at RHIC a d (right) central Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC [98].
Figure 3.9 shows a compilation of RHIC and LHC data for hadron production in heavy-ion
collisions. In the RHIC data, protons are slightly above antiprotons indicating that the net
baryon density is still above zero. A non-zero net b y n density results from the fact that
particles are collided with particles and not particles with its antiparticles. It can be seen that
the particle multiplicities at the LHC are larger than those at RHIC, due to the increased
collision energy. A a consequence, prot s and antiprotons are at the same level, since the
initial baryon composition of the colliding nuclei becomes negligible. The thermal fit to the
LHC data yields a temperature of Tth = 164 M V/kB being close to the critical temperature Tc.
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It can be observed that the proton and anti-proton production is unexpectedly low at the LHC
(about 50%) compared the thermal model fit. Protons and anti-protons have been excluded
from the fit, since their inclusion would drive the temperature to rather low values. However,
the apparent proton anomaly is puzzling and the physical origin needs to be clarified. The
authors of [98] argue that the anomaly is already indicated by the RHIC data and might be
due to proton-antiproton annihilation in the hadronic phase.
3.3.3 Transverse mass scaling
Transverse mass scaling states that hadron differential cross sections plotted as a function of
the transverse mass mT have all the same shape f(mT) with an absolute normalization factor
Ch for each species:
E
d3N
dp3
= Chf(mT) (3.39)
Hagedorn proposed the following empirical formula to describe hadron pT differential invariant
cross sections [99]:
E
d3N
dp3
=
A
(1 + pTp0 )
n
≈
 A exp
(
−npT
p0
)
for pT→0
A
(
p0
pT
)n
for pT→∞
(3.40)
It assumes exponential behavior at small transverse momentum pT and becomes a power law at
large transverse momentum. The power law behavior is inspired by the quark-interchange model,
which states that the hadron invariant spectra should behave like (m2+p2T)
−4 =m−8T [100]. Other
parametrisations, in particular for the hadron spectra in nucleus-nucleus collisions, can been
found in the literature [101].
Figure 3.10 shows a compilation of various meson production cross sections in pp and Au-Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The data are compared to a parameterization based onmT scaling
[102]. It can be seen that all measured spectra in pp collisions can be described by mT scaling.
In particular, η’s and kaons follow the same mT scaling prediction, since they have similar
masses3. In Au-Au collisions, the spectra are flatter due to the presence of radial flow. While
mT scaling still describes the η spectrum, kaons are now clearly enhanced compared to the
mT scaling expectation, which is known as strangeness enhancement .
Historically, mT scaling was rather an empirical and phenomenological finding [103–106] and
not related with any theory about the hadron production. As shown in section 3.2.3 (eq. (3.19)),
the scaling in the transverse mass directly follows from the freeze-out of thermal distributions.
However, it is not obvious why thermal models give a satisfactory description of particle spectra
and abundances in pp and even e+e−collisions, where thermal equilibrium is not expected at
all [88]. It is argued that the mT scaling behavior could arise from the hadronization (i.e.
fragmentation): Within the phenomenological Lund scheme [107,108] the probability for string
breaking during the fragmentation is given by exp(−pim2T/κ), where κ is the string tension.
The PYTHIA event generator is based on the Lund scheme and it can be seen in [109] that
PYTHIA gives similar results compared to mT scaling.
3mη = 547.85 MeV/c
2,mK± = 493.67 MeV/c
2 [9]
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TABLE VI: Systematic uncertainties on the dilepton yield and mass range of applicability.
Syst. Err. component p+ p Au + Au Mass Range Type
pair reconstruction 14.4% 13.4% 0–4 GeV/c2 B
conversion rejection 6% 6% 0–0.6 GeV/c2 B
pair cuts 5% 5% 0.4–0.6 GeV/c2 B
occupancy efficiency - 3% 0–4 GeV/c2 C
BBC and trigger bias 11.3% - 0–4 GeV/c2 C
ERT efficiency 5% (20% for mT <1 GeV/c
2) - 0–4 GeV/c2 B
combinatorial background 3%·B/S 0.25%·B/S 0–4 GeV/c2 B
correlated background mass-dependent (Fig. 15) mass-dependent (Fig. 15) 0–4 GeV/c2 B
centrality - 10% 0–4 GeV/c2 B
acceptance correction 10% 10% 0–4 GeV/ 2 B
charm acceptance 5% 5% >0.5 GeV/c2 B
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FIG. 24: (Color online) Compilation of meson production cross sections in p + p (left) and Au + Au (right) collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV. Shown for p + p are data for neutral [54] and charged pions [55], η [56], kaons [55], ω [57], φ [58], and
J/ψ [59]. Shown for Au + Au are data for neutral [60] and charged pions [61], η [56], kaons [61], ω, φ [62], and J/ψ [63]. The
data are compared to the parameterization based on mT scaling used in our hadron decay generator.
as those using different shapes of the pT distributions
to extrapolate to zero pT . Specifically we have fit the
functional form given in Equation 30 with all parameters
free and also with an exponential distribution inmT . For
the ρ, which is not measured in p + p nor in Au + Au,
and η′ and ψ′, which are not measured in Au + Au, the
uncertainty in the table represent the quadrature sum of
the uncertainty of the cross section and the uncertainty
relative to other mesons.
All the mesons shown in Fig. 24 can be described by
the mT -scaling parameterization of the pion spectrum.
The fact that the η’s and the kaons follow the same mT -
scaling prediction over all pT appears to be due to the
fact that the masses of the particles are almost the same.
In Au + Au however η and kaons do not follow the same
mT -scaling prediction. At high pT , where we measure
η’s, we see that they are suppressed as much as pions
and the trend of RAA for these two mesons looks iden-
tical. However we have observed a different trend (i.e.
a smaller suppression) for strange particles and η has a
strangeness content too [69, 70]. Therefore, since the
η cannot be measured at low-pT , we take as systematic
uncertainty in the low-pT region (and consequently on
the extrapolated dN/dy), the difference of the two spec-
Figure 3.10: Compilation of mes roduction cross sections in (left) pp and (right) Au-Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The data are compared to a parameterization based onmT scaling
[102].
3.3.4 Implications for the chemical and kinetic freeze-out temperature
The temperature extracted from thermal model fit to the particle yields (cf. section 3.3.2)
can be interpreted as the chemical freeze-out temperature Tch. While the chemical freeze-out
temperature explains both, the particle spectra and ra ios, in pp c llisions, the pre ence of
hydrodynamic flow in heavy-ion collisions results in flatter spectra. As a consequence, the tem-
peratures from the spectra using the Blast-Wave fit Tbw (cf. section 3.3.1) are smaller than th
temperature fr m the particle ratios Tth. This finding can be interpreted by a lower temperature
at the kinetic freeze-out Tfo≈Tbw. The fact that Tch>Tfo is interpreted in the following way:
inelastic collisions maintain the chemical equilibrium and stop after the temperature drops be-
low the chemical freeze-out temperature, but there are still elastic collisions that maintain the
kinetic equilibrium until the kinetic freeze-out. Thus, particles abundances are already frozen
at the chemical freeze-out, while the kinematic properties and thus the shape of the spectra is
determined at the kinetic freeze-out at a later stage of the time evolution.
3.3.5 Jet quenching
Jets are collimated sprays of particles originating from the fragmentation of hard scattered
partons. The hard production of partons can be described by perturbative QCD, while the
process of fragmentation is theoretically hard to access, since the coupling αs becomes stronger
during the fragmentation. The vacuum fragmentation of partons into hadrons can be experi-
mentally accessed and is parametrized in fragmentation functions. In the absence of any initial
and final state modification, such as the modification of the nuclear structure function and
jet-medium interaction, respectively, one would just expect that the high-pT particle produc-
tion in nucleus-nucleus collisions scales with the number of binary collisions Ncoll compared to
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0.0035 mb−1. The uncertainty is obtained by varying the parameters in the Glauber model calculation,
see [11].
The pT spectra of charged particles measured in NSD p–Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV are shown
in Fig. 1 together with the interpolated pp reference spectrum. At high pT, the pT distributions in p–Pb
collisions are similar to that in pp collisions, as expected in the absence of nuclear effects. There is an
indication of a softening of the pT spectrum when going from central to forward pseudorapidity. This
is a small effect, as seen in the ratios of the spectra for forward pseudorapidities to that at |ηcms| < 0.3,
shown in Fig. 1 (lower panel). Calculations with the DPMJET event generator [12], which predict well
the measured dNch/dηlab [11], overpredict the spectra by up to 33% for pT < 0.7 GeV/c and underpredict
them by up to 50% for pT > 0.7 GeV/c.
In order to quantify nuclear effects in p–Pb collisions, the pT-differential yield relative to the pp reference,
the nuclear modification factor, is calculated as:
RpPb(pT) =
d2NpPbch /dηdpT
〈TpPb〉d2σ ppch /dηdpT
, (1)
where NpPbch is the charged particle yield in p–Pb collisions. The nuclear modification factor is unity for
hard processes which are expected to exhibit binary collision scaling. For the region of several tens of
GeV, binary collision scaling was experimentally confirmed in Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC by the recent
measurements of observables which are not affected by hot QCD matter, direct photon [18], Z0 [19], and
W± [20] production. The present measurement in p–Pb collisions extends this important experimental
verification down to the GeV scale and to hadronic observables.
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Fig. 2: The nuclear modification factor of charged particles as a function of transverse momentum in NSD p–Pb
collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV. The data for |ηcms| < 0.3 are compared to measurements [8] in central (0–5%
centrality) and peripheral (70–80%) Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV. The statistical errors are represented
by vertical bars, the systematic errors by (filled) boxes around data points. The relative systematic uncertainties on
the normalization are shown as boxes around unity near pT = 0 for p–Pb (left box), peripheral Pb–Pb (middle box)
and central Pb-Pb (right box).
The measurement of the nuclear modification factor RpPb for charged particles at |ηcms|< 0.3, is shown in
Fig. 2. The uncertainties of the p–Pb and pp spectra are added in quadrature, separately for the statistical
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Figure 3.11: (left) Nuclear modification factor RAA in central and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions
and p-Pb collisions [110]. (right) Schematic illustration of jet-quenching. Figure by K. Reygers
[111].
elementary hadron collisions. Thus, a useful measure of any in-medium modification is given by
the nuclear modification factor :
RAA =
dNPb-Pb/dpT
Ncoll · dNpp/dpT (3.41)
Experimental methods for jet analysis are either based on a full reconstruction of the jet
fragmentation [112, 113] or study the particle production at large transverse momentum. Fig-
ure 3.11 (right) illustrates the production of two partons, the interaction with the medium
with radiative energy loss (gluons), and the fragmentation. The study of the parton energy
loss allows us to learn more about QCD in the regime of deconfinement. The sensitivity of the
parton energy loss to the parton flavor and color content is studied in measurements of the
nuclear modification factor for identified particles with different quark content (cf. [114–122]).
Since particles emitted along the the impact parameter have a shorter path length through the
medium compared to those emitted perpendicular to the reaction plane, measurements of the
elliptic azimuthal anisotropy v2 at large momenta might help to unveil the path length depen-
dence of the energy loss (cf. [123–126]).
Figure 3.11 (left) shows the nuclear modification factor for charged particles measured in p-Pb
and Pb-Pb collisions. In peripheral and even more in the 0 - 5% most central Pb-Pb collisions,
particle production is significantly suppressed (RAA<1), which is attributed to the in-medium
parton energy loss and referred to as jet quenching . Due to the absence of medium effects,
nucleon-nucleus collisions are an important test for any initial state modification such as nu-
clear shadowing [127], gluon saturation [128], or the Cronin effect [129]. The Cronin effect
describes the enhancement of the hadron production at intermediate pT in RpA, which is gen-
erally attributed to multiple scattering of projectile partons propagating through the target
nucleus [130]. Nuclear shadowing and saturation effects lead to a nuclear modification factor
smaller than unity, while the Cronin effect is expected to increase the production at intermediate
pT. While significant Cronin enhancement was observed in d-Au collisions at RHIC [131, 132],
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the LHC RpA data are consistent with unity above 2 GeV/c , which indicates that the strong sup-
pression of the hadron production at high pT in Pb-Pb collisions is not due to any initial-state
effect, but the fingerprint of jet quenching in hot QCD matter [110].
3.4 Anisotropic flow
It was demonstrated in section 3.2.4 that azimuthally anisotropic flow results in azimuthal
anisotropic particle spectra. A historical review of collective flow can be found in [133, 134].
Since the microscopic particle production processes are azimuthally isotropic, the observation of
azimuthal anisotropy is a clear experimental signature of macroscopic hydrodynamic behavior.
At large transverse momenta, the particle production is dominated by the fragmentation of jets.
In that regime, azimuthal anisotropy dominantly originates from the path length dependence
of jet quenching discussed in section 3.3.5. In the present section, we will focus on the aspects
of the hydrodynamic flow at small transverse momenta.
Experimentally, it is not always possible to measure the event-by-event particle distribution and
to extract the azimuthal anisotropy as defined in eq. (3.29). A common experimental definition
is given by
vn = 〈cos (n (φ−Ψn))〉 , (3.42)
where the brackets indicate an average over all particles of interest in all events [52, 135–137].
Details of different experimental methods are discussed in chapter 7.
3.4.1 Centrality dependence of the pT-integrated anisotropic flow
Flow is the response of the system to deformations of the initial energy density distribution. It
was found in section 3.2.4 that the azimuthal anisotropy vn is essentially proportional to the
corresponding eccentricity n of the initial energy density profile for small values of n. Non-
linearities are stronger for higher harmonics, which might be due to shock waves that hinder the
development of anisotropies [93]. Due to momentum conservation, the pT-integrated directed
flow v1 is small at mid rapidity or integrated over a symmetric rapidity window [138, 139].
Thus, we will focus on higher-order anisotropic flow in the following.
Figure 3.12 shows the first four higher order harmonics of the pT-integrated anisotropic flow for
charged particles as a function of the centrality.
Elliptic flow v2 is mainly induced by the almond shape of the reaction plane. This can be
seen by the strong centrality dependence: v2 is maximal for mid-central collisions and decreases
for more central collisions until it reaches a limit, where the reaction plane is almost symmetric
and 2 is dominated by fluctuations.
Triangular flow v3 is mainly induced by fluctuations, which is indicated by the weak centrality
dependence. Measurements of the correlation between the second and third order event plane
yield no significant correlation and thus support the initial state fluctuation origin of triangular
flow [140]. Figure 3.12 shows also a v3 measurement with respect to Ψ2≈ΨRP (green points),
which is consistent with zero. Thus, triangular flow is not correlated with the reaction plane.
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initial spatial geometry, the comparison of these two and
four-particle cumulants provides a strong constraint on
the initial spatial geometry fluctuations.
The nonflow contribution to the two-particle correla-
tions is not known and might be significant. We utilize
four methods to study and correct for nonflow contribu-
tions to the vn{2} coe cients. First we compare vn{2}
for like and unlike charge-sign combinations since they
have di↵erent contributions from resonance decay and
jet fragmentation. Second we used di↵erent pseudora-
pidity gap requirements between the two particles since
larger gaps reduce the nonflow contributions. Third we
utilize HIJING (a pQCD inspired model which does not
include flow) to estimate these contributions and, finally
we estimate the nonflow from the correlations measured
in proton–proton collisions. All of these methods indi-
cate that nonflow e↵ects are smaller than 10%. In this
Letter we use the dependence of the correlations on pseu-
dorapidity distance between particles as an estimate of
nonflow.
Figure 1a shows v2, v3 and v4 integrated over the pt
range 0.2 < pt < 5.0 GeV/c as a function of central-
ity. The v2{2}, v3{2} and v4{2} are shown for parti-
cles with | ⌘| > 1.0 and corrected for the estimated re-
maining nonflow contribution based on the correlation
measured in HIJING. The total systematic uncertainty
is shown as a band and fully includes this residual cor-
rection. The measured v3 is smaller than v2 and does
not depend strongly on centrality. The v3 is compatible
with predictions for Pb–Pb collisions from a hydrody-
namic model calculation with Glauber initial conditions
and ⌘/s = 0.08 and larger than for MC-KLN CGC ini-
tial conditions with ⌘/s = 0.16 [11], suggesting a small
value of ⌘/s for the matter created in these collisions.
The v3{4} is about a factor two smaller than the two-
particle measurement which can, as explained in [28], be
understood if v3 originates predominantly from event-
by-event fluctuations of the initial spatial geometry. For
these event-by-event fluctuations of the spatial geome-
try, the symmetry plane  3 is expected to be uncorre-
lated (or correlated very weakly [29]) with the reaction
plane  RP, and with  2. We evaluate the correlations
between  3 and  RP using the first-order event plane
from the ZDC via v3/ RP = hcos(3 1   3 RP)i and the
correlation between  3 and  2 with a five-particle cor-
relator hcos(3 1 + 3 2   2 3   2 4   2 5)i /v32 = v23/ 2 .
In Fig. 1a v3/ RP and v
2
3/ 2
are shown as a function of
centrality. These correlations are indeed, within uncer-
tainties, consistent with zero as expected from a trian-
gular flow that originates predominantly from event-by-
event fluctuations of the initial spatial geometry.
To investigate the role of viscosity further we calculate
the ratios v2/"2 and v3/"3, where "2 and "3 are the el-
lipticity and triangularity of the initial spatial geometry,
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FIG. 1. (color online) a) v2, v3 and v4 integrated over the pt
range 0.2 < pt < 5.0 GeV/c as a function of event centrality,
with the more central (peripheral) collisions shown on the left-
(right-)hand side, respectively. Full and open squares show
v3{2} and v3{4}, respectively. In addition we show v23/ 2 and
v3/ RP , which represent the triangular flow measured relative
to the second order event plane and the reaction plane, re-
spectively (for the definitions, see text). b) v2{2, | ⌘| > 1}
and v3{2, | ⌘| > 1} divided by the corresponding eccentric-
ity versus centrality percentile for Glauber [22] and MC-KLN
CGC [30] initial conditions.
defined by:
"n =  
⌦
r2 cosn(   n)
↵
hr2i (2)
where the brackets denote an average which tradition-
ally is taken over the position of participating (wounded)
nucleons in a Glauber model [22].
Under the assumption that vn is proportional to "n,
vn{2} is proportional to "n{2} [27]. Figure 1b shows the
ratios vn/"n for eccentricities calculated with a Glauber
and a MC-KLN CGC [30] model, denoted by "Wn {2}
and "CGCn {2}, respectively. We find that for a Glauber
model the magnitude of v3{2}/"3{2} is smaller than
Figure 3.12: (top) v2, v3 and v4 (0.2<pT<
5.0 GeV/c) as a function of the event cen-
trality. (bottom) v2 and v3 divided by t e
corresponding eccentricity n as determined
fr m a Glauber Model (W) and a Col r-Glass-
Condensate (CGC) [141].
The line r relation between vn and n does
not hold for higher harmonics. In [68] it is
shown that 4 alone is not a sufficient estimator
of quadrangular flow v4, but interestingly a
combina i n of 4 and 
2
2. In other w rds, v4 is
induced by v2. Similarly, for pentagonal flow
v5 a combination of 5 and non-linear terms of
23 are necessary to describe v5 [68].
Figure 3.12 also shows the ratio of vn/n.
The eccentricity was estimated from a Monte-
Carlo Glauber calculation [53] and a Color-
Glass-C densate (CGC) model [142]. Satura
tion models such as the CGC generally tend to
give larger eccentricities than Glauber models
[58], which results into smaller values for vn/n.
Howeve , in both models the anisotr py over
eccentricity ratio is not constant, but decreases
as a function of the centrality, which might be
due to different viscous corrections for central
and mid-central collisions. For the CGC model
v2/2 a d v3/3 re almost equal in central c l-
lisions, which is expected for an almost perfect
liquid with vn∝ n [93]. For mid-ce ral a pe-
ripheral collisions, v3/3 is slightly smaller than
v2/2, which mig t indicat larger viscous cor-
rections for v3 [141].
3.4.2 Event-by-event fluctuations
Within a giv n cent ality class, the eccentricity fluctuates from one event to the other due to
fluctuations of the impact parameter and the positio of the participant nucleons. Therefore,
fluctuations make the elliptic flow larger in the participant plane ΨPP than in the reaction plane
ΨRP. since the direction of maximum anisotropy Ψ2 fluctuates around ΨRP and is stronger
correlated with ΨPP [137]. At the LHC, particle multiplicities are large enough to measure the
vn vent-by-event probability distributions, which are shown in fig. 3.13. For v3 and v4, the
probability distributions are well described by Gaussian distributions, which fails for v2 except
for the most central collisions, since 2 in non-central collisi ns is d minantly induced by the
asymmetry of the reaction plane and not purely driven by fluctuations as 3.
3.4.3 Quark coalescence
In vacuum, the hadronization of a single parton is described in terms of string-breaking sce-
narios or parametrized in fragmentation functions. The hadronization is strongly affected by
the presence of other partons close in phase space: In a dense phase-space scenario, colored
partons essentially ‘coalesce’ into colorless bound states, similar to the formation of light nuclei.
Even more remarkably, the objects that coalescence appear to be valence quarks. This finding is
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Figure 2: The proba-
bility distribution of the
EbE vn for n = 2 (left),
n = 3 (middle) and n =
4 (right) [4]. The solid
curves are Gaussian dis-
tributions with mean ad-
justed to the measured
hvni, shown for the 0-1%
centrality interval for v2,
but for all centrality inter-
vals for v3 and v4.
Many quantities can be calculated directly from these distributions, such as the mean hvni, width  vn , ratio  vn/hvni
and RMS value
phv2ni ⌘ qhvni2 +  2vn . The  vn/hvni is a measure of the relative fluctuations of vn and was previously
estimated indirectly from the two- and four-particle cumulant methods [7]. Figure 3 shows the  vn/hvni calculated for
the three pT ranges. Despite the strong pT dependence of hvni and  vn , the ratios are remarkably stable, suggesting
that the hydrodynamic response to the initial geometry is nearly independent of pT. For v2, the values of  vn/hvni
vary strongly with hNparti, and reach a minimum of about 0.34 at hNparti ⇠ 200 or 20-30% centrality range. For v3 and
v4, the values of  vn/hvni are almost independent of hNparti, and are consistent with the value expected from Gaussian
distributions (
p
4/⇡   1 ⇡ 0.523 as indicated by the dotted lines).
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Figure 3: The  vn/hvni vs. hNparti
in three pT ranges for n = 2 (top-
left), n = 3 (bottom-left) and n = 4
(bottom-right) [4]. The dotted lines
indicate
p
4/⇡   1 ⇡ 0.523 expected
for Gaussian fluctuations. Top-right
panel shows the  ✏2/h✏2i for the
Glauber model [8] and the MC-KLN
model [9].
Figure 4 compares the EbE v2 distributions with the distributions of the eccentricity ✏2 of the initial geometry,
calculated for the Glauber model [8] and the MC-KLNmodel (version 3.46) [9]. The ✏2 distribution for each centrality
interval is rescaled to match the hv2i of the data, and then normalized into a PDF. Figure 4 shows that the rescaled
✏2 distributions describe the data well for the most central collisions, but start to fail in non-central collisions. This
behavior is also reflected in the comparison of  v2/hv2iwith  ✏2/h✏2i in the top-right panel of Figure 3. The agreement
with the models for n = 3   4 (see [4] for more details) are better than the n = 2 case, however, this could simply
reflect the fact that all distributions are dominated by Gaussian fluctuations, which have a universal shape.
The EP method in general is known to measure a vn value between the simple average and the RMS of the true
vn [10]: hvni  vEPn 
phv2ni. This relation is checked explicitly in Figure 5 based on the EbE vn distributions. For
v3 and v4, the values of vEPn are almost identical to
phv2ni; For v2, the values of vEP2 are in between hvni and phv2ni:
they are closer to hvni in mid-central collisions where the EP resolution factor is close to one, and approach
phv2ni in
peripheral collisions where the resolution factor is small.
3
Figure 3.13: Event-by-event probability distribution of vn for (left) elliptic, (mid) triangular,
and (right) quadrangular flow of charged particles with pT>0.5 GeV/c [143].
surprising, since partons are overwhelmingly gluons and non-valence quarks at small Bjorken-
x [144]. In a coalescence picture, the hadron momentum is just the sum of the momenta of its
nq valence quarks with nq = 2 for mesons and nq = 3 for baryons:
~ph =
nq∑
i=0
~pq,i (3.43)
The magnitude of the anisotropic flow vn of a bulk system of quarks and the hadrons into which
they coalesce is given by
vhn(pT) =
nq∑
i=0
vq,in (xipT) , (3.44)
with the momentum fraction xi and
∑nq
i=0 xi= 1. In the event that the constituent quarks have
similar elliptic flow – which requires that the coalescing quarks are close in phase space – this
gives the number-of-constituent-quark scaling (NCQ scaling):
vhn(p
h
T) = nqv
q
n(p
q
T)⇒
vbn(p
b
T/3)
3
=
vmn (p
m
T/2)
2
(3.45)
NCQ scaling was first observed at RHIC and will be further discussed in section 3.4.4. The ob-
servation of quark coalescence provides clear evidence for a thermalized state of partonic matter.
Coalescence also provides a natural explanation for the observation of baryon enhancement at
intermediate pT and for the separation of meson and baryon nuclear modification factors [144].
3.4.4 pT dependence
It was demonstrated in section 3.2.4 (eq. (3.37)) that vn is expected to increase linearly with
pT in ideal hydrodynamics, which can be observed at low transverse momentum (pT<1 GeV/c)
in the data shown in fig. 3.14. The presence of fluctuations leads to a different structure of
gradients, which reduce or increase vn at a given pT. Those gradients increase radial flow at
higher pT, which reduces vn at higher pT [146, 147]. In addition, vn is significantly reduced
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by non-zero viscosity (η/s>0) and thus the measurement of vn constrains the viscosity of the
quark-gluon plasma (cf. section 3.4.6). At high momentum, vn decreases due to the increasing
dominance of particle production from jet fragmentation. Figure 3.14 shows the elliptic flow v2
of identified charged hadrons measured at the LHC and at RHIC. The data clearly shows the
expected mass ordering:
vpi
±
n (pT) > v
K±
n (pT) > v
p±
n (pT) (3.46)
at pT.2 GeV/c , which is a fingerprint of the hydrodynamic evolution. Similar mass ordering
can also be observed for other harmonics [145]. The hierarchy is even more pronounced in the
LHC data, which might be attributed to the stronger radial flow at the LHC that gives more
weight to the mT part in eq. (3.37) and thus enhances the mass splitting. If this behavior is
driven by a hydrodynamic pressure, vn for each particle species should scale with the trans-
verse kinetic energy KE T =mT −m [148]. In other words, the pressure gradient is directly
linked to the collective kinetic energy of the emitted hadrons.Elliptic and triangular flow of identified particles at ALICE. 3
the more peripheral events.
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Figure 3. Elliptic flow per constituent quark vs. transverse kinetic energy per quark
(the KEt scaling) for more central (10% − 20%) and more peripheral (40% − 50%)
Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV.
Triangular flow, depicted in figure 4, qualitatively exhibits the same features as
elliptic flow, i.e. the mass splitting and mass ordering as expected from hydrodynamic
models and a crossing point between pion and proton flow at intermediate pt as expected
from the quark coalescence picture. Similarly to elliptic flow, triangular flow shows
deviations from KEt scaling (see figure 5).
4. Summary
We presented the pt differential elliptic flow of identified particles for Pb-Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV measured with ALICE and compared it to measurements at RHIC
energies and a hydrodynamic model. The model correctly describes elliptic flow of pions
and kaons, but overpredicts the flow of protons for more central collisions. Compared to
the RHIC data we observed a larger mass splitting, mostly apparent in the proton flow.
Figure 3.14: pT dependence of v2 for identified
hadrons [145].
At intermediate pT≈2 - 4 GeV/c , mass order-
ing is broken. The observation that the baryon
azimuthal anisotropy is by a factor of 3/2 =
nq,b/nq,m larger than the anisotropy of mesons
is expected from the coalescence picture and
implies that vn is more sensitive on the quark
composition of the particles than on their mass.
This has been attributed to the dominance of
the quark coalescence mechanism at mid pT
[149]. The breakdown of this scaling as the
beam energy is reduced might indicate that
the initial energy of the system is below the
threshold for a quark-gluon plasma creation
and thus shed light on the onset of deconfine-
ment [144]. Recently, the PHENIX collaboration proposed a generalized scaling behavior of
vn/n
nq/2
q (KE T/nq) that holds for different harmonics [150].
3.4.5 Breakdown of number-of-constituent-quark scaling
The STAR collaboration has measured the difference in the pT integrated v2 between particles
and their corresponding anti-particles v2(X)−v2(X¯) as a function of the center-of-mass energy.
The results shown in fig. 3.15 (left) demonstrate that NCQ scaling between particles and their
corresponding anti-particles is broken at small beam energies [26, 151], which might indicate a
contribution from the hadronic phase. Interestingly, pions show opposite behavior compared to
the baryons, while kaons are almost symmetric. The broken degeneracy of positive and negative
particles might also be explained by electric quadrupole moments induced by chiral magne ic
waves in the bulk, known as the chiral magnetic effect [153]. Fur hermore, the r sults for
φ mesons provide evidence for a smaller v2 compared to other particles in the frame of the
number-of-constituent quark scaling [154]. Figure 3.15 (right) shows the NCQ-scaled identified
particle v2 as a function of KE T normalized to pions. It can be seen that pions and kaons agree
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Figure 2: (Color online) The difference in v2 between particles and their corrsponding anti-particles (v2(X) − v2(  X)) as a
function of beam energy in Au+Au collisions (0-80%). The statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown by vertical
line and cap respectively. The dashed lines in the plot are fits with the equation described in the text.
particles and anti-particles indicates the contributions from hadronic interactions increase in the
system evolution with decreasing collision energy. The energy dependence of ∆v2 could be qual-
itatively reproduced by the baryon transport effect [14] or hadronic potential effect [15]. So far
theoretical calculations fail to quantitatively reproduce the measured v2 difference and none of
the calculations could explain the correct order of particles.
Figure 3 shows the v2 as a function of transverse mass (mT − m0) for the selected particles
for all six collision energies. In the top energy (√sNN = 200 GeV) collisions, a clear splitting
in v2 between baryons and mesons is observed for mT − m0 > 1 GeV/c2. The splitting between
baryons and mesons suggest the system created in the collisions is sensitive to the quark degree
of freedom. The selected particles show a similar splitting for collision energy ≥ 39 GeV. The
bayron and meson groups become closer to each other at all lower energies. At √sNN = 11.5
GeV, the splitting between baryons and mesons is almost gone. The clear trend, a decreasing
baryon-meson splitting of v2(mT − m0) beyond mT − m0 > 1 GeV/c2 indicates the hadronic
interactions become more important in the lower collision energies.
3. Summary
In summary, we present the v2 measurements for charged hadrons and identified hadrons in
Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 7.7 - 62.4 GeV. The comparison with Au+Au collisions at higher
energies at RHIC (√sNN = 62.4 and 200 GeV) and at LHC (Pb + Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76
TeV) shows the v2{4} values at low pT (pT < 2.0 GeV/c) increase with increase in collision
energy. The baryon and anti-baryon v2 show significant difference for √sNN < 39 GeV. The
difference of v2 between particles and corresponding anti-particles (pions, kaons, protons, Λs
and Ξs) increases with decreasing the beam energy. The baryon-meson splitting of v2(mT − m0)
beyond mT − m0 > 1 GeV/c2 becomes smaller in the lower collisions energy and is almost
3
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Figure 3: Identified particle v2(pT) measured by ALICE compared to PHENIX [5] for 10-20% centrality (left) and
compared to STAR [6] results at RHIC for 10-40% (right) centrality.
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Figure 4: Identified particle v2(pT) scaling with the constituent number of quarks, nq, vs. pT/nq for 10-20% (left) and
40-50% (right) centrality classes.
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Figure 5: Identified particle v2(pT) scaling with the constituent number of quarks, nq , vs. transverse kinetic energy, KET,
per nq for 10-20% (left). The ratio with respect pion scaled v2 is also reported (right).
3
Figure 3.15: (left) Difference in v2 between particles and their corresponding anti-particles as
function of the center-of-mass e ergy in 0 - 80% central Au-Au collisions [151]. (right) NCQ-
scaled identified particle v2 as a function of KE T normalized to pions [152].
within uncertainties above 0.25 GeV/c , but deviates at low pT. The azimuthal anisotropy of
b ryons such as pro ons and Λ baryons are ov estimated by the NCQ-scaled pion measure-
ment at intermediate and particularly at low pT.
However, even though NCQ scaling still gives a satisfactory description of the intermediate pT
region at higher collision energies a detai ed quantitative und rstanding of the intermediate pT
region is still missing. It seems impossible to separate an intermediate pT region from a the low-
pT domain do inated by hydrodynamics and mass scaling and a high-pT domain dominated
by the path length dependence of jet energy loss [155,156].
3.4.6 Viscous corrections
8
v2{2}/"2{2}, which would indicate significant viscous
corrections. For MC-KLN CGC calculations the ra-
tios v2{2}/"2{2} and v3{2}/"3{2} are almost equal for
the most central collisions, as expected for an almost
ideal fluid [11]. In addition, we notice that the ratio
v3{2}/"3{2} decreases faster than v2{2}/"2{2} toward
more peripheral collisions which is expected due to larger
viscous corrections to v3.
The centrality dependence of the triangular flow dif-
fers significantly from that of elliptic flow. This might
be due to two reasons: either the centrality dependence
of the spatial ellipticity and triangularity are di↵erent,
and/or the viscous e↵ects are di↵erent. However, in a
small centrality range, such as 0–5%, viscous e↵ects do
not change much and there one might be directly sen-
sitive to the change in the initial spatial geometry. Our
calculations show that even in this small centrality range,
the ratio "2/"3 changes significantly which allows us to
investigate further the geometrical origin of elliptical and
triangular flow. In Fig. 2 v2{2} and v3{2} are plotted in
centrality percentile
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1% centrality bins for the 5% most central collisions. We
observe that v3{2} does not change much versus central-
ity (as would be expected if v3 is dominated by event-by-
event fluctuations of the initial geometry) while, v2{2}
increases by about 60%. We compare this dependence
of vn{2} to the centrality dependence of the eccentrici-
ties "n{2} for initial conditions from MC-KLN CGC and
Monte Carlo Glauber. We observe that the weak depen-
dence of v3{2} is described by both calculations while the
relative strong dependence of v2{2} on centrality is only
described for the MC-KLN CGC initial conditions.
The harmonics v2{2}, v3{2}, v4{2} and v5{2} as a
function of transverse momentum are shown for the 30%–
40%, 0–5%, and 0–2% centrality classes in Fig. 3. For the
30%–40% centrality class the results are compared to hy-
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drodynamic predictions using Glauber initial conditions
for di↵erent values of ⌘/s [31]. We observe that, at low-
pt, the di↵erent pt-dependence of v2 and v3 is described
well by these hydrodynamic predictions. However, the
magnitude of v2(pt) is better described by ⌘/s = 0 while
for v3(pt) ⌘/s = 0.08 provides a better description. We
anticipate future comparisons utilizing MC-KLN initial
conditions.
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Figure 3.16: v2,v3,v4, and v5 as a function of
transverse momentum pT in mid-central col-
lisions (30 - 40%) in c mparison to hydrody-
namic model calculations [141,157].
It is obvious that the perfect fluid picture
(Kn→0) is just an approximation. A more ac-
curate description of the system evolution re-
quires to take the leading corrections to the
ideal-fluid picture into account. Those correc-
tions are linear to the first order in Kn and in-
volve several transport coefficients, namely the
diffusion, shear, and bulk viscosity. In general,
viscosity describes the energy exchange between
different regions of the fluid. It is related to its
ability to return to local thermal equilibrium af-
ter being driven away from equilibrium by gra-
dients of the macroscopic flow. The magnitude
of viscosity is related to the relaxation time and
viscous effects disappear as the relaxation time
approaches zero. In the microscopic language of
particles physics, a low viscosity translates into
a small mean free path or large rescattering cross sections between the particles. The bulk vis-
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cosity reduces the radial acceleration and thus inhibits the buildup of radial flow. The shear
viscosity reduces flow anisotropies, i.e. it hinders the medium to translate deformations in
the initial energy density profile into azimuthal anisotropies in the particle production. Thus,
bulk velocity leads to steeper pT spectra, while shear viscosity renders them flatter and reduces
azimuthal anisotropies [88,158,159].
fluid P [Pa] T [K] η [Pa · s] η/s [~/kB]
H2O 0.1 · 106 370 2.9 · 10−4 8.2
4He 0.22 · 106 5.1 1.7 · 10−6 0.7
QGP 88 · 1033 2 · 1012 ≤5 · 1011 0.4
Table 3.1: Pressure P , temperature T , viscosity η, and viscosity-to-entropy-density ratio η/s
for various fluids. Data taken from [160].
In a simple picture, the shear viscosity of a liquid scales like
η ≈ n exp
(
E
T
)
, (3.47)
where n is the density, T the temperature, and E an activation energy. It can be seen that the
viscosity grows as the temperature is lowered. The viscosity of a typical fluid has a minimum as
a function of temperature in the vicinity of the liquid-gas phase transition. A simple estimate for
the viscosity of a dilute gas is η= 13
〈p〉
σ , where 〈p〉 is the average momentum and σ the transport
cross section. This implies that the viscosity of a dilute gas grows with temperature (pT 1/2),
while the viscosity of a liquid decreases, which gives a minimum viscosity in the vicinity of
the liquid-gas phase transition [161]. Experimental results show that the minimum value of the
viscosity of good fluids – such as water and liquid helium – and a quark-gluon plasma differs
by many orders of magnitude (see table 3.1). Thus it is desirable to normalize the viscosity to a
suitable thermodynamic quantity in order to make more useful comparisons. For non-relativistic
gases a suitable normalization is provided by the viscosity-over-mass density ρ=mn known as
the kinematic viscosity. In relativistic hydrodynamics the Reynolds number is defined in terms
of the ratio η/(sT ), which indicates that the viscosity-to-entropy-density ratio η/s could serve
for comparisons. Good fluids are characterized by η/s≈~/kB. Estimates for the shear viscosity
of the quark-gluon plasma can be obtained from lattice QCD [14, 162], but the actual value is
still under discussion. It can be seen that η/s of the quark-gluon plasma is even smaller than
that of liquid helium, which makes it the most perfect liquid. A universal lower bound on the
viscosity to entropy ratio in strongly interacting quantum field theories,
η
s
>
1
4pi
≈ 0.08 , (3.48)
has been proposed on the basis of a correspondence with black-hole physics (AdS/CFT) [163].
Experimentally, values for the viscosity can be constrained by comparison of hydrodynamic cal-
culations with different viscosity to the data. Figure 3.16 compares the data to hydrodynamic
model calculations using Glauber initial conditions with η/s= 0 and η/s= 0.08. It can be seen
that the pT dependence is described by both calculations, but the magnitude is better fitted by
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η/s= 0 for v2, while v3 is better described by η/s= 0.08. This effect may be due to the Glauber
initial conditions [141].
It is argued that the shear viscosity η/s can be best estimated from pT-integrated vn mea-
surements in the most central collisions [164]. Fits to ATLAS data [165] constrain the shear
viscosity to 0.07≤η/s≤0.43 [164]. Another calculations [166] yields a similar result of η/s≈0.2
with a systematic uncertainty of about 50%. The systematic uncertainty arises from the initial
conditions and is usually estimated by comparing calculations with different initial conditions
from Glauber and saturation models.
3.4.7 Non-flow effects
Non-flow effects include any correlations of particles that are not due to the collective hy-
drodynamic expansion of the medium, e.g. jets, particle decays, or Bose-Einstein correlations.
The correlation of particles from jets appear only in a small cone around the leading parti-
cle. Consequently, non-flow effects can be suppressed by requiring a certain pseudorapidity gap
|ηi − ηj |>∆ηmin between the particles. Assuming no hydrodynamic flow in pp collisions, non-
flow contributions can be estimated by comparing azimuthal correlations in pp collisions to
those measured in heavy-ion systems [167].
3.5 Summary
The present chapter discussed our present understanding of the time evolution in heavy-ion colli-
sions. In particular, it was shown in that the initial energy densities created in these collisions are
large enough to form a quark-gluon plasma. It was further shown that experimentally observed
hadron spectra and yields can be described by hydrodynamic and thermal models, which is a
clear evidence for thermodynamic behavior. In particular, the measurement of hadron spectra
and yields allow us to constrain the chemical and kinetic freeze-out temperature. Hydrodynamic
models describe the general features of the spectra and the azimuthal anisotropy at low pT. The
transverse expansion velocity of the medium is about 2/3 of the speed of light. Measurements of
higher-order harmonics of the Fourier decomposition of the azimuthal anisotropy constrain the
shear viscosity-to-entropy-density ratio to η/s≈0.2, which implies that a quark-gluon plasma
behaves much like a perfect fluid [36].
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4. Direct photon production in
heavy-ion collisions
Photons originate from a variety of production mechanisms that are relevant at different stages
of the collision evolution, which is illustrated in fig. 4.1. First, it shall be distinguished between
photons from hadron decays that occur on typical time scales1 of 107 fm/c and photons that
are produced on time scales of the fireball evolution t≤ tfo≈10 fm/c. We define the latter com-
ponent as direct photons.
log t (fm/c)
p T
 (G
eV
/c
) hard scattering (prompt)
jet fragmentation
parton-medium interaction
QGP thermal
hadron gas thermal
hadron decays
1 10 107
  1
10
Figure 4.1: Time scales and momentum ranges of different photon production mechanisms in
heavy-ion collisions.
Direct photons are a unique tool for the study of the collision evolution in nucleus-nucleus
collisions. Since electromagnetic interactions are much weaker compared to strong interactions,
a strongly-coupled medium of femtoscopic size can be considered to be transparent to pho-
tons. The mean free path of a 1 GeV/c photon in a quark-gluon plasma at a temperature of
T = 200 MeV/kB is about λ= 430 - 480 fm [168,169] and thus much larger than the characteristic
size of the system, which are of order 10 fm at freeze-out time (cf. section 3.1.4). Thus, direct
photons can escape without interaction from the strongly-coupled medium once they are created.
Experimentally, it is not possible to distinguish between direct photons and decay photons on
an event-by-event basis even though the time scales for the production are separated by orders
of magnitude. The decay length of strongly and electromagnetically decaying hadrons cannot
be resolved experimentally and thus the production vertex of decay photons cannot be dis-
tinguished from the primary vertex. A typical secondary vertex resolution is of the order of
100µm [170] and thus four orders of magnitude larger than the neutral pion decay length. The
most common technique to access the direct-photon spectrum is the statistical subtraction
1The decay length of pi0→γγ is cτ = 25.5 nm [9].
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technique , which is described in section 4.1.
Direct photons can be further distinguished with respect to their production mechanisms (cf.
[29, 171–177]):
Prompt photons are produced at the short time scale of the collision and can be traced
directly to incoming partons. Prompt photons are produced in next-to-leading-order pertur-
bative QCD processes in the hard scattering of incoming partons and the fragmentation of
outgoing partons. In heavy-ion collisions, the fragmentation is modified by in-medium effects
and additional photons arise from the interaction of high-pT partons with the medium.
Thermal photons are emitted by the scattering of thermalized particles in the quark-gluon
plasma and the hadron gas.
The production of prompt and thermal photons is discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, thereafter
the direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy in section 4.4 and Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometry
for direct photons in section 4.5.
4.1 Statistical direct-photon extraction
The experimentally observed sum of direct photons Nγ,dir and hadronic decay photons Nγ,bg,
mainly pi0→γγ(∗), is commonly referred to as inclusive photons
Nγ,inc = Nγ,bg +Nγ,dir . (4.1)
The contribution of photons from hadron decays is usually estimated from the measured hadron
spectra using a cocktail simulation and subtracted from the inclusive photon measurement,
which implies that direct-photons can only be identified statistically averaged over many events.
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FIG. 31: (Color online) Electron pair mass distribution for
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The two-component fit is explained in the text. The fit range
is 0.12 < mee < 0.3 GeV/c
2. The dashed (black) curve at
greater mee shows f(mee) outside of the fit range.
of e+e− pair, me is the electron mass, and S(mee, pT )
is a process-dependent factor that accounts for differ-
ences between real and virtual photon production, such
as form factors, phase space, and the spectral function.
Equation 31 holds for any process emitting real photons,
in particular direct or thermal emission. For high pT
(pT ! mee) the process dependence becomes negligi-
ble and the factor S(mee, pT ) becomes 1 as mee → 0
or mee/pT → 0. For mee ! me, the factor L(mee) also
becomes very close to unity. Thus the relation simplifies
to
d2Nee
dmeedpT
' 2α
3pi
1
mee
dNγ
dpT
. (33)
Here the mass distribution of electron pairs for a given pT
bin takes on a very characteristic 1/mee shape. If there
is real direct photon production in a given pT bin, there
should be a corresponding electron pair contribution that
behaves like 1/mee in the same pT bin. Therefore, the
real direct photon production can be determined from
the yield of the excess electron pairs.
For Dalitz decays, the 1/mee behavior is truncated by
the kinematic limit and S(mee) becomes zero for mee >
mh, where mh is the mass of the hadron. The functional
form of S(mee) for Dalitz decays is given in Appendix B.
In contrast, the factor S(mee, q) for the direct photon
process is unity for pT ! mee. We exploit this difference
to separate the direct photon signal from the hadronic
background. Since 80% of the hadronic photons are from
pi0 Dalitz decays, the signal to background (S/B) ratio
for the direct photon signal improves by a factor of five
for mee > mpi0 ≈ 0.135 GeV/c2, thereby allowing a real
direct photon signal that is 10% of the yield of hadronic
decay photons to be observed as a 50% excess of e+e−
pairs for this mass range.
Figure 30 shows a visible excess above the pi0 cutoff for
all pT bins of the Au + Au data. For pT > 1 GeV/c, the
excess is almost a constant factor above the cocktail. As
Figure 4.2: Electron pai invariant mass dis-
tribution [102].
It can be distinguished between virtual and real
photons. While virtual photons already convert
into dilepton pairs (e.g. γ∗→e+e−) inside the
medium (internal conversion), real photons
can escape the interaction zone and then either
be measured in an electromagnetic calorimet r
or be reconstructed from the externally con-
verted ilepton pair, which can be tracked as
charged particles. The latter approach is called
external conversion method and described
in detail in section 8.2. Virtual photons can be
extracted in a similar way from the dilepton
spectra, which is eferred to as int r al con-
version method . Figure 4.2 shows the dielec-
tron invariant mass distribution for small Me+e−<500 MeV/c
2. The backgrou d adron
decays is estimated from a cocktail simulation including the decays of the scalar mesons pi0, η
and η′ and the vector mesons ω and φ. It can be seen that for small Me+e− the spectrum is
dominated by the eutral pion Dalitz decay pi0→γγ∗, while at Me+e−>120 MeV/c2 the direct
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photon signal-to-background ratio improves. The number of dilepton pairs per photon is given
by the Kroll-Wada formula [178],
1
Nγ
dNee
dMe+e−
=
2α
3pi
√
1− 4m
2
e
M2
e+e−
(
1 +
2m2e
M2
e+e−
)
1
Me+e−
S , (4.2)
with
S =

∣∣F (M2e+e−)∣∣2(1− M2e+e−M2 )3 for hadron decays
1 for point like processes with pT Me+e−
(4.3)
where Me+e− is the dilepton invariant mass, me is the electron mass, M is the hadron mass and
F
(
M2e+e−
)
is a form factor. The Kroll-Wada formula is fitted at small Me+e−<30 MeV/c
2 for di-
rect photons fdir(Me+e−) (orange line) and background fc(Me+e−) (blue line). The direct-photon
excess Rγ,dir =Nγ
∗,dir/Nγ
∗,inc (Me+e−<30 MeV/c
2) can be extracted by a two component fit of
fdir(Me+e−) and fc(Me+e−) to the data in the range 120 - 300 MeV/c
2 (black line).
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Figure 1 Illustration of the variety of processes which produce direct photons in
hadron collisions. (A) Scattering between incoming partons. (B) Photons radiated
by outgoing scattered partons, as part of the jet fragmentation process. (C) Scattering
between quarks and gluons from a multi-collisional quark/gluon system. (D) Scattering
between hadrons from a hadron system.
When a dense strongly interacting medium is present, however, more possibili-
ties are opened up. If a scattered quark is traveling and fragmenting in a space-time
co-occupied by such a medium, then photon radiation can be induced by parton-
medium interactions, as in the lower diagram of Panel B of Figure 1. When a QCD
medium is sufficiently hot, dense, and extended, then its constituents can scatter
off each other and produce photons in the process. If the constituents are quarks
and gluons, as shown in Panel C, then the lowest-level diagrams are the same as
in Panel A. If the appropriate degrees of freedom in the medium are hadrons, then
direct photons can be produced through interactions such as pi + ρ → pi + γ ,
shown in Panel D. For a medium in thermal equilibrium, whether quark-gluonic, or
hadronic (or other), its radiation is termed thermal photons. For a medium which is
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and gluons, as shown in Panel C, then the lowest-level diagrams are the same as
in Panel A. If the appropriate degrees of freedom in the medium are hadrons, then
direct photons can be produced through interactions such as pi + ρ → pi + γ ,
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Figure 4.3: Feynman diagrams for next-to-leading-order pQCD prompt photon production [29].
Figure 4.3 shows the next-to-leading-order perturbative QCD diagrams for prompt photon pro-
duction. The first kind of process includes quark-gluon Compton scattering q+g→ q+γ (upper
left) and quark-antiquark-annihilation q + q¯→g + γ (lower left). A Feynman diagram for the
vacuum fragmentation (q + g→g + q + γ) is shown in the upper right panel. The rates of such
processes for elementary hadron-hadron collisions can be calculated in next-to-leading-order
(NLO) perturbative QCD.
It is expected that the prompt photon production in heavy-ion collisions scales with the num-
ber of binary collisions Ncoll. Thus, prompt photons are an important tool to study the nuclear
modification of the initial state parton distributions. Furthermore, prompt photons are sensitive
to the modification of jets in the medium. As illustrated in the lower left panel in fig. 4.3, the
jet fragmentation is modified by the in-medium energy loss of partons and additional photons
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are produced by jet-bremsstrahlung and jet-plasma conversions2.
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FIG. 3: Direct photon nuclear modification factor RAA for
three different centrality selections. The error bars show
point-to-point uncert inties, the boxes aroun the points de-
pict pT correlated uncertainties. The boxes on the left show
the uncertainty of the total inelastic p+p cross section, the
boxes on the right show the uncertainty in Ncoll.
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FIG. 4: Direct photon nuclear modification factor RAA for
0 − 5% most central events, compared with theoretical cal-
culations [2–5] for different scenarios. The boxes depict the
same uncertainties as in Fig. 3. Note that the EPS09 curve
is calculated for minimum bias collisions.
to a lower photon yield, since energy loss of a parton
also means suppression of the corresponding fragmen-
tation photon yield. On the other hand, QGP effects
can increase the photon yield due to radiation resulting
from jet-medium interactions (“prompt+QGP”) [2, 4].
This FS calculation also takes into account the afore-
mentioned IS effects. Yet another calculation [3] in-
cludes IS effects, as well as FS energy loss and medium-
induced photon bremsstrahlung and the LPM effect
(“coherent+conversion+∆E”). The data are consistent
with a scenario where the hard scattered photons are
produced taking account of the isospin effect and mod-
ifications of the nuclear PDFs and then simply traverse
the matter unaffected. Balancing effects from the QGP
such as fragmentation photon suppression and enhance-
ment due to jet-medium interactions are not excluded by
the data. The approach in [3] is in disagreement with
the data. This confirms that the majority (if not all)
direct photons at high pT come directly from hard scat-
tering processes and suggests that possible effects from
the QGP all but cancel.
In summary, PHENIX has measured direct photon
spectra in Au+Au collisions at
√
s
NN
= 200 GeV at
midrapidity in the transverse momentum range of 4 <
pT < 20GeV/c. The direct photon nuclear modification
factor RAA has been calculated as a function of pT us-
ing a measured p+p reference for the first time. It is
consistent with unity for all centrality selections over the
entire measured pT range. Theoretical models for direct
photon production in Au+Au collisions are compared to
the data. Some of these models are found to be in quan-
titative agreement with the measurement while others
appear to be disfavored by the data. Collectively, the ef-
fects of the QGP on the high pT direct photon yield are
apparently small.
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Figure 4.4: Direct-photon nuclear modification factor RAA for 0 - 5% central events compared
with theoretical calculations for different modification scenarios (see text) [180].
Figure 4.4 shows a measurement of the direct-photon nuclear modification factor RAA in the
transverse momentum range 4 - 22 GeV/c for Au-Au collisions at RHIC. We have seen in sec-
tion 3.3.5, that the production of hadrons is significantly suppressed in nucleus-nucleus colli-
sions, which is interpreted as the fingerprint of jet quenching in hot QCD matter. Photons do
not show a similar suppression as hadrons in nucleus-nucleus collisions, which is consistent with
the picture of transparency. The data are compared to theoretical calculation for possible modi-
fications of the photon production including initial and final-state effects. The nuclear struct re
functions might be modified compared to an incoherent superposition of free protons [127,128].
In addition, the prompt photon roduction might be m difie by the isospin effect , which
accounts for the different isospin components of the nucleus3. Those effects are included in
the ‘EPS09 PDF’ [182] alculation and al in ‘prompt+QGP’ [174,175]. The latter calculation
takes also into account that the parton energy loss can reduce the contribution of fragmentation
photons. Yet another calculation (‘coherent+conversion+∆E’ [183]) also includes final-state ef-
fects such as jet-Bremsstrahlung, the LPM effect4 and jet-plasma conversions. While both
first scenarios are consistent with the data, the third one predicts the strongest deviation from
unity and disagrees with the data [180]. In summary, the data are consistent with unmodified
binary scaled prompt photon production in pp collisions. Small modifications might arise from
slight modifications of the initial state compared to pp and in-medium instead of vacuum frag-
mentation, whereas final-state effects are unlikely.
A similar probe th n p ompt pho ons are the electroweak W and Z boson, which are also
produced in NLO pQCD processes and not expected to interact with th medium. In measure-
ments at the LHC the production of W and Z bosons was found to be consistent with binary
2Production of a high-pT photon by the scattering of a hard parton on a thermal parton [179].
3The cross sections for p+p, p+n and n+n are different due to the different quark charge content of protons
compared to neutrons [181].
4The Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect describes a reduction of the Bremsstrahlung and pair pro-
duction cross sections at high energies or matter densities [184]
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scaled NLO pQCD calculations [185,186], which together with the finding for prompt photons
confirms the binary scaling of the particle production in pQCD processes.
Prompt photons produced in quark-gluon Compton scattering or quark-antiquark annihilation
processes are associated with an outgoing parton that fragments into a jet in the opposite
direction. Such processes can also be tagged experimentally by identifying isolated photons
and their correlation with associated hadrons in the opposite azimuthal direction. Isolated
photons are photons that have no accompanying particles or energy within some angular range.
They can be reasonably assumed to be direct photons at high transverse momentum, because
any parent hadron would be nearby at a close angle. It should be noted that the definition of
isolated photons explicitly excludes fragmentation photons. However, in heavy-ion collisions it
very challenging to search for isolated photons due to the large multiplicity densities [29, 187,
188]. The ATLAS and CMS collaboration have recently presented an isolated photon spectrum
in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [189, 190]. The isolated photon spectrum in pp and
Pb-Pb is reasonably well described by (binary scaled) next-to-leading-order pQCD calculations
and the isolated photon nuclear modification factor is consistent with unity.
4.3 Thermal photons
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Figure 1 Illustration of the variety of processes which produce direct photons in
hadron collisions. (A) Scattering between incoming partons. (B) Photons radiated
by outgoing scattered partons, as part of the jet fragmentation process. (C) Scattering
between quarks and gluons from a multi-collisional quark/gluon system. (D) Scattering
between hadrons from a hadron system.
When a dense strongly interacting medium is present, however, more possibili-
ties are opened up. If a scattered quark is traveling and fragmenting in a space-time
co-occupied by such a medium, then photon radiation can be induced by parton-
medium interactions, as in the lower diagram of Panel B of Figure 1. When a QCD
medium is sufficiently hot, dense, and extended, then its constituents can scatter
off each other and produce photons in the process. If the constituents are quarks
and gluons, as shown in Panel C, then the lowest-level diagrams are the same as
in Panel A. If the appropriate degrees of freedom in the medium are hadrons, then
direct photons can be produced through interactions such as pi + ρ → pi + γ ,
shown in Panel D. For a medium in thermal equilibrium, whether quark-gluonic, or
hadronic (or other), its radiation is termed thermal photons. For a medium which is
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ties are opened up. If a scattered quark is traveling and fragmenting in a space-time
co-occupied by such a medium, then photon radiation can be induced by parton-
medium interactions, as in the lower diagram of Panel B of Figure 1. When a QCD
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off each other and produce photons in the process. If the constituents are quarks
and gluons, as shown in Panel C, then the lowest-level diagrams are the same as
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of thermal photon production [29].
It was suggested long ago [22,191] that rescattering of quarks in local thermal equilibrium would
lead to emission of real and virtual photons. Due to the transparency of the medium, those
photons could reveal the undistorted information about the system at their production time.
However, from the transparency of the medium it also immediately follows that photons can
never be in thermal equilibrium with the QCD medium. Thus, the thermal photon production
cannot be described by black body radiation, where th photon ate R is given by the Planck
formula,
E
dR
d3p
∝ E
exp ET − 1
→
ET
exp
(
−E
T
)
, (4.4)
and the total r iated power increases with the fourth power f the te perature. Instead, the
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thermal photon production involves individual processes, where the lowest order diagrams give
E
dR
d3p
∝ αemαsT 2 exp
(
−E
T
)
log
(
ET
k2c
)
→
ET
exp
(
−E
T
)
, (4.5)
where kc is an infrared cutoff that regulates the infrared divergence. As illustrated in fig. 4.5,
thermal photons are produced either through the scattering of partons (e.g. q + q¯→g + γ or
q+ g→ q+ γ) during the quark-gluon plasma phase or by hadronic interactions (e.g. pi± + ρ→
pi± + γ) in the hot hadron gas phase.
It should be noted that any photon production process requires electrically charged particles,
which puts further constraints on the thermal photon production: Since the quark-producing
cross sections are smaller in perturbative QCD than those for gluon production [192], it is
expected that the medium is gluon dominated at early times [193] and it is not clear at
which stage of the system evolution electric charge is produced. Earlier, it was even argued
that a quark-gluon plasma would produce more photons at the same temperature than a
hadron gas, since quarks become massless due to chiral symmetry restoration in the quark-
gluon plasma (cf. [102,194–196]) and thus highly abundant. It is also under discussion, whether
pre-equilibrium radiation – e.g. from a stage, where the medium is kinetically equilibrated, but
not chemically – contributes to the direct-photon spectrum [29].
Direct photon sp ctra in Pb-Pb at √sNN = 5.5 TeV: hydrodynamics+pQCD predictions 2
final-state parton energy loss in central Pb-Pb affects also the expected prompt γ yields. We
account for medium-effects on the γ-fragmentation component by modifying the BFG parton-
to-photon FFs [5] with BDMPS quenching weights. The effects of the energy loss are encoded
in a single parameter, ωc = 〈qˆ〉 L2 ≈ 50 GeV, extrapolated from RHIC. The combination of
initial-state (shadowing) and final-state (energy loss) effects results in a quenching factor for
prompt photons of RPbPb ≈ 0.2 (0.8) at pT = 10 (100) GeV/c [7].
Our predictions for the direct photon spectra at y=0 in Pb-Pb at 5.5 TeV are shown in Fig. 1.
The thermal ontribution dominates over the (quenched) pQCD one up to pT ≈ 4 (1.5) GeV/c
in central (peripheral) Pb-Pb. Two differences are worth no ing compared to RHIC re ults [1]:
(i) the thermal-prompt crossing point moves up from pT ≈ 2.5 GeV/c o pT ≈ 4.5 GeV/c,
and (ii) most of the thermal production in this transition region comes solely from the QGP
phase. Both characteristics make of semi-hard direct photons at LHC, a valuable probe of the
thermodynamical properties of the system.
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Figure 1. Direct-γ spectra in 0-10% central (left) and 60-90%peripheral (right) Pb-Pb at √sNN
= 5.5 TeV, with the thermal (QGP and HRG) and prompt (pQCD) contributions differentiated.
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FIG. 3: (color online) The fraction of the direct photon com-
ponent as a function of pT . The error bars and the error band
represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties, respec-
tively. The curves are from a NLO pQCD calculation (see
text).
distorted within the systematic uncertainties, and the
fitting procedure is applied to the distorted spectrum to
determine the systematic uncertainties in r. The sys-
tematic uncertainty due to the variation of mlow is also
included. The dominant uncertainty is the particle com-
position in the hadronic cocktail, namely the η/pi0 ratio
which is 0.48±0.03(0.08) at high pT for p+p (Au + Au)
based on PHENIX measurements [17]. This corresponds
to a ' 7% (' 17%) uncertainty in the p+ p (Au + Au)
cocktail for 0.1 < mee < 0.3 GeV/c
2. Other sources
cause only a few percent uncertainty in the data to cock-
tail ratio.
Figure 3 shows the fraction r of the direct photo com-
ponent determined by the two-component fit in (a) p+ p
and (b) Au + Au (Min. Bias). The curves represent
the expectations from a next-to-leading-order perturba-
tive QCD (NLO pQCD) calculation [18]. For p + p,
the curves show the ratio σNLOγ (pT )/dσ
incl
γ (pT ), where
dσNLOγ (pT ) is the direct photon cross section from the
NLO pQCD calculation and dσinclγ (pT ) is the inclusive
photon cross section. For Au + Au, the curves represent
TAAdσ
NLO
γ (pT )/dN
incl
γ (pT ), where TAA is the Glauber
nuclear overlap function and dN inclγ (pT ) is the inclusive
photon yield. The three curves correspond, from top to
bottom, to the theory scale µ = 0.5 pT , pT , and 2 pT ,
respectively, showing the scale dependence of the theory.
While the fraction r is consistent with the NLO pQCD
calculation [18] in p+ p, it is larger than the calculation
in Au + Au for pT < 3.5 GeV/c.
The direct photon fraction r in Fig. 3 is converted to
the direct photon yield as dNdir(pT ) = r × dN incl(pT ).
The inclusive photon yield dN incl(pT ) for each pT bin
is determined from the yield of e+e− pairs for mee <
0.03 GeV/c2 using Eq. (1). Here we use the fact that in
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FIG. 4: (color online) Invariant cross section (p + p) and in-
variant yield (Au + Au) of direct photons as a function of pT .
The filled points are from this analysis and open points are
from [19, 20]. The three curves on the p + p data represent
NLO pQCD calculations, and the dashed curves show a modi-
fied power-law fit to the p+p data, scaled by TAA. The dashed
(black) curves are exponential plus the TAA scaled p + p fit.
The dotted (red) curve near the 0–20% centrality data is a
theory calculation [7].
this mass range the process dependent factor S is unity
within a few percent for any photon source.
Figure 4 compares the direct photon spectra with pre-
viously measured direct photon data from [19, 20] and
NLO pQCD calculations [18]. The systematic uncer-
tainty of the inclusive photon (14% from the uncertainty
in the e+e− pair acceptance correction[12]) is added in
quadrature with the systematic uncertainties of these
data. The p + p data are shown as an invariant cross
section using dσ = σinelpp dN .
In this analysis we have converted the yield of excess
e+e− pairs to that of real direct photons using Eq. (1), as-
suming S = 1. This implies d
2nee
dmee
= 2α3pi
1
mee
dnγ . Thus the
yield of the excess e+e− pairs for 0.1 < mee < 0.3 GeV/c2
before the conversion can be obtained by multiplying the
direct photon yield by a factor of 2α3pi log
300
100 = 1.7×10−3.
The pQCD calculation is consistent with the p+p data
within the theoretical uncertainties for pT > 2 GeV/c. A
similarly good agreement is observed for pi0 [21]. The
p+p data can be well described by a modified power-law
function (App(1+p
2
T/b)
−n) as shown by the dashed curve
in Fig. 4. The Au + Au data are above the p+p fit curve
Figure 4.6: (left) Prediction for the direct photon pr duction in Pb-Pb collisions t
√
sNN =
5.5 TeV [197]. (right) Direct-photon spectrum in Au-Au and pp collisions at
√
s= 200 GeV. The
black dashed lines represent a fit to the pp measurement scaled by Ncoll [123].
Figure 4.6 (left) shows a prediction for the direct photon production at the fu l LHC energy.
It can be seen that the mal photons have an exponentially decreasing spectrum, while prompt
photons follow a power law. Figure 4.6 (right) shows the direct-photon spectra in Au-Au and
the cross section in pp collisions at RHIC. The low-pT data points are determined by the
internal conversion method [187], while the high-pT data points are obtained from real photons
[198,199]. The p measureme t is reasonably well described by a binary scaled pQCD calculation
for prompt and fragmentation photons [172]. The black dashed li es represents a fit to the
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pp measurement scaled by the number of binary collisions Ncoll. The binary scaled pp yield
describes the Au-Au data for transverse momenta pT above 4 GeV/c , which is expected from
the dominance of pQCD photons at high-pT. At smaller transverse momenta, the spectra in
fig. 4.6 (right) show a clear excess above the binary scaled pp fit and pQCD calculations for
prompt photons. The low-pT data points in the spectrum are fitted with A exp (−E/Teff), which
is the expected thermal photon rate from eq. (4.5) in the limit of pTTeff , where Teff is the
apparent temperature introduced in eq. (3.25) and A an arbitrary normalization. The PHENIX
collaboration reports an inverse slope parameter of TRHICeff = (220 ± 19stat ± 19sys) MeV/kB in
0 - 20% Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV [200]. First measurements of the LHC in 0 - 40%
central Pb-Pb collisions by the ALICE collaboration yield an apparent temperature of TLHCeff =
(304 ± 51stat+sys) MeV/kB [201]. Since the functional form for thermal production is the same
for a hadron gas and a QGP, the shape of the spectrum alone cannot specify the nature of the
emitting medium. As a consequence of the higher temperature the photons originating from the
quark-gluon plasma have a slightly flatter spectrum compared to those from the hadron gas.
Recent calculations such as fig. 4.6 (left) include a substantial portion of thermal photons from
the quark-gluon plasma, which is expected from the photon production rates being proportional
to the second power of the temperature (eq. (4.5)). Estimates for the initial temperature range
from 300 - 600 MeV/kB [200] at RHIC and 500 - 600 MeV/kB at the LHC [34,35].
4.4 Azimuthal anisotropy of direct photons
Since the azimuthal anisotropy of direct photons depends strongly on their production mecha-
nism, a measurement of vγ,dirn allows to put additional constraints on their production time.
Prompt photons from the initial hard scattering are expected to be produced isotropically, if
they do not interact with the medium (vγ,pQCDn = 0) [202]. Due to the path-length dependence
of the in-medium energy loss, jets are more quenched along the long symmetry axis perpendic-
ular to Ψn. Thus, photons from jet-fragmentations are also more suppressed in the out-of-plane
direction (vn>0), while the photons produced in jet-medium interactions are enhanced out-of-
plane (vn<0). Consequently, it is expected, that these contributions almost cancel out and the
prompt photon production is considered as almost isotropic [202].
Thermal photon production is affected by the hydrodynamic anisotropic flow, so that photons
emitted along Ψn get a stronger boost and blue shift. This results in a positive anisotropic flow
for thermal photons, while the magnitude depends on the magnitude of the anisotropic flow of
the system at the photon production time. Consequently, thermal photons from the quark-gluon
plasma phase are expected to have a small positive anisotropic flow, while photons from the
hadron gas are produced just before the chemical freeze-out and thus have an anisotropic flow
similar to hadrons. Current hydrodynamic calculations include a substantial portion of thermal
photons from the quark-gluon plasma, so that a rather small thermal-photon anisotropic flow
vγ,thermn is expected [203].
It can be seen in figs. 4.6 (left) and 4.6 (right), that prompt photon production is dominant at
large transverse momenta and thermal photon production at small transverse momenta below
3 - 4 GeV/c . Consequently, the general expectation is that vγ,dirn is is positive and small at low
momentum and vanishes at high momenta above 4 GeV/c .
Figure 4.7 shows a measurement for the neutral pion, inclusive and direct-photon v2 at RHIC.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a,b,c) v2 in minimum bias collisions,
using two different reaction plane detectors: (solid black cir-
cles) BBC and (solid red squares) RXN for (a) pi0, (b) inclu-
sive photon, and (c) direct photon. (d) direct photon fraction
Rγ for (solid black circles) virtual photons [5] and (open blue
squares) real photons [8] and (e) ratio of direct photon to pi0
v2 for (solid black circles) BBC and (solid red squares) RXN.
The vertical error bars on each data point indicate statistical
uncertainties and shaded (gray and cyan) and hatched (red)
areas around the data points indicate sizes of systematic un-
certainties.
inclusive photon v2 measurements are largely immune to
energy scale uncertainties which are typically the domi-
nant source of uncertainty in an absolute (invariant yield)
measurement. The uncertainties on v2 are dominated by
the common uncertainty on determining σRP and by un-
certainties on particle identification. Uncertainties from
absolute yields enter indirectly via the hadron cocktail
(normalization) and more directly at higher pT (where
the real photon measurement is used) by the Rγ(pT )
needed to establish the direct photon v2. Note that due
to the way vγ,dir2 is calculated, once Rγ is large, its rela-
tive error contributes to the error on vγ,dir2 less and less.
Figure 1 shows steps of the analysis using the mini-
mum bias sample, as well as the differences between re-
sults obtained with BBC and RXN. The first v2 of pi
0 and
inclusive photons (vpi
0
2 ,v
γ,inc
2 ) are measured, as described
above (panels (a) and (b)). Then, using the vγ,bg2 of pho-
tons from hadronic decays and the Rγ direct photon ex-
cess ratio, we derive the vγ,dir2 of direct photons (panel
(c)). Panel (d) shows the Rγ(pT ) values from the di-
rect photon invariant yield measurements using internal
conversion [5] and real [8] photons, with their respective
uncertainties. Panel (e) shows the ratio of vγ,dir2 /v
pi0
2 .
We observe substantial direct photon flow in the low pT
region (c), commensurate with the hadron flow itself (e).
However, in contrast to hadrons, the direct photon v2
rapidly decreases with pT ; and starting with 5 GeV/c
and above, it is consistent with zero (c). The rapid tran-
sition from high direct photon flow at 3 GeV/c to zero
flow at 5 GeV/c is also demonstrated on panel (e), since
the pi0 v2 changes little in this region [4].
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a,c,e) Centrality dependence of v2
for (solid black circles) pi0, (solid red squares) inclusive pho-
tons, and (b,d,f) (solid black circles) direct photons measured
with the BBC detector for (a,b) minimum bias (c,d) 0-20%
centrality, and (e,f) 20-40% centrality. For (b,d,f) the direct
photon fraction is taken from [5] up to 4 GeV/c and from [8]
for higher pT . The vertical error bars on each data point
indicate statistical uncertainties and the shaded (gray) and
hatched (red) areas around the data points indicate sizes of
systematic uncertainties.
A major issue in any azimuthal asymmetry measure-
ment is the potential bias from where in pseudorapidity
the (event-by-event) reaction plane is measured. At low
pT – where multiplicities are high and particle production
is dominated by the bulk with genuine hydrodynamic be-
havior – there is no difference between the flow derived
with BBC and RXN. However, at higher pT we observe
that the v2 values using BBC and RXN diverge, particu-
larly for pi0 (panel (a) in Fig. 1), less for inclusive photons.
For direct photons (panel (c)) the two results are appar-
ently consistent within their total errors, including the
Figure 4.7: v2 in minimum bias Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, using two different reaction
plane detectors for (left) neutral pions (right) inclusive photons and (c) direct photons [204].
The two data sets correspond to different techniques for the neutral pion and inclusive photon
elliptic flow measurement. The direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy vγ,dir2 can be calculated from
the inclusive-photon anisotropy vγ,inc2 as
vγ,dir2 =
Rvγ,inc2 − vγ,bg2
R− 1 , (4.6)
with Rγ,dir =Nγ,inc/Nγ,bg [204]. The azimuthal anisotropy of decay photons v
γ,bg
2 can be esti-
mated from vpi
0
2 in a cocktail simulation.
At large transverse momentum, the direct-photon vγ,dir2 is consistent with zero within its un-
certainties, which is expected from the dominance of prompt photons. At small transverse
momentum, the elliptic flow of direct photons is comparable in magnitude to the elliptic flow
of inclusive photons and eutral pions, which is not expected from hydrodynamic calculations
and the considerations made above. A large thermal photon v2 might indicate a dominant con-
tribution of thermal photons from the late stages of the evolution, where the bulk flow has
fully developed. It was even argued by Basar et al. [205] that the large azimuthal anisotropy
anisotropy might result from a novel photon production mechanism stemming from he con-
formal anomaly of QCD × QED and the existence of strong spectator magnetic fields. This
hypothesis can be tested by measuring the triangular direct-photon flow, since the direction of
triangular flow is uncorrelated with the reaction plane and thus the spectator magnetic fields.
4.5 Photon Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometry
The production time of direct photons could be constrained by Hanbury Brown-Twiss interfer-
ometry, which measures the size of the region that contributes to the direct-photon spectrum.
Since photons are produced either directly from the medium or by the decay of hadrons, the
interferometry of photons includes two length scales: the femtoscopic scale of the medium and
the nanometer scale of decays. However, the large scale correlations will appear at a momentum
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difference of q~/nm≈200 eV/c [29], which much smaller than typical momentum resolutions
in heavy-ion detectors5. The first measurement of direct-photon HBT was performed by the
WA98 experiment at the CERN SPS [207]. The correlation was studied as a function of the
invariant relative momentum qinv, which equals the invariant mass Mγγ for two massless par-
ticles. The measurement yielded HBT radii for direct photons being only slightly smaller than
those for pions, which suggests that the direct photons are emitted in the late hadron gas stage
of the collision. It will be interesting to see further measurements from RHIC and the LHC.
The STAR experiment has published preliminary data for photon correlations and observes a
significant peak at small qinv, but it is not understood yet to what content this correlation is
due to Bose-Einstein correlations and apparatus effects [208].
4
TABLE I: Summary of systematic errors on the photon-
photon correlation parameters.
100 < KT < 200 200 < KT < 300
Source λ (%) Rinv (%) λ (%) Rinv (%)
Apparatus 7 5 16 6
Contamination 17 14 42 14
Fit Function 5 5 18 6
Fit Range 8 5 26 10
Qinv Slope (Flow) 2 3 12 8
Total Syst. Error (%) 21 17 56 21
NTotalγ Total Error (%) 12 - 4 -
yield and large branching ratios for electromagnetic de-
cay: K0S , K
0
L, η, and ω. The heavy resonances were
included based on experimental spectra where available
and thermodynamic extrapolations otherwise. In all sim-
ulations, the acceptance, identification cuts, and energy
and position resolution of LEDA were applied. The sim-
ulations indicated that elliptic flow results in the appear-
ance of a small slope to the correlation function on the
order of 5 · 10−6 (MeV/c)−1; Bose-Einstein correlations
of pi0’s lead to a specific step-like correlation function, in
agreement with analytical calculations of [5]; and resid-
ual correlations due to decays of heavier resonances are
found to be negligible. We have checked for flow effects
in the data sample with highest statistics, fitting with
a parameterization with an additional parameter for the
slope, and found a slope parameter consistent with the
simulations. However, limited statistics did not allow to
extend this approach to all data, and so the final values
of the correlation strength and radii have been corrected
for the effect of elliptic flow.
Averaging over the different PID criteria, we obtain
the following correlation parameters:
λI = 0.0028± 0.0004(stat.)± 0.0006(syst.)
RIinv = 5.4± 0.8(stat.)± 0.9(syst.)fm,
λII = 0.0029± 0.0007(stat.)± 0.0016(syst.)
RIIinv = 5.8± 0.8(stat.)± 1.2(syst.)fm
for regions I) 100 < KT < 200 MeV/c, and II) 200 <
KT < 300 MeV/c, respectively.
The direct photon invariant radii can be compared to
measurements of invariant interferometric radii of pi− for
the same centrality selection and KT region [11]: Rinv =
7.11 ± 0.22, 6.91 ± 0.32, and 6.65 ± 0.30 fm at KT =
125, 175, and 285 MeV/c, respectively. The similarity
of the interferometric radii of direct photons and pions
suggests that the direct photons of this KT region are
emitted in the late, hadron gas, stage of the collision.
Under the assumption of a fully chaotic photon source,
the direct photon yield NDirectγ is related to the corre-
lation strength λ and the total inclusive photon yield
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FIG. 4: Yield of direct photons extracted from the strength
of the two-photon correlation (closed circles) and by the sta-
tistical subtraction method (open circles, or arrows indicating
upper limits) [7]. Total statistical plus systematical errors are
shown. The model calculations are described in the text.
NTotalγ as [5]
NDirectγ /N
Total
γ =
√
2λ
The low pT direct photon yield has been extracted us-
ing this expression and is presented in Fig. 4 (assuming
pT = 〈KT 〉). The previously published direct photon
yield at high transverse momenta obtained with the sub-
traction method [7] is also shown. The measured direct
photon results are compared with recent fireball model
predictions [12]. The calculated contributions to the total
yield from the Quark Gluon Plasma and hadronic stages
of the collision are shown. It is seen that the contribution
from the hadronic gas phase dominates the direct pho-
ton yield at small pT , with predicted yields below the
experimental data.
In summary, two-photon correlation functions have
been measured for the first time in central Pb+Pb col-
lision at 158 A GeV. The observed correlations are at-
tributed to Bose-Einstein correlations of directly radi-
ated photons. An invariant radius of about 6 fm is ex-
tracted, comparable to that extracted for pions of simi-
lar momenta, and the correlation strength parameter was
used to extract the yield of direct photons at pT < 300
MeV/c. The extracted yield exceeds theoretical expecta-
tions which attribute the dominant contribution in this
pT region to the hadronic phase.
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Figure 4.8: Direct-photon invariant yield in√
sNN = 158 GeV Pb-Pb collisions [207].
For a fully chaotic source, the correlation
strength λ is directly related to the fraction of
direct phot ns Nγ,dir =
√
2λNγ,inc [209], which
allows one to measure the direct-photon yield
at very small transverse momenta. The direct-
photon spectrum in
√
sNN = 158 GeV Pb-Pb
collisions at the CERN SPS are shown in
fig. 4.8. The first two low-pT data points were
determined from HBT correlations (closed cir-
cles), whereas the other data points were mea-
sured by the statistical subtraction method
(open circles, or arrows indicating upper limits).
While the data points t at were determined by
the statistical subtraction method [210] are de-
scribed by the theoretical calculation, the limits
and data points measured via Hanbury Brown-
Twiss interferometry at low transverse momen-
tum clearly exc ed the theoretical expectation.
4.6 Summary and motivation for this thesis
Di ect photons are produced over the wh le time evolution of heavy-ion collisions. Since photons
do not interact with the strongly-coupled medium, they carry the undistorted information about
the medium at their production time. At high pT, irect-photon production c be described
by binary scaled next-to-leading-order pQCD calculations. At low pT, experiments at SPS,
RHIC and the LHC have revealed a significant excess above the pQCD expec ation, which
is interpreted s a contribution from thermal photons. Current hydrodynamical calculations
include a substantial portion of thermal photons from the hot quark-gluon plasma phase and
thus early times are expected to dominate the thermal pho on production. Sinc the anisotropic
flow builds up with time, the thermal photon anisotropic flow is expected to be small compared
to the one of hadrons. However, measurements of the azimuthal anisotropy vγ,dir2 at RHIC
5The momentum resolution of the ALICE TPC is about is about 0.7% at pT = 1 GeV/c and the detector cannot
cannot track well below 100 MeV/c due to the large curvature of charged tracks in the magnetic field [206].
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indicate that the direct-photon elliptic flow has a similar magnitude compared to the elliptic
flow of hadrons. Furthermore, results from direct-photon Hanbury Brown-Twiss interferometry
at the SPS suggest that the size of the direct-photon source is comparable to the source of
hadrons. These results might indicate that photons are produced at a later stage of the evolution
than expected by hydrodynamic calculations. Within this thesis, the direct-photon azimuthal
anisotropy is studied in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, which will shed more light on
the production time of direct photons. In particular, the first measurement of the triangular
direct-photon flow will allow us to test, to which content the direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy
could be explained by mechanisms related with spectator magnetic fields.
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5. The LHC and ALICE
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
near Geneva is the world’s largest, most complex, and highest-energy particle collider ever
constructed. It collides hadrons at almost the speed of light, and such allows physicists to test
the predictions and theories of particle and high-energy physics. In collisions of lead nuclei, the
LHC is able to recreate conditions similar to those just after the Big Bang.
In the following, the LHC design and operation shall be briefly discussed. The LHC is equipped
with four large experiments with different physical aim. ALICE is the dedicated heavy-ion
experiment designed for the quest after the quark-gluon plasma.
5.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is a 26.6 km long accelerator ring situated about 100 m underneath the surface be-
tween Switzerland and France. The two adjacent parallel beam pipes of the LHC are placed in
a tunnel with a circumference of 26.6 km. The LHC reuses the tunnel that was built for the
previous big accelerator at CERN, the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP). Each of the two
beam pipes contains a proton or heavy-ion beam traveling in opposite directions. 1232 dipole
magnets keep the beams on their circular path, additionally 392 quadrupole magnets are used
to keep the beam focussed. At the nominal magnetic dipole field of 8.33 T, the LHC is capa-
ble to collide either protons or fully stripped lead 208Pb82+ ions at a centre-of-mass energy of√
s= 14 TeV and
√
sNN = 5.5 TeV per nucleon, respectively [211,212].
The LHC has been finished in 2008, with total material costs of about 4.6 billion CHF [212]. The
first collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 900 GeV were expected to take place in September
2008. On September 19th, 2008, during powering tests a fault occurred in the electrical bus
connection in the region between a dipole and a quadrupole, resulting in mechanical damage,
causing a loss of approximately six tonnes of liquid helium [213, 214]. A total of 53 magnets
were damaged in the incident and had to be repaired or replaced [215]. First particle collisions
took place on November 23, 2009, at 450 GeV beam energy. In February 2013, the LHC finished
its first period of operation [216]. Due to the accident in 2008, the LHC was operated at a
decreased centre-of-mass energy during its first period of operation. After a technical stop of
about 2 years, the LHC will resume its operation at the nominal energy in 2015.
While protons can be directly extracted from a bottle of hydrogen, lead ions are created from
isotopically pure solid 208Pb, which is vaporized in an ohmic heated micro-oven at a temperature
of about 500 ◦C. The lead vapor or the hydrogen are ionized in an electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) ion source [218], bunched, and accelerated by a radio frequency quadruple. The acceler-
ator complex at CERN sketched on fig. 5.1 is a succession of machines that accelerate particles
to increasingly higher energies. 208Pb23+ ions are further accelerated in the linear accelerator
LINAC3, LEIR, PS, SPS and finally injected into the LHC. During these acceleration steps, the
remaining electrons are subsequently stripped of by carbon foils, which finally gives 208Pb82+.
For protons, the acceleration procedure is different. Protons are first accelerated in the LINAC2,
then in the PS booster, PS, SPS and finally injected into the LHC.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic sketch of the CERN accelerator complex and the LHC with its four
experiments ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and ALICE [217].
The two LHC beams can be collided at four intersection points, where besides smaller experi-
ments [219, 220] the four large experiments are placed, ATLAS , CMS , LHCb and ALICE .
The main purpose of ATLAS [221] and CMS [222] is the search for the Higgs boson [3, 4],
and for new elementary particles predicted by supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model [223, 224]. Both experiments have similar physical purpose with complementary design.
LHCb [225] investigates the asymmetry between matter and antimatter by measuring the CP
violation in the decay of b-hadrons [226]. ALICE [227] is the dedicated experiment for heavy-ion
collisions, designed to study the properties of the quark-gluon plasma.
The luminosity at these intersection points is defined by
L = nN1N2f
A
, (5.1)
where n is the number of bunches, N1 and N2 are the number of particles per bunch, f =v/l
is the circulation frequency, and A is the cross sectional area of the beam at the intersection
point. For a Gaussian profile with root mean square beam size σ, the cross sectional area can
be estimated by A= 4piσxσy, where σx and σy are the standard deviations of the distribu-
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tion of particles in x and y direction, respectively [41]. In the nominal pp operation, the LHC
will be filled with about 2800 bunches with 1011 protons each. Both beams with a width of
σ= 16µm cross each other at a frequency of f = 11 kHz, which yields a nominal peak luminosity
of Lpp≈1034 cm−2s−1. In the Pb-Pb mode, the LHC will be operated with beams consisting
of 592 ion bunches with 7 × 107 lead ions per bunch yielding a nominal peak luminosity of
LPb-Pb≈1027 cm−2s−1. The total cross section for removal of an ion from the beam is 514 b
(1 b= 10−28 m2), which yields an interaction rate of about 0.5 MHz [228].
During the first run period the LHC was operated at 50% of the nominal energy. In the
first heavy-ion run in 2010, the peak luminosity was about a factor 10 smaller compared to
the nominal luminosity, LPb-Pb≈0.1× 1027 cm−2s−1 [229] yielding an integrated luminosity of∫ Ldt≈10µb−1. The inelastic hadronic cross section is about σHinel≈8 b [77, 230], which yields
about 80 million inelastic Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
5.2 The ALICE experiment
Figure 5.2: Layout of the ALICE detector [227].
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is one of the four large particle detectors at the
LHC. Figure 5.2 illustrates the design of ALICE. With a length of around 26 m and a diameter
of around 16 m, ALICE has a weight of around 10000 t. ALICE is composed of 18 subdetector
systems for tracking and particle identification. The central barrel detector components at mid
rapidity (|η|≤0.9) are symmetrically arranged around the intersection point and placed in the
red L3 magnet, a solenoid that generates a uniform (within ±2%) magnetic field of up to 0.5 T.
In addition, ALICE has one muon arm at forward rapidity.
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In the following, the detector components relevant for this thesis and their performance are
briefly discussed [227,231]:
(ITS) The Inner Tracking System consists of 6 cylindrical layers of high-resolution silicon
detectors and is designed for vertex detection. It provides charged particle tracking with a
spatial resolution better than 100µm in the transverse plane, combined tracking together with
the TPC, primary vertex reconstruction with a resolution better than 20µm in central Pb-Pb
collisions, and reconstruction of secondary decay vertices of charmed mesons and hyperons.
The two innermost bands are made of silicon pixel detectors (SPD), the two intermediate
of silicon drift detectors (SDD) and the two outermost of double-sided silicon strip detectors
(SSD). The two innermost layers are fundamental for the determination of the position of the
primary vertex and the impact parameter of secondary tracks from weak decays of strange,
charm and beauty particles. The two outer layers of the ITS are crucial for the connection
of tracks from the ITS to the TPC. They also provide dE/dx information to assist particle
identification for low-momentum particles [170,232].
(TPC) The Time Projection Chamber is the main device for particle reconstruction and
identification. Particles traversing the gas volume of the TPC ionize the gas along their path
and can be tracked and identified by their specific energy loss. The TPC is placed between
an inner radius of 85 cm and an outer radius of 250 cm. With a length of 500 cm the TPC
has a total active volume of 88 m2 filled with a Ne/CO2/N2 (85.7/9.5/4.8%) gas mixture,
which makes it the largest TPC ever built. The two end caps are instrumented by two rings
with 18 multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPC) with segmented readout pads, which gives
557.568 individual readout channels in total. The TPC provides tracking of charged particles
in a pT-range of 0.2 - 100 GeV/c with a spatial resolution in the transverse plane of 800µm for
the inner readout chambers (IROC) and 1100µm for the outer readout chambers (OROC).
The resolution along the beam axis is 1250µm. After a truncation, the distribution of the
characteristic energy loss at a given momentum is almost normal distributed with a width
of about σTPC≈5% [233–235]. For analysis purposes, the TPC signal dE/dxmeas is usually
expressed as the deviation to the expected energy loss dE/dxexp in units of σTPC,
Nσ,TPC =
dE/dxmeas − dE/dxexp
σTPC
. (5.2)
(TRD) The Transition Radiation Detector is placed at a radial position between the TPC
and TOF. Since only electrons produce transition radiation at momenta below 100 GeV/c ,
the TRD provides additional separation between electrons and other particles even at higher
momenta above 1 GeV/c [236]. More details can be found in section 6.2.1.
(TOF) The Time-Of-Flight detector is a multi gap resistive plate chamber (MRPC) placed at
a radius of 370 cm from the interaction region. It consists of 1638 double gap MRPC strips with
an intrinsic time resolution better than 40 ps, which gives a time resolution of σTOF≈85 ps,
including the resolution of the start time measurement by the T0 detector (σT0 = 50 ps). In
conjunction with the momentum and track length measured by the tracking detectors, the time
of flight between the intersection point and the TOF detector is used to separate particles
by their mass in a momentum range of 0.5 - 5 GeV/c [237]. Analogously to the energy loss
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measurement in the TPC, the time-of-flight information tmeas is expressed as the deviation to
the expected time of flight texp in units of σTOF,
Nσ,TOF =
tmeas − texp
σTOF
. (5.3)
(V0) The V0 detector is composed of two arrays of scintillator tiles covering the full azimuth
at forward rapidity. The C-side component (V0-C) is placed 90 cm away from the interaction
point, the A-side component (V0-A) 340 cm, which results in a pseudorapidity coverage of
−3.7<η<−1.7 (V0-C) and 2.8<η<5.1 (V0-A), respectively. The V0 detectors are mainly
used for multiplicity measurements, centrality determination and as a reference detector for
anisotropic flow measurements [238].
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Figure 5.3: (left) TPC signal as a function of the momentum over charge ratio p/Z [234].
(right) Relative pT resolution for TPC-ITS combined tracks as a function of pT [239].
The event reconstruction with ALICE is described in [206]. Figure 5.3 (right) shows the relative
pT resolution for the combined track reconstruction using ITS and TPC. Both detectors are
aligned with respect to each other to the level of a few hundred millimeters using cosmic-ray
and proton-proton collision data [240]. The pT resolution is better than 4% for tracks with a
transverse momentum below 10 GeV/c . The best resolution is reached at about 1.5 GeV/c with
about 1%. Towards smaller momenta, the resolution deteriorates due to multiple scattering in
the detector material, towards larger momenta, the tracks become straight and the uncertainty
on the measurement of the radius of curvature increases. For comparison, the best momen-
tum resolution of the ATLAS experiment of about 4% is reached at 20 GeV/c and deteriorates
rapidly towards smaller momenta to about 10% at 5 GeV/c . On the other hand, the ATLAS
momentum resolution is smaller than 5% up to momenta of 200 GeV/c [241].
ALICE is the dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC, designed to study identified parti-
cles at small momenta, where thermal and hydrodynamic behavior is visible. Figure 5.3 (left)
illustrates the particle identification capabilities of the ALICE TPC. The characteristic energy
loss bands for electrons, pions, kaons and protons, but even for bound systems like deuterium,
tritium, 3He and 4He are clearly separated over a broad momentum range.
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6. A bidimensional approach for
electron identification with the
ALICE Transition Radiation
Detector
The ALICE Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) provides reconstruction of charged parti-
cle trajectories and electron identification via their specific energy loss due to ionization and
transition radiation at momenta above 1 GeV/c [236]. In combination with the tracking and
particle identification capabilities of the Inner Tracking System (ITS) and the Time Projec-
tion Chamber (TPC), it gives access to the dilepton continuum and the production of light
and heavy vector-mesons such as the J/ψ meson, which is a key observable for deconfinement
(cf. [242–250]). In addition, the ALICE TRD is able to provide trigger information on single
electrons, electron-positron pairs or jets [251].
Transition radiation detectors make use of the threshold like onset of transition radiation pro-
duction for charged particles traversing a stratified material. For momenta below 100 GeV/c ,
only electrons produce detectable transition radiation, which allows to separate them efficiently
from the hadronic background produced in hadron collisions. Besides heavy-ion physics with
ALICE, transition radiation detectors are also used in various other fields of high energy
physics [252, 253], for example by the ATLAS experiment [254, 255] and by the AMS exper-
iment installed at the International Space Station (ISS) [256,257].
The first approach for electron identification with the ALICE TRD was a likelihood method
based on the accumulated energy loss [258]. Compared to the TPC ionization energy loss mea-
surement, this method benefits from an improved separation of the electron and the hadron
characteristic energy loss due to the additional transition radiation for electrons. By its design,
the TRD provides a position sensitive measurement of the energy loss: while ionization is de-
posited along the whole pass of the particle, the energy deposition of TR photons is most likely
happen in a small area in the close vicinity of the radiator. Thus, a significantly improved per-
formance is expected from multivariate PID taking into account the position sensitive energy
loss measurement.
This chapter presents a detailed study of a bidimensional likelihood approach, which divides
the trajectory in two parts: one in regions, where transition radiation photons are expected
to contribute and one, where only ionization energy loss is important. The performance of the
bidimensional approach is studied in pp collisions as well as in Pb-Pb collisions and compared
to other approaches.
6.1 Transition radiation production by charged particles
Charged particles can be identified via their characteristic energy loss due to electromagnetic
interaction with a medium. The relevant processes are ionization, Bremsstrahlung, Cherenkov
radiation and transition radiation in case of inhomogeneous media.
Transition radiation (TR) is produced by charged particles crossing the boundary between two
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media of different dielectric constants. It had been predicted by Ginzburg and Frank [259] in
1946 and was first observed by Goldsmith and Jelley [260] in 1959. Its relevance for particle
identification was realized in the late 70th [261,262].
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√
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7 TeV, testbeam and from cosmic rays [239,263].
The probability for TR photon emission and its energy depend on the Lorentz factor γ of the
incident charged particle and show a threshold-like onset at around γ≈1000 [253]. Figure 6.1
shows the most probable signal measured by the ALICE TRD as a function of βγ=p/m of the
incident particle. Data points from test beam data and cosmic ray (muons) measurements for
exclusive ionization energy loss (dEion/dx) and in combination with TR (dEion/dx +TR) are
shown. Both measurements overlap at small βγ and split up after the onset of TR at βγ≈400.
From this measurement it is evident that in a wide momentum range from 1 - 100 GeV/c exclu-
sively electrons and positrons can generate detectable TR1.
The most probable energy of TR photons emitted by electrons at 1 GeV/c is of the order of
10 keV (cf. [264]) and TR photons are emitted almost collinear in the direction of flight of
the particle [265]. Due to its small emission angle the TR signal overlaps with the particles’
ionization energy loss, which is about 5 - 12 keV for electrons at 2 GeV/c in Xe/CO2 [266, 267].
The emission probability for a TR photon increases with the number of crossed boundaries.
A typical radiator consists of periodically arranged materials of different dielectric constants.
In the ALICE TRD radiator electrons at 2 GeV/c produce 1.29 TR photons per transit on
average, while 25% of the electrons do not produce TR [266]. Thus, the efficiency of the electron
identification can be significantly increased by multiple independent measurements in a stack
of radiators and readout detectors.
1At momenta above 100 GeV/c also pions have a sufficiently large βγ to generate detectable TR: mpi± =
139.57 MeV/c2⇒βγ=p/m>700 [9]
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6.2 Design of the ALICE Transition Radiation Detector
6.2.1 Technical design
The ALICE Transition Radiation Detector is installed in the L3 magnet space frame at radial
position (2.9≤ r≤3.7 m) between the Time Projection Chamber and the Time Of Flight de-
tector. The TRD layout is shown in fig. 6.2. It consists of 18 super modules with five stacks
with six layers of readout chambers each. One super module and one chamber are displaced
for clarity in fig. 6.2. The TRD has a length of 7 m along the beam axis, which corresponds to
a pseudorapidity coverage of |η|<0.9. It has an active area of roughly 675 m2 with an average
size of 135× 103× 12 cm per readout chamber [236].
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Figure 3.40: Left panel: Schematic drawing of the TRD layout in the ALICE space frame. Shown are 18 super
modules each containing 30 readout chambers (red) arranged in five stacks of six layers. One chamber has been
displaced for clarity. On the outside the TRD is surrounded by the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) system (dark blue). On
the inside the heat shield (yellow) towards the TPC is shown. Right panel: Super module during assembly with the
first three layers installed.
back panel (22 mm). While very light, the panel and the radiator provide enough mechanical rigidity
of the chamber to cope with overpressure up to 1 mbar to ensure a deformation of less than 1 mm. The
entire readout electronics is directly mounted on the back panel of the detector. Including the water
cooling system the total thickness of a single detector layer is 125 mm. In the bending plane (r!) each
pad row consists of 144 pads. The central chambers consist of 12, all others of 16 pad rows. This leads
to an overall channel count of 1.18×106. The total active area subtended by the pads is 716 m2. The
operating conditions of the detector are summarized in Table 3.13.
Cross-sectional views of one TRD chamber together with average signals are shown in Fig. 3.41.
Ionizing radiation produces electrons in the counting gas (Xe/CO2 (85:15)). Particles exceeding the
threshold for transition radiation production ("≈ 1000) will in addition produce about 1.45 X-ray photons
in the energy range of 1 to 30 keV. X-rays in this energy regime are efficiently converted by the high-
Z counting gas with the largest conversion probability at the very beginning of the drift region. All
electrons from ionization energy loss and X-ray conversions will drift towards the anode wires. After
gas amplification in the vicinity of the anode wires the signal is induced on the readout pads. Signals of
a typical track are shown in the inset of the central panel of Fig. 3.41. The inclination of the track in the
bending direction is a direct measure of its transverse momentum. For particles with a momentum of 2
GeV/c the average amplitude of the cathode pad signal versus drift time is shown in the right panel. Two
effects lead to an efficient discrimination between electrons and pions: i) the increased specific energy
loss of electrons compared to pions at this momentum (difference between triangles and squares) and ii)
the absorption of transition radiation generated by electrons (circles) predominantly at the beginning of
the drift section corresponding to large drift times.
3.3.3 TRD performance
As outlined above the performance of the TRD is characterized by its particle identification capability
and its tracking performance.
3.3.3.1 Electron identifi cation
The figure of merit for the TRD in terms of electron identification is its power to reject pions at a given
electron efficiency (we choose 90%). This is usually expressed in terms of the pion efficiency (we aim
at 1%). A parameterization of the measured amplitude spectra as a function of drift time and momentum
Figure 6.2: Schematic drawing of the TRD layout in the ALICE space frame. Figure taken
from [227].
Figure 6.3 shows the cross section of a TRD chamber. Each readout chamber consists of a
carbon fiber sandwich radiator of 48 mm thickness, a drift region of 30 mm thickness and a
multi-wire-proportional-chamber of 7 mm thickness with individual pad readout. The radiator
is a sandwich of polypropylene fibers and Rohacell foam. The drift volume is filled with a gas
mixture of Xe/CO2 (85%/15%). Xe has been chosen for the main gas, since its high charge
number Z= 54 provides a igh probability to absorb the produced TR photons. CO2 is used as
a quencher gas and has been chosen due to its inflammability. Further details about the design
can be found in [236].
6.2.2 Principle of oper tion
Figure 6.3 also illustrates the principle of operation. A charged particle crosses a TRD readout
chamber and ionizes the gas atoms along its path. In addition, electrons produce TR photons
in the radiator. The absorption length for TR photons is about 4 mm for a 5 keV photon [269]
and thus the absorption of TR photons is confined to a small region of the drift volume close
to the entrance window. Th electrons produced by TR and ionization drift in a fi ld of about
700 keV/cm towards the amplification region, which is located between the cathode wir s and
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Fig.8: A schematic illustration of the TRD principle. The left panel shows a projection in the x-z plane. The field lines in the Drift Chamber are calculated with
GARFIELD. Schematic signals produced by a pion and an electron are shown. The right panel shows a projection in the x-y plane. The insert shows for a meas-
ured electron track the distribution of pulse height over pads and timebins spanning the drift region. Note that the radiator is not to scale and the wire geometry 
may not be the final one. 
Fig.8: A schematic illustration of the TRD principle. The left panel shows a projection in the x-z plane. The field lines in the Drift Chamber are calculated with
GARFIELD. Schematic signals produced by a pion and an electron are shown. The right panel shows a projection in the x-y plane. The insert shows for a meas-
ured electron track the distribution of pulse height over pads and timebins spanning the drift region. Note that the radiator is not to scale and the wire geometry 
may not be the final one. 
Figure 6.3: Cross section of a TRD readout chamber and chematic illustration of the principle
of operation. (left) Projection in xz plane. Schematic signals produced by the energy loss of a
pion and an electron. (right) Projection in the xy plane. The insert shows the distribution of
the pulse height (signal) over pads and time bins [268].
the readout pad plane. The gas gain of the TRD is about 4000 [270]. The electrons create an
avalanche that induces a detectable signal on the cathode plane, which is segmented in pads
of a typical size of 0.7 × 8.8 cm [236]. The drift time of about 2µs is sampled in 20 time bins
of 100 ns. In each time bin the signal is distributed over typically two or three adjacent pads.
During the reconstruction signals in adjacent pads are grouped to clusters. The y position of
the cluster is calculated from the charge distribution on the readout pads, while the z position
is given by the center of the pad and the radial position in the drift volume is derived from the
drift time. The signal induced on the read out pads is dominated by the signal of the ions. Since
the mobility of ions is about 1000 times lower than that of electrons [265], the signal is spread
over a longer time range than the duration of one time bin. As a consequence, the ion tail of
the signal would overlap with the signal in subsequent time bins or even be interpreted as an
additional cluster. These effects are significantly suppressed by a tail cancellation [271]. Finally,
the particle trajectory can be reconstructed from the measured clusters along the particle path.
The reconstruction process is described in detail in [272].
Since the amplification is almost linear, the pulse height of the clusters is proportional to the
primary deposited charge Q and thus the energy loss ∆E. Figure 6.4 (left) shows the average
pulse height as a function of the drift time for incident particles with 2 GeV/c momentum. The
peak at short drift times is due to the charge deposit in the amplification region, since at early
times the charge drifts from both sides to the anode wire, which is placed in the middle between
the cathode wires and the cathode pad plane. The plateau for pions and electrons without TR
production (dashed line) at intermediate drift times originates from the almost constant energy
loss in the drift region. According to the Bethe-Bloch formula electrons have on average a higher
ionization energy loss than pions [41, 265]. Due to their short mean free path in the Xe/CO2
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Fig.11: Pion efficiency as function of momentum for a fibre radiator of 17 microns diameter. Three methods of analysis are
compared: truncated mean on total charge (TMQ), likelihood on total charge deposit (L-Q) and two-dimensional likelihood on
total charge deposit and position of the largest cluster in the drift time (L-QX). 
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Figur 6.4: (left) Aver ge pulse height as function of the drift time for pions and electrons with
a momentum of 1 GeV/c [268]. (right) Illustration of the TRD track reconstruction.
gas mixture, TR photons are absorbed close to the radiator resulting in a characteristic peak
in the average pulse height distribution for electrons at large drift times.
6.2.3 Track reconstruction and energy loss calculation
The track reconstruction in the central barrel starts with a pattern recognition procedure that
combines TPC clusters at the outer wall of the TPC in such a way that they could form a
track that points towards the primary vertex. Those track seeds are then further propagated
towards the primary vertex and all clusters that might belong to the track are added. This
procedure is followed by the primary vertex reconstruction using hits in the ITS and several
Kalman filtering steps of the tracks [206, 273]. If tracks have been successfully reconstructed
in ITS and TPC, the reconstructed track is extrapolated towards the TRD. The situation is
sketched in fig. 6.4 (right). F r simplicity, only four chambers with eight clusters each are shown.
The red points denote the reconstructed TRD clusters. The TPC track extrapolation defines
a search corrid r (light grey dashed area) for TRD clusters that are likely to belong to the
extrapolated track. The width of the search corridor is given by the expected error of the TPC
track extrapolation plus a systematic error accounting for misalignment and miscalibration of
the TRD readout chambers. In each layer, a local linear approximation of the track, a tracklet ,
is calculated from the attached clusters and a filtering is applied in order to remove outliers.
Finally, the track is refitted with the attached TRD tracklets and the track is extrapolated
further outwards to TOF. Alternatively, TRD tracks can be reconstructed with a stand-alone
tracking algorithm, which is described in [274].
The performance of the track reconstruction and cluster collection depends on the quality of
the calibration and alignment of the TRD readout chambers. The conversion of drift times into
radial positions requires a calibration of the start and end point of the signal (t0 calibration)
and of the drift velocity [275]. A Krypton calibration for each individual readout pad ensures
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a uniform amplification within the readout chambers [276]. All chambers were aligned with
respect to the TPC [276,277].
The charge deposit along the trajectory is sampled in eight/seven slices. After the 2010 pp
data taking, the drift voltage was increased and the number of sampled time bins reduced. In
addition, the implementation was changed for technical reasons to seven slices (Pb-Pb data in
this work), but the change was not applied to older reconstructions (pp data in this work). The
charge deposit dqi/dl per unit length in slice i is given by
dqi
dl
=
∫ ximax
ximin
q(x)dx
sin(φ) cos(θ)dx
, (6.1)
where q(x) is the charge deposit as a function of the radial coordinate x with
ximin = xstart + i
xend − xstart
Nslices
(6.2)
defining the starting point in radial direction of the slice i and
ximax = xstart + (i+ 1)
xanode − xstart
Nslices
(6.3)
defining the corresponding end point. xstart is the radial coordinate of the bottom of the drift
volume and xanode the radial position of the anode wire. φ and θ are the inclinations in y and z
direction of the linear approximation of the particle trajectory (tracklet). A number of eight/-
seven slices has been found as a performant tradeoff that provides a sufficient granularity on
the one hand and on the other hand a sufficient suppression of statistical fluctuations arising
from the measurement and the statistical nature of the energy loss.
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Figure 6.5: (left) Average charge deposit per unit track length 〈dq/dl〉 for electrons and pions
in eight slices. (right) Ratio of electron to pion charge deposit for various momentum bins.
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Figure 6.5 (left) shows the average charge deposit 〈dq/dl〉 for electrons and pions as a function
of the slice number. It reproduces the characteristics of the time dependence of the average
pulse height shown in fig. 6.4 (left), namely the amplification peak in the first slices and the TR
peak for electrons in the last slices. Figure 6.5 (right) shows the ratio of mean electron 〈dqe/dl〉
and pion 〈dqpi/dl〉 charge deposit in different momentum ranges. It can be clearly seen that
the electron energy loss is by about a factor of 1.5 - 1.6 larger than for pions in the first slices
corresponding to early drift times. With incrementing slice number the ratio increases, while
the relative change depends on the momentum. The increase is most pronounced for 1 - 2 GeV/c
with an about 25% larger value in the last slice than in the first slices. For 0.6 - 1 GeV/c the
ratio increases by about 15%, which can be attributed to the onset of TR production. However,
even at smaller momenta the ratio is about 5% larger than in the first slice, which cannot be
attributed to TR. A possible explanation are artifacts of the dq/dl calculation in slices, e.g. a
slight miscalibration of radial coordinates.
6.3 Approaches for electron identification with the ALICE TRD
6.3.1 Classical methods for particle identification
The simplest approach for particle identification neglects the drift time dependence of the charge
deposit and deals with the total accumulated charge dQ/dl per layer,
dQ
dl
=
1
Nslices
Nslices∑
i=0
dqi
dl
. (6.4)
Figure 6.6 (left) shows the distribution of dQ/dl for electrons and pions with a momentum of
1 - 2 GeV/c . The distribution for electrons peaks at an almost twice as high value than pions.
Both distributions follow a Landau probability distribution [278] with an overlap towards higher
dQ/dl values. The simplest approach for electron identification follows the common strategy
used in time projection chambers such as the ALICE TPC. Using a truncation, the Landau tails
disappear and the distribution of dQ/dl in the TPC becomes almost Gaussian with a width of
about 5% [234]. As defined in eq. (5.2), the measured energy loss dE/dx is usually expressed
as the deviation from the expected value 〈dE/dx〉 expressed in units of the standard deviation
of the distribution, Nσ,TPC. Electrons can be identified with a certain efficiency and purity by
selecting all particles with a band around the expected energy loss, for example a selection cut
on
∣∣∣N eσ,TPC < 3∣∣∣ should contain 99.7% of all electrons.
Another approach is based on cluster counting. Figure 6.6 (right) shows the number of recon-
structed TRD clusters per track. Due to the higher charge deposit, electrons produce more
clusters than pions and thus electrons can be separated from pions by requiring a minimum
number of clusters. A more sophisticated approach for cluster counting makes use of the fact
that the deposited charge of TR clusters is larger than for ionization clusters. Thus, ionization
clusters can be suppressed by choosing an appropriate cluster charge threshold. A discussion
of several approaches can be found in literature [267, 279, 280]. It has been demonstrated that
the ALICE TRD shows a better performance using the deposited charge approach than cluster
counting [281].
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of electrons and pions for (left) the accumulated charge deposit per unit
track length dQ/dl per layer and (right) the number of clusters per track with six contributing
layers.
In case of multiple, independent measurements, the most powerful approach to combine the
measurements is based on a likelihood calculation. Since the TRD consists of six stacked layers
of readout chambers, it provides up to six independent measurements and thus the standard
approach is based on a likelihood on the total deposited charge, which is described in the
following.
6.3.2 Likelihood on the total deposited charge (LQ1D)
6.3.2.1 Electron likelihood
After normalization, both distributions in fig. 6.6 (left) are considered to describe the conditional
probability function P (Q|k), which is the conditional probability to measure a total charge
deposit Q= dQ/dl for a particle of species k in one TRD readout chamber. The relation between
P (e|Q) and P (Q|e) is given by Bayes’ theorem [282],
P (e|Q) = P (Q|e)P (Q)
P (e)
≈ P (Q|e)P (e) + P (pi)
P (e)
, (6.5)
where P (k) is the prior probability to find a particle of species k. For practical reasons only
electrons and pions are considered, since pions are the main source of background in hadron
collisions. The prior probability is determined by the experimental conditions and does not
depend on the measurement of the energy loss Q. In pp, as well as in Pb-Pb collisions, much
more pions than electrons are produced such that pions have a higher prior probability than
electrons (P (pi)P (e)). Taking those prior probabilities into account, P(e —Q) would always
favor the pion hypothesis due to the dominant pion prior probability:
P (pi) P (e)⇒ P (e|Q)→ 0 (6.6)
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Instead, the electron likelihood L(e|Q) shall be defined as
L(e|Q) = P (Q|e)∑
k P (Q|k)
=
P (Q|e)
P (Q|e) + P (Q|pi) , (6.7)
which does not consider the prior probabilities. The distribution for L(e|Q) is shown for various
momentum ranges on fig. 6.7 (left). For low Q values up to 1000 L(e|Q) is dominated by P (Q|pi)
and thus the pion hypothesis is favored. Particles with Q≈1200 have a 50% likelihood to be
either an electron or pion, which corresponds to the intersection of the electron and pion dis-
tribution in fig. 6.6 (left). At larger values the electron hypothesis becomes dominant until the
likelihood saturates and even slightly decreases due to the shape of the Landau tails of P (e|Q)
and P (pi|Q). It can be seen that the electron likelihood L(e|Q) is not a monotonous increasing
function of the deposited charge Q, which explains why a cut on a minimum likelihood can
provide a better separation than a cut on dQ/dl.
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Figure 6.7: (left) Electron likelihood L(e|Q) as a function of the accumulated charge Q in one
readout chamber. (right) Distribution of the electron likelihood L(e| ~Q) for electron and pion
tracks with six contributing layers with a momentum of 1 - 2 GeV/c .
It should be noticed that the electron likelihood L(e|Q) defined in eq. (6.7) is not the conditional
probability P (e|Q). In fig. 6.6 (left) the integrals of both distributions are normalized to unity,
which gives the conditional probability P (Q|e).
6.3.2.2 Combined electron likelihood
The ALICE TRD consists of six stacked individual readout chambers (cf. section 6.2.1) and
thus TRD provides up to six independent measurements of the energy loss dQ/dl per track.
The combined TRD electron likelihood for a set of measurements ~Q={Q0, Q1, . . . , Q5} with
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Qi= dQidl is defined as
L(e| ~Q) = P (
~Q|e)∑
k P (
~Q|k) , (6.8)
while the combined probability for a certain particle species P ( ~Q|k) is given by
P ( ~Q|k) =
∏
i
P i(Qi|k) =
P i=P
∏
i
P (Qi|k). (6.9)
It is explicitly assumed that all TRD readout chambers are technically equivalent and well cali-
brated (P i=P ). Under this assumption, the probability distributions P (Q|k) can be considered
to be universal for all readout chambers. Figure 6.7 (right) shows the electron likelihood dis-
tribution dN/dL( ~Q|e) for electron and pion tracks with six contributing layers at 1 - 2 GeV/c .
Electrons peak at L(e|Q) = 1 and pions at L(e|Q) = 0. For pions, a second peak can be ob-
served at L(e|Q) = 1, which is about three orders of magnitude smaller compared to the peak
at L(e|Q) = 0. The peak might be due to a small electron contamination of O(10−3) in the pion
sample, which is discussed in detail in section 6.5.
6.3.2.3 Technical implementation
Details on the implementation and performance of the LQ1D method can be found in [258]. For
the LQ1D approach, reference distributions for electrons and pions were obtained from tests
with a prototype stack of the ALICE TRD using a test beam at the CERN Proton Synchrotron
(PS) [283]. Electrons and pions were identified using a combination of a Cherenkov detector and
lead glass calorimeter. The energy of the beam consisting of electrons and pions was increases in
integer momentum steps from 1 to 10 GeV/c . The distributions for electrons and pions in integer
were fitted with a modified Landau function. Sine the width and most probable value depend
on the calibration of the detector, both parameters were adjusted such that the distributions
describe the LHC data. Within this thesis, exclusively electron and pion reference samples from
reconstructed V0s as described in section 6.5 are used.
6.3.3 Bidimensional likelihood on the deposited charge (LQ2D)
Within the bidimensional approach (LQ2D) the drift time dependence of the charge deposit
dq/dl shown in fig. 6.5 (left) is sampled in two input variables Q0 and Q1, which are defined as
the accumulated charges in the first four and last four/three slices, respectively:
Q0 =
3∑
0
dqi
dll
Q1 =
Nslices∑
4
dqi
dl
(6.10)
Figure 6.8 shows the distribution of the input variables Q0 and Q1 for electrons and pions
with a momentum of 1 - 1.5 GeV/c . The distributions for electrons and pions have a different
shape. The pion distribution indicates two almost uncorrelated Landau tails, one towards large
Q1 values at Q0≈500 and another one at Q1≈300 towards large Q0 values, respectively. This
behavior can be understood in terms of independent fluctuations of the energy loss in the first
and last slices. For electrons, Q0 and Q0 seem to be stronger correlated and no such tails can
be observed. Due the production of transition radiation, the energy loss Q1 is generally larger
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of the input variables Q0 and Q1 for electrons and pions.
than for pions and less sensitive to fluctuations of the ionization energy loss, which results into
the observed shape.
6.3.3.1 Electron likelihood in the bidimensional approach
Analogously to the LQ1D approach, the combined probability in all TRD stacks for a for a
particle of species k for a measured charge deposit ( ~Q0, ~Q1) is given by
P ( ~Q0, ~Q1|k) =
∏
i
P (Qi0, Q
i
1|k) (6.11)
and the electron likelihood is analogously defined as
L(e| ~Q0, ~Q1) = P (
~Q0, ~Q1|e)∑
k P (
~Q0, ~Q1|k)
. (6.12)
Following the approach of the LQ1D method, the conditional probability function P (Qi0, Q
i
1|k)
can be obtained from the V0 identified reference samples for electrons and pions (cf. section 6.5).
In the LQ1D method, the conditional probability distributions P (Q|k) are parametrized by
modified Landau distributions providing a stable description of the peaks and the tails (cf. [258]).
The shape and particularly the correlation of the two dimensional distribution is more complex,
thus a function that describes the data reasonably could not be found. Instead, a design based
on multidimensional binary search trees [284] was developed, which is described in the following.
6.3.3.2 Multidimensional binary search trees
A multidimensional binary search tree is a data structure for storage of information to be
retrieved by associative searches. They are commonly called k d-trees, where k is the dimen-
sionality of the search space. The data is stored in a binary space-partitioning tree in which each
node corresponds to a k-dimensional point. Every non-leaf node divides the space into two sub-
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of the k d-tree data structure.
trees. Figure 6.9 shows a schematic illustration of a 2 dimensional tree. The first node (x1, y1)
splits the tree into the left subtree with x<x1 and the right subtree with x>x1. The non-leaf
node (x3, y3) defines a subspace [x6≤x≤x7, y6≤y≤y7 ] spanned between node (x6, y6) and
(x7, y7). A node can be thought of as an implicitly generated hyperplane that divides the space
into two parts, whereas points to the left of this hyperplane represent the left subtree of that
node and points right of the hyperplane are represented by the right subtree. The hyperplane
direction is chosen perpendicular to the axis with the largest spread. Roughly speaking, the k-d
tree splits the data space into subtrees, while nodes at the same depth hold subtrees, which
define subspaces of equal number of nodes [284].
6.3.3.3 Probability density estimation using nearest neighbor search
As every tree structure, k d-trees provide a fast search algorithm for nearest neighbors. The
probability density function can estimated from the number of nearest neighbors NNeighbors
within a maximum distance r=
√
Q20 +Q
2
1:
P (Q0, Q1) =
NNeighbors
2pir2
(6.13)
However, the nearest neighbor search algorithm requires the availability of the full data during
computation, which is not favorable due to its high memory consumption. The memory con-
sumption can be drastically reduced using an interpolator approach described in the following.
6.3.3.4 Probability density interpolation
Even though the shape of P (Q0, Q1|k) cannot be described by a trivial function it can be approx-
imated by a hyperplane interpolation in the vicinity of sampling points. The sampling points
need to be chosen such that areas with alternating gradients are more frequently populated
by sampling points than areas of approximately constant gradients. A sophisticated choice of
sampling points is given by the subspaces defined by the non-leaf nodes of the k d-tree, which
are small in the region of high probability P (Q0, Q1|k) and large in the tails. The sampling
points are chosen as the center of gravity of the subspaces. The following hyperplane equation
is used for the interpolation:
P (Q0, Q1) = a0 + a1Q0 + a2Q1 + a3Q0Q1 + a4Q
2
0 + a5Q
2
1 (6.14)
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Figure 6.10: Conditional probability density function P (Q0, Q1|k) for electrons and pions cal-
culated with the k-d tree interpolation.
The hyperplane interpolation is calculated at each sampling point and the interpolation pa-
rameters are stored. The conditional probability P (Q0, Q1|k) for a variable pair (Q0, Q1) can
be estimated as follows: A nearest neighbor algorithm searches for the closest sampling point
and the hyperplane interpolation using the parameters at the sampling point is evaluated at
(Q0, Q1). The results of the k d-tree interpolation for the probability density of electron and
pions is shown in fig. 6.10. The likelihood profile describes the reference data reasonably well
and reproduces all features of the distribution. Small deviations can occur at the tails of the
distribution close to the Q0 and Q1 axis, where the hyperplane fit cannot describe the asymp-
totic behavior L(e| ~Q0, ~Q1)→0 for Q0→0 or Q1→0. In the default implementation, the value
at the closest sampling point is used if the uncertainty of the interpolation is larger than the
uncertainty of the node value.
6.3.4 Multivariate approaches for electron identification
The PID approaches discussed so far are referred to as linear approaches, since the decision
process can be reduced to linear equations of the measured charged deposit. Non-linear ap-
proaches include decision making tools such as neural networks, random forests or boosted
decision trees, just to label some of them. It has been demonstrated in various applications that
non-linear statistical data modeling is a very powerful tool for complex relationships between
input and output variables. The performance of those decision making tools is a potent argu-
ment compared to linear approaches, while those have substantial advantages in terms of their
understandability. An approach using artificial neural networks (NN) is discussed in [285–287].
However, those approaches have fundamental drawbacks compared to linear approaches in terms
of their robustness and maintenance requirements.
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6.4 Electron and pion efficiency
Electrons and pions can be separated with a given efficiency by requiring that electron candi-
dates exceed a minimum electron likelihood. Electron and pion efficiency are defined as
e =
‘electrons after TRD PID’
‘electrons before TRD PID’
and pi =
‘pions after TRD PID’
‘pions before TRD PID’
. (6.15)
The pion efficiency can be understood in terms of the probability of misidentifying a pion as
electron. The separation power is also often expressed by the pion rejection, which is the inverse
of the pion efficiency 1/pi. A pion rejection factor of 100 means that 1% of the pion sample is
misidentified as electrons.
6.4.1 Efficiency estimation
The usual approach to estimate selection efficiencies is to treat the number of selected candidates
m out of a sample of N candidates as a binomially distributed variable. If true is the true
selection efficiency, the probability to select m candidates is given by
P (m, ,N) =
N !
m!(N −m)!
m(1− )N−m [288,289] . (6.16)
The best estimator for the efficiency is given by
ˆ =
m
N
, (6.17)
which is the value that maximizes the log-likelihood function lnL().
Consequently, the electron and pion efficiency for a given threshold value L(e| ~Q)e can be
calculated from the likelihood distribution dN/dL( ~Q|e) as
e,pi =
∫ 1
L(e| ~Q)e dNe,pi/dL(e| ~Q)∫ 1
0 dNe,pi/dL(e| ~Q)
. (6.18)
6.4.2 Uncertainty of the efficiency estimate
In the most common approach for binomial confidence intervals, the distribution of estimators ˆ
is approximated by a normal distribution, which is usually justified by the central limit theorem.
Assuming that N is constant and applying Gaussian error propagation with the uncorrelated
random variables m and N −m, we obtain
σ2ˆ =
(
∂ˆ
∂m
σm
)2
+
(
∂ˆ
∂(N −m)σN−m
)2
(6.19)
=
(
N −m
N2
√
m
)2
+
( m
N2
√
N −m
)2
(6.20)
=
m(N −m)
N3
. (6.21)
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The estimator for the standard deviation σˆ is then given by
σˆ =
√
ˆ(1− ˆ)
N
=
√
m(1−m/N)
N2
. (6.22)
It follows that
ˆ+ σˆ ≤ 1 and ˆ− σˆ ≤ 0 , (6.23)
which implies that the standard deviation vanishes, if the efficiency becomes zero (m= 0) or
one (m=N). It is important to notice that ˆ= 1 and σˆ= 0 do not necessarily mean that the
true efficiency true is one and that the true standard deviation of the estimator is zero, but
rather that both quantities are the most probable values for the given sample. It follows that
the estimate for σˆ given by Equation (6.22) is rather useless for small or large efficiencies [290].
Usually, efficiencies are estimated from Monte Carlo simulations or from independent data sam-
ples, such that one is more interested in confidence intervals for the distribution of efficiency
estimators from different data samples. In particular, the accuracy of the estimated efficiency
depends on the size of the data sample N . Consequently, we consider P (|m,N) as the con-
ditional probability to find m candidates for a data sample with N candidates and selection
efficiency . In the Bayesian approach, the posterior probability density for  is given by
P (|m,N) = P (m|,N)P ()
P (m|N) (6.24)
with
P (m|N) =
∫ 1
0
P (m|,N)d . (6.25)
Assuming that we have no prior knowledge about the prior probability of the efficiency, P ()
can be chosen uniform between zero and one, and we obtain
P (|m,N) = Γ (N + 2)
Γ (m+ 1) Γ (N −m+ 1)
mN−m [289,290] . (6.26)
Figure 6.11 (left) shows the conditional probability density function P (|m,N) for different val-
ues for N and m. The distribution for m=N has a tail towards ≤1, which implies a non-zero
probability that the true efficiency is smaller than one. For m<N , the distributions are asym-
metric with stronger tails towards smaller efficiencies. As the N increases, the distributions
become sharper, which implies that the estimates for the efficiencies become more accurate.
Instead of using binomial errors, the uncertainty of the efficiency estimator ˆ can be expressed
by the upper and lower limits of the 68.3% confidence interval of the conditional probability
density function eq. (6.26). This functionality is provided by the ROOT class TEfficiency [291].
Figure 6.11 (right) shows the upper and lower uncertainty divided by the binomial errors de-
fined in eq. (6.22) for different values for N . It can be seen that the Bayesian uncertainties
are symmetric at = 0.5. For <0.5, the upper uncertainties are generally larger and the lower
uncertainties smaller than binomial errors. Deviations to binomial errors diverge as →0. At
small efficiencies, the lower uncertainty is much smaller than the upper uncertainty, since the
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Figure 6.11: (left) Bayesian conditional probability distribution P (|m,N) for different values
for N and m. (right) Comparison of Bayesian uncertainties with binomial uncertainties for
different values of N and ˆ=m/N .
efficiency is confined by zero. If m= 1, which gives = 1/N , binomial errors are about 50%
smaller than Bayesian errors.
The ALICE TRD is designed for a pion efficiency of 1% at 90% electron efficiency. From the
considerations made above it is evident that deviations between binomial and Bayesian confi-
dence intervals can only be neglected for efficiencies around 50%. For expected pion efficiencies
on the order of 1% those effects cannot be neglected and thus Bayesian confidence intervals are
used within this thesis.
6.5 Reference track selection
This performance analysis is based on Pb-Pb and pp collisions recorded in 2010. Figure 6.12
shows a schematic cross section of the ALICE experiment during the 2010 data taking with
seven TRD super modules (yellow) installed. In 2011 and 2012, three more super modules were
installed each. The detector will be completed during the first long shut down, which started
in February 2013.
Reference samples for electrons and pions can be obtained from photon conversions in the
detector material to e+e− and K0s decays into pi+pi−. The reconstruction of secondary neutral
vertices allows to identify neutral particles and their decay daughters just by topological cuts,
which yields rather clean samples of electrons and pions without any particle identification.
The purity of the samples can be checked and further enhanced using the dE/dx information
of the TPC or the TOF measurement. This section discusses the selection of reference samples,
with particular emphasis on the impact of the purity in the samples on the measured TRD PID
performance.
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period collision type Nelectrons Npions
LHC10e pp,
√
s= 7 TeV 7× 105 2× 106
LHC10h Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 1× 105 1× 106
Table 6.1: Data sets and corresponding number of electron and pion reference tracks with a
momentum of 0.2 - 10 GeV/c .
6.5.1 Topological cuts
Figure 6.12: Schematic cross section of the
ALICE experiment showing the TRD (yellow)
installation status during the 2010 data tak-
ing [292].
The reconstruction of secondary decay vertices
is described in detail in [293, 294] (for photons
cf. section 8.2). While the K0s has a decay length
of 2.68 cm [9], photons are stable particles that
can convert far away from the primary vertex.
Dielectron tracks of those converted photons
can have a slightly different angles of incidence
in the TRD compared to primary tracks. In or-
der to select tracks with similar properties com-
pared to primary tracks, it is required that the
distance of closest approach (dca) to the pri-
mary vertex in xy direction (bending plane) is
smaller than 5 cm and along the beam axis (di-
rection of magnetic field) smaller than 10 cm. It
was checked that a further tightening of the dca
cut has no significant impact on the results. Ref-
erence tracks are required to have a TRD pro-
longation with at least four tracklets. Table 6.1
shows the number of electron and pion reference
tracks with a momentum of 0.2 - 10 GeV/c in
Pb-Pb and pp collisions after topological cuts.
6.5.2 Energy loss measurement in the TPC
Figure 6.13 (left) shows the distribution of Nσ,TPC = (dE/dxmeas − dE/dxexp)/σTPC for V0
identified electrons and pions, where dE/dxmeas is the measured energy loss, dE/dxexp is the
expected energy loss and σTPC is the standard deviation of the dE/dx distribution. Electrons
are expected to be follow a Gaussian distribution around zero, while the energy loss of pions is
expected to be much smaller, since the Bethe-Bloch curves for both species are well separated
in the momentum range of 1 - 2 GeV/c . The V0 tagged electron sample shows a double peak
structure with a large peak at zero and an about one order of magnitude smaller second peak
at −6σ. The pion distribution peaks at about −6σ. Comparing the distribution for V0 tagged
electrons to the distribution for pions, the smaller peak of the electron distribution can be
identified as a significant contamination of pions in the electron sample. In addition, pions have
a strong, asymmetric tail towards the electron distribution.
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Figure 6.13: (left) N eσ,TPC and (right) N
e
σ,TOF for V0 identified electrons and pions at 1 - 2 GeV/c .
6.5.3 Time of flight measurement with TOF
Figure 6.13 (right) shows the distribution ofNσ,TOF = (tmeas−texp)/σTOF for electrons and pions,
where tmeas is the measured time of flight, tmeas is the expected time of flight for electrons and
σTOF is the standard deviation. The time of flight depends on the velocity β=p/E, which
implies that electrons are faster than pions at the same given momentum due to their smaller
mass. It can be seen that both distributions overlap, since the time of flight becomes similar
as the momentum increases, since the rest energy becomes negligible. Consequently, unlike in
the dE/dx distribution measured with the TPC, the pion contamination in the electron sample
cannot be seen as a separate peak. In addition, both distributions show a large tail towards
positive values. Interestingly, the distribution of V0 tagged electrons is shifted from zero toward
negative values. The reason is that those electrons do not come from the primary vertex, but
from photon conversions, which can happen far away from the primary vertex. Those electrons
have a shorter time of flight, since photons travel on straight trajectories at the speed of light.
6.5.4 Impact of contamination on the pion and electron efficiency
A pion contamination in the electron sample gives a contribution at small values in the electron
likelihood distribution for electrons, which results in a smaller electron efficiency compared to
the true electron efficiency. In addition, an electron contamination in the pion sample contributes
at large values in the electron likelihood distribution for pions and results into a higher pion
efficiency compared to the true efficiency.
Quantitative estimates for the purity of the sample can be determined within a Monte Carlo
simulation. Without particle identification using the TPC or TOF the electron sample has a
contamination of about 5% and the pion sample contains an electron contamination of about
0.1 - 0.3%. The impact of that contamination shall be clarified with a simple calculation. It is
assumed that the true pion efficiency is 1% at 90% electron efficiency. The application of TRD
electron identification removes 10% of the electrons and 99% of the pion contamination in the
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electron sample, which yields
obse =
90% + 5% · (1− 99%)
100% + 5%
≈ 85.8% (6.27)
instead of truee = 90%. Analogously, the pion efficiency comes out to
obspi =
1% + 90% · 0.3%
100% + 0.3%
≈ 1.3% (6.28)
instead of truepi = 1%. Thus, an electron contamination of 0.3% in the pion sample leads to a
relative bias of almost 30% in the pion efficiency. In addition, the measured electron efficiency
is much smaller and evaluating the pion efficiency at obse = 90% would even give a much larger
pion efficiency.
6.5.5 Application of TOF and TPC particle identification
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Figure 6.14: Pion efficiency at 90% electron efficiency for various cuts on TPC and TOF PID.
Cut 5 was chosen as standard cut.
The purity of the V0 tagged electron sample can be further increased by applying TPC and
TOF particle identification. In this momentum range already for electron candidates with dE/dx
value smaller than 5 σ the contamination is rather small. If the contamination would be ex-
actly known the measured electron and pion efficiencies could be corrected for contamination.
However, the agreement between the experimentally observed dE/dx distributions and the
distributions in Monte Carlo is not perfect and deviations will be most pronounced if the con-
taminations is small, in particular if the applied cuts are tight. In the following, the impact of
contamination on the pion efficiency of the LQ2D method shall be investigated by a variation
of the dE/dx and tof cut from open cuts to tight cuts.
Figure 6.14 shows the pion efficiency for different cuts on the TPC dE/dx and TOF time
measurement. The cut values are listed in the table right of fig. 6.14. The PID cuts are applied
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in addition to the topological V0 cuts. Cut 0 are the default topological cuts without any
additional particle identification using TPC or TOF. Cut 1 to cut 8 are selection cuts, which
are expected to increase the purity of the selected electron and pion samples subsequently.
Asymmetric cuts for Nσ,TPC are applied, since the electron and pion distribution overlap at
negative values.
It can be seen that the pion efficiency changes significantly if a TPC PID cut of ±5σ is applied.
According to fig. 6.13 (left) it removes the dominant fraction of the pion contamination in
the electron sample and vice versa. Additional cuts on the TOF PID and a further tightening
of the TPC slightly decreases the pion efficiency until it saturates at cut 5. Hereafter, only
the statistical uncertainties increase such that cut 5 was chosen as the standard cuts for the
following performance studies.
6.6 Impact of TRD track properties on the PID performance
The quality of the TPC track prolongation within the TRD is described by the reduced χ2red of
the fitted TRD tracklets, which shall be defined as
χ2red =
1
Nlayer
Nlayer∑
i
(yitrack − yitracklet)2
σi 2y
, (6.29)
where yitrack is the position of the tracklet and y
i
track is the position of the prolongated track at
the radial position of the tracklet xitracklet with the corresponding error σ
i
y. The estimated error
is derived from the propagated covariance of the TPC track and includes a systematic error
in order to account for misalignment and miscalibration of the TRD. Since the track is only
prolongated and the TRD is not changing the track the number of degrees of freedom is equal
to the number of tracklets.
As described in section 6.2.3 the cluster collection for a given track prolongation depends on
the estimated tracklet position and its covariance defining a search corridor for the cluster
attachment. Consequently, the cluster attachment and thus also the dE/dx calculation depend
on the quality of the reconstructed track.
6.6.1 χ2red dependence in 2010 pp data
Figure 6.15 (left) shows the χ2red distribution for electrons and pions in pp collisions recorded
in 2010. It can be seen that the χ2red distribution for electrons has larger tails than for pions,
which is an artifact of the cluster attachment in the TRD track reconstruction. After the first
reconstruction passes, the cluster attachment was changed and first applied for the reconstruc-
tion of 2010 Pb-Pb data (cf. section 6.6.3).
Figure 6.15 (right) shows the most probable dQ/dlmpv and mean 〈dQ/dl〉 charge deposit as a
function of χ2red. While the most probable value is almost independent of χ
2
red, 〈dQ/dl〉 shows a
significant increase at large values for χ2red. The dQ/dl distributions for both particle species are
shown in figs. 6.16 (left) and 6.16 (right) for χ2red<5 and χ
2
red>5. The distributions for χ
2
red>5
have less entries at the most probable value and much more entries in the tails compared
to small χ2red values, which explains the observed increase of the mean value. Since χ
2
red is a
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measure for deviations between track extrapolation and TRD clusters i.e. tracklets it is strongly
connected with the width of the search corridor during the cluster attachment. In particular,
a larger χ2red value corresponds to a larger search corridor and vice versa. Thus, a large χ
2
red
value coincidences on average with a larger amount of collected charge in case of high detector
occupancy. This artifact of the track reconstruction leads to a broadening and smearing of the
dQ/dl measurement and result into a deterioration of the pion rejection.
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Figure 6.15: (left) χ2red distribution for pions and electrons. (right) Mean value 〈dQ/dl〉 and
most probable value dQ/dlmpv for electrons and pions as a function of χ
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Figure 6.16: dQ/dl distribution for pions (left) and electrons (right) for tracks above and below
a χ2red-cut at χ
2
red = 5.
Figure 6.17 shows the pion efficiency at 90% electron efficiency as a function of χ2red for all
tracks and separately for positively and negatively charged tracks. The pion rejection improves
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Figure 6.17: (left) Pion Efficiency as a function of a cut on χ2red. (right) Corresponding number
of tracks surviving the χ2red-cut.
significantly from about 1% without any χ2red-cut to less than 0.3% for tracks with a χ
2
red<
0.5. However, the improvement in the pion efficiency coincides with a significant loss in the
number of tracks fulfilling the χ2red-cut. For practical purposes a standard value of χ
2
red<5
has been chosen for the performance studies in pp collisions. The standard cut removes about
10% of the pion tracks and 20% of the electron tracks in the tails of the χ2red distribution.
In addition, comparing the curves for positively and negatively charged particles in fig. 6.17
a significant charge dependence of the pion efficiency and the number of tracks fulfilling the
cut conditions can be observed. Positively charged tracks have a 0.3% smaller pion efficiency
(χ2red<5) than negative charged tracks. In addition about 2 - 3% more positive electron tracks
survive the χ2red-cut, while the discrepancy is negligible for pions. This might point to the
conclusion that electrons and positrons have slightly different χ2red distributions, while positive
and negative pions have similar distributions. Since the track references are obtained from V0
decays, the number of positively and negatively charged tracks is approximately equal and thus
the combined result is simply given by the mean of both charges. The charge dependence is
further discussed in section 6.6.4.
6.6.2 Modification of the cluster attachment procedure
After the first reconstruction passes in pp collisions with the artifacts described in section 6.6.1,
the concept of cluster attachment was modified in order to deal with the increased detector
occupancy in Pb-Pb collisions. Instead of adding individual clusters within a search corridor, in
the new implementation tracklet segments are attached based on a likelihood approach taking
into account the distance of the tracklet to the track, the inclination of the tracklet, the quality
of the tracklet fit and the number of clusters per tracklet [295]. In the following, the impact of
these modifications is studied in data from Pb-Pb collisions.
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6.6.3 χ2red dependence in 2010 Pb-Pb data
Figure 6.18 (left) shows the χ2red distribution for pions and electrons in Pb-Pb collisions. In
section 6.6.1 a huge tail above χ2red≈5 was found and in addition significant differences for
electrons and pions. Both observations disappear in Pb-Pb data. The dependence of the pion
rejection on χ2red of the TRD track prolongation is shown in fig. 6.18 (right). In all centrality
classes the pion efficiency decreases as the χ2red-cut is tightened. This finding supports the earlier
statement that the cluster attachment depends on the detector occupancy and the matching of
the prolongation with the TRD measurement. For the performance analysis in the Pb-Pb data
a standard cut of χ2red<2 is used.
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Figure 6.18: (left) χ2red distribution for pions and electrons. (right) Pion Efficiency as a function
of a cut on χ2red for various centralities.
6.6.4 Charge dependence
Figure 6.19 shows the pion efficiency in minimum bias Pb-Pb collisions as a a function of the
χ2red-cut for positively and negatively charged tracks and combined. While a similar charge de-
pendence of the pion efficiency compared to fig. 6.17 is observed, the number of tracks surviving
the χ2red-cut seems to depend neither on the charge nor on the particle species. It can be con-
cluded that the observed charge dependence is rather an artifact of the detector performance
than of the track reconstruction. The charge dependence might be understood as a result of the
charge collection on the pad plane. Due to the presence of a magnetic field, the drift direction
has a small inclination with respect to the direction of the electric field, which is known as the
Lorentz angle. Tracks with a local inclination parallel to the Lorentz angle deposit their charge
on a small area on the readout pad plane, while oppositely charged tracks will spread their
charge over a larger area. Tail cancellation will affect positive and negative tracks in a different
way. This effect could be tested in runs with different polarizations for the magnetic field.
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Figure 6.19: (left) Pion efficiency as a function of the χ2red-cut for positively and negatively
charged tracks and combined. (right) Corresponding number of tracks surviving the χ2red-cut.
6.7 Performance of the bidimensional likelihood approach
Since the performance of the TRD PID is not accessible in Monte Carlo simulations yet, it is
important for analysis purposes to control the electron efficiency. Thresholds defined according
to eq. (6.18) are provided for six nominal electron efficiencies (70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%).
In the following, the performance of the electron identification is studied in terms of the pion
efficiency, which is the probability to identify pions as electrons and thus a benchmark for the
significance of any electron analysis using TRD electron identification. In the following, the pion
efficiency is studied as a function of the selected electron efficiency, the momentum and the on
the number of contributing TRD layers. The performance studies are shown for pp collisions at√
s= 7 TeV and for Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
For pp collisions, the results are compared to the results obtained with a neural network (NN)
[287] and a truncated mean method [296]. The truncation method calculates the truncated
energy loss in all six layers, which results into almost Gaussian distributions. Analogously to
the TPC PID discussed in section 6.5.2, electrons can be separated from pions by setting a
threshold on the deviation of the measured energy loss from the expected energy loss. The
method is very robust and can be applied for difference particle species. All other methods are
based on a electron likelihood approach. The neutral network uses the signal in all 8 (7) slices
and was trained with the V0 identified electron and pion samples with similar cuts than for the
LQ2D and LQ1D method [287] .
6.7.1 Performance in pp collisions at
√
s= 7 TeV
6.7.1.1 Pion efficiency vs electron efficiency
Figure 6.20 shows the pion efficiency as a function of the electron efficiency as obtained with the
LQ1D and LQ2D method in comparison to the neural network (NN) and the truncated mean
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method. The pion efficiency can be reduced by requiring a higher threshold value for the electron
likelihood threshold value, which on the same time reduces the number of electrons above the
threshold and thus the electron efficiency. The smallest pion efficiency is reached with the NN
method, while the pion efficiency with the LQ2D method is only slightly higher and at high
electron efficiency even consistent with the NN method performance. At 90% electron efficiency
the LQ1D method provides a pion rejection factor of 75 (pi = 1.35%), while the LQ2D method
provides a pion rejection factor of 134 (pi = 0.75%) for tracks with 6 contributing layers. Thus,
the pion efficiency reached with the LQ1D method is about a factor of 2 larger than for the
LQ2D method. However, for practical purposes the LQ1D method is much more robust against
calibration and detector performance effects, since it is based on the total charge deposition in
individual TRD readout chamber. The calculation dq/dl in small slices depends strongly on the
calibration of the detector and thus the LQ2D and even more the NN method are confronted
with a higher workload for maintenance issues.
6.7.1.2 Dependence on the number of contributing TRD layers
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Figure 6.21: Pion rejection obtained with LQ1D, LQ2D and NN method at 90% electron effi-
ciency as a function of the number of contributing layers (left) and the momentum (right). For
comparison a simulation for the LQ1D method [253] is shown.
Due to the overlap of the probability density functions P (pi,Q) and P (e, Q), electrons can have a
high probability for the pion particle hypothesis and vice versa due to fluctuations of the energy
loss in a single measurement of the charge deposit dq/dl. Multiple independent measurements
~Q reduce the impact of those fluctuations on the electron likelihood L(e| ~Q0, ~Q1).
Figure 6.21 (left) shows the pion efficiency as a function of the number of contributing layers as
obtained with the LQ1D, LQ2D and NN method. For comparison, a simulation for the LQ1D
method by Andronic et al. [253] is shown, where the pion rejection scales linearly with the
number of contributing layers, while any additional measurement improves the pion efficiency
by a factor of 2. The simulation focusses only on the performance of the electron identification
and neglects the tracking performance. The ALICE TRD consists of six layers per stack, but
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due to tracking inefficiencies, limited acceptance and inactive readout chambers a considerable
fraction of tracks has less than six TRD tracklets. During the 2010 data taking the TRD was
operated with 7 supermodules and about 10% of the chambers are not available for analysis.
In order to get a sufficient description of the TRD track, at least four consecutive tracklets
are required in order to provide particle identification. The pion efficiency in data shows the
expected improvement with the number contributing layers. For the LQ1D method the results
for 4,5 and 6 layers are in reasonable agreement with the simulation. The pion rejection for
the LQ2D (LQ1D) is 3.8% (5.7%) for 4 layers, 1.6% (2.6%) for 5 layers and 0.75% (1.3%) for 6
layers. As expected, the improvement for each additional layer is approximately a factor of 2, for
4 to 5 layers it is somewhat higher, which can be explained by differences in the track quality,
i.e. the χ2red distributions for 4 layers is slightly different than for 5 and 6 layers. The smallest
pion rejection (0.5%) is reached with the NN method for the case of six contributing layers.
However, the pion efficiency obtained from the NN method does not follow the expected linear
scaling such that the result for four tracklets is even higher than that of the LQ2D method. This
observation might be attributed to the non-linear behavior of the neutral network approach and
its lack of robustness compared to the linear likelihood approaches.
6.7.1.3 Momentum dependence of the pion rejection
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Figure 6.20: Pion efficiency as a function of
the electron efficiency for LQ1D and LQ2D
method, a neural network (NN) and a trun-
cated mean method.
The momentum dependence of the pion
efficiency in pp collisions is shown in fig. 6.21 (right).
At a first glance, the momentum dependence
has a similar shape compared to the simula-
tion: the pion rejection power improves sig-
nificantly between 0.5 GeV/c and 1 GeV/c as
a result of the onset of TR production. The
LQ1D methods reaches the smallest pion effi-
ciency at about 1 - 2 GeV/c , while the LQ2D and
NN method yield a minimum pion efficiency
at about 0.6 GeV/c , which is the momentum,
where TR production for electrons sets in (cf.
fig. 6.5 (right)).
At about 0.45 GeV/c pions are minimum ioniz-
ing particles, while electrons are almost in the
relativistic rise and still below energies, where
TR becomes significant, but the LQ2D and NN
method still provide a smaller pion efficiency
than the LQ1D method. The LQ2D method
treats the energy loss in the lower and up-
per half of the drift volume independently even
though there is some small correlation between adjacent clusters. Obviously, the LQ2D method
also provides a much better performance than the LQ1D method at lower momenta, where TR
does not contribute. A possible explanation might be that the pulse height – even in absence
of TR – still depends on the drift time. Thus, further improvement in that momentum range
can be reached with the NN method, which make use of the dq/dl measurement in smaller
slices. At higher momenta the TR production saturates and the pion efficiency increases as a
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consequence of the relativistic rise of the ionization energy loss of pions. Since the simulation
for the LQ1D method [253] was done for eight contributing layer it was scaled by 4, as expected
from the linear scaling with the number of contributing layers (cf. section 6.7.1.2). Compared to
the data the simulation shows a similar momentum dependence, but reaches its smallest pion
efficiency at a somewhat higher value than observed in the data, which might indicate a bias
due to detector effects in the data.
6.7.2 Performance in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
6.7.2.1 Centrality dependence
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Figure 6.22: (left) Centrality dependence of mean 〈dQ/dl〉 and most probable dQ/dlmpv charge
deposit. (right) Pion efficiency as a function of the electron efficiency in different centrality bins.
Figure 6.22 (left) shows the centrality dependence of the mean 〈dQ/dl〉 and most probable
dQ/dlmpv charge deposit for electrons and pions. While the most probable value is rather con-
stant, the mean value increases with centrality, which can be attributed to additional cluster
attachment with increasing charged particle densities and detector occupancy. In central colli-
sions it is more likely that additional clusters are falsely attached to a track due to the higher
detector occupancy. Those additional clusters are visible in the tails of the dQ/dl distributions
and shift the mean value 〈dQ/dl〉 towards higher values. The large tails in the dQ/dl distribu-
tions increase the overlap of both probability density distributions P (Q|k) and thus reduce the
separation power.
Figure 6.22 (right) illustrates the centrality dependence of the pion efficiency. The best per-
formance is reached in peripheral collisions were track multiplicities are similar compared to
pp collisions. The pion rejection at 90% electron efficiency in 60 - 100% peripheral collisions is
about 140 (0.71%), while a rejection of 134 (0.75%) was determined in pp collisions. In 0 - 10%
central collisions the pion rejection is about 25 (4%).
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6.7.2.2 Momentum dependence of the pion rejection
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Figure 6.23: Pion efficiency for various centrality classes as a function of the track momentum
(left) and as a function of the number of contributing layers (right).
Figure 6.23 (left) show the momentum dependence of the pion efficiency in Pb-Pb collisions. The
centrality dependence is visible at all momenta. The results in peripheral and midcentral Pb-Pb
collisions indicate the same momentum dependence of the pion efficiency as in pp collisions
discussed in section 6.7.1.3. An optimal performance is found at a momentum of 0.6 GeV/c ,
where the production of TR for electrons sets in (cf. fig. 6.5 (right)), while more central collisions
do not show a distinct minimum at low momenta. Non-continuity in the momentum dependence
can be explained by the fact that the likelihood is computed from reference distributions in fixed
momentum ranges.
6.7.2.3 Dependence on the number of contributing TRD layers
Figure 6.23 (right) show pion efficiency as a function of the number of contributing layers.
Qualitatively the results are in agreement with the observations in pp (cf. section 6.7.1.2) and
the pion efficiency improves roughly by a factor of 2 for each additional layer. Slight deviations
from the expected linear scaling can be observed for mid-central and peripheral collisions, which
might be explained by artifacts of the track reconstruction.
6.8 Summary and outlook
In this chapter the technical implementation and performance of a bidimensional likelihood ap-
proach (LQ2D) for electron identification with the TRD was described and discussed in detail.
Reference samples for electrons and pions were obtained from topological cuts on photon con-
versions and K0s decays. It was demonstrated that further particle identification cuts using the
TPC and TOF were necessary to clean the samples from impurities. It was further shown in sec-
tion 6.5.4 that already small contaminations can introduce a rather large bias of the extracted
electron and pion efficiencies and thus restrictive cuts were chosen.
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Within this thesis it was found that the pion rejection depends on the χ2red of the track prolon-
gation from the TPC into the TRD. For the study of pp collisions rather restrictive cuts were
applied during the track selection (cf. section 6.6.1). In particular, systematic differences for
electrons and pions were observed and about 20% electron and 10% pion tracks were removed
by a χ2red-cut. It could be argued by the large χ
2
red value that the track prolongation from the
TPC to the TRD failed for those tracks and thus the TRD PID cannot be applied to those
tracks.
For the reconstruction of the Pb-Pb data an improved cluster attachment algorithm was in-
troduced in order to deal with the increased detector occupancy, which solved the discrepancy
between electrons and pions. Furthermore, a significant charge dependence of the pion rejec-
tion was observed, which seems to be an artifact of the interplay between the drift field and
the magnetic field of the L3 magnet. This hypothesis could be tested by comparing runs with
different polarizations of the magnetic field.
Data Sample pion efficiency pion rejection
pp,
√
s= 7 TeV (0.75± 0.06)% 134
Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 60 - 100% (0.71± 0.04)% 140
Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 40 - 60% (0.91± 0.05)% 110
Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 20 - 40% (1.39± 0.05)% 72
Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 10 - 20% (2.62± 0.08)% 38
Pb-Pb,
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV 0 - 10% (4.08± 0.09)% 25
Table 6.2: Pion efficiency at 90% electron efficiency in pp and Pb-Pb data for various centrality
bins for tracks with 1 - 2 GeV/c momentum.
Finally, the performance in terms of its pion rejection was determined for the bidimensional
approach in pp and Pb-Pb collisions. The results are summarized in table 6.2. According to
the technical design report [236], the TRD was designed for a pion efficiency of 1% at 90%
electron efficiency for tracks with six contributing layers with a momentum between 1 - 2 GeV/c .
The performance in pp and Pb-Pb collisions is summarized in table 6.2. In pp data as well
as in peripheral and mid-central Pb-Pb collisions the bidimensional method is able to provide
electron identification at the design performance or even better. In central Pb-Pb collisions the
performance suffers from additional charged attachment due to the high detector occupancy.
However, even in the 0 - 10% most central collisions still a pion rejection factor of 25 at 90%
electron efficiency is reached.
It will be interesting to see the TRD PID applied to physical analyses such as the J/ψ or heavy
flavor electron analysis (cf. [297]). For the purpose of photon reconstruction, which is part of
this work, the TRD electron identification was not used for two reasons. First, it is shown in
section 8.2.4 that the contamination of photon conversion after TPC and TOF PID is even in
central Pb-Pb collisions small enough and dominated by electron combinatorics. Second, during
the first period of LHC operation the TRD was not fully installed. The common approach is to
use TRD information if it is available. However, this reduces azimuthally nonuniform systematic
effects, which is undesirable for the purpose of anisotropic flow analyses.
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7. Analyzing direct-photon anisotropic
flow from fluctuating initial
conditions
The physical aspects of transverse flow and its implications for our understanding of the time
evolution of heavy-ion collisions was discussed in section 3.4. This chapter focusses on the tech-
nical aspects of the anisotropic flow measurement.
If the number of particles of interest is large enough, the Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal
anisotropy can be extracted directly from the laboratory azimuthal distribution in each individ-
ual event. While this approach is used to measure the event-by-event probability distribution
of the bulk flow, this method is inappropriate for identified particles or differential flow mea-
surements, since statistical fluctuations in the particle yields would dominate the measurement.
Instead, the azimuthal anisotropy is measured averaged over many events, either from multi-
particle correlations (cumulants) or the azimuthal distribution is measured with respect to an
event plane , which is an event-by-event estimate of the direction of the n-th order transverse
flow Ψn. A slightly modified version of the event-plane method is the scalar-product method .
When those methods were developed, it was assumed that event-by-event fluctuations of vn
were negligible [298]. Nowadays, it is known that vn fluctuates significantly within a class of
events (cf. section 3.4.2), which has different implications for the outcome of the three methods
mentioned above [65,298]. As described in section 4.1, direct photons cannot be separated from
decay photons on a event-by-event basis. The most common approach is to measure inclusive
photons and hadrons, and to subtract the spectrum and anisotropy of decay photons, which
is estimated from a cocktail simulation based on the measured hadron spectra and azimuthal
anisotropy. However, unlike hadrons and decay photons, direct photons are produced over the
whole time evolution of the system and it is not obvious what the correlation of particles emit-
ted from different stages of the fireball evolution measures. Therefore, it will be important to
understand the direct-photon flow extraction in detail and to ensure that a large direct-photon
anisotropy cannot arise due to artifacts of the experimental method.
In this chapter, the effects of fluctuations expected for Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
are estimated within a Glauber Monte Carlo simulation. The extraction of the direct-photon
anisotropic flow is tested for different scenarios for the direct photon production.
7.1 Flow fluctuations from Glauber initial conditions
In section 3.4.1, it was shown that v2 and v3 are proportional to the second and third order
eccentricity 2 and 3, respectively. As a consequence, relative flow fluctuations σvn/ 〈vn〉 should
be described by σn/ 〈n〉, which can be determined from initial state models such as the Glauber
model. The eccentricity used in this work is the participant eccentricity defined in eq. (3.7). In
addition to the standard Glauber calculation, the eccentricity is also estimated from a quark con-
stituent Glauber calculation with three constituent quarks with σqq =1/9σnn with σnn = 64 mb
instead of nucleons. This approach is inspired by the Additive Quark Model [299–301].
Figure 7.1 (left) shows the mean eccentricity 〈n〉 as a function of Npart as determined from
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Figure 7.1: (left) Mean eccentricity 〈n〉 as determined from nucleon and quark participants.
(right) pT-integrated elliptic and triangular flow measured by ALICE [141] divided by the mean
nucleon eccentricity as a function of Npart.
nucleon and quark participants. In central collisions, the elliptic and triangular eccentricity are
of similar magnitude. As the impact parameter goes to zero, the system becomes radially sym-
metric and thus also the elliptic eccentricity is exclusively induced by fluctuations. At non-zero
impact parameters, 2 is always larger than 3 due to the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap. At
large impact parameters, fluctuations due to small numbers of participants drive n→1.
Figure 7.1 (right) shows the pT-integrated elliptic and triangular flow measured by ALICE [141]
divided by the mean nucleon eccentricity as a function of Npart. It was already discussed in sec-
tion 3.4.1 that proportionality of the anisotropic flow vn and the eccentricity n change with the
centrality, which might be explained by different viscous corrections for central and mid-central
collisions. In order to parametrize this effect, it is assumed that vn= (a+ bNpart) n with pa-
rameters a and b extracted from ALICE data [141]. The resulting vn/n ratios in the simulation
are also shown in fig. 7.1 (right).
The event-by-event probability distribution for v2 and v3 is shown in fig. 7.2 for different values
of 〈Npart〉. Looking at the probability density function for elliptic flow, it can be seen that the
most probable value is shifted towards higher values as the collisions become less central and
Npart decreases. This effect is driven by the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap in non-central
collisions. In addition, the probability density functions show large asymmetric tails towards
smaller values in non-central collisions and towards towards larger values in the most central
collisions. The most probable value of the triangular flow shows only a weak increase with
decreasing centrality compared to the elliptic flow, since triangular flow is only driven by fluc-
tuations and independent from the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap.
Finally, fig. 7.3 shows the ratio σn/ 〈n〉 as obtained from Glauber initial conditions and
σvn/ 〈vn〉 measured by ATLAS [143] as a function of 〈Npart〉. For triangular flow, the data points
are in agreement with pure Gaussian fluctuations (σn/ 〈n〉=
√
4/pi − 1 [302, 303]). Both, the
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Figure 7.2: Event-by-event probability density function for v2 (left) and v3 (right) for different
values of 〈Npart〉.
standard nucleon and quark participant Glauber calculation, describe the data points in cen-
tral and mid-central collisions. In peripheral collisions, the Glauber model deviates from pure
Gaussian fluctuations and underestimates the data, which can be understood from the fact that
n→1 at large impact parameters.
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Figure 7.3: Relative eccentricity fluctuations
σn/ 〈n〉 for nucleon and quark participants in
comparison to σvn/ 〈vn〉 for charged particles
(0.5<pT<1 GeV/c) [143] vs. Npart.
For elliptic flow, data points and Glauber calcu-
lation are below the limit of pure Gaussian fluc-
tuations, except for the most central collisions.
Quark participants yield a much smaller rela-
tive width of fluctuations compared to nucleon
participants, which can be interpreted by the
smoothening of eccentricity fluctuations in the
quark participant model. In central and mid-
central collisions the data points lie between
the values obtained by the quark and nucleon
participant model, which implies that adjust-
ments in the cross-section σqq could give a bet-
ter agreement between data and the Glauber
Monte Carlo simulation. Similar to the triangu-
lar eccentricity, the relative magnitude of fluc-
tuations decrease in peripheral collisions as a
consequence of n→1.
In summary, v3 and in central collisions also v2
can be understood as induced by pure Gaus-
sian fluctuations in the energy density profile.
In mid-central and peripheral collisions, the second order eccentricity is dominantly driven by
the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap in the transverse plane and thus flow fluctuations are
significantly reduced.
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7.2 Multi-Particle cumulant method
A method for measuring anisotropic flow based on genuine multi-particle correlations was pro-
posed by Borghini, Dinh and Ollitrault in 2001 [304–306]. Compared to the scalar-product and
event-plane method, this approach allows to subtract non-flow effects from flow measurements.
7.2.1 Two- and four-particle cumulant
The cumulant method correlates each particle with every other particle in the same event. The
two-particle cumulant c2 is defined as [52,136,137]
c2 = 〈cos (n (φ1 − φ2))〉 , (7.1)
where φ1 and φ2 denote the azimuthal angles of two different particles and the brackets 〈...〉 an
average over all particles of interest in all events. The two-particle cumulant estimate for the
n-th order anisotropy vn{2} is given by
vn{2} =
√
c2 . (7.2)
Analogously, the four-particle cumulant c4 and the corresponding estimate vn{4} are defined
as [52,136,137]:
c4 = 〈cos (n (φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4))〉 (7.3)
vn{4} =
(
2c22 − c4
) 1
4 (7.4)
7.2.2 What does the cumulant method measure?
Assuming that the correlation between the particles is only due to the collective expansion and
using the definition of vn given in eq. (3.29), one obtains
vn{2} =
√
〈cos (n (φ1 −Ψn))〉 〈cos (n (Ψn − φ2))〉 =
√
〈v2n〉 . (7.5)
It can be immediately seen that the two particle cumulant method vn{2} measures the root
mean square of vn. The magnitude of flow fluctuations is given by
σ2vn =
〈
v2n
〉− 〈vn〉2 , (7.6)
which implies that
v2n{2} =
〈
v2n
〉
= 〈vn〉2 + σ2vn . (7.7)
Analogously, we obtain for the four-particle cumulant estimate
v2n{4} =
√
2 〈v2n〉2 − 〈v4n〉 ≈ 〈vn〉2 − σ2vn . (7.8)
The anisotropic flow measurement from two-particle correlations vn{2} is sensitive to non-flow
correlations δnf , while vn{4} is almost insensitive to non-flow effects [137]. Assuming that both
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non-flow and fluctuations are present, we obtain
v2n{2} − v2n{4} = δnf + 2σ2vn , (7.9)
which implies that non-flow effects can be estimated from the comparison of two- and four-
particle cumulants.
7.3 The event-plane method
The event-plane method was introduced by Voloshin and Zhang in 1994 [307]. Historically, the
event plane was though as an estimate of the reaction-plane orientation. However, by defini-
tion, the event-plane angle points towards the direction of maximum pT-integrated flow, which
– taking the role of fluctuations into account – can be identified with the participant-plane
orientation rather than the reaction-plane orientation.
7.3.1 Flow vector
The flow vector ~Qn for the n-th order harmonic is defined by [135,308]:
~Qn =
(
Xn
Yn
)
=
(∑Nref
i wi cos (nφi)∑Nref
i wi sin (nφi)
)
(7.10)
The sum goes over all Nref reference particles in an individual event. Optimal weights wi in
eq. (7.10) in terms of small statistical errors and high angular resolution of the event-plane
angle are given by vn (pT) itself [304], a simple parametrization of the pT dependence of vn (cf.
section 3.4.4) is given by:
wi =
{
pT[GeV/c ] forpT < 2 GeV/c
2 forpT ≥ 2 GeV/c
(7.11)
The flow vector measures the magnitude and direction of the pT-integrated reference flow v¯n.
If the weights wi are neglected (wi= 1), the normalized flow vector ~Qn,red is related with the
two-particle cumulant c2 as follows [136]:
~Qn,red =
∣∣∣ ~Qn∣∣∣
Nref
=
√
1
Nref
+
Nref − 1
Nref
c2 →
1/Nref→0
√
〈v2n〉 (7.12)
Thus, the reduced flow vector measures the root mean square of the reference flow strength v¯n
for sufficiently large numbers of reference particles Nref . Accordingly, the two-particle cumulant
can be estimated from the flow vector as
c2 =
~Q2n,red − 1Nref
1− 1Nref
(7.13)
This approach reduces computational costs to O(Nref) instead of O(N2ref). Similarly, also four-
particle cumulants can be estimated from the flow vector [136]. Figure 7.5 (left) shows the
normalized flow vector ~Q2,red as a function of the reference flow strength v¯2 as obtained from
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different number of reference particles 〈Nref〉. Since ~Q2,red is shown as a function of v¯2, fluctua-
tions are explicitly excluded and ~Q2,red coincidences with v¯2 for large v¯2 and 〈Nref〉. For small
values of v¯2, the reduced flow vector ~Qn,red is dominated by multiplicity fluctuations, which
gives the lower bound ~Q2,red≥1/
√
Nref .
7.3.2 Event-plane angle
The direction of maximum n-th order anisotropy Ψn can be estimated from the flow vector.
The estimate is referred to as event plane and defined as [308]
ΨEPn =
1
n
(
tan−1
Yn
Xn
)
. (7.14)
The event-plane angle ΨEPn points towards the direction of maximum n-th order transverse
flow Ψn, which is ambiguous in the laboratory system for n≥2. Figure 7.4 shows a schematic
diagram illustrating the orientation of the elliptic Ψ2 and triangular Ψ3 flow direction in relation
to the initial distribution of participant nucleons from a Glauber Monte Carlo simulation. By
definition, eq. (7.14) yields an angle in the range [0, pi/n], which is equivalent to any ΨEPn + ipi/n
for i∈R due to the periodicity of the cosine.Flow Fluctuations 6
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( 1), elliptic ( 2), and triangular flow ( 3) in relation to the initial distribution of
participant nucleons in a single event from a Glauber Monte Carlo [19].
approximation in lumpy, event-by-event hydrodynamic calculations [9, 10, 11]. In this
context, one can see that the expression is just the first term in a controlled expansion,
with corrections coming from terms higher order in m ("4,2 / {r4e2i }), or in the Taylor
series ("3PP ).
As an aside, it should by now be clear that v2 can not depend on a term that is
linear in "3,3, as proposed in Ref. [10], because it does not have the correct symmetries.
It would have to depend on combinations like "3,3"
⇤
3,1 or "
2
3,3"
⇤2
2,2, etc.
Similar approximate proportionality relations have been found to reasonably well
describe the results for v3 [10, 11] and v1 [12], while v4 and v5 are more complicated [11].
In retrospect, this is unsurprising since the possible v4 terms "4,4 and "
2
2,2 are typically
of the same size, with the former being more important in central collisions and the
latter more important in peripheral collisions, in agreement with results from Ref. [11].
Explicitly this could read something like:
hei4 i = v4ein 4 = C1{r
2e2i }2
{r2}2 + C2
{r4e4i }
{r4} (9)
A similar statement can be made about the dependence of v5 on "5,5 and "3,3"2,2.
The hydrodynamic response has been confirmed to significantly damp higher
harmonics [18], in agreement with data [2]. Thus, once the hydrodynamic response is
mapped out for the first ⇠6 flow harmonics to the order desired, for each centrality and
each set of parameter values, all useful information about the hydrodynamic model is
known. This makes it clear exactly what properties of the initial geometry are important,
and allows one to quickly calculate correlations arising from an arbitrary set of initial
conditions.
4. Flow vs. data
Now that we have a picture of flow, one can look in detail at the long-range two-particle
correlation data to see whether they quantitatively agree with this picture, or if one
should instead conclude that other correlations are likely to be present.
Figure 7.4: Schematic diagram illustrating the orientation of the elliptic and triangular flow
direction in relation to the initial distribution of participant nucleons from a Glauber Monte
Carlo simulatio [309].
7.3.3 Transverse flow measurement with respect to the event plane
The event-plane estimate of the n-th order anisotropic flow vn{EP} is given [134,135,308] by
vn{EP} =
〈
cos
(
n
(
φ−ΨEPn
))〉
R
. (7.15)
The respective particle of interest is always subtracted from the flow vector ~Qn in order to avoid
autocorrelations. The measured anisotropy is smeared out by the dispersion χ of he event-plane
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〈
~Q2,red
〉
and (right) R=
〈
cos
(
2
(
ΨEPn −Ψ2
))〉
as a function of reference flow
strength v¯2. The black dashed lines represent the limit of perfect correlation between the flow
vector and reference flow.
estimate ΨEPn . In appendix A, it is shown that resolution correction R is given by
R =
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨEPn −Ψn
))〉
. (7.16)
The relation between the resolution correction R (χ) and the dispersion χ is given [134,137] by
R (χ) =
√
pi
2
e−χ
2/2χ
(
I0
(
χ2
2
)
+ I1
(
χ2
2
))
, (7.17)
where I0 and I1 are modified Bessel functions.
In general, the dispersion χ is related to the pT-integrated reference flow strength v¯n and the
number of particles Nref used for the event-plane estimate as [134,137]:
χ ∝ v¯n
√
Nref (7.18)
Figure 7.5 (right) shows the resolution correction R as a function of the reference flow strength v¯2
for different values for the reference particle multiplicity 〈Nref〉. In the limit of perfect resolution,
the correction factor R approaches unity. It can be seen that the estimate of the event plane
gets more precise as v¯2 and Nref increase.
7.3.4 Estimation of the event-plane resolution
The resolution correction factor R (χ) can be estimated from the correlation between the refer-
ence detector and at least one additional detector. Three cases can be distinguished:
1. There are two identical detectors A and B, which are symmetric around mid rapidity and
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separated by a pseudorapidity gap. Then the resolution correction factor is given by:
R =
√
〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨBn ))〉 (7.19)
2. If there is no such symmetry, a third reference detector C is required. The resolution
correction for detector A is then given by:
R =
√
〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨBn ))〉 〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨCn ))〉
〈cos (n (ΨBn −ΨCn ))〉
(7.20)
3. Alternatively, the signal in the detector is often divided in two or more sub events of equal
number of particles Nsub. The sub events should be separated in pseudorapidity in order
to suppress non-flow correlations. Often, the event plane is split randomly into two sub
events, which will overestimate or underestimate the correlation, if non-flow correlations
are present. The resolution of the full event plane can be obtained as follows: using that
the dispersion χ is proportional to
√
Nref (eq. (7.18)), the resolution parameter R (χ) of
the full event plane can be estimated from the sub-event-plane resolution Rsub by
R (χ) = Rsub
(
χsub
√
Nref/Nsub
)
, (7.21)
where χsub is the dispersion of the sub-event plane [137, 308]. The relation between dis-
persion χ and resolution correction R was given in eq. (7.17). For practical purposes, the
following interpolation [308] is used
R (χ) = 0.626657χ− 0.09694χ3 + 0.02754χ4 − 0.002283χ5 . (7.22)
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Figure 7.6: (left) Event-plane resolution as a function of the relative reference particle multi-
plicity Nref/Nref,max. (right) Estimates for the event-plane resolution as a function of 〈Npart〉 as
obtained from the correlation with a second, identical detector (‘2ep’), the two other detectors
(‘3ep’), and random sub events (‘2sub’).The true resolution is shown as solid line.
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The derivation and validity of the relations eqs. (7.19) and (7.20) is discussed in detail in
appendix A. It is important to notice that the factorization and thus the derived resolution
correction is only valid, if the correlation between the event-plane estimates ΨEPn is only due
to the flow signal. The contribution of non-flow correlations can be partially suppressed, if the
event-plane detectors are sufficiently separated in pseudorapidity. However, as a quid pro quo,
the estimate of the resolution correction then depends on the pseudorapidity gap ∆η and differ-
ent values for ∆η might yield different values for the resolution. Recently, even a decorrelation
of event planes over pseudorapidity was observed in AMPT calculations [310]. These findings
might call into question, whether η gaps are an appropriate tool to reduce non-flow contribu-
tions.
It can be demonstrated that the sub-event approach is not valid, if the strength of the pT-
integrated reference flow v¯n fluctuates event-by-event. Figure 7.6 (left) shows the true resolution
R as a function of the relative reference particle multiplicityNref/Nref,max. The resolution correc-
tion was calculated once for fluctuating reference flow v¯n and once for constant reference flow of
magnitude v¯n= 〈v¯n〉. The red and black dashed line describes the expected scaling with Nref (cf.
eq. (7.18)), if the reference particle multiplicity is lowered with respect to Nref,max . The scaling
describes the resolution for constant v¯n, but overestimates the resolution in case of fluctuations.
This effect just follows from the concaveness of R (χ), which implies that 〈R (χ)〉≤R (〈χ〉).
Figure 7.6 (right) shows a simulation for the resolutionR for three different event-plane detectors
as a function of 〈Npart〉. The reference particle multiplicities Nref are chosen proportional to the
number of participants Nref =aEPNpart, while the parameters aEP were chosen such that the
true resolution Rtrue is similar to the resolution for the detectors used in the analysis described
in chapter 9, namely the ALICE TPC, V0-A, and V0-C detectors. In this simulation, the only
correlation is due to flow, non-flow correlations and calibration effects are explicitly neglected.
The resolution is determined from a second identical detector (‘2ep’), from the correlation with
the other two detectors (‘3ep’), and from two sub events (‘2sub’). It can be seen that all three
estimates differ from the true resolution R, which is shown as a solid line. In order to quantify
this effect, the ratio of the estimated resolution to the true resolution R/Rtrue is shown in
the lower panel. As expected from fig. 7.6 (left), the two sub-event method overestimates the
resolution due to fluctuations, which can be seen when the ratio R/Rtrue is compared with
the ratio
√〈v¯2n〉/ 〈v¯n〉 (black line). Furthermore, also both other methods overestimate the
resolution, but the effect decreases, if the resolution increases. The smallest deviations with
respect to the true resolution are obtained for the TPC event plane, which also implies that
the difference between the two-sub-event method and the three-event-planes method is most
pronounced for the TPC. It can be concluded that the resolution is only estimated correctly
in the perfect resolution limit (R→1), while the low resolution limit (R→0) asymptotically
approaches the root mean square
〈
R2ep,3ep
〉 ⇒
Rtrue→0
〈
Rtrue
〉 √〈v2n〉
〈vn〉
. (7.23)
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7.3.5 What does the event-plane method measure?
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When the event-plane method was first developed, it was assumed that event-by-event fluctua-
tions in vn were negligible. It was explicitly stated [311] that the event-plane method measures
rather the root mean square
√〈v2n〉 than the mean value 〈vn〉 in presence of flow fluctuations.
It was further argued in [298] that the event-plane measurement is uncontrollably biased and
thus yields an ambiguous measure between the root mean square and mean value
〈vn〉 ≤ vn{EP} ≤
√
〈v2n〉 . (7.24)
Figure 7.7 (left) shows a simulation for vn{EP} for elliptic and triangular flow as a function
of the true event-plane resolution Rtrue for different values of 〈Nref〉. For better comparability,
vn{EP} is expressed by vn{EP}= 〈vαn〉1/α. Similar calculations can also be found in litera-
ture [67, 137]. It can be seen that the event-plane method measurement approaches the root
mean square (α= 2) for R→0. As the resolution increases, the measurement is continuously
biased from the root mean square
√〈v2n〉 towards the mean value 〈vn〉 (α= 1). The asymptotic
behavior depends on 〈Npart〉 and thus on the collision centrality. For v3, the points are almost
on a common line together with the v2 result for central collisions. The reason might be that
eccentricity fluctuations for those classes of events are almost Gaussian, while v2 in mid-central
and peripheral collisions originates mainly from the asymmetry of the nuclear overlap in the
transverse plane (cf. section 7.1). In order to get a better understanding of this experimental
bias and its features, the averaging procedure is studied in more detail in the following.
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If fluctuations are present, the definition in eq. (7.15) is only valid for a single event. The single
event average of for ven for an event with reference flow v¯
e
n, N
e
ref reference particles and N
e
poi
particles of interest can be defined as
ven =
1
N epoi
Nepoi∑
i=0
cos (n (φi −Ψn))
R
(
N eref , v¯
e
n
) = vobs,en
R
(
N eref , v¯
e
n
) . (7.25)
R (N eref , v¯
e
n) is the correction for the event-plane resolution, which depends on the reference
particle multiplicity Nref and the magnitude of the event reference flow v¯n. Averaging over Nev
events one obtains
〈ven〉 =
1∑Nev
j=0N
e
poi
Nev∑
j=0
Nepoi∑
i=0
cos (n (φi −Ψn))
R
(
N eref , v¯
e
n
) (7.26)
=
1∑Nev
j=0N
e
poi
Nev∑
j=0
N epoi
vobs,en
R
(
N eref , v¯
e
n
) (7.27)
=
〈
vobs,en
R
(
N eref , v¯
e
n
)〉 (7.28)
It should be noted that in this definition of vn the event average 〈ven〉 is implicitly weighted with
the multiplicity N epoi, which is given by the centrality dependent cross-section of the particles
of interest. Experimentally, the event-by-event resolution correction Re =R (N eref , v¯
e
n) is not
accessible. Instead, the following following formula is used by many authors [52,308,312]
vmeasn =
〈
vobs,en
〉
〈Re〉 , (7.29)
where 〈Re〉 is the resolution correction averaged over all events. Alternatively, one can also find
another approximation [313]
vmeasn =
〈
vobs,en
〉〈 1
Re
〉
. (7.30)
In the following, it shall be explicitly demonstrated that the two approaches eqs. (7.29) and (7.30)
do generally not measure the mean value of the anisotropic flow. We do a Taylor expansion of
1
Re to the first order at R
e = 〈Re〉 and use that 1Re is a convex function (
(
1
Re
)′′
>0) and strictly
monotonically decreasing, which gives
1
Re
≥ 1〈Re〉 −
(Re − 〈Re〉)
〈Re〉2 . (7.31)
Taking the expected value, the second term vanishes (〈x− 〈x〉〉= 0) and we obtain Jenssen’s
inequality
〈
1
Re
〉
≥ 1〈Re〉 ⇒
〈
vobs,en
〉〈 1
Re
〉
≥
〈
vobs,en
〉
〈Re〉 . (7.32)
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Similarly, we expand vobs,en /Re to the first order. It is not obvious how v
obs,e
n /Re behaves as a
function of vobs,en /Re. The resolution scales with the reference flow signal v¯n and the multiplicity
Nref while the reference flow itself also changes with centrality. However, it is reasonable to
assume the following asymptotic behavior:
vobs,en /R
e =
{
→ 0 for Re → 0
≤ v¯max for Re → 1
(7.33)
Under the assumption of monotonicity and using that v¯max<1, it is reasonable to assume that
vobs,en /Re behaves like a concave function. It follows that
vobs,en
Re
≤ v
obs,e
n
〈Re〉 −
vobs,en (Re − 〈Re〉)
〈Re〉2 (7.34)
and evaluating the expected value gives
〈
vobs,en
Re
〉
≤
〈
vobs,en
〉
〈Re〉 . (7.35)
Finally, we obtain the following relation between eqs. (7.28) to (7.30):
〈
vobs,en
Re
〉
≤
〈
vobs,en
〉
〈Re〉 ≤
〈
vobs,en
〉〈 1
Re
〉
(7.36)
It can be seen that the calculation based on eq. (7.29) tends to give larger values than the mean
value 〈vn〉. In the limit of perfect resolution (ΨEPn = Ψn⇒R= 1), the outcome does not depend
on the averaging procedure and vn{EP} indeed measures the mean value
vn{EP} =
R=1
〈vn〉 . (7.37)
Analytically, it is not obvious how v2{EP} behaves for non-perfect resolution. Figure 7.7 (right)
shows a simulation for vn{EP} as determined by different averaging procedures. vobs,en and
R (N eref , v¯
e
n) are measured in small bins of v¯n and Nref and then vn{EP} is evaluated according
to the three approaches given in eqs. (7.28) to (7.30). The resolution correction is estimated
from the correlation of two event planes (‘2ep’) as defined in eq. (7.19).
Using the exact formula eq. (7.28) (red), vn{EP} exactly measures the mean value 〈vn〉, while
using eq. (7.29) the extracted vn{EP} (black) approaches the root mean square (α→2) as the
resolution deteriorates. The third approach eq. (7.30) (blue) even overestimates the root mean
square and should not be used. The green points show a modified version of eq. (7.28), where
the resolution correction was averaged〈√
cos (n (ΨAn −ΨBn ))
〉
≈
√〈
R2true
〉
(7.38)
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instead of averaging the cosine expression before taking the square-root〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨBn
))〉
= Rtrue (7.39)
The second approach eq. (7.39) yields exactly the true resolution Rtrue, while eq. (7.39) yields
the root mean square of Rtrue, which can be seen in fig. 7.6 (right). Using the true resolution,
the result approaches α= 3. It can also be seen that multiplicity fluctuations in Nref do not
change the result.
Experimentally, v¯n is not accessible unless the Nref and v¯n are large enough to be precisely
determined event-by-event and thus eq. (7.29) (black) is the commonly used standard method.
While the transition between mean and root mean square is not trivial to explain, the rms-like
behavior for small resolutions can be understood as follows: In the low resolution limit (R→0),
the numerator of eq. (7.15) is just a two-particle correlation, which measures 〈vnv¯n〉. It was
demonstrated in section 7.3.4 that the resolution correction measures the root mean square of
the reference flow
√〈v¯2n〉 in the low resolution limit. Under the assumption that vn/v¯n=a is
constant one obtains
vn{EP} ⇒
R→0
〈vnv¯n〉√〈v¯2n〉 ≈vn=av¯n
√
〈v2n〉 . (7.40)
A detailed discussion of the impact of non-flow contributions can be found in [137].
7.4 The scalar-product method
It was demonstrated that the event-plane method yields an ambiguous measure between the
mean value and the root mean square. It is argued in [298] that the ambiguity of the event-plane
method can be overcome by a simple modification of the event-plane method referred to as the
scalar-product method [314]:
vn{SP} =
〈|Qn| cos (n (φ−Ψn))〉
Q¯n
(7.41)
The resolution correction Q¯n is similar to that of the event-plane method, except without
dividing by the magnitude of the measured flow vector. For two identical detectors A and B it
is given by [298]
Q¯n =
√〈
~Qn,A ~Qn,B
〉
(7.42)
and using a third detector C by
Q¯n =
√√√√√
〈
~Qn,A ~Qn,B
〉〈
~Qn,A ~Qn,C
〉
〈
~Qn,B ~Qn,C
〉 . (7.43)
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The modified numerator measures 〈Nrefvnv¯n〉 and the denominator
√〈
N2ref v¯
2
n
〉
. Neglecting fluc-
tuations (
√〈
N2ref
〉
= 〈Nref〉), the scalar-product method always yields the root mean square√〈v2n〉 regardless of the resolution:
vn{SP} =
〈Nrefvnv¯n〉√〈
N2ref v¯
2
n
〉 =Nref=const√〈v2n〉 (7.44)
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Figure 7.8: vn{SP}/
√〈v2n〉 extracted in cen-
trality bins of 5% and 10% as a function of
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However, it can be shown that this statement is
no longer valid, if the number of reference par-
ticles Nref fluctuates. Figure 7.8 shows the ratio
vn{SP}/
√〈v2n〉 as a function of 〈Npart〉. Anal-
yses of heavy-ion collisions are usually done in
finite centrality or multiplicity bins, which im-
plies that 〈Nref〉 6=
√〈
N2ref
〉
and thus the mea-
sured vn{SP} is expected to deviate from the
root mean square. Only if fluctuations of Nref
within a given centrality bin (open points) are
explicitly disabled, vn{SP} exactly yields the
root mean square. The simulation is done in
20 centrality bins including 5% of the inelas-
tic cross section each with Nref = const · Npart
(closed points). According to the considerations
made above, the ratio vn{SP}/
√〈v2n〉 can be de-
scribed by
vn{SP} = 〈Nref〉 /
√〈
N2ref
〉√〈v2n〉 , (7.45)
which is shown as a blue dashed line in fig. 7.8. It is obvious that relative fluctuations are more
pronounced in mid-central and peripheral collisions, where the reference particle multiplicity
Nref is smaller. For comparison, the result is also shown for 10 centrality bins of 10% width each,
which increases the width of fluctuations and decreases the measured value for vn{SP}. In central
collisions, vn{SP} is about 0.2% smaller than the root mean square and in peripheral collisions
more than 1%, which are negligible corrections compared to typical systematic uncertainties.
7.5 Comparison of the cumulant, event-plane and scalar-product
method
Figure 7.9 shows a simulation for the elliptic and triangular flow measured with the event-
plane method vn{EP}, the scalar-product method vn{SP} and the cumulant method vn{2}
as a function of 〈Npart〉. The measured anisotropies are normalized to the true anisotropy vn.
The root mean square of the true anisotropy is shown as a black line. It can be seen that the
root mean square of the elliptic flow exceeds the mean value by about 6% in mid-central up
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to 13% in the most central collisions for v2. The root mean square of the triangular flow is
about 13% larger than the mean value in all centrality classes for v3. Similar results can be
found in [298]. As expected from the considerations above, v2{EP} shows a rms-like behavior,
if the event-plane resolution is low, which is the case for V0-A and V0-C event plane for v3
and in peripheral collisions also for v2. Due to the higher resolution, the measurement with the
TPC event plane is uncontrollably biased between the root mean square and the mean value.
While the two-particle cumulant method exactly yields the root mean square, the scalar-product
method shows small deviations in very peripheral collisions due to fluctuations in the number
of reference particles Nref . For more central collisions this effect can be neglected.
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Figure 7.9: Simulation for elliptic (left) and triangular (right) flow measured with the event-
plane, scalar-product, and two-particle cumulant method.
7.6 Extraction of the direct-photon anisotropic flow
7.6.1 Single event direct-photon anisotropy
The definition of experimentally observed inclusive photons includes photons from hadronic
decays and a contribution of direct photons Nγ,inc =Nγ,bg + Nγ,dir. The presence of azimuthal
anisotropy leads to the following relation for inclusive photons for a single event
vγ,incn =
1
Nγ,inc
Nγ,inc∑
i
cos (n (φi −Ψn)) (7.46)
=
Nγ,bg
Nγ,inc
1
Nγ,bg
Nγ,bg∑
i
cos (n (φi −Ψn))︸ ︷︷ ︸
vγ,bgn
+
Nγ,dir
Nγ,inc
1
Nγ,dir
Nγ,dir∑
i
cos (n (φi −Ψn))︸ ︷︷ ︸
vγ,dirn
(7.47)
=
vγ,bgn + (R− 1) vγ,dirn
R
(7.48)
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with R=Nγ,inc/Nγ,bg. Solving for v
γ,dir
n , we obtain
vγ,dirn =
Rvγ,incn − vγ,bgn
R− 1 , (7.49)
which is the relation that can be found in literature (cf. section 4.4).
7.6.2 Event mean and root mean square of the direct-photon anisotropy
In the following, it shall be clarified, whether relation eq. (7.49) still holds, if the anisotropic flow
is averaged over many events with fluctuating initial conditions. From E[X+Y ] =E[X]+E[Y ],
it directly follows that the above relation eq. (7.49) holds for the event mean value
〈
vγ,dirn
〉
=
R
〈
vγ,incn
〉
−
〈
vγ,bgn
〉
R− 1 . (7.50)
However, it has been shown in section 7.5 that most experimental methods measure the root
mean square rather than the mean value depending on the details of the analysis. We will now
derive the corresponding relation for the root mean square value. The mean square value of
vγ,incn is given by
〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉
=
1
N2γ,inc
Nγ,inc∑
i
Nγ,inc∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj)) (7.51)
=
N2γ,bg
N2γ,inc︸ ︷︷ ︸
1/R2
1
N2γ,bg
Nγ,bg∑
i
Nγ,bg∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj))︸ ︷︷ ︸〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
+
N2γ,dir
N2γ,inc︸ ︷︷ ︸
(R−1)2/R2
1
N2γ,dir
Nγ,dir∑
i
Nγ,dir∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj))︸ ︷︷ ︸〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
+ 2
Nγ,dirNγ,bg
N2γ,inc︸ ︷︷ ︸
(R−1)/R2
1
Nγ,dirNγ,bg
Nγ,dir∑
i
Nγ,bg∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj))︸ ︷︷ ︸〈
vγ,dirn v
γ,bg
n
〉
(7.52)
=
〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
+ (R− 1)2
〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
+ 2 (R− 1)
〈
vγ,dirn v
γ,bg
n
〉
R2
(7.53)
with
〈
vγ,dirn v
γ,bg
n
〉
=
R
〈
vγ,incn v
γ,bg
n
〉
− vγ,bg 2n
R− 1 . (7.54)
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We resolve for vγ,dir 2n , take the square root and apply the binomial formula, which gives
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
=
√√√√R2vγ,inc 2n + vγ,bg 2n − 2R〈vγ,incn vγ,bgn 〉
(R− 1)2 (7.55)
=
1
(R− 1)
√√√√(R√〈vγ,inc 2n 〉−√〈vγ,bg 2n 〉)2 +A (7.56)
with
A =
√〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
−
〈
vγ,incn v
γ,bg
n
〉
. (7.57)
It can be seen that eq. (7.49) does generally not hold for the root mean square for A 6= 0.
7.6.3 Study of different scenarios for the direct-photon production
The mean value is experimentally only accessible in the perfect resolution limit of the event-
plane method, or if the anisotropy coefficients are measured event by event. It was shown in
section 7.5 that the event-plane vn{EP} and scalar-product vn{SP} measurements yield
vn{EP}
vn{SP}
=
〈vnv¯n〉√〈v¯2n〉
 if R→ 0if √〈N2ref〉/ 〈Nref〉 → 0 (7.58)
in the low resolution limit and if multiplicity fluctuations are negligible. The cumulant method
vn{2} always yields the root mean square
vn{2} =
√
〈v2n〉 . (7.59)
It was also argued in section 7.3.5 that under the assumption of a linear relation between the
reference flow v¯n and the particle of interest vn (v¯n=xvn), the scalar-product and event-plane
method measure the root mean square
〈vnv¯n〉√〈v¯2n〉 = x
〈
v2n
〉
x
√〈v2n〉 =
√
〈v2n〉 (7.60)
Even though the linear relation might be a good assumption for any particle produced at the
same time as the hadronic bulk, it is not obvious at all, if that relation (vγ,dirn =xv¯n) holds for
direct photons, which are are emitted over the whole system evolution. It will be interesting to
see what different methods yield under different assumptions for the direct-photon anisotropic
flow
vγ,dirn {EP,SP,2} =
Rvγ,incn {EP,SP,2} − vγ,bgn {EP,SP,2}
R− 1 . (7.61)
From eq. (7.56) we obtain
vγ,dirn {2} =
√
vγ,dir 2n − A
R− 1 . (7.62)
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It can be demonstrated that the relation eq. (7.49) also holds for 〈vnv¯n〉:
〈
vγ,incn v¯n
〉
=
1
Nγ,incNref
Nγ,inc∑
i
Nref∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj)) (7.63)
=
1
R2
1
N2γ,bg
Nγ,bg∑
i
Nγ,bg∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj))︸ ︷︷ ︸〈
vγ,bgn v¯n
〉
= +
R− 1
R
1
Nγ,dirNref
Nγ,dir∑
i
Nref∑
j
cos (n (φi − φj))︸ ︷︷ ︸〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
(7.64)
=
〈
vγ,bgn v¯n
〉
+ (R− 1)
〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
R
(7.65)
Solving for
〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
and dividing by
√〈v¯2n〉 we obtain
vγ,dirn {EP,SP} =
〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
√〈v¯2n〉 = 1R− 1
R
〈
vγ,incn v¯n
〉
√〈v¯2n〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
vγ,incn {EP,SP}
−
〈
vγ,bgn v¯n
〉
√〈v¯2n〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
vγ,bgn {EP,SP}
 (7.66)
and it follows that event-plane and scalar-product method will always measure
〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
/
√〈v¯2n〉
regardless of any detail on the photon production. However, it is not clear how this measure is
related to the root mean square and mean value of vγ,dirn .
In the following, we four different scenarios for the direct photon production and the outcome
using the event-plane, the scalar-product and the two-particle cumulant method are studied.
In particular, for all cases upper limits are determined in order to demonstrate that a large
direct-photon anisotropy cannot appear due to artifacts of the methods. In our model, we make
the following assumptions:
1. The direction of the maximum direct-photon anisotropy is the same as for the reference
particles. A decorrelation of the maximum flow direction would always reduce the corre-
lation between photons and reference particles and thus reduce the measured anisotropy.
Hydrodynamic calculations yield a tight correlation between the thermal photon flow an-
gle and the hadron flow angle, which is reduced by pT-dependent viscous corrections. The
decorrelation is largest for photons produced at early times [315].
2. We assume a linear relation between the anisotropy of the particles used to calculate the
event plane and the decay photons vγ,bgn = cγ,bgv¯n. Since the result does not depend on the
choice of the constant cγ,bg, we set cγ,bg = 1 in order to minimize statistical uncertainties.
3. The inclusive-photon anisotropy is calculated from the decay and direct-photon anisotropy
according to eq. (7.48). For simplicity, it is assumed that Rγ,dir = 1.2, which is close to the
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direct-photon excess observed in 0 - 40% Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC (cf. section 10.2.1).
4. In the cumulant method, vγ,incn {2} is calculated from the correlation of inclusive photons
and vγ,bgn {2} from the correlation of decay photons.
5. The direct-photon anisotropy is evaluated using equation eq. (7.61).
7.6.3.1 Constant relation between direct-photon and reference flow
In case of a linear relation cγ,incv
γ,inc
n = cγ,bgv
γ,bg
n = cγ,dirv
γ,dir
n = v¯n with
cγ,inc = (cγ,bg + (R− 1)cγ,dir)/R , (7.67)
we can substitute all contributions in eq. (7.66) according to eq. (7.60) by the root mean square
and obtain
√〈
vγ,dirn
2
〉
=
R
√〈
vγ,incn
2
〉
−
√〈
vγ,bgn
2
〉
R− 1 . (7.68)
We can also derive this relation from eq. (7.56) by using
〈
vγ,incn v
γ,bg
n
〉
= x
〈(
vγ,bgn
)2〉
= x−1
〈(
vγ,incn
)2〉
=
√〈
vγ,incn
2
〉√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
(7.69)
with x= cγ,inc/cγ,bg. In this case A= 0 and we obtain again eq. (7.68).
Such conditions could most likely be the case, if direct photons were emitted in a similar stage
compared to the hadronic bulk. In that case, relation eq. (7.49) also holds for the root mean
square and the scalar-product and event-plane method deliver similar results than for hadrons:
vγ,dirn {EP} < vγ,dirn {SP} ≤ vγ,dirn {2} =
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
for cγ,incv
γ,inc
n = cγ,bgv
γ,bg
n = cγ,dirv
γ,dir
n = v¯n
(7.70)
The outcome of the simulation is shown in fig. 7.10 (left). Under this assumption, systematic
biases of the measurement with respect to the root mean square value similar to the sys-
tematic effects for hadrons as described in section 7.5. While the cumulant method and the
scalar-product method exactly measure the root mean square, the event-plane method yields
a measure between root mean square and mean value. Deviations are most pronounced for
the measurement with respect to the TPC event plane, for the V0-A and V0-C event plane,
deviations from the root mean square are smaller than 1%.
7.6.3.2 Fluctuating relation between direct-photon and reference flow
Now we consider that the direct-photon anisotropy is correlated with the bulk, but contains
some independent Gaussian fluctuations vγ,dirn = (1− ) cγ,dirv¯n with 〈〉= 0 and
√〈2〉=σ. This
assumption could be valid, if direct photons are emitted early, when pressure gradients are still
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Figure 7.10: Direct-photon elliptic flow measured with the event-plane, scalar-product, and
two-particle cumulant method in a Glauber Monte Carlo simulation with a constant (left) and
a fluctuating (right) relation between direct-photon and event-by-event bulk anisotropic flow.
changing. If the direction of the maximum flow changes over time, direct photons and the
bulk become even more decorrelated resulting into smaller values for the extract direct-photon
anisotropy. It follows that 〈
vγ,dirn
〉
= cγ,dir 〈v¯n〉 (〈〉 = 0) , (7.71)√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
=
√
1 + σ2 c
−1
γ,dir
√
〈v¯2n〉
(〈
2
〉
= σ2
)
, (7.72)
and
〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
=
〈
(1− ) c−1γ,dirv¯2n
〉
= c−1γ,dir
〈
v¯2n
〉
=
〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
c−1γ,dir (1 + σ2 )
. (7.73)
Combining eqs. (7.72) and (7.73), we obtain〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
√〈v¯2n〉 =
√
1 + σ2 c
−1
γ,inc
〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
c−1γ,inc (1 + σ2 )
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉 = 1√
1 + σ2
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
. (7.74)
It can already be seen that the event-plane and scalar product method always yield values
smaller than the root mean square. In order to deduce the corresponding relations for the
two-particle cumulant method, we use that√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
=
(
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
)2
(1 + σ2 )
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
(7.75)
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and 〈
vγ,dirn v
γ,bg
n
〉
=
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
. (7.76)
Evaluating eq. (7.53), the cumulant methods gives for the inclusive-photon anisotropy
√〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉
=
1
R
√
1 + (R− 1)2
(
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
)2
(1 + σ2) + 2 (R− 1) cγ,dir
cγ,bg
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
. (7.77)
We insert 1 + σ2 in the third term and obtain the following inequality√〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉
≤ 1
R
√(
1 + (R− 1)
(
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
)√
1 + σ2
)2√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
. (7.78)
Inserting eq. (7.78) in eq. (7.61) we finally obtain
vγ,dirn {2} ≤
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
√
1 + σ
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
=
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
(7.79)
Finally, we obtain:
vγ,dirn {EP} < vγ,dirn {SP} ≤
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
√
1 + σ2
vγ,dirn {2} ≤
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
for vγ,dirn = (1− ) cv¯n ,  ∈ N (0, σ)
(7.80)
It can be immediately seen that the extracted anisotropy is always smaller than the root mean
square for all three methods. The results of the simulation are shown in fig. 7.10 (right). In the
simulation, we have chosen cγ,dir = 0.5 and σ= 0.2. For the scalar-product method, the extracted
anisotropies are consistent with the upper limit (black dashed line) and always smaller than
the upper limit for the event-plane method. For the two-particle cumulant method, the results
seem to be consistent with the upper limit for the event-plane and scalar-product method, the
exact outcome for the two-particle cumulant method is given by
vγ,dirn {2} =
(√
1 + (R− 1)2
(
cγ,dir
cγ,bg
)2
(1 + σ2) + 2 (R− 1) cγ,dircγ,bg − 1
)
R− 1
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
, (7.81)
which is shown as a red dashed line in fig. 7.10 (right). The result is slightly above the upper
limit for the event-plane and scalar-product method, which can be shown by setting 1 + σ2 = 1
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in eq. (7.77):
vγ,dirn {2} ≥
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
√
1 + σ2
(7.82)
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Figure 7.11: Direct-photon elliptic flow measured with the event-plane, scalar-product, and
two-particle cumulant method in a Glauber Monte Carlo simulation with zero direct-photon
anisotropic flow (left) and direct-photon anisotropic flow with an independent probability dis-
tribution with respect to the bulk flow (right).
7.6.3.3 Zero direct-photon anisotropy
It can be easily shown that all methods measure zero for a zero direct-photon anisotropy. Such
conditions are expected, if direct photons are created early, for instance in hard initial scatter-
ing in next-to-leading-order pQCD processes. It immediately follows that 〈vnv¯n〉= 0 and thus
both, scalar-product and event-plane method, yield zero. Using
〈
vγ,dirn v
γ,bg
n
〉
= 0 in eqs. (7.53)
and (7.54) gives
〈
vγ,incn v
γ,bg
n
〉
=vγ,bg 2n /R and
√〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉
=
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
/R, from which follows
that A= 0 and
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
= 0. Finally, we obtain:
vγ,dirn {SP} = vγ,dirn {EP} = vγ,dirn {SP} ≤ vγ,dirn {2} = 0
for vγ,dirn = 0
(7.83)
The results of the simulation (fig. 7.11 (left)) are consistent with zero within uncertainties and
thus confirm the considerations made above.
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7.6.3.4 Independent probability distribution of the direct-photon anisotropy
Now we consider that the direct-photon flow undergoes small independent fluctuations vn∈
N (const, σ). Such an independent probability distribution might apply to photons, which are
produced very early or if the mechanism that produces the direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy
is not the hydrodynamic evolution. Since the probabilities are independent, it immediately
follows that 〈vnv¯n〉= 〈vn〉 〈v¯n〉 and thus both, scalar-product and event-plane method, measure〈
vγ,dirn v¯n
〉
√〈v¯2n〉 =
〈
vγ,dirn
〉 〈v¯n〉√〈v¯2n〉 , (7.84)
which gives a a constant correction 〈v¯n〉 /
√〈v¯2n〉<1. Evaluating eq. (7.53), the cumulant meth-
ods yields for the inclusive photons
√〈
vγ,inc 2n
〉
=
√√√√〈vγ,bg 2n 〉+ (R− 1)2 〈vγ,dir 2n 〉+ 2 (R− 1)〈vγ,dirn 〉〈vγ,bgn 〉
R2
. (7.85)
Inserting eq. (7.85) in eq. (7.61), we obtain
vγ,dirn {2} =
√√√√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
+
〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
(R− 1)2 +
2
〈
vγ,dirn
〉〈
vγ,bgn
〉
R− 1 −
√〈
vγ,bg 2n
〉
R− 1 . (7.86)
Upper limits can be estimated by replacing the mean values
〈
vγ,dirn
〉
and
〈
vγ,bgn
〉
with the
corresponding root mean square values, which finally gives:
vγ,dirn {SP} =
〈
vγ,dirn
〉 〈v¯n〉√〈v¯2n〉 ≤ vγ,dirn {EP} ≤
〈
vγ,dirn
〉
vγ,dirn {2} ≤
√〈
vγ,dir 2n
〉
if vγ,dirn = 0
(7.87)
The sign of the inequality for the event-plane method follows from the fact that the event-plane
method measures the mean value in the perfect resolution limit. The results of the simulation
are shown in fig. 7.11 (right), together with the deduced relations. The outcome for the event-
plane and scalar-product method are always smaller than the mean value
〈
vγ,dirn
〉
, since the
mean to root mean square ratio 〈v¯n〉 /
√〈v¯2n〉 is always smaller than unity.
7.7 Summary
This chapter reviewed the most relevant methods for measuring anisotropic flow, with particu-
lar focus on the role of flow fluctuations.
It was demonstrated that the event-plane method rather measures the root mean square
√〈v2n〉
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than the mean value vn of the azimuthal anisotropy. However, the measurement is not generally
uncontrollably biased as quoted by the authors of [298]. It was demonstrated that using the
event planes from the V0-A or V0-C, relative deviations for the extracted vn{EP} from the root
mean square
√〈v2n〉 are expected to be less than 1%. The full TPC event plane should not be
used for the measurement, since it yields values somewhere between the root mean square and
mean value. Furthermore, it was shown that the experimentally measured resolution correction
does not follow the expected scaling with
√
Nref and thus the resolution correction should not
be estimated from sub events.
It has been further stressed out that the analysis should be done in small centrality bins in or-
der to reduce systematic biasses due to fluctuations. It was shown that even the scalar-product
method yields slightly smaller values than the root mean square, if multiplicity fluctuations are
present. The cumulant method always yields the root mean square of the azimuthal anisotropy.
It was shown that using Glauber initial conditions fluctuations yield an up to 13% larger root
mean square
√〈v2n〉 than the mean value 〈vn〉 in central collisions. Since all experimental meth-
ods can only access the root mean square, fluctuations should be taken into account by any
hydrodynamic calculation when compared to data. Estimates for the magnitude of corrections
for different centralities were explicitly calculated.
Finally, it was shown that the three different methods yield different results for the direct-photon
azimuthal anisotropy, depending on the details of the direct photon production. Theorists should
calculate rather the root mean square than the mean value or even both quantities, if possible.
Furthermore, it would be fruitful to run the simulation with input from hydrodynamic calcu-
lations. Four different hypotheses for the direct-photon anisotropic flow were tested and it was
demonstrated that all measurements never exceed the root mean square of the direct-photon
anisotropic flow. In particular, all methods measure zero, if the azimuthal anisotropy is zero, so
it will be an important check that the direct-photon anisotropic flow is consistent with zero at
high pT, where prompt photons dominate.
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8. Photon and neutral pion
reconstruction via photon
conversions
At energies above 1 MeV, pair production is the dominant mechanism for the interaction between
photons and matter. The physics of pair production shall be briefly introduced in section 8.1.
At these energies, photons can either be reconstructed via their conversion in the detector ma-
terial or by calorimetry. The first method was already used by the STAR [316] and CDF [317]
collaborations, while the second method is also used by the PHENIX collaboration [318]. In
ALICE, the photon conversion method reconstructs photons from neutral secondary vertices
(V0) of oppositely-charged dielectron tracks measured in the ITS and TPC. This method pro-
vides photon reconstruction in a broad rapidity window of |η|<0.9 at mid rapidity with full
azimuthal coverage (∆φ= 360◦). In addition, photons can be measured using the two ALICE
calorimeters, EMCAL (|η|<0.7, ∆φ= 110◦) and PHOS (|η|<0.12, ∆φ= 100◦). The reconstruc-
tion of photons is described in section 8.2. Thereafter, the measurement of neutral pions via
the decay pi0→γγ using conversion photons is described in section 8.3.
8.1 Electron-positron pair production by photons
Photons at energies above 2me (1.022 MeV) can be transformed into an electron-positron pair by
their interaction with the Coulomb field of an atomic nucleus. Photon pair production can also
take place in the field of an atomic electron, for photons with energies above 4me (2.044 MeV).
Electron-positron pair production by photons was predicted by Dirac in 1928 [319, 320] and
first observed in cloud-chamber experiments by Anderson in 1933 [321]. A detailed historical
overview can be found in [322]. Figure 8.1 (right) shows a bubble chamber cosmic ray event. An
electron and positron produce invisible bremsstrahlung, which is indicated by the blue dashed
line. On the right, the Bremsstrahlung photon transfers a part of its momentum to an electron
by Compton scattering. On the upper left, the Bremsstrahlung photon converts into an electron-
positron pair. Due to their characteristic V-like shape, such neutral vertices are called V0s.
Figure 8.1 (left) shows the photon total cross section as a function of the photon energy in
lead and the contributions of different processes: the atomic photoelectric effect σp.e. (electron
ejection, photon absorption), Rayleigh (coherent) scattering σRayleigh, Compton (incoherent)
scattering σCompton, and pair production in an electron field κe or nuclear field κnuc [9]. Nuclear
photon pair production becomes dominant at about 2 MeV and is the only relevant mechanism
for the interaction between photons and matter in ultra-relativistic hadron collisions. The pair
production cross section is given by
σ =
7
9
A
NAX0
, (8.1)
where X0 is the radiation length, A the atomic mass number and NA Avogadro’s number [9].
The radiation length depends on the charge number Z of the material, approximately like
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Figure 27.15: Photon total cross sections as a function of energy in carbon and
lead, showing the contributions of different processes [48]:
σp.e. = Atomic photoelectric effect (electron ejection, photon absorption)
σRayleigh = Rayleigh (coherent) scattering–atom neither ionized nor excited
σCompton = Incoherent scattering (Compton scattering off an electron)
κnuc = Pair production, nuclear field
κe = Pair production, electron field
σg.d.r. = Photonuclear interactions, most notably the Giant Dipole Reso-
nance [49]. In these interactions, the target nucleus is broken up.
Original figures through the courtesy of John H. Hubbell (NIST).
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Figure 8.1: (left) Photon total cross section as a function of the photon energy in lead [9]. (right)
Bubble chamber cosmic ray event with photon pair creation and Compton scattering. Figure
adapted from [323].
X0(g/cm
2) = [180A/Z]/Z, such that photons have a shorter mean free path in materials with a
large charge number [324].
Compared with other neutral particles, photon conversions are characterized by almost parallel
dilepton momenta at the secondary vertex. Neglecting the masses of the positron and electron
and the recoil of the nucleus, the dilepton tracks can be considered to be parallel at the decay
vertex. The most probable electron-positron opening angle θp for a photon with energy k is
given by
θp =
4mec
2
k
φZ(a) , (8.2)
where a=E+/k is the fraction of energy of the positron daughter particle and φZ(a) a factor
larger than unity that depends on the atomic charge Z and a [325]. An experimental method
of reconstructing the photon energy from the pair opening angle was discussed in [326]. Exper-
imental results for the opening angle can be found in literature [327,328].
8.2 Photon reconstruction via conversions in ALICE
8.2.1 Material budget
Figure 8.2 shows the distribution of photon conversions in transverse and longitudinal plane
of the ALICE detector. When reconstruction effects are neglected, the density of conversions
provides a direct measure of the material budget. A large number of conversions at a given
position corresponds to material with a large radiation length. The inner structure of the detec-
tor is clearly visible as regions with a large number of conversions, the corresponding detector
components are labeled in fig. 8.2. Conversions result mainly from the material budget of the
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Figure 8.2: Distribution of photon conversions (left) in the transverse plane and (right) in the
longitudinal plane [329,330].
beam pipe, the three layers of the ITS, the TPC inner containment vessel, the TPC inner field
cage vessel, the 18 TPC rods, and also the TPC central electrode foil. Due to a smaller recon-
struction efficiency at the small gap between two adjacent TPC readout chambers, the eighteen
fold segmentation of the TPC is also visible in the distribution of conversions in the TPC gas.
The material budget of the detector in |η|<0.9 up to R= 180 cm is 11.4± 0.5% of a radiation
length corresponding to a conversion probability of about 8.5% for pT≥1 GeV/c [329–331].
8.2.2 Topological cuts
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5. Measurement of Photon Conversions in
ALICE
In this chapter the measurement of the photons having converted in the detector material will
be discussed in detail. Therefore, the V0 reconstruction method and the recalculation of the
conversion point will be explained at first. Secondly, the data which was investigated will be
discussed in detail. Afterwards, the method to reduce the background will be explained. Finally,
the analysis of the resulting photon sample the photon characteristics will be presented.
5.1. The V0 reconstruction method
As already mentioned in section 4.2 the ALICE detec or measures high nergetic collisions of
protons and in the near future heavy ions collisions. The photon signals of interest (discussed
in 2.3.3) have large energies, therefore photons will in general interact with the material via pair
creation. These photon conversions can be reconstructed through the tracking of the conversion
products. As the tracking starts in the TPC, only conversions that happen up to the middle of
the TPC can be reconstructed.
On the reconstruction level vertices from different decay particles are searched for, although γ
conversions re ot decays, they can be tr ated as such due to the two oppos te charged tr cks
coming from one secondary ver x. The reconstruction of the V0 (unknown particle) choses racks
with a large impact parameter, which are assumed to be secondary tracks. Afterwards, opposite-
sign tracks are combined and the distance of closest approach (DCA) is calculated. If the distance
is below some predefined value and in addition the point of closest approach is located before any
measured points of these tracks, the track pair is retained as a candidate for a secondary decay
vertex. From the decay particles the invariant mass is calculated, by which a suggestion of the
particle identity can be given for the further analysis. The particles that can be reconstructed
using the V0 method are K0s , Λ, Λ¯ and γ conversions. For photon conversions, obviously, only
Figure 5.1.: Sketch of the reconstruction of a generic secondary vertex (left) and a reconstructed event
from the 2009 data taking campaign (right) showing a pi0 meson candidate from 2 reconstructed photon
conversions using the V0 method.
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Photon Conversions allow to measure photo s at low pT ≳ 0.2 GeV/c 
(calorimeters pT ≳1GeV/c)
4. Photon Detection in ALICE via Photon Conversions
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Figure 4.11.: Armenteros-Podolanski-Plot of all V0 candidates after the basic track and V0 cuts, men-
tioned in Section 4.2.1 , for the Pb–Pb minimum bias events (left). On the right the remaining photon
candidates after all cuts are shown in the same representation for the 0-5% central Pb–Pb collisions.
of the momentum of the daughter particle with respect to the mother particle in the transverse
direction (qT) versus the longitudinal momentum asymmetry (↵ = (p
+
L   p L )/(p+L + p L )). As the
daughter particles of the photon fly, in the laboratory frame, in the same direction as the photon
within a very small opening angle, the qT of the real photons is close to zero. Moreover, the
distribution is symmetric in ↵ as the decay products have the same mass. For heavier particles
the opening angle is larger and, therefore, the qT is larger. Cutting in the qT distribution thus
allows to separate photons from the remaining contamination of K0S , ⇤ and ⇤. Figure 4.11 (left)
shows the Armenteros-Podolanski-Plot for all V0 candidates after the basic track cuts, which have
been mentioned in Section 4.2.1 for minimum bias Pb–Pb collisions. Four di↵erent distribution are
clearly visible: the symmetric distributions of the photons with a qT close to 0 GeV/c and the K
0
s’s
with a qT ranging from 0.1 0.23 GeV/c. Moreover, the asymmetric distributions representing the
⇤ and ⇤ can be identified around ↵ = ±0.7. The asymmetry in ↵ for ⇤ and ⇤ is caused by the
mass di↵erence of the decay products. The right plot of Figure 4.11 shows the distribution after
all electron PID and photon cuts, the sharp line at 0.5 GeV/c is caused by the qT cut itself. It can
be seen, that only very few ⇤ and ⇤ survive our cuts below the sharp qT cut, leading to a high
purity photon sample.
The purity (✏pur) of the remaining photon candidates surviving the meson cuts in pp and Pb–Pb
collisions is shown in the left plot of Figure 4.12. The purity is defined as the fraction of recon-
structed true photons (verified with Monte Carlo information) to all reconstructed photon can-
didates ✏pur =
N reco, true
N reco
. For Pb–Pb collisions the purity at low transverse momentum decreases
from ⇠ 99% to 83% (pT = 0.2 GeV/c) with increasing centrality. This change at low momentum
can be attributed to the increasing multiplicity especially at low momentum, leading to a larger
combinatorial background if the photon selection cuts stay the same for all centralities. At high
pT the decrease of purity versus centrality is seen as well, however the range is smaller. The black
points represent the purity in pp collisions. Although the cuts are not as tight as in Pb–Pb colli-
sions the purity at low momenta is similar to the purity in mid central Pb–Pb collision. At high
transverse momenta on the other hand it drops significantly as the rejection of pions via the TPC
dE/dx is relaxed and therefore the contamination with hadrons is larger. For the material budget
analysis the purity (right plot of Figure 4.12) is close to the purity measured for peripheral Pb–Pb
collisions.
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i re 8.3: (left) Sketc of a V0 vertex [206]. (right) Armenteros-Podolanski plot for recon-
structed neutral vertices in Pb-Pb collisions [332].
Photon conversions are characterized by neutral secondary vertices of two oppositely-charged
tracks named named V0 vertices. Figure 8.3 (left) shows a sketch of a V0 vertex. The V0 algo-
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rithm searches for two oppositely-charged tracks, which are not assigned to the primary vertex,
since their reconstructed impact parameters b at the primary vertex are above a certain thresh-
old. Their point of closest approach (dca) is displaced from the primary vertex by the radius R,
and their four momenta at this point add up such that the mother particle momentum vector
P points towards the primary vertex.
Figure 8.3 (right) shows an Armenteros-Podolanski plot [333] for secondary vertices (without
any selection cuts). α is the energy asymmetry
α =
p+L − p−L
p+L + p
−
L
, (8.3)
p+L and p
−
L are the longitudinal components of the total momentum for the positive and
negative daughters respectively, relative to the direction of the V0 momentum vector, and qT
the transverse momentum transfer
qT = pdaughter sin (φmother − φdaughter) . (8.4)
Besides photon conversion, also the bands from the symmetric decay K0s →pi+pi− and the asym-
metric decays Λ→ppi− and Λ¯→ p¯pi+ are clearly visible. The photons converting to e+ e− with
the detector material are distributed symmetrically in α and located in the low qT region due
to the small dilepton opening angle θp,
qT ⇒
θp→0
0 . (8.5)
The width results mainly from the finite momentum resolution. For a 1 GeV photon, the most
probable opening angle is about θp≈2 mrad. The angular resolution of the ALICE ITS is about
1.2 - 1.7 mrad [232] for a particle with a momentum of 1 GeV/c at the primary vertex and
deteriorates at lower momenta. The opening angle is smeared out by multiple scattering of the
charged daughter particles. Thus, the opening angle cannot be resolved and is considered to be
zero for practical purposes.
Figure 3.9 Schematic of the pair ordination in the magnetic field. The orange plane
is spanned by the momentum vectors of the e+e –pair . The gray shaded plane is
the x-y plane which is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The magnetic field is
parallel to the beam pipe which is represented by the z axis.
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.10 as a result of a Monte Carlo simulation and in
Fig. 3.11 for real data. These e↵ects lead to a cut on the sign of the azimuthal
opening angle ( '0 < 0 rad) and on | Pair| < 0.2 rad.
3.4.3 Peak Extraction
Knowing these two parameters, the azimuthal opening angle  '0 and the
orientation in the magnetic field  Pair, we are now able to extract the beam
pipe conversion peak in the invariant mass spectrum, with the following set of
cuts:
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Figure 8.4: Ψpair is the angle between the
plane spanned up by the dilepton tracks (yel-
low) and the bending plane of the magnetic
field (gray) [334].
In order to ensure the reconstruction of the
dilepton tracks inside the TPC, only secondary
vertices with Rconv<180 cm and Zconv<240 cm
are selected. In addition, only events are se-
lected with a reconstructed primary vertex
within |z|<10 cm. The contamination from
pi0→γe+e− and η→γe+e− is reduced by reject-
ing all V0s with Rconv<5 cm.
Candidate track pairs for photon conversions
are reconstructed using a secondary vertex find-
ing algorithm based on the Kalman filter [294].
A χ2 value is calculated based on constraints
on the reconstructed invariant mass and the
dilepton opening angle, and candidates with a
χ2<30 are selected. Looking at fig. 8.3 (right), most candidate pairs from Λ and K0s decays and
a substantial portion of combinatorial background can be rejected by requiring that qT<0.05.
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The dilepton momenta are almost parallel at the conversion point with no preferred direction
of emission in azimuthal φ or polar θ direction. As the particles propagate in the magnetic field,
their opening angle in the transverse plane ∆φ=φe
−−φe+ increases due to the curvature of the
tracks, while the opening angle in polar direction ∆θ=θe
− − θe+ stays constant. The situation
is sketched in fig. 8.4. The angle between the plane spanned up by the dilepton momenta (some
finite distance away from the secondary vertex) and the bending plane of the magnetic field is
defined as
Ψpair = arcsin
(
∆θ
ξpair
)
, (8.6)
with
ξpair = arccos
(
~pe− · ~pe+
|~pe− | · |~pe+ |
)
(8.7)
The standard cut is Ψpair<0.05.
8.2.3 Particle identification cuts
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Figure 8.5: (left) dE/dx spectrum in the TPC and (right) relative velocity β determined with
TOF as a function of the momentum in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
The purity of the photon selection can be improved by particle identification applied to the
daughter tracks. Figure 8.5 (left) shows the specific energy loss spectrum in the ALICE TPC
and fig. 8.5 (left) the time-of-flight measurement in the ALICE TOF detector as a function of
the momentum for charged particles in Pb-Pb collisions. Clearly visible are the characteristic
bands for electrons, pions, kaons, protons and even deuterons. Electrons can be selected by re-
quiring that the signal of a given track lies within a certain interval around the expected energy
loss and time of flight for electrons. Deviations from the expected energy loss and time-of-flight
are commonly expressed in units of the standard deviation Nσ,TPC and Nσ,TOF, both defined in
eq. (5.2) and eq. (5.2), respectively. The standard cuts for this analysis are N eσ,TPC∈ [−3, 5] and
N eσ,TOF∈ [−5, 5]. In addition, the pion contamination in the region, where the dE/dx curves
start to overlap, is further reduced by removing all tracks within Npi
±
σ,TPC∈ [−10, 3] with respect
to the expected pion energy loss for transverse momenta above 0.4 GeV/c . At higher momenta,
the characteristic energy loss and time-of-flight curves overlap and thus the separation power
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decreases.
The separation of electrons and pions can be significantly improved with the Transition Ra-
diation Detector (cf. chapter 6). During the first period of operation, the TRD was not fully
installed (cf. fig. 6.12) and thus not used for this analysis, since it would introduce azimuthally
anisotropic photon purities and efficiencies, which could introduce non-flow correlations.
8.2.4 Performance of the photon reconstruction
The performance of the photon reconstruction is characterized by the detector acceptance accγ ,
efficiency γ and purity pγ , which are defined as:
accγ =
Nγtrue,findable
Nγtrue
(8.8)
pγ =
Nγtrue,found
Nγtrue,findable
(8.9)
γ =
Nγtrue,found
Nγ found
(8.10)
Only a certain fraction of photons is findable due to the limited coverage of the detector and
conversion probability inside the fiducial volume. The acceptance accounts for the fraction of
photons that escape the detector volume without any detectable signal. The efficiency accounts
for the fraction of photons that generate a signal inside the detector, but cannot be reconstructed
due to inefficiencies in the track and V0 finding algorithm and the application of particle identi-
fication cuts. The purity is the fraction of reconstructed photons, which can be assigned to true
photons. In other words, (1 − pγ) is fraction of combinatorial background and contamination
from Λ and K0s decays, which passes the selection cuts. Combinatorial background means falsely
combined particles, which do not originate from the decay of the same mother particle.
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Figure 8.6: (left) Photon efficiency and (right) purity as a function of pT for different centralities.
The photon purity, efficiency and acceptance can be calculated in a Monte Carlo simulation
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based on HIJING [335], with the same selection cuts as for data. Details on the Monte Carlo
simulation, in particular on the agreement between data and simulation, can be found in [332].
Figure 8.6 shows the photon efficiency and purity as a function of the transverse momentum
for different centralities.
The photon reconstruction efficiency is about 45% at intermediate pT and decreases towards
lower momenta, since the track reconstruction efficiency deteriorates. Photons below about
100 MeV/c cannot be reconstructed, since tracks below 50 MeV/c curl up in the magnetic field
and cannot be reconstructed. The radius of curvature is given byR≈pT/(0.3B)[mT/GeV/c ] [41],
which gives a radius of about 30 cm for pT = 50 MeV/c and B= 0.5 T. At high pT, the efficiency
slightly decreases, since the separation power and thus the efficiency of the particle identification
cuts decreases. The efficiency is some percent larger in mid-central compared to peripheral
collisions due to the smaller detector occupancy.
The photon purity at intermediate pT is between 95% for central and 99% in mid-central
collisions. The purity is much worse at low pT due to combinatorial background of photon
candidates reconstructed at small radii Rconv in the first layers of the ITS, where the track
densities are very large.
Both, purity and efficiency, depend strongly on the photon selection cuts. The purity can be
significantly increased if photon candidates reconstructed at small radii are excluded, but at
the expense of a significantly lower efficiency. In particular, the efficiency and purity are not
smooth in pT due to cuts, which depend on the transverse momentum itself.
8.2.5 Inclusive photon spectra in Pb-Pb collisions
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Figure 8.7: Inclusive photon invariant yield in
0 - 40% and 40 - 80% Pb-Pb collisions [201].
Figure 8.7 shows the inclusive photon invariant
yield in 0 - 40% and 40 - 80% Pb-Pb collisions,
measured with the photon conversion method.
At high pT, where next-to-leading-order pQCD
photon production dominates, the yields are ex-
pected to scale with the number of binary col-
lisions Ncoll. In 0 - 40% central collisions, about
O(103) photons are produced per event. Tak-
ing the photon efficiency of about 45% and
the conversion probability of about 8% into ac-
count, about 30 to 50 photons are reconstructed
central Pb-Pb collisions. The systematic uncer-
tainty of the spectra is dominated by the uncer-
tainty on the material budget, which is about
4.5% [336].
8.3 Neutral pion reconstruction using photon conversions
The neutral pion is the lightest strongly interacting hadron observed in nature. The neutral pion
dominantly decays into two photons, which has been suggested by Lewis, Oppenheimer, and
Wouthuysen as a possible origin of the soft component in the cosmic radiation [337]. It was first
discovered in 1947 with photographic emulsions exposed to cosmic rays at mountain altitudes by
Lattes et al. [338] and later in 1950 by Carlson et al. [339]. Its dominant electromagnetic decay
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channel pi0→γγ was first detected in 1950 at the Berkeley synchrocyclotron in proton fixed
target experiments by Bjorklund, Panofsky, Steinberger, et al. [340–343]. A historical review
can be found in [344,345].
In ALICE, the neutral pion decay pi0→γγ can be reconstructed from photons measured via the
conversion method. The combinatorial background is estimated by the combination of photons
from two uncorrelated events (mixed event technique).
8.3.1 Invariant mass spectrum
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Figure 8.8: (left) Invariant mass Mγγ spectrum (black) and estimated background spectrum
from event mixing (red). (right) pizero signal after background subtraction (black), fit of the
peak (red) with first order polynomial for remaining background correction (blue).
Since the invariant mass Mγγ is constrained by the relative kinematical properties of the two
photons, it is important to mix only events with a similar topology in terms of the event central-
ity, photon multiplicity, the orientation of the reaction plane 1 and the z-position of the primary
vertex. For a proper normalization, each mixed-event pair gets the weight wBG = (n1−1)/(2n2),
which corrects for the fact that a mixed-event yields n1n2 pairs instead of n1(n1 − 1)/2. Since
one event can be mixed more than once, the background is finally normalized by Nsame/Nmixed.
Figure 8.8 (left) shows the photon pair invariant mass spectrum in the transverse momentum
range from 1.5 - 2.0 GeV/c . The black points are the distribution from same events dNSE/dMγγ ,
the red points are the background estimated from mixed events dNME/dMγγ , which is nor-
malized as described in the following. The excess of neutral pions peaks at the physical rest
mass m0pi = (134.9766± 0.0006) MeV/c2. The background is subtracted after a final normaliza-
1For any study of the azimuthal anisotropy, it is important to take the reaction plane orientation into account
in order to get the most precise description of the background. Due to a technical limitation related to the number
of events that can be processed at the same time, the reaction plane dependence was not taken into account here.
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tion with a function n(Mγγ):
dNpi0
dMγγ
=
dNSE
dMγγ
− n(Mγγ)dNME
dMγγ
(8.11)
In order to estimate systematic effects of the background subtraction, three different methods
are applied:
1. Side band integral right of the invariant mass peak (0.145≤Mγγ≤0.3 GeV/c2):
n(Mγγ) =
∫
dNSE
dMγγ
dMγγ∫
dNME
dMγγ
dMγγ
= const (8.12)
2. First order polynomial fitted in the range left (0.145≤Mγγ≤0.3 GeV/c2) and right (0.05≤
Mγγ≤0.1 GeV/c2) of the invariant mass peak:
n(Mγγ) = a+ bMγγ (8.13)
3. Exponential function plus constant fitted in the same range:
n(Mγγ) = a(1− exp(bMγγ)) + c (8.14)
Figure 8.8 (right) shows the invariant mass spectra dNSignal/dMγγ after background subtraction.
It can be seen that the invariant mass peak is only roughly at the physical rest mass m0pi.
The physical decay width is only about 8 eV [9], so that the actual width and position of
the invariant mass peak is modified by detector effects. In particular, the tail towards small
invariant masses can be explained by bremsstrahlung of the converted electrons and positrons.
4 The ALICE Collaboration
background subtraction, depicted by bullets in Fig.1, was fitted to obtain the p0 and h peak parameters
(a curve). The number of reconstructed p0s (hs) is obtained in each pt bin by integrating the background
subtracted peak within 3 standard deviations around the mean value of the p0 (h) peak position in the
case of PHOS. In the PCM measurement the integration windows were chosen to be asymmetric (mp0 -
0.035 GeV/c2, mp0+0.010 GeV/c2) and (mh -0.047 GeV/c2, mh+0.023 GeV/c2) to take into account the
left side tail of the meson peaks due to bremsstrahlung. For the same reason in the case of PCM the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) instead of the Gaussian width of the peak was used. We vary
the normalization and integration wi dows to estimat the related syste tic uncertainties. The peak
position and width from the two analyses compared to M te Carlo simulations are shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of pt.
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Fig. 2: Reconstructed p0 peak width (a) and position (b) as a function of pt in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in
PHOS and in the photon conversion method (PCM) compared to Monte Carlo simulations. The horizontal line in
(b) indicates the nominal p0 mass.
The reconstruction efficiency e and acceptance A are calculated in Monte Carlo simulations tuned to
reproduce the detector response. In the PHOS case, the tuning included a 4.5% energy non-linearity
observed in real data at E < 1 GeV and not reproduced by the GEANT simulations and an additional 6%
channel-by-channel decalibration. In the PCM case, an additional smearing in each momentum compo-
nent given by s =
q
s20 +s21 · p2 with s0 = 0.011 GeV/c and s1 = 0.007 was necessary to reproduce
the measured width of the p0 peak. PYTHIA [10] and PHOJET [11] event generators and single particle
simulations were used as input. The small photon conversion probability of about 8.5%, compensated by
the large TPC acceptance, translates into e ·A of about 2⇥10 3 at pt > 1 GeV/c and decreases at lower
pt due to the decrease of the efficiency of soft electron reconstruction and conversion probability. In the
PHOS case, the acceptance A is zero for pt < 0.4 GeV/c, e ·A increases with pt and saturates at about
2.0⇥10 2 at pt > 15 GeV/c. At high pt > 25 GeV/c the efficiency decreases due to cluster merging.
The invariant differential cross section of p0 and h meson production were calculated as
E
d3s
dp3
=
1
2p
sMBOR
Nevents
1
pt
1
e ABr
Np
0(h)
DyDpt
, (1)
where sMBOR is the interaction cross section for the MBOR trigger for pp collisions at
p
s = 0.9 TeV orp
s = 7 TeV, Nevents is the number of MBOR events, pt is the transverse momentum within the bin to
which the cross section has been assigned after the correction for the finite bin width Dpt (see below),
Br is the branching ratio of the p0 (h) meson to the two g decay channel and Np0(h) is the number
of reconstructed p0 (h) mesons in a given Dy and Dpt bin. Finally, the invariant cross sections were
Figure 8.9: (left) Reconstructed pi0 peak
width and (left) peak position as a function
of pT measured with the photon conversion
method (‘PCM’) and by the PHOS calorime-
ter in pp collisio s at
√
s= 7 TeV [331].
Figure 8.9 shows the width and position of the
pi0 invariant mass peak measured with the pho-
ton calorimeter PHOS and the photon conver-
sion method (‘PCM’) in pp collisions at
√
s=
7 TeV. It can be seen that the width is smaller
at low transverse momentum using the conver-
sion method, since the momentum resolution
of charged tracks reconstructed with ITS and
TPC is better than the energy resolution of the
PHOS calorimeter. The width growth with in-
creasing momentum, which is a feature of the
linear increase with pT of the relative momen-
tum resolution for reconstructed charged par-
ticle tracks (cf. fig. 5.3 (right)). The energy
resolution of a calorimeter typically improves
with increasing energy like 1/
√
E, which results
into a slight decrease of the pi0 width measured
with PHOS. It can also be seen that the posi-
tion of the peak mpi0(pT) changes with momen-
tum.
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Both effects, the energy dependence of the peak position and the peak width, have to be taken
into account when the neutral pion yield is extracted. The invariant mass peak is fitted with
the following function:
dNpi0
dMγγ
=
{
a (G (Mγγ) + exp ((Mγγ − b) /d) (1−G (Mγγ))) if Mγγ < b
aG (Mγγ) else
(8.15)
with
G(Mγγ) = exp
(
−0.5 ((Mγγ − b) /c)2
)
(8.16)
The parameter b is the peak position and determines the experimental neutral pion mass mpi0 ,
and the parameter c the corresponding width of the invariant mass peak σ. In order to correct
for remaining background after background subtraction, eq. (8.15) is fitted together with a first
order polynomial, which can be seen as red curve in fig. 8.8 (right). Finally, the remaining
background is subtracted (blue points).
8.3.2 Yield extraction
The neutral pion yield is extracted by integrating the signal invariant mass distribution
Npi0 =
Mmax∑
Mmin
dNSignal
dMγγ
(8.17)
in the flexible range [Mmin,Mmax], with Mmin =mpi0(pT)−0.045 GeV/c2 and Mmax =mpi0(pT)+
0.01 GeV/c2. The extended integration window towards low Mγγ accounts for the tail resulting
from bremsstrahlung of the converted electrons and positrons. The statistical error of the signal
dNpi0/dMγγ is given by
s2dNSignal
dMγγ
(Mγγ) = s
2
dNSE
dMγγ
(Mγγ) + n(Mγγ)
2s2dNME
dMγγ
(Mγγ) + s
2
n
(
dNME
dMγγ
(Mγγ)
)2
. (8.18)
The error of the yield Npi0 follows from eq. (8.17):
s2Npi0
=
Mmax∑
Mmin
s2dNSignal
dMγγ
(Mγγ) (8.19)
8.3.3 Performance of the neutral pion reconstruction
Neutral pions can only be identified statistically, since the signal-to-noise ratio is rather low,
particularly at low momentum. Only particles with a large signal-to-noise ratio can be identi-
fied on a event-by-event basis, while the fraction of misidentified background is corrected by a
purity correction determined from a Monte Carlo simulation. The reconstruction efficiency of
photons is smaller than 50% (cf. fig. 8.6 (left)) and the conversion probability of about 8.5%,
which results into a pion efficiency of about (50%)2(8.5%)2 =O(103) (cf. [332,336]). Per Pb-Pb
collision, O(103) neutral pions are produced, which gives about one reconstructable neutral pion
per central Pb-Pb collision. On the other hand, about 50 inclusive photons are detected, which
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gives about Nγ,inc(Nγ,inc−1) =O(103) photon pair combinations per event. Even if only a small
fraction of photon pairs contributes to the neutral pion invariant mass range, the signal-to-noise
ratio is smaller than 0.3 at 1.5 - 2 GeV/c2 in 20 - 40% mid-central collisions (cf. fig. 9.10 (left))
and gets even smaller at low pT and in central collisions.
The neutral pion significance can be improved by a cut on the energy asymmetry
α =
Eγ1 − Eγ2
Eγ1 + E
γ
2
. (8.20)
A large energy asymmetry means that one photon has rather small energy compared to the
other photon. At large momenta, the energy asymmetry of photons from pi0 decays is almost
uniformly distributed, while background pairs typically have large asymmetries. The combi-
natorial background increases with α, since the inclusive production cross-sections fall steeply
with increasing momentum, such that photon pair combinations with large energy asymmetry
are more likely than symmetric combinations. Thus, the significance of neutral pions can be
increased at high pT by cut on the energy asymmetry. The standard cut used in this analysis
is α<0.65.
8.3.4 Neutral pion spectra in Pb-Pb collisions
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Figure 8.10: (left) pi0 invariant yield in Pb-Pb collisions at different centralities [346]. (right)
Neutral pion Rpi
0
AA measured in Pb-Pb collisions in comparison to data at different energies [332].
Figure 8.10 (left) shows the neutral pion invariant yield measured in different centrality bins in
Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. For comparison, data points for pp collisions at
√
s= 7 TeV
are shown. The data points were obtained with the photon conversion method. Similar than
for photons, the systematic uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainty on the material
budget (4.5%), which results into a systematic uncertainty of 9% on the neutral pion spectra.
Figure 8.10 (right) shows the neutral pion Rpi
0
AA as a function of the transverse momentum pT
in 0 - 20% central Pb-Pb collisions in comparison to data at different energies measured by the
PHENIX [347, 348] and W98 [349] collaboration. While the neutral pion suppression is similar
for all energies below pT<2 GeV/c , the suppression increases with
√
sNN for larger momenta.
This observation indicates that the increased parton energy loss due to the higher initial energy
density dominates over the flattening of parton pT spectra with increasing
√
sNN [332,346].
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9. Measurement of the neutral-pion and
inclusive-photon anisotropic flow
The anisotropic flow of direct-photons can be accessed from the measurement of inclusive pho-
tons. In order to subtract all photons from hadron decays, also the azimuthal anisotropy of
neutral pions as the dominant source of decay photons is measured. Photons and neutral pi-
ons are reconstructed from conversions in the ALICE detector material at mid rapidity. Their
anisotropic flow is measured by the event-plane method, while the event plane is either deter-
mined by one of the two V0 detectors or by the TPC.
The presented analysis is based on 19.5 million minimum bias Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV recorded in 2010, which pass the ALICE physics selection cuts [74, 350]. In order to
ensure a uniform performance of the photon reconstruction, about 2.5 million events were re-
jected with a primary vertex position along the beam axis deviating by more than 10 cm from
the geometrical center of the ALICE detector [331]. The centrality is determined from the V0
multiplicity [74]. The analysis is performed with about 6.8 million 0 - 40% central events. In
order to reduce the impact of the centrality dependence of cross sections and of the resolution
correction as well as the impact of flow fluctuations (cf. chapter 7), vn is measured in small bins
of centrality:
0 - 5%, 5 - 10%, 10 - 20%, 20 - 30%, 30 - 40%
Experimentally, it is not always feasible for certain particles, such as neutral pions, to measure
in arbitrarily small centrality bins, e.g. if particles can only be statistically identified and the
expected number of particles per event or the significance are rather low. For this reason, neutral
pions are measured in 0 - 20%, 20 - 40% and 0 - 40% centrality. A method for the resolution
correction for measurements in wide centrality bins is described in [313]. The inclusive-photon
anisotropic flow in these wide centrality bins can be calculated as the weighted average of the
measurements in small centrality bins,
vn([cmin, cmax]) =
∑cmax
cmin
vcnN
c
poi∑cmax
cmin
N cpoi
, (9.1)
where vcn=vn(c, pT) is the corresponding azimuthal anisotropy in the centrality bin c. Since vn
is defined as a particle average, the anisotropic flow in larger centrality bins is weighted by the
total number of particles of interest N cpoi =Npoi(c, pT).
The event-plane reconstruction, calibration and resolution is discussed in section 9.1. Thereafter,
the extraction of the inclusive-photon and neutral-pion azimuthal anisotropy is described in
sections 9.2 and 9.3.
9.1 Event-plane reconstruction
The event planes used in this work and their corresponding pseudorapidity range are summa-
rized in table 9.1. In addition, the corresponding average and minimum pseudorapidity gap
∆η with respect to inclusive photons and neutral pions (|η| ≤ 0.8) were estimated assuming
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flat pseudorapidity distributions. Since non-flow contributions can be significantly suppressed,
event plane η range average 〈∆η〉 minimum ∆η
V0-A −3.7≤η≤−1.7 2.70 0.9
V0-C 2.8≤η≤5.1 3.95 2.0
TPC −0.8≤η≤0.8 0.55 0.0
TPC-A/C 0.5≤|η|≤0.8 1.05 0.5
Table 9.1: Event planes with their corresponding pseudorapidity range and the average and
minimum pseudorapidity gap ∆η with respect to inclusive photons and neutral pions (|η| ≤ 0.8).
if the event-plane detector and the particles of interest are separated in pseudorapidity, the
anisotropic flow measurement with respect to the V0 event planes is chosen as the standard
method. The standard procedure for the V0 measurement is to measure the anisotropic flow
vn with respect to the V0-A and the V0-C event plane individually and to calculate vn{V0} as
the error weighted average of vn{V0-A} and vn{V0-C},
vn{V0} =
vn{V0-A}/s2vn{V0-A} + vn{V0-C}/s
2
vn{V0-C}
1/s2vn{V0-A} + 1/s
2
vn{V0-C}
. (9.2)
The statistical error is given by svn{EP}=svrawn {EP}/R, where R is the correction for the event-
plane resolution and svrawn {EP} the experimentally observed anisotropy before the event-plane
resolution correction. Since the number of particles of interest is the same for both methods,
differences in the uncertainties only result from differences in the event-plane resolution R.
Thus, the weighting gives more weight to the measurement with better resolution. In this
standard approach, event plane and particles of interest are separated by at least one unit of
pseudorapidity.
For comparisons and in order to estimate the magnitude of non-flow effects, the anisotropic flow
is also measured with respect to the TPC event plane. In order to avoid autocorrelations, the
dilepton tracks of the reconstructed photons are always removed from the flow vector ~Qn. In
addition to the standard TPC event plane, we define two TPC sub-event planes TPC-C (−0.8≤
η≤−0.5) and TPC-A (0.5≤η≤0.8). In this approach, particles at positive pseudorapidity
are correlated with the event plane at negative pseudorapidity and vice versa, which gives an
average pseudorapidity gap of ∆η≥1. A comparison of different event plane methods is given
in section 9.2.4.
9.1.1 Event-plane calibration
The flow vector ~Qn= (Xn, Yn) and the event-plane angle Ψ
EP
n are calculated according to their
definitions given in eqs. (7.10) and (7.14), respectively. The V0 event planes are reconstructed
from the signal in the V0 cells, the TPC event planes are reconstructed from TPC tracks passing
the ALICE track cut selection, which are additionally weighted with their momentum. Since
the orientation the participant plane and thus the direction of maximum n-th order flow Ψn are
isotropically distributed, also the reconstructed event plane angle ΨEPn should be isotropically
distributed. For a perfectly calibrated, full acceptance and high-granularity detector, the Xn
and Yn components of the flow vector are distributed symmetrically around zero and thus the
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Figure 9.1: Distribution of the V0-A event plane for 0 - 20% (left) and 20 - 40% (right) central
Pb-Pb collisions.
event-plane distribution is uniform. Non-uniformities arise from azimuthal non-uniformities of
the detector efficiency and acceptance. The event-plane calibration is performed in three steps:
Weighting: Detector inefficiencies are corrected by weighting each track or each cell signal
scell with the inverse of the observed laboratory azimuthal distribution. This procedure was
first applied by [351]. The signal in each cell scell of the V0 detector is calibrated such that
the laboratory azimuthal distribution is uniform. Therefore, each cell signal is weighted by
wcell = 〈s〉 / 〈scell〉, where 〈s〉 is the average over all cells. Reconstruction inefficiencies in the
TPC are corrected by η and pT dependent weights, which are determined from the inverse
laboratory azimuthal distribution of reference particles w(η, pT) = 1/Nref(η, pT).
Recentering: Acceptance effects are corrected by a recentering of the flow vector
~Qn =
(
(Xn − 〈Xn〉)/σXn
(Yn − 〈Yn〉)/σYn
)
, (9.3)
where 〈Xn〉 is the mean value and σXn is the width of the Xn-component of the flow vector.
Shift correction: After the first two calibration steps, non-uniformities of the event-plane
angle distribution result from efficiency and acceptance effects, which are not fully corrected
by the weighting and recentering procedure. The anisotropy of the event-plane distribution
can be expressed by its n-th order harmonics 〈cos(nΨn)〉 and 〈sin(nΨn)〉. Further flattening
can be achieved by an event-by-event shift correction
n∆Ψn =
imax∑
i=1
2
i
(−〈sin (inΨn)〉 cos (inΨn) + 〈cos (inΨn)〉 sin (inΨn)) [308,352]. (9.4)
For illustration, the V0-A event-plane distribution for 0 - 20% and 20 - 40% central Pb-Pb col-
lisions is shown in fig. 9.1. The red points show the distribution before and the black points
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after the shift correction. Non-uniformities are more pronounced in 0 - 20% central collisions
compared to 20 - 40% mid-central collisions, since the strength of the reference flow signal v¯n
and thus the event-plane resolution is smaller, which gives more relative weight to detector non-
uniformities. According to eq. (9.4), only first and second order non-uniformities are corrected,
the remaining, periodic non-uniformity is of higher order with a magnitude of less than 1%.
The effect of non-uniformities will be discussed in section 9.2.1.
9.1.2 Event-plane resolution
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Figure 9.2: Correction factor for the event-plane resolution for n=2 (left) and n=3 (right) as a
function of the centrality in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions.
Figure 9.2 shows the resolution correction factor R for different event-plane estimates as a func-
tion of the collision centrality. A large correction factor R corresponds to a higher resolution
and leads to a smaller correction to the extracted vmeasn . The best resolution is reached with the
full TPC measurement, followed by the TPC-A/C event plane. As expected from the higher
acceptance, V0-C provides a better resolution than V0-A. The V0-C resolution is similar to
the resolution of the TPC-A/C event planes. Qualitatively, the observed ordering can be un-
derstood by the fact that the dispersion is proportional to v¯n
√
Nref (cf. section 7.3), where v¯n
is the pT-integrated reference flow and Nref the number of reference particles. For n= 2, the
resolution is maximal in 20 - 30% mid-central collisions, where v¯2 is large compared to central
collisions. Towards central collisions, the reference particle multiplicity Nref increases, but the
strength of the reference flow v¯2 decreases, such that the resolution deteriorates. It can be seen
that the resolution is smaller for n= 3 compared to n= 2, but also the centrality dependence is
weaker for n= 3. The reason is that v3 originates exclusively from the eccentricity 3 generated
by fluctuations, while the second order eccentricity 2 is mainly caused by the asymmetry of
the transverse nuclear overlap in non-central collisions. As a consequence, v3 is much smaller
than v2, but almost constant as a function of the centrality (cf. section 3.4.1). The resolution
improves slightly towards more central collisions due to the increase in the multiplicity Nref .
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The resolution is estimated by the three and two event-plane method defined by eqs. (7.19)
and (7.20), where the event-plane resolution is either estimated from the correlation with a
second identical event plane (‘2ep’) or from the correlation with two other event planes (‘3ep’),
respectively. The corresponding correlations used to determine the event-plane resolution are
summarized in table 9.21.
Systematic uncertainties arise from the fact that non-flow contributions are only partially sup-
pressed, if the event planes are separated in pseudorapidity, and thus the estimated event-plane
resolution depends on the width of the pseudorapidity gap. The estimate for the resolution
changes, if the pseudorapidity gap between the correlated event planes is varied. To give an
example, slightly different resolution factors are obtained by correlating [V0-A,V0-C,TPC ]
compared to [V0-A,TPC-A,TPC-C]. Deviations between estimates obtained from different com-
binations are considered as systematic uncertainty of the event-plane resolution correction.
Event plane 3 ep 2 ep
V0-A V0-C,TPC,TPC-A,TPC-C -
V0-C V0-A,TPC,TPC-A,TPC-C -
TPC: V0-A,V0-C -
TPC-A V0-A,V0-C,TPC-C TPC-C
TPC-C V0-A,V0-C,TPC-A TPC-A
Table 9.2: Candidates for event-plane correlations used to determine the resolution correction.
Further systematic uncertainty might arise from the fact that vn is defined as a particle average,
but the event-plane resolution is calculated as an event average:
R =
〈
cos(n(ΨEPn −Ψn))
〉
=
∑Nev
j=0Npoi cos(n(Ψ
EP
n −Ψn))∑Nev
j=0Npoi
(9.5)
6=
Npoi 6=const
∑Nev
j=0 cos(n(Ψ
EP
n −Ψn))∑Nev
j=0
(9.6)
In small bins of centrality, this effect might be negligible. In wide centrality bins, the particle
and event averages will generally differ due to the centrality dependence of the resolution shown
in fig. 9.2 and the cross section e.g. number of particles of interest Npoi. This effect could be
corrected, if Npoi and its centrality dependence were known. However, the exact number of
particles of interest is not precisely known for an individual event, e.g. if the particle can only
be identified statistically or impurities and inefficiencies are large. Therefore, the event aver-
age instead of the particle average is used within small centrality bins; a dedicated correction
method for wide centrality bins is described in [313]. The magnitude of the systematic bias
related to this approximation is estimated by comparing the event-averaged resolution with the
particle-averaged resolution, where Npoi is estimated by either the charged particle multiplicity,
1The TPC event-plane resolution is often determined from the correlation of the TPC-A and TPC-C sub-event
planes or from two random sub events. The resolution is then be calculated from the sub-event plane resolution
according to eq. (7.21). It was shown in section 7.3.4 that the scaling of the event-plane resolution with Nref fails,
if multiplicity fluctuations are present, and thus this approach is not used within this work.
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the photon multiplicity or V0 multiplicity. Deviations are considered as systematic uncertainty
of the event-plane resolution.
The systematic uncertainties of the event-plane resolution correction factor R – indicated by
the boxes in fig. 9.2 – are propagated to the systematic uncertainty of the measured anisotropy
(cf. sections 9.2.2, 9.3.2 and 10.2.2.3).
9.2 Anisotropic flow of inclusive photons
The standard analysis is based on the dN/d∆φ method described in appendix B, where particle
yields are measured as a function of the azimuthal angle φ relative to the event plane angle
ΨEPn . The Fourier expansion is given by
N (∆φ) =
N0
2pi
(1 + 2vn cos (n (∆φ))) , (9.7)
with ∆φ= arccos
(∣∣cos (φ−ΨEPn )∣∣). The azimuthal anisotropy is studied in six bins for the
azimuthal angle with respect to the event plane ∆φ. Figure 9.3 (left) shows for illustration the
distribution of reconstructed photons in the momentum range from 1.0 - 1.2 GeV/c in the six
aforementioned ∆φ bins. Even though the number of photons per event would be large enough
for a direct calculation of the Fourier coefficients, the dN/d∆φ method was chosen in order
to study efficiency and purity effects (cf. section 9.2.3). Using the finite bin size corrections
discussed in appendix B, the evaluation of 〈cos (n∆φ)〉 from finite ∆φ bins gives exactly the
same as the direct calculation. The Fourier expansion is shown as a red line. The anisotropy
is either calculated directly from 〈cos (n∆φ)〉 by evaluating eq. (B.12) or extracted by fitting
the corresponding Fourier expansion to the dN/d∆φ distribution. The Fourier harmonics are
independent if calculated directly, but using a fit of the Fourier distribution, the harmonics are
not linear independent and significant differences may arise, if the statistical uncertainty of the
points is large. Deviations are considered as systematic uncertainty.
9.2.1 Effects of non-uniform acceptance and reconstruction efficiencies
Non-uniform detector acceptance and efficiency lead to non-vanishing values for the harmonics
of the laboratory azimuthal distribution of the reconstructed particles of interest, 〈cos(nφ)〉
and 〈sin(nφ)〉, and the reconstructed event plane, 〈cos(nΨEPn )〉 and 〈sin(nΨEPn )〉. A detailed
discussion of the effects of non-uniformities on the anisotropic flow measurement can be found
in [353]. Systematic bias due to non-flow correlations arising from non-uniformities of the event-
plane and photon azimuthal distribution can be estimated by terms like〈
cos
(
nΨEPn
)〉 〈cos (nφ)〉 〈sin (nΨEPn )〉 〈sin (nφ)〉 (9.8)
and corresponding mixed terms〈
cos
(
nΨEPn
)〉 〈sin (nφ)〉 〈sin (nΨEPn )〉 〈cos (nφ)〉 . (9.9)
Figure 9.3 (right) shows the corresponding terms for reconstructed photons and the V0 event
plane, which are on the order of O(10−6). Thus, even for a inclusive photon flow of 1%, relative
systematic biases are on the order of O(10−4). As an additional cross-check, we extract the
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Figure 9.3: (left) Inclusive-photon raw yield in azimuthal bins with respect to the V0-C event
plane. (right) Estimates for the magnitude of systematic bias due to non-flow correlations arising
from non-uniformities of the event-plane and photon azimuthal distribution.
inclusive photon flow from the event-plane angle before the shift correction yielding relative
deviations on the order of O(10−3), which are considered as systematic uncertainty. It can be
seen in section 9.2.2 that the contribution of the afore mentioned effects of non-uniformities to
the total systematic uncertainty is rather negligible.
9.2.2 Systematic uncertainties
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Figure 9.4: Individual contributions to the systematic uncertainties for vγ,inc2 (left) and v
γ,inc
3
(right) measured with the V0-C event plane
Within this thesis, it is assumed that systematic uncertainties are associated with Gaussian
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probability density functions. Thus, systematic uncertainties are estimated by the root mean
square of results obtained by different selection cuts or methods for the anisotropic flow extrac-
tion. The total systematic uncertainty is then calculated as the square root of the quadratic sum
of all contributions. The relative systematic uncertainties σ
vγ,incn
/vγ,incn of the inclusive-photon
elliptic and triangular flow are shown in fig. 9.4. It is distinguished between uncorrelated sys-
tematic uncertainties and correlated systematic uncertainties arising from the propagation of
the event-plane resolution correction. For comparison, also the statistical error is shown (gray
open up-pointing triangles). The individual contributions to the total systematic uncertainty
(black full circles) are briefly discussed in the following:
Cut Standard Variation
N eσ,TPC [−3, 5] [−5, 5],[−2.5, 4]
N eσ,TOF [−5, 5]
Npi
±
σ,TPC (track pT≥0.4 GeV/c) [3,−10] [3.5,−10],[2.5,−10]
Max χ2 30 20,50
Min track pT [GeV/c ] 0.05, 0.1, 0.075
Max qT 0.05 0.03 ,0.07
Max Ψpair 0.05 0.1, 0.035, ∞
Min Rconv [cm] 5 13, 20, 35, 55
Table 9.3: Standard photon cuts and their variation
(red full boxes) Systematic uncertainties arising from the yield extraction, but also from
the missing efficiency and purity corrections, are estimated by a variation of the standard
photon selection cuts (cf. sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3). Standard values for the main cuts as well
as their variation are summarized in table 9.3. Since the photon yields are not corrected for
efficiencies and purities, a variation of the photon selection cuts introduces small changes of
both quantities and deviations allow to estimate the magnitude of possible corrections. Since
local track densities become smaller at larger conversion radii, a significantly higher purity
can be achieved by neglecting conversions in the first layers of the ITS material. Thus, the
minimum conversion radius is varied from 5 cm to 55 cm, corresponding to a removal of photons
reconstructed in the ITS. The variation of all aforementioned photon selection cuts gives the
dominant contribution to the total systematic uncertainty.
(blue full up-pointing triangles) vγ,incn can be either be calculated directly or extracted
by fitting the Fourier expansion to the dN/d∆φ distribution. As a cross check, the Fourier
distribution is once fitted exclusively with the n-th harmonic and once including the next higher
harmonic (2n). Deviations are most pronounced at high pT, where the statistical uncertainties
are large.
(orange open boxes) In wide centrality bins, vn is calculated from the measurements in
small centrality bins according to eq. (9.1). By default, each measurement is weighted by
the uncorrected raw yield in a given centrality bin NCpoi =Nγ,inc. Since the efficiency and
purity depend on the centrality (cf. figs. 8.6 (left) and 8.6 (right)), as a cross check, the
purity and efficiency corrected yield is used for Npoi in eq. (9.1). As another cross check, the
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inclusive-photon yield is directly extracted from the yields in the wide centrality bin using the
method described in [313]. Except for the first low-pT point, those effects have a rather small
contribution to the total systematic uncertainty.
(green full down-pointing triangles) Uncertainties arising from the non-uniformity of the
laboratory azimuthal distribution of reconstructed photons and the event plane are estimated
as described in section 9.1.1. Those contributions are small, since the photon acceptance and
efficiency do not have any low order periodic non-uniformities, since the TPC is an almost
uniform 2pi detector. Small periodic non-uniformities of the efficiency and acceptance arise
from the eighteen fold segmentation of the detector read out and its supply structures, which
are not relevant for lower order harmonics.
(magenta open circles) The uncertainty of the event-plane resolution correction (cf. sec-
tion 9.1.2) gives a constant relative systematic uncertainty, which is correlated. In wide bins,
the systematic uncertainty is estimated by
σEPvn =
∑cmax
cmin
(
σcEPv
c
nN
c
poi
)2∑cmax
cmin
N cpoi
, (9.10)
where σcEP is the systematic uncertainty on the event-plane resolution correction in a given
centrality bin c.
Since the event-plane resolution is smaller for triangular flow than for elliptic flow, systematic
and statistical uncertainties are larger for the triangular flow than for the elliptic flow. It can
be generally stated that the systematic uncertainties of the inclusive-photon anisotropy vγ,incn
are much smaller than the uncertainties of the inclusive-photon spectra (cf. section 8.2.5). The
reason is that vn is a measure of the in-plane photon production relative to the out-of-plane
photon production and thus any uncertainty arising from normalizations, efficiency, purity or
acceptance corrections cancel out. As discussed in section 8.2.5, the systematic uncertainty of the
inclusive-photon spectrum is dominated by the uncertainty on the conversion probability (4.5%),
which is not relevant for the anisotropic flow analysis. Even non-uniformities in the conversion
probability are expected to cancel out, since the event-plane ΨEPn is uniformly distributed with
fluctuations smaller than 1% (cf. section 9.1.1).
As indicated by their centrality dependence shown on figs. 8.6 (left) and 8.6 (right), the purity
and efficiency of the photon reconstruction depend on the TPC track multiplicity, which is a
measure for the detector occupancy. The azimuthal anisotropy of the bulk of particles generated
in heavy-ion collisions implies that the photon purity and efficiency depend on the azimuthal
angle. A variation of the photon selection cuts introduces small variations of the efficiency
and purity and allows to estimate the magnitude of missing purity and efficiency corrections.
The azimuthal non-uniformity of the photon purity and efficiency is not reproduced by current
Monte Carlo implementations, since the magnitude of the azimuthal anisotropy was not known
a priori. In the following, these effects shall be estimated with the help of a simple model.
9.2.3 Effects of azimuthal non-uniform photon purity and efficiency
It can be assumed that the multiplicity dependence of the purity and the efficiency are correctly
described in current Monte Carlo productions. The TPC track multiplicity is studied in six
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azimuthal bins with respect to the TPC event plane. In the following, the track multiplicity in
a given ∆φ bin is referred to as local track multiplicity. Figure 9.5 (right) shows the average
local track multiplicity 〈Ntrack〉 as a function of ∆φ, which gives access to the pT-integrated
elliptic flow with a magnitude of about 2% in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions. Figure 9.5 (left)
shows the photon reconstruction efficiency γ and purity pγ as a function of the local TPC
track multiplicity. It can be seen that both quantities decrease with increasing multiplicity. The
multiplicity dependence is parametrized by a second order polynomial function. Combining both
results, it is found that the inclusive photon measurement has a higher purity pγ and efficiency
γ out-of-plane than in-plane. A bin-by-bin correction for this effect can be obtained by
corrγ (∆φ) =
pγ (〈Ntrack〉 (∆φ))
γ (〈Ntrack〉 (∆φ)) . (9.11)
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Figure 9.5: (left) Purity and efficiency as a function of the local track multiplicity for photons
with 0.5 - 0.6 GeV/c transverse momentum. (right) Average local track multiplicity as a function
of the azimuthal angle with respect to the event-plane angle.
The obtained correction factors vγ,corrn /v
γ,meas
n are shown in fig. 9.6. For comparison, also the
systematic uncertainty of vγ,incn (orange dashed open boxes) is shown. Uncertainties of the cor-
rection consider only the uncorrelated statistical uncertainties of the purity and efficiency, since
the correlated part would just involve a constant bias of the yield and thus cancels out. Due to
a slightly larger in-plane than out-of-plane contamination, contamination in the photon sample
increases the measured anisotropy. On the other hand, the photon reconstruction efficiency is
lower in-plane than out-of-plane, which decreases the measured anisotropy. Consequently, the
purity correction reduces vn (blue full down-pointing triangles), while the efficiency correction
enlarges vn (red full up-pointing triangles). It can be seen that both corrections almost cancel
out, such that the full correction factor (black full points) fluctuates around unity. Within the
statistical uncertainties of the correction and the systematic uncertainty of the measurement,
the correction factor is consistent with unity and does not indicate any correlated systematic
bias towards smaller or larger values. Only the first low-pT point for v
γ,inc
2 might indicate a
systematic deviation.
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Figure 9.6: Efficiency and purity correction factors for vγ,inc2 (left) and v
γ,inc
3 (right) in compar-
ison to the systematic uncertainty.
It can be concluded that the dominant uncorrelated systematic uncertainty related to the varia-
tion of photon selection cuts might result from an azimuthally anisotropic photon reconstruction
efficiency and purity. It should be noticed that the correction factors were obtained from a sim-
ple model as a cross check. Since the application of these corrections would not change the result
significantly and the corrections itself are affected by systematic uncertainties, the correction is
not applied to the data.
9.2.4 Comparison of different event-plane methods
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Figure 9.7: Relative deviations of vγ,inc2 (left) and v
γ,inc
3 (right) measured with the TPC,
TPC-A/C, V0-A and V0-C event plane from the standard V0 measurement.
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Figure 9.7 shows a comparison of the inclusive-photon elliptic and triangular flow measured
with respect to different event planes. In more detail, the relative deviation from the standard
event-plane method
(vn{EP} − vn{V0}) /vn{V0} (9.12)
is shown. vn{V0-A} and vn{V0-C} agree within uncertainties. For triangular flow, also the
TPC-A/C measurement is consistent within uncertainties, while the elliptic flow measurement
indicates a constant systematic bias by about 5% towards higher values. The measurement us-
ing the full TPC event plane deviates by more than 8% for vγ,inc2 and by more than 10% for
vγ,inc3 . The deviations increase with the transverse momentum pT.
It was shown in section 7.5 that also the systematic bias between mean value and root mean
square (〈vn〉≤vn{EP}≤
√〈v2n〉) needs to be taken into account, when results obtained with
event planes of different resolution are compared. The resolution of the V0-C and the TPC-A/C
event plane are comparable (cf. fig. 9.2), so a comparison of both methods is expected to give
unbiased access to non-flow effects of the order of 5%, which can be explained by the about four
times larger average pseudorapidity gap of the V0-C measurement compared to the TPC-A/C
measurement. Due to the higher resolution of the full TPC event plane, the elliptic and triangu-
lar flow extracted with the full TPC event plane is expected to be around 4% smaller compared
to the V0-C event plane (cf. fig. 7.9). If this systematic bias is taken into account, deviations
between the TPC and standard measurement are even larger than 10%, which indicates a strong
non-flow contribution to the TPC measurement.
From the observation that the V0-A and V0-C measurement agree within uncertainties, even
though the pseudorapidity gaps differ, it can be concluded that non-flow correlations are suffi-
ciently suppressed for the standard method.
9.2.5 Centrality and momentum dependence
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Figure 9.8: Inclusive-photon elliptic (left) and triangular (right) flow measured with the stan-
dard V0 method for different centrality ranges.
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Figure 9.8 shows the inclusive-photon elliptic and triangular flow for different centrality ranges.
The results show the expected increase of vγ,inc2 with decreasing centrality, while the central-
ity dependence of vγ,inc3 is rather weak. As expected from the hydrodynamical expansion, the
anisotropic flow vn increases almost linearly at low pT, then saturates and reaches its maxi-
mum between 2 - 2.5 GeV/c transverse momentum. Hereafter, the anisotropic flow decreases but
remains positive.
9.3 Anisotropic flow of neutral pions
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Figure 9.9: Neutral pion raw yield as a func-
tion of ∆φ measured with the V0-C event
plane.
The neutral pion raw yields are extracted as
described in section 8.3. The analysis of the
neutral pion anisotropy is done analogously to
the inclusive photon analysis using the dN/d∆φ
method. The pi0 raw yield is measured in six
∆φ bins. Figure 9.9 shows for illustration the
neutral pion raw yield as a function of ∆φ as
measured with respect to the V0-C event plane
for transverse momenta of 1.5 - 2.0 GeV/c . Com-
paring the dN/d∆φ distribution for neutral pi-
ons with the inclusive photon dN/d∆φ distri-
bution shown in fig. 9.3 (left), it can be seen
that statistical uncertainties are much larger
for neutral pions. Due to the limited statis-
tics, the neutral pion flow is studied in 0 - 20%,
20 - 40% and 0 - 40% centrality using the event-
plane resolution correction for wide centrality
bins described in [313]. As an alternative to the
dN/d∆φ method, the neutral pion anisotropy
can be calculated from a different approach named invariant mass sideband method , which
is described in the following subsection.
9.3.1 The invariant mass sideband method
Another way to study the anisotropic flow of short lived particles was suggested by the authors
of [354]. The anisotropic flow of all photon pairs is measured as a function of the invariant mass,
vγγn (Mγγ), which is shown in fig. 9.10 (right). The relation between v
γγ
n (Mγγ), the neutral pion
anisotropic flow vpi
0
n and the combinatorial background anisotropy v
BG
n is given by
vγγn (Mγγ) =
Npi0
Nγγ
(Mγγ) v
pi0
n +
NBG
Nγγ
(Mγγ) v
BG
n (Mγγ) , (9.13)
where Npi0 is the neutral pion raw yield, NBG is the combinatorial background and Nγγ =
Npi0 +NBG is the number of photon pairs. The relative contribution of signal and background
to the two-photon invariant mass spectrum is shown in fig. 9.10 (left). Both contributions are
fitted with eq. (8.15) with a constant offset, the fits are shown as red (dashed) lines. The
azimuthal anisotropy of the combinatorial background is estimated using a sideband fit within
the intervals defined in section 8.3.2. The combinatorial background anisotropy vBGn is fitted
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Figure 9.10: (left) Relative contribution of signal and background to the two-photon invariant
mass spectrum as a function of Mγγ with corresponding fits. (right) v
γγ
n (Mγγ) as a function of
Mγγ with fit for v
pi0
n extraction.
with a constant, a first and a second order polynomial. The method with the smallest χ2red
value is chosen as default, deviations to the fit with the second best χ2red value are considered as
systematic uncertainty. In fig. 9.10 (right), the shape of vBGn is best described by a second order
polynomial, but also a first order polynomial would fit, while a constant would obviously fail
to describe the shape. Thus, the constant fit gives the worst χ2red value and is not considered
here. The situation is different at high pT, where statistical uncertainties become large. There, a
constant or first order polynomial can give a better description of the combinatorial background
vn shape.
Finally, vpi
0
n can be calculated from v
γγ
n (Mγγ) by fitting eq. (9.13) with only v
pi0
n as a free
parameter. The fit is shown as red line in fig. 9.10 (right).
9.3.2 Systematic uncertainties with the dN/d∆φ method
Figure 9.11 shows the individual contributions to the systematic uncertainties for vpi
0
2 and v
pi0
3
measured with the V0-C event plane as obtained with the dN/d∆φ method. For comparison,
also the statistical error is shown (gray open up-pointing triangles). The following sources of
systematic uncertainty are taken into account:
(red full boxes) In the case of a perfect background subtraction, the extracted azimuthal
anisotropy should not depend on the choice of the integration window. In order to esti-
mate systematic uncertainties arising from non-perfect background subtraction, the lower
integration limit Mmin is varied in [mpi0 − 0.055,mpi0 − 0.05] and the upper limit Mmax in
[mpi0 + 0.005,mpi0 + 0.025]. The variation of the integration window yields a distribution for
vpi
0
n . Since the integration window is only varied in the tails of the invariant mass peak, dif-
ferences in the statistical uncertainties are neglected. We define vpi
0
n as the mean value of the
distribution and use the mean statistical error. The systematic uncertainty is estimated from
the width of the vpi
0
n distribution, which is the dominant contribution to the total systematic
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Figure 9.11: Individual contributions to the systematic uncertainties for vpi
0
2 (left) and v
pi0
3
(right) measured with the dN/d∆φ method using the V0-C event plane.
uncertainty at intermediate and high pT.
(blue full up-pointing triangles) Systematic effects of the background subtraction are
further studied by using the three different normalization procedures described in section 8.3.2.
By default, the method with the smallest χ2red value for the fit of the signal invariant mass
distributions in the six ∆φ bins with eq. (8.15) is used. Systematic uncertainties are estimated
from deviations to the method with the second best χ2red value. Systematic uncertainty arise
only at low transverse momentum, where the signal-to-noise ratio is small.
(green full down-pointing triangles) A variation of the photon selection cuts (cf. table 9.3)
and of the energy asymmetry cut lead to small modifications of the neutral pion signal-to-noise
ratio, the efficiency and statistical uncertainties. For photons, we have found in section 9.2.3
that corrections for the non-uniformity of the efficiency and purity almost cancel out and
remaining corrections are covered by the systematic uncertainty estimated from the variation
of photon selection cuts. Since neutral pions can be identified by their peak in the two photon
invariant mass spectrum, purity corrections can be neglected and the extracted yields are
mainly affected by the efficiency. It can be seen in section 9.2.3 that the correction for the
photon efficiency would enhance the inclusive-photon anisotropic flow by less than 10% at
low pT below 1 GeV/c , whether at higher momenta are not significant. At small momenta, the
opening angle of photon pairs from neutral pion decays is rather large, such that efficiency
corrections on the extracted anisotropy are expected to be small. The systematic uncertainty
estimated from the photon cut variation seems to be correlated with the uncertainty estimated
by the variation of the integration window, which might indicate that the photon cut variation
is more sensitive to the non-perfect background subtraction than to non-uniformities in the
neutral pion efficiency.
(magenta open circles) In analogy to the inclusive photon analysis, the azimuthal anisotropy
is extracted directly from 〈cos (n∆φ)〉 and by fitting the Fourier distribution with and without
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higher harmonics to the measured neutral pion dN/d∆φ distribution. Similar to the inclusive
photon measurement, the systematic uncertainty of the vn extraction increases with pT, since
the statistical uncertainty increases.
(orange open boxes) Analogously to the inclusive photon analysis, the uncertainties of the
event-plane resolution correction are propagated. Since it gives only a small contribution to
the systematic uncertainty, the correlation is neglected in the following.
(cyan open up-pointing triangles) Analogously to the inclusive photon dN/d∆φ analysis,
the integration over a wide centrality window is related with a small systematic uncertainty.
Comparing the total systematic uncertainties (black) with the statistical uncertainties (light
blue), it can be seen that the systematic uncertainty is about a factor of 2 - 3 smaller than the
statistical uncertainty, but seems to be at least partially correlated with the statistical uncer-
tainty. On the one hand, this behavior is expected, since the probability of residual background
increases with the statistical uncertainties, on the other hand, it could mean that part of the
statistical uncertainty is considered to be systematic and thus the systematic uncertainty is
overestimated. However, when comparing different results it is hard to trace the correlated part
of the statistical uncertainty, due to the complex extraction procedure. Therefore, the statistical
significance of deviations is neglected, which might give rather conservative estimates for the
systematic uncertainty.
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Figure 9.12: Individual contributions to the systematic uncertainties for vpi
0
2 (left) and v
pi0
3
(right) measured with sideband invariant mass method using the V0-C event plane.
Figure 9.12 shows the individual contributions to the systematic uncertainties for vpi
0
2 and v
pi0
3
for the V0-C event plane as obtained with the invariant mass sideband method. For comparison,
also the statistical error is shown (gray open up-pointing triangles). The following aspects are
considered:
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(blue up-pointing triangles) The combinatorial background vBGn is fitted with a constant,
first and second order polynomial. The best fit in terms of its χ2red value is used as default,
deviations from the second best fit are considered as systematic uncertainty. Systematic un-
certainty arises from a small significance at low pT and large statistical uncertainties at high
pT.
(red full boxes) Systematic effects of the background subtraction method are studied by using
three different normalization procedures, which are described in section 8.3.2. The method
with the smallest χ2red value for the fit of the signal invariant mass distributions eq. (8.15)
is used as default, deviations to the method with the second best χ2red value are considered
as systematic uncertainty. Systematic uncertainty arises only at low transverse momentum,
where significances are very low.
(green full down-pointing triangles) A variation of the photon selection cuts (cf. table 9.3)
and of the energy asymmetry cut leads to changes in the neutral pion significance, efficiency
and statistical uncertainties. Thus, the corresponding uncertainty is correlated with the statis-
tical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty might be overestimated, but due to the complex
extraction procedure, it is hard to trace the statistically correlated part.
(orange open boxes) Analogously to the dN/d∆φ analysis, the uncertainties of the event-
plane resolution correction are propagated, which gives a constant contribution to the relative
systematic error. The correlation of this source of systematic uncertainty is neglected.
(magenta open up-pointing triangles) The integration over a wide centrality window
(compare with sections 9.2.2 and 9.3.2) is related with a small systematic uncertainty.
Compared with the dN/d∆φ method, the invariant mass sideband method seems to give smaller
systematic and statistical uncertainties, in particular at low pT. In the dN/d∆φ method, the sig-
nal extraction is done in ∆φ six bins, which gives an up to
√
6 times larger statistical uncertainty
on the extracted signal invariant mass distribution compared to the sideband method. Since
systematic and statistical uncertainties are at least partially correlated, the smaller statistical
uncertainties also involve smaller systematic uncertainties.
9.3.4 Comparison with charged pions
Figure 9.13 shows a comparison of neutral and charged pion elliptic and triangular flow. Both
measurements are obtained with the V0 event-plane method. Even though the invariant mass
sideband method provides much smaller uncertainties compared to the dN/d∆φ method, the
neutral pion measurement has much larger statistical and systematic uncertainties compared
to the charged pion measurement. The reason is that the neutral pion reconstruction effi-
ciency is about 1000 times smaller than the charged pion reconstruction efficiency. The neutral
pion analysis via photon conversions is limited by the conversion probability of at maximum
Pconv≈8.5% at pT≥2 GeV/c (section 8.2.4) and the photon reconstruction efficiency of about
50% (section 8.2.1), which gives (50%)2 (8.5%)2 =O(10−3). The measurements agree within
uncertainties, which is expected from isospin symmetry. Due to the significantly smaller sys-
tematic and statistical uncertainties, the cocktail simulation for the neutral pion decay photons
is parametrized with the charged pion measurement.
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Figure 9.13: Neutral and charged pion elliptic (left) and triangular (right) flow in 0 - 40% central
Pb-Pb collisions, both determined with the V0 event-plane method.
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10. Extraction of the direct-photon
anisotropic flow
This chapter describes the extraction of the direct-photon elliptic and triangular flow. The
anisotropic flow of direct photons can be extracted from the measurement of inclusive photons
by subtracting all photons from hadron decays. The details of the cocktail simulation and the
calculation of the decay photon anisotropic flow are described in section 10.1. Thereafter, the
extraction of the direct-photon anisotropic flow and the related uncertainties are discussed in
section 10.2.
10.1 Decay-photon spectra and anisotropic flow
Meson Mass (MeV/c2) Decay Mode Γi/Γ (%)
pi0 134.9766± 0.0006 γγ (98.823± 0.034)
e+e−γ (1.174± 0.035)
η 547.853± 0.024
γγ (39.31± 0.20)
pi+pi−γ (4.60± 0.16)
e+e−γ (6.9± 0.4)× 10−3
pi0γγ (2.7± 0.5)× 10−4
ρ 775.49± 0.34
pi+pi−γ (9.9± 1.6)× 10−3
pi0γ (6.0± 0.8)× 10−4
ηγ (3.00± 0.20)× 10−4
ω 782.65± 0.12 pi
0γ (8.28± 0.28)
ηγ (4.6± 0.4)× 10−4
η′ 957.78± 0.06
ργ (29.3± 0.6)
ωγ (2.75± 0.22)
γγ (2.18± 0.08)
φ 1019.455± 0.020
ηγ (1.309± 0.024)
pi0γ (1.27± 0.06)× 10−3
ωγ <5
Table 10.1: Cocktail hadrons, their electromagnetic decay modes and the corresponding relative
branching ratio. Values taken from [9].
Even though the decay-photon spectrum and its anisotropic flow cannot be measured directly,
it can be calculated in a cocktail simulation from the spectrum and anisotropy of those hadrons,
which undergo electromagnetic decays. The cocktail simulation includes decays of neutral pions,
η, η′, ω, ρ and φ mesons. Table 10.1 summarizes the relevant decay channels and the corre-
sponding branching ratios. The dominant fraction of decay photons comes from the neutral pion
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decay. The decay-photon spectrum can be estimated in a cocktail simulation, where the decay
kinematics are simulated by PYTHIA [355] and the production cross sections are parametrized
by the experimentally measured hadron spectra. As described in detail in the following, the
neutral pion spectra are parametrized by the measured neutral and charged pion spectra, while
the spectra of other hadrons are estimated from mT scaling. The parameterization of the neu-
tral pion azimuthal anisotropy is taken from the charged pion anisotropic flow measurement,
which has much smaller uncertainties than the neutral pion measurement (cf. section 9.3.4).
The anisotropy of the remaining hadrons is estimated by KE T-scaling. Spectra and anisotropic
flow are parametrized in the same centrality bins used for the inclusive-photon anisotropic flow
analysis.
10.1.1 Implementation of the cocktail simulation
The hadron spectra are generated with flat distributions for the transverse momentum pT∈
[0, 15 GeV/c ], the rapidity y∈ [−1.2, 1.2] and the azimuthal angle φ∈ [0, 2pi]. Flat spectra in
transverse momentum yield almost uniform statistical uncertainties, while steeply falling spectra
would lead to small uncertainties at low pT and large uncertainties at high pT. The spectral
shape is then modulated by a weight for each particle of species h,
wh (pT, η, φ) =
∆pT∆y2pipT
Ngen
Y h (pT)
(
1 + 2vhn (pT) cos (nφ)
)
, (10.1)
with ∆pT =pT
max − pTmin, ∆y= 2|y|max, where Ngen is the number of generated particles per
event, Y h (pT) is the invariant yield and v
h
n (pT) is the azimuthal anisotropy for the generated
particle of species h. The decays of these hadrons are simulated by PYTHIA 6 [355], while each
photon with mother particle h is weighted with
wγ,h = wh
(
pT
h, ηh, φh
)
wBR , (10.2)
where wBR is the branching ratio for the corresponding decay.
It is important to notice that the hadrons should be simulated in a slightly larger rapidity
window ymax compared to the experimentally measured pseudorapidity window (|η| ≤ 0.8),
since photons at small momenta can have large decay angles with respect to their mother
particles. If the rapidity window |y|max is chosen too narrow, photons, which are produced by
hadrons outside the rapidity window, but contribute to the experimentally measured inclusive-
photon spectrum in |η| ≤ 0.8, might be missed by the cocktail simulation. Figure 10.1 (left)
shows a calculation for the fraction of missing photons (Ntot−N|y|max)/Ntot from pi0→γγ (full
symbols) and η→γγ (open symbols) decays in |η| ≤ 0.8 as a function of pT for different values
of |y|max. For |y|max = 0.8, 50% of the photons stemming from neutral pion decays in the first
momentum bin and still more than 1% at higher momenta would be missed by the cocktail
simulation. Due to the higher mass, even 90% of the photons from η meson decays would be
missed at low pT. In the first bin containing photons with momenta below 100 MeV/c , photons
cannot be reconstructed and thus this momentum range is not analyzed. For |y|max = 1.2, less
than 1% of the photons from neutral pions are missed for momenta above 100 MeV/c . The
fraction of missing photons from the η meson is still above 1% for momenta below 500 MeV/c ,
but it will later be shown (cf. fig. 10.2 (right)) that more than 90% of the decay photons at low
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Figure 10.1: (left) Fraction of missing photons from pi0→γγ and η→γγ decays in |η| ≤ 0.8 as
a function of pT for different values of y
max. The default value is |y|max = 1.2. (right) Neutral
and charged pion invariant yield with different parameterizations.
pT come from the decay of neutral pions, such that deviations are smaller than 1% at low pT.
Consequently, the rapidity window for hadrons is chosen as |y|max = 1.2.
10.1.2 Parametrization of the hadron production cross sections
The spectra produced in pp collisions are often described by a modified Hagedorn function [102]
Y pi
0
Hag (pT) = a
(
exp
(−bpT − |c| p2T)+ pTd )−e , (10.3)
or, at small transverse momenta, by a Tsallis distribution [356]
Y pi
0
Ts (pT) = a (1 + bx/c)
c . (10.4)
In Pb-Pb collisions, the spectra are modified by the hydrodynamical evolution at lower pT
and suppression due to the parton energy loss at high pT. The following parameterization was
found [201] to describe the measured neutral pion spectra in central Pb-Pb collisions:
Y pi
0
qcd (pT) = ap
−(b+c/((pT)d+e))
T (10.5)
Charged pions can be identified down to momenta of 0.1 GeV/c , where the signal-to-background
ratio is too small to extract the neutral pion yield. Since the function Y pi
0
qcd cannot describe the
charged pion spectrum at low pT, a combination of this function at high pT and a Tsallis
distribution at low pT is used to parametrize the spectra,
Y pi
0
modqcd (pT) = F (pT)Y
pi0
Ts (pT) + (1− F (pT))Y pi
0
qcd (pT) , (10.6)
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where a smooth transition between the two functions is given by a Fermi function
F (pT) =
1
1 + exp (− (pT − s) /w) (10.7)
with two free parameters s and w.
Figure 10.1 (right) shows the neutral pion and charged pion invariant yield with different param-
eterizations. Both, the neutral and charged pion spectrum, are fitted with the parameterization
eq. (10.6), which agrees reasonably well with the data over the whole momentum range. In
addition, the neutral pion spectrum is also fitted with the modified Hagedorn function, which
describes the neutral pion data, but shows deviations from the charged pions at low pT. Dif-
ferences between the parameterizations are later used to estimate the systematic uncertainty.
Small deviations between the charged and neutral pion measurement can be observed, which
are covered by the systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties of the neutral pion measurement
are rather large (9%) due to the uncertainty on the material budget (cf. section 8.3.4).
By now, only the neutral pion spectrum is measured with a sufficient precision in Pb-Pb colli-
sions. Thus, the neutral pion invariant yield Y (pT) is parametrized with the measured spectrum
and the spectra of the heavier mesons are estimated by mT scaling (cf. section 3.3.3):
Y h (pT) = Ah/pi0Y
pi0(
√
p2T +m
2
h −m2pi0) (10.8)
The constants Ah are taken either from the particle ratios Ah/Api0 measured in Au-Au col-
lisions at RHIC or the corresponding ratios calculated in PYTHIA. The values used in this
work are summarized in table 10.2. Figure 10.2 (left) shows the meson spectra calculated for
0 - 40% central collisions. It can be seen that the ratios become constant at large transverse
momenta, where the particle masses are negligible (pT≈mT for pT→∞). Thus, the normaliza-
tion of the mT-scaled hadron spectra should be taken from the particle ratios at infinity, but
for practical purposes, the particle ratios at pT = 5 GeV/c are used for the normalization. The
relative contribution of the individual meson decays to the decay-photon spectrum is shown in
fig. 10.2 (right). The decay-photon spectrum is dominated by the neutral pion decay followed
by the decay of the η meson, while other contributions are of the order O(10−2).
Ah/pi0 pp Au-Au (MB) Reference
η/pi0 0.497± 0.003 0.525± 0.002 RHIC [101]
ρ/pi0 1.0± 0.3 PYTHIA [355]
ω/pi0 0.903± 0.021 0.845± 0.145 RHIC [101]
η′/pi0 0.40± 0.12 PYTHIA [355]
φ/pi0 0.233± 0.021 0.348± 0.017 RHIC [101]
Table 10.2: Standard meson ratios in the literature for Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.
At first glance, this approach may seem inappropriate, as mT scaling is expected to be explicitly
broken in nucleus-nucleus collisions by the radial flow at low pT (cf. section 3.3.3) and the
suppression of hadron yields at high pT (cf. section 3.3.5). The dominant fraction of decay
photons comes from the neutral pion decay followed by the η meson. Since the neutral pion
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Figure 10.2: Relative abundance of mesons in the cocktail. (right) Relative contribution of the
individual meson decays to the decay-photon spectrum. 26
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FIG. 26: (color online) Values of the Rη/π0 ratios as a function of pT measured in the nucleus-nucleus collisions reported in Table X. The
black curve is the prediction of PYTHIA [72] for the ratio in p+p at√s = 200 GeV, and the red shaded area indicates the empirical mT-scaling
prescription Eq. (10) with fixed a = 1.2, power-law exponent n = 10. – 14., and an asymptotic R∞η/π0 = 0.5 ratio.
pT (pT . 3 GeVc). Furthermore, it is worth noting that in
the low-pT region below 1 GeV/c, the agreement between the
data and themT-scaling curve is not always perfect for all data
sets, even taking into account different power-law exponents.
This is due to the fact that at very low mT ≈ 0.–0.4 GeV/c2,
the pion yield rises due to contributions from multiple reso-
nance decays and the formula (Eq. 10) does not reproduce the
spectral shape of the data anymore. Instead, an exponential
behavior of the form Ed3σ/d3p = B · exp(−bmT) [99]
extrapolates the spectra better in the soft regime all the way
down to mT = 0 GeV/c2. However, for all practical purposes
in this analysis focused on high-pT production, we will
consider Eq. (10) (and correspondingly Eq. 11) to be a good
enough approximation.
Lastly we want to mention that in the case of nucleus-
nucleus collisions the existence of a strong collective radial
flow (βcoll ≈ 0.6 at RHIC [100]), absent in p+p collisions,
changes the spectral shape of different hadrons produced at
low transverse momenta (pT . 2 GeV/c) and should result
in a violation of the mT-scaling behavior [101]. Since hy-
drodynamical flow results in a larger boost for the (heavier)
η than for π0, one expects a comparatively larger Rη/π0(pT)
ratio in Au+Au than in p+p collisions below pT ≈ 2 GeV/c.
Unfortunately, we cannot test this assertion with RHIC data
since our lowest pT value (pT ≈ 2 GeV/c) is just in the range
where radial flow effects start to die out. The same holds
true also for the recent proposal [102] to study the η/π0 ra-
tio as a tool to test different parton recombination scenarios
in hadron production in nucleus-nucleus collisions. Lower-pT
η measurements, which are intrinsically more difficult due to
the reduced PHENIX acceptance and the larger γγ combina-
torial background, would be needed to better address the role
of collective flow and/or parton recombination effects on the
spectral shape and yields of light neutral mesons in Au+Au
collisions at RHIC.
2. η/π0 ratio in e+e− collisions at the Z pole (√s= 91.2 GeV)
In this last section we are interested in determining the η/π0
ratio in an elementary colliding system such as e+e− and com-
paring it to the corresponding ratios obtained in hadronic and
nuclear collisions. In e+e− the dominant high-momentum
hadron production mechanism is q,  q fragmentation since
gluon production (and subsequent fragmentation) occurs with
a probability which is suppressed by a factor αS, and therefore
plays a comparatively less significant role than in the (highest
energy) hadronic and nuclear collisions discussed in the pre-
vious section. Some of the experimental interest in the study
Figure 10.3: η/pi0 ratio in different A-A systems compared with the expectation from mT scaling
and the PYTHIA event generator [109].
invariant yield is known from measurements (section 8.3.4), the deviation of the η/pi0 ratio from
mT scaling will quantify the dominant systematic uncertainty of the estimated d c y-photon
spectrum. Figure 10.3 shows the η/pi0 ratio measured in different A-A systems compared with
the expectation from mT scaling and the ratio obtained with PYTHIA for pp collisions. It can
be seen that mT scaling still gives a good description of the data in A-A collisions except for
small transverse momenta below 1 GeV/c . Measurements in pp collisions at
√
s= 7 TeV even
indicate a deviation from mT scaling in pp collisions [331,357]. However, deviations due to the
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hydrodynamical flow are expected at small transverse momenta and indications for systematic
deviations can only be observed at momenta below 1 GeV/c . The spectra could also be estimated
from the AMPT model [358] or the HIJING event generator [335] and it will be interesting to see
comparisons. However, those generators are associated with additional systematic uncertainties
and it needs to be shown that they reproduce the measured neutral pion spectrum. The main
fraction of decay photons comes from neutral pion decays, which in our approach is directly
calculated from the measured neutral pion spectra.
The particles ratios Ah/pi0 shown in table 10.2 are taken from measurements at RHIC and
PYTHIA. The measured ratios also indicate a centrality dependence [101]. The high-pT data
points in fig. 10.3 indicate that the η/pi0 ratio might be lower than the extracted value of about
0.5. In order to take possible deviations from mT scaling into account, a variation of ±20% of
the η/pi0 ratio is considered as systematic uncertainty (cf. section 10.1.6).
10.1.3 Parametrization of the hadron azimuthal anisotropy
In section 9.3.4 it can be seen that the neutral pion elliptic and triangular flow has much larger
uncertainties than the charged pion anisotropic flow. The excess of direct photons in 0 - 40% is
about 10 - 20% [201]. According to eq. (4.6), uncertainties in the decay-photon anisotropy vγ,bgn
are scaled by 1/(Rγ,dir−1), which is roughly a factor of 5 - 10. If the uncertainties of the neutral
pion vn measurement were propagated to the cocktail, already a systematic uncertainty of about
10 - 20% on the neutral pion vn would result in a non-significant direct-photon anisotropic flow.
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Au-Au collisions at
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sNN = 200 GeV. Data
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The measurement of charged pion anisotropic
flow has much smaller uncertainties than the
neutral pion measurement, and from the strong
isospin symmetry it is expected that the neu-
tral and charged pion production is equal. We
have seen in section 9.3.4 that the measured
neutral pion anisotropy is consistent within un-
certainties with the charged pions. This obser-
vation is consistent with the measurements at
RHIC shown in fig. 10.4, which indicate no sys-
tematic deviation between charged and neutral
pions. Small deviations could arise from the
fact that the strong isospin symmetry is bro-
ken electroweak and also some strong decays
and in addition due to Coulomb repulsion be-
tween charged pions [360]. The impact of feed
down from decays is discussed in detail in sec-
tion 10.1.5 and shall be neglected for the mo-
ment. The breakdown of NCQ scaling between
charged particles and their anti-particles was discussed in section 3.4.5. It can be seen in
fig. 3.15 (left) that the splitting of positive and negative pions becomes negligible for colli-
sions energies above
√
sNN = 60 GeV, so that NCQ scaling seems to be fulfilled for charged
pions at LHC energies.
The azimuthal anisotropy of other hadrons in the cocktail can be estimated from the scaling
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Figure 10.5: Charged pion and KE T-scaled charged kaon elliptic (left) and triangular (right)
flow with parameterizations. Data points taken from [152].
in transverse kinetic energy KE T, which was discussed in section 3.4.4. Since only mesons are
considered, the quark number (nq = 2) is neglected and v
h
n (pT) for a meson of species h is given
by
vhn
(
phT
)
= vpi
±
n
(√(
KE hT +mpi±
)2 −m2
pi±
)
. (10.9)
This equality can be derived by using that
p2T = (KE T +m)
2 −m2 (10.10)
and
vhn (KE T) = v
pi±
n (KE T) ⇒ KEpi
±
T = KE
h
T
⇒ ppi±(h)T =
(
KE hT +mpi±
)2 −m2pi± , (10.11)
where p
pi±(h)
T is the transverse momentum of a pion with the same transverse kinetic energy as
the meson of species h. Figure 10.5 shows for illustration the parameterizations for vpi
0
2 and v
pi0
3
in 0 - 5% central collisions in comparison to the charged pion v2 and v3, respectively. The charged
pion vn was parametrized with a third order polynomial at low pT and a Landau distribution
with constant offset at high pT. Systematic uncertainties of the charged pion measurement are
considered by two additional parameterizations, which are fitted to the points shifted by the
lower and upper systematic uncertainty, respectively. Since the η meson and the kaon have
similar masses,
mη = 547.85 MeV/c
2 ≈ mK± = 493.67 MeV/c2 [9] ,
an additional parameterization is fitted to the charged kaon measurement. In fig. 10.5, the
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charged kaon data points are already KE T-scaled to the charged pion transverse momentum.
This parameterization is only used for the η and heavier mesons as an alternative to the KE T-
scaled charged pion parameterization and deviations are used as an estimate for the systematic
uncertainty arising from KE T-scaling.
10.1.4 Decay-photon anisotropic flow
Figure 10.6 (left) shows the pT-differential elliptic flow of the six mesons contributing to the
decay-photon spectrum. As the mass of the mesons increases, the data points are shifted towards
higher transverse momenta, which reproduces the mass ordering
vpi
0
n > v
η
n > v
ρ
n ≈ vωn > vη
′
n ≈ vφn (10.12)
at low pT (cf. section 3.4.4). Since the ρ and ω meson as well as the η
′ and φ meson have similar
masses, their azimuthal anisotropy is very similar and the curves overlap in fig. 10.6 (left).
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Figure 10.6: (left) Azimuthal anisotropy of cocktail mesons as a function of pT. (right) Average
cosine of the photon decay angle with respect to its mother hadron
〈
cos
(
n
(
φγ − φmother))〉 as
a function of pT.
The azimuthal anisotropy of the decay photons is determined by the anisotropy of the mother
hadrons and smeared out by the decay kinematics. The azimuthal anisotropy of decay photons
is given by〈
cos
(
n
(
φγ −ΨEPn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
φmother −ΨEPn
)
+ n
(
φγ − φmother
))〉
(10.13)
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
φmother −ΨEPn
))〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸
v˜mothern
〈
cos
(
n
(
φγ − φmother
))〉
, (10.14)
where v˜mothern is the pT-integrated azimuthal anisotropy of all mother hadrons decaying into
photons at a given momentum. It directly follows that the azimuthal anisotropy of decay photons
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is constrained by the maximum anisotropy of their mother hadrons. Figure 10.6 (right) shows
the average second-order cosine of the photon decay decay angle φγ with respect to its mother
hadron φmother,
〈
cos
(
2
(
φγ − φmother))〉, as a function of the transverse momentum. At high pT,
the decay angles are typically small, which implies that the decay-photon azimuthal anisotropy
is similar to the anisotropy of their mother hadrons,〈∣∣∣φγ − φmother∣∣∣〉→ 0 ⇒ 〈cos(n(φγ − φmother))〉→ 1 . (10.15)
At small momenta, the decay angles increase implying that the azimuthal anisotropy of the
mother hadrons v˜mothern is smeared out by the decay kinematics and for decay angles larger
than pi2n , the direction of the azimuthal anisotropy is even inverted〈∣∣∣φγ − φmother∣∣∣〉→ pi
2
⇒
〈
cos
(
n
(
φγ − φmother
))〉
→ −1 . (10.16)
Figure 10.7 shows the elliptic flow vγ,bg2 and and triangular flow v
γ,bg
3 for photons from indi-
vidual meson decay channels. At low pT, the photons stemming from neutral pion decays carry
the largest azimuthal anisotropy. As a consequence of large decay angles, the decay-photon
anisotropy vγ,bgn for photons stemming from decays of mesons heavier than neutral pions de-
creases rapidly towards small momenta and becomes even negative. For momenta above 3 GeV/c ,
the anisotropic flow of photons from decays of the η mesons exceeds the anisotropy of photons
from neutral pion decays.
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Figure 10.7: Individual components of the decay-photon elliptic (left) and triangular (right)
flow from individual meson decay channels.
10.1.5 Impact of feed down
For this analysis, the neutral pion azimuthal anisotropy is parametrized with the charged pion
anisotropy, since the uncertainties of the charged pion measurement are much smaller than those
of the neutral pion measurement. This procedure is justified by the assumption that neutral
and charged pions are expected to have the same azimuthal anisotropy due to their isospin
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symmetry. However, a substantial portion of neutral and charged pions – particularly at small
momenta – originates from feed down decays and is not directly produced during the hadronic
freeze out. Thus, the symmetry between neutral and charged pions is broken due to isospin
violation in strong decays and in weak decays:
Isospin violating scalar meson decays: Reactions such as η→pi0pi0pi0 or η→pi+pi−pi0
do not conserve the G-parity. According to the Sutherland theorem [361], electromagnetic
processes can be neglected. It is shown in [362] that the conventional electromagnetic interac-
tion underestimates the decay width by about three orders of magnitude. Instead, the decay
mechanism is described by strong isospin violating processes based on the fact that the cur-
rent masses of the u and d quark are not equal [362–364]. Charged and neutral pions have a
different quark compositions,
|pi0〉 = 1/
√
2
(|uu¯〉+ |dd¯〉) , |pi+〉 = |ud¯〉 , |pi−〉 = |du¯〉 ,
implying that the symmetry between neutral and charged pions is broken.
Weak decays: Weak decays such as K0s →pipi break the symmetry between charged and
neutral pions:
Γ(K0s → pi0pi0)
Γ(K0s → pi+pi−)
=
[9]
(30.69± 0.05)%
(69.20± 0.05)% <
1
2
(10.17)
If the isospin symmetry were conserved, the charged and neutral pion production would be
equal and the branching ratio would be twice as large for charged pions, which is experimen-
tally excluded. The short lived neutral kaon K0s has a cτK± of about 2.6844 cm and thus its
decay vertex can be experimentally resolved. The long living K0l and the charged kaons K
±
decay far away from the primary vertex (cτK0l
= 15.34 m,cτK±= 3.712 m) and are not relevant
for feed down.
In the measured neutral and charged pion spectra, contributions from secondary weak decays
are explicitly corrected [331, 365]. In the charged pion analysis, the contribution of weak sec-
ondary decays is excluded by strict cuts on the distance of closest approach (dca) of the tracks
with respect to the primary vertex. Similarly, in the neutral pion analysis it is required that
the reconstructed photons point towards the primary vertex, which removes a substantial part
of feed down and further corrections are applied using Monte Carlo simulations.
However, these corrections could not be applied to the anisotropic flow measurement, since
Monte Carlo simulations do not include anisotropic flow yet.
The measured neutral and charged pion azimuthal anisotropy are not corrected for weak feed
down. Nevertheless, it is assumed that neutral and charged pions – either directly produced
during the hadronic freeze out or by strong decays of scalar mesons – have the same azimuthal
anisotropy, while deviations are expected from isospin violating strong decays. In order to esti-
mate the effect of feed down, besides primary hadron production also the most relevant weak
and strong feed down decays are included in the cocktail simulation. The most relevant pro-
cesses are summarized in table 10.3.
In the standard cocktail simulation, the primary hadron production Nh,prim is parametrized
with the measured invariant yields Nh,meas and only primary hadrons contribute to the hadron
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Meson Feed down Decay Γi/Γ (%)
pi0
ω→pi+pi−pi0 (89.2± 0.7)
η→pi0pi0pi0 (32.57± 0.23)
K0s →pi0pi0 (30.68± 0.05)
η→pi+pi−pi0 (22.74± 0.28)
η′→pi0pi0η (21.6± 0.8)
φ→ρpi + pi+pi−pi0 (15.32± 0.32)
ω→pi0γ (8.28± 0.28)
η
η′→pi+pi−η (29.4± 0.9)
η′→pi0pi0η (21.6± 0.8)
φ→ηγ (1.309± 0.024)
ρ η′→ργ (29.3± 0.6)
ω η′→ωγ (2.75± 0.22)
Table 10.3: Feed-down decay modes and the corresponding relative branching ratio. Values
taken from [9].
spectra
Nh,tot = Nh,prim = Nh,meas (10.18)
In order to obtain the decay-photon spectra, only photons from electromagnetic decays need to
be considered. Now, also feed down decays are considered, implying that the hadron invariant
yield N ′h,tot is composed of a component of primary produced hadrons Nh,prim and a component
from feed down decays Nh,FD,
N ′h,tot = Nh,prim +Nh,FD ≥ Nh,meas , (10.19)
which implies that the simulated hadron spectra N ′h,tot exceed the measured spectra Nh,meas.
In order to reproduce the experimentally observed spectrum, the parameterizations for primary
hadron spectra would need to be corrected for secondary hadron production. Since we are only
interested in rough estimates for the impact on the azimuthal anisotropy, it is reasonable to
assume that those corrections almost cancel out in the primary-to-feed-down ratio, which can
be estimated by
Nh,FD
Nh,tot
≈ Nh,FD
N ′h,prim
=
Nh,FD
Nh,FD +Nh,prim
(10.20)
and in the corresponding ratio for the decay photons
Nγ,FD
Nγ,tot
≈ Nγ,FD
Nγ,FD +Nγ,prim
. (10.21)
Figure 10.8 (left) shows the fraction Nγ,FD/Nγ,tot for photons from neutral pion and η meson
decays. Contributions from other mesons are smaller than O(10−2) and can thus be neglected.
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It can be seen that feed down becomes relevant at small transverse momenta below 1 GeV/c ,
where more than 10% of photons come from decays of secondary hadrons, with a maximum
contribution of about 80% at around 0.1 GeV/c . The azimuthal anisotropy for photons from
primary and secondary hadrons is shown in fig. 10.8 (right). It can be seen that the elliptic flow
for photons from secondary hadrons is shifted towards lower transverse momenta compared to
photons from primary hadrons. Deviations are most pronounced in pT regions, where the feed-
down contribution is rather small. As a consequence, the combined decay-photon anisotropy,
vγ,prim+FDn =
Nγ,FDv
γ,FD
n +Nγ,primv
γ,prim
n
N ′γ,tot
, (10.22)
is only slightly different from photons from primary meson decays. Deviations between vγ,bgn and
vγ,prim+FDn are smaller than 0.1% above 0.8 GeV/c , such that the lines overlap in fig. 10.8 (left).
The deviations increase as the transverse momentum goes to zero, such that the decay-photon
anisotropy at very small momenta could be systematically biased by isospin violating feed-
down. The root mean square of the standard combined decay-photon anisotropy is added as
systematic uncertainty to the cocktail systematic uncertainty (section 10.1.6). Since the direct-
photon excess is only extracted at momenta above 0.8 GeV/c , the effect of isospin violation in
feed-down decays can be neglected for the direct-photon anisotropy, but it will be important,
when the measured inclusive-photon anisotropy is compared with the decay-photon anisotropy
estimated from the cocktail simulation.
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Figure 10.8: (left) Fraction of photons from secondary hadrons. (right) vγ,bg2 of photons from
primary and secondary hadron decays and sum.
10.1.6 Systematic uncertainty of the decay-photon anisotropic flow
The individual contributions to the systematic uncertainty are shown in fig. 10.9 and account
for the following effects:
(blue up-pointing full triangles) Three different parameterizations for the neutral pion
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invariant yield are used (cf. fig. 10.1 (right)) and the root mean square is considered as sys-
tematic uncertainty. Herewith, also systematic discrepancies between the charged and neutral
pion spectrum are taken into account.
(green down-pointing full triangles) Possible deviations from mT scaling are taken into
account by varying the pi0/η ratio by ±20%. The breakdown of NCQ-scaling was discussed
in section 3.4.5. Kaons and pions agree at intermediate pT, but show significant deviations
at low pT. Therefore, the azimuthal anisotropy of the η meson is estimated from the KE T
scaled charged kaon measurement. Both particles have similar mass and quark content and
such a possible violation of KE T scaling between pions and other hadrons is estimated. The
discontinuity between 2.5 - 3.0 GeV/c appears, since the azimuthal anisotropy of photons from
neutral pion and η meson decays overlap in this momentum range (cf. fig. 10.7) and thus any
variation of the contribution of η mesons does not change the decay-photon anisotropy.
(red full boxes) In order to account for the systematic uncertainty of vpi
0
n , deviations between
the three parameterizations shown in fig. 10.5 (measured charged pion vn and shifted by the
systematic error vn ± σsys) are considered as systematic uncertainty.
(magenta open circles) Possible deviations between charged and neutral pions may arise
from strong isospin violating and weak feed-down decays. This effect is estimated by the
magnitude of the feed-down correction discussed in section 10.1.5. The root mean square
of the feed-down corrected and standard vγ,bgn is considered as systematic uncertainty. The
discontinuity in the systematic uncertainty at about 1.7 GeV/c corresponds to the intersection
point of vγ,prim+FDn and v
γ,bg
n shown in fig. 10.8 (right).
The total systematic uncertainty is calculated as the square root of the quadratic sum of all
contributions, which yields an total relative uncertainty of about 2% for transverse momenta
above 0.5 GeV/c . The dominant source of uncertainty for vγ,bg2 comes from the parameterization
of the spectra. Triangular flow is much smaller in mid central collisions and uncertainties are
larger, such that the parameterization of vpi
0
3 becomes the dominant source of uncertainty for
vγ,bg3 .
10.2 Direct-photon anisotropic flow
10.2.1 Measurement of the direct-photon excess
For practical purposes, the ratio of inclusive Nγ,inc and decay photons Nγ,bg is often evaluated
as a double ratio
Rγ,dir =
dNγ,inc/dy
dNpi0/dy(
dNγ,bg/dy
dNpi0/dy
)
MC
≈ Nγ,inc
Nγ,bg
. (10.23)
If the photon and neutral pion yields are measured with the same detector, they have common
systematic uncertainties that partially cancel out in the double ratio. The systematic uncertainty
on the material budget is 4.5%, which implies an uncertainty of 4.5% on the inclusive-photon
spectrum (cf. section 8.2.5) and 9% on the neutral pion spectrum reconstructed via pi→γγ (cf.
section 8.3.4). Since nominator and denominator are affected by the same source of uncertainty,
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Figure 10.9: Individual components of the systematic uncertainty of vγ,bg2 (left) and v
γ,bg
3 (right).
the systematic uncertainty of the double ratio due to the material budget reduces to 4.5%.
Within this work, the direct-photon anisotropic flow is extracted using the ALICE preliminary
direct-photon excess measured in 0 - 40% central collisions [201]. Since the ALICE preliminary
direct-photon excess is measured in 0 - 40% central collisions, the pT-differential direct-photon
anisotropic flow is extracted in the same centrality range, for comparisons to PHENIX results
also in 0 - 20% and 20 - 40% centrality. In order to access the centrality dependence of the direct-
photon anisotropic flow with reduced statistical uncertainties, we calculate the pT-integrated
anisotropic flow for direct photons with transverse momenta above 1 GeV/c in small centrality
bins. Thereby, it is implicitly assumed that the direct-photon excess is does not depend on the
collision centrality in 0 - 40% central collisions. Measurements of the direct-photon excess in
Pb-Pb collisions in smaller centrality bins are not yet published.
10.2.2 Extraction of the pT-differential direct-photon flow
The direct-photon anisotropic flow is calculated as
vγ,dirn =
Rγ,dirvγ,incn − vγ,bgn
Rγ,dir − 1 , (10.24)
where Rγ,dir is the direct-photon excess, vγ,incn is the inclusive and v
γ,bg
n the decay-photon
anisotropic flow. The three input variables Rγ,dir, vγ,incn and v
γ,bg
n are affected by statistical
and systematic uncertainties. When propagating those uncertainties to the uncertainty of the
extracted direct-photon anisotropy, we are confronted with two difficulties:
1. Gaussian propagation of uncertainty is based on a first order Taylor expansion, which can
generally only be applied, if the relation between the observable and the input observables
is linear or if uncertainties are sufficiently small. The formula for the anisotropy eq. (10.24)
has a pole at Rγ,dir = 1, while the direct-photon excess Rγ,dir is close to unity with large
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uncertainties, implying that Gaussian error propagation cannot be applied.
2. The gradients of vγ,dirn with respect to Rγ,dir depend on v
γ,inc
n and v
γ,bg
n . By differentiating
with respect to Rγ,dir,
∂vγ,dirn
∂Rγ,dir
=
(
Rγ,dir − 1) vγ,incn − (Rγ,dirvγ,incn − vγ,bgn )
(Rγ,dir − 1)2
=
vγ,bgn − vγ,incn
(Rγ,dir − 1)2
, (10.25)
it can be seen that the gradients vanish, if vγ,bgn =v
γ,inc
n . In case that inclusive and decay-
photon anisotropy are very similar, the gradient could appear to be zero due to statistical
fluctuations. Similarly, the derivative also depends on Rγ,dir itself, such that fluctuations in
Rγ,dir result in alternating gradients and thus uncertainties of vγ,dirn could be significantly
underestimated or overestimated.
In order to deal with those difficulties, uncertainties are sampled within a Monte Carlo simula-
tion and in addition a smoothing is applied.
10.2.2.1 Monte Carlo sampling
Within this work, systematic and statistical uncertainties of the direct-photon anisotropic flow
are determined in a Monte Carlo simulation. The three input variables ˜Rγ,dir, v˜γ,incn and v˜
γ,bg
n
are independently drawn from Gaussian probability distributions
v˜γ,incn ∈ N
(
vγ,incn , σvγ,incn
)
v˜γ,bgn ∈ N
(
vγ,bgn , σvγ,bgn
)
R˜γ,dir ∈ N
(
Rγ,dir, σRγ,dir
)
,
(10.26)
where the width of the distribution is either given by the statistical or systematic uncertainties.
The probability distributions for the input variables are samples within four standard deviations
of the systematic and statistical uncertainty, except for the direct-photon excess, where we use
our prior knowledge that Rγ,dir≥1. In principle, we could also use the excess expected from
next-to-leading-order pQCD photons (Rγ,dir≥Rγ,dirpQCD) as lower bound, but this would introduce
a model dependence. Since Rγ,dir→1 implies that vγ,dirn →±∞, unphysical values |vγ,dirn |>1 are
not taken into account.
The direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy vγ,dirn is evaluated according to eq. (10.24) for each
set of variables (R˜γ,dir,v˜γ,incn ,v˜
γ,bg
n ) and such the probability distribution for v
γ,dir
n is sampled.
Figure 10.10 (left) shows for illustration the probability distribution of vγ,dirn as determined
by sampling the input variables within their statistical uncertainties. The black line shows the
distribution for vγ,dirn , if all input variables are varied at the same time. The contribution of
individual input variables is estimated by setting all other parameters to their measured values
and by varying only the parameter of interest. It can be seen that the variation of the direct-
photon excess results into an asymmetric distribution for vn due to the pole behavior. In order
to account for the skewness of the distribution, lower and upper statistical and systematic
uncertainties are determined by the 68.27% confidence interval. The median corresponds to the
value vγ,dirn determined from the measured input variables.
For convenience, systematic and statistical uncertainties are often considered as normally dis-
tributed, even if they have non-Gaussian tails. In particular, the assumption of Gaussian prob-
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Figure 10.10: (left) Probability distribution for vγ,dirn as determined from Rγ,dir, v
γ,dir
n and v
γ,bg
n
sampled within their statistical uncertainties. (right) Probability P
(
vγ,dirn ≥0
)
calculated from
sampled probability distributions.
ability distributions allows us to apply chi-squared tests for various hypotheses to the mea-
sured direct-photon anisotropic flow. In principle it is possible to calculate p-values for different
hypotheses directly from the sampled probability distributions for vγ,dirn instead of assuming
chi-squared distributions. Figure 10.10 (right) shows the probability for vγ,dir2 ≥ 0 as calculated
by integrating once the sampled probability distribution (full symbols, solid lines) and once
a Gaussian probability distribution with the same 68.27% confidence interval (open symbols,
dashed lines). It can be seen that the assumption of Gaussian uncertainties underestimates the
tails of the distribution and thus overestimates the significance of the direct-photon elliptic flow
at low pT.
10.2.2.2 Smoothing
In order to reduce the impact of statistical fluctuations on the error propagation, the input
variables are estimated from a parametrization instead of using the measured values. It shall
be noted that the points itself are not changed, the parameterizations are only used for the
calculation of the confidence intervals. Speaking in the framework of Gaussian error propagation,
we evaluate the derivatives at the parametrized value and such suppress the impact of statistical
point-by-point fluctuations on the error propagation procedure. The input variables are now
drawn from
v˜γ,incn ∈ N
(
vˆγ,incn , σvγ,incn
)
v˜γ,bgn ∈ N
(
vγ,bgn , σvγ,bgn
)
R˜γ,dir ∈ N
(
Rˆγ,dir, σRγ,dir
)
,
(10.27)
where Rˆγ,dir and vˆγ,incn are the parametrized values for the direct-photon excess Rγ,dir and the
inclusive-photon anisotropic flow, respectively. Since the decay-photon anisotropic flow was cal-
culated from a cocktail simulation, statistical fluctuations in vγ,bgn are sufficiently suppressed
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and it is not necessary to find a parametrization.
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Figure 10.11: (right) Inclusive-photon and direct-photon spectra fitted with the parameteriza-
tion (right) Direct-photon excess in 0 - 40% centrality plotted with the parameterization calcu-
lated from the inclusive and direct-photon spectrum (blue). The green line shows a parametriza-
tion for the excess of next-to-leading-order pQCD photons. Data points taken from [201].
The inclusive-photon spectrum can be described by eq. (10.6), while the direct-photon spectrum
is fitted with the sum of an exponential function for the thermal-photon spectrum
Y γ,therm(pT) = A exp
(
− pT
Teff
)
(10.28)
and a Hagedorn function for the prompt-photon spectrum
Y γ,pQCD(pT) = a
(
1 +
pT
cb
)−c
. (10.29)
Figure 10.11 (left) shows the inclusive and direct photon spectrum fitted with the parameter-
izations mentioned above. The combined fit of the direct-photon spectrum yields an inverse
slope parameter of Teff = (302.8± 24.6) MeV/kB, which is consistent within uncertainties with
the parameter quoted by the ALICE collaboration [201].
The direct-photon excess can now be parametrized by
Rγ,dirparam(pT) =
Y γ,inc(pT)
Y γ,inc(pT)− (Y γ,therm(pT) + Y γ,pQCD(pT)) . (10.30)
Figure 10.11 (right) shows the ALICE preliminary direct-photon excess in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb
collisions. The parametrization is shown as blue curve. The green curve shows the direct-photon
excess for next-to-leading-order pQCD photons, which can be calculated by subtracting the con-
tribution of thermal photons. The red points correspond to the parametrization with systematic
and statistical uncertainties scaled by Rγ,dirparam/R.
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Figure 10.12: Inclusive-photon elliptic flow fit-
ted with a parameterization and in compari-
son with the decay-photon elliptic flow.
Figure 10.12 shows the inclusive-photon ellip-
tic flow fitted with the same function that was
used to parametrize the neutral pion anisotropic
flow in section 10.1.3. For comparison, also the
decay-photon elliptic flow is shown. It can be
seen that the inclusive and decay-photon ellip-
tic flow are very similar at low-pT. The mea-
sured inclusive-photon elliptic flow fluctuates
around the parametrization resulting into fluc-
tuating gradients in the error propagation. Fig-
ure 10.13 shows for illustration the relative
statistical uncertainties of the pT-differential
direct-photon elliptic flow measurement before
and after the smoothing procedure. It can be
seen that the statistical uncertainties at low pT
evaluated at the measured input variables fluc-
tuate by almost one order of magnitude. Eval-
uating the probability distributions for vγ,dirn at
the parametrized values for the direct-photon
excess Rˆγ,dir and for the inclusive-photon elliptic flow vˆγ,incn , these fluctuations are significantly
reduced.
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Figure 10.13: Statistical uncertainties of the pT-differential direct-photon elliptic flow before
(left) and after smoothing (right).
10.2.2.3 Statistical and systematic uncertainties
Within this work, the statistical and systematical uncertainties of the direct-photon anisotropic
flow are given by the 68.27% confidence interval of the sampled probability distribution for
vγ,dirn . Due to the asymmetry of the probability distribution, lower and upper uncertainties are
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treated separately. The upper (solid lines) and lower (dashed lines) statistical and systematic
uncertainties are shown in fig. 10.14. While the contributions of the inclusive-photon and decay-
photon anisotropy result in symmetric uncertainties, the uncertainties on the direct-photon
excess Rγ,dir result into asymmetric uncertainties (red). Both, statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties are mainly dominated by the uncertainties on the direct-photon excess Rγ,dir, followed
by the inclusive-photon anisotropic flow. Correlated systematic uncertainties arise mainly from
the uncertainty on the material budget, but also from the uncertainty on the event-plane reso-
lution correction. A substantial contribution to the upper uncorrelated systematic uncertainty
also arises from the cocktail simulation, mainly from the discrepancy between the parameter-
izations obtained from charged and neutral pions. The statistical uncertainties and partially
also the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties will be significantly decreased, when additional
data from the 2011 Pb-Pb run is analyzed. Furthermore, it will be important to reevaluate the
material budget in order to reduce the correlated systematic uncertainties.
10.2.3 Extraction of the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow
Since the pT-differential measurement is affected by large statistical uncertainties, when mea-
sured in small bins of centrality, In order to access the centrality dependence with reduced
statistical uncertainties, we calculate the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow v¯
γ,dir
n for
transverse momenta piT≥1 GeV/c ,
v¯γ,dirn =
∑NpTbins
i=i0
Nγ,dir(p
i
T)v
γ,dir
n (piT)∑NpTbins
i=i0
Nγ,dir(p
i
T)
, (10.31)
where vγ,dirn (piT) and Nγ,dir(p
i
T) are the pT-differential direct-photon anisotropic flow and yield,
respectively. The direct-photon yield is given by Nγ,dir =
(
1− 1/Rγ,dir)Nγ,inc. Since vγ,dirn and
Nγ,dir have partially correlated uncertainties resulting from the measurement of the direct-
photon excess, we evaluate the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow directly from
v¯γ,dirn =
∑NpTbins
i=i0
(
1− 1
Rγ,dir(piT)
)
Nγ,inc(p
i
T)
(
Rγ,dir(piT)v
γ,inc
n (p
i
T)−vγ,bgn (piT)
Rγ,dir(piT)−1
)
∑NpTbins
i=i0
(
1− 1
Rγ,dir(piT)
)
Nγ,inc(piT)
(10.32)
instead of using the extracted direct-photon spectrum.
10.2.3.1 Statistical and systematic uncertainties
For the same reasons as for the pT-differential measurement, the statistical and systematic
uncertainties of the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow are estimated from a Monte
Carlo simulation and smoothed by the use of parameterizations for the error propagation. The
inclusive and decay-photon anisotropy, vγ,incn and v
γ,bg
n , the inclusive-photon yield Nγ,inc and the
direct-photon excess Rγ,dir are independently drawn in each momentum bin piT from Gaussian
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probability distributions within four sigma of their standard deviation:
v˜γ,incn
(
piT
) ∈ N (vˆγ,incn (piT) , σvγ,incn (piT)) (10.33)
v˜γ,bgn
(
piT
) ∈ N (vγ,bgn (piT) , σvγ,bgn (piT)) (10.34)
R˜γ,dir
(
piT
) ∈ N (Rˆγ,dir (piT) , σRγ,dir (piT)) (10.35)
N˜γ,inc
(
piT
) ∈ N (Nˆγ,inc (piT) , σNγ,inc (piT)) (10.36)
The parameterizations of the inclusive-photon yield and anisotropic flow as well as for the
direct-photon excess were described in section 10.2.2.2. The uncertainty on the material budget
is treated as overall systematic uncertainty, which gives a correction on Rγ,dir and Nγ,inc that
does not depend on the momentum. The pT-integrated direct-photon flow v¯
γ,dir
n is evaluated
according to eq. (10.32) for each set of input variables and such the probability distribution for
v¯γ,dirn is sampled.
Figure 10.15 shows the relative statistical and systematic uncertainties for the elliptic and
triangular pT-integrated direct-photon flow. The asymmetry between lower and upper the sys-
tematic and statistical uncertainties is smaller compared to the pT-differential measurement.
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are dominated by the direct-photon anisotropic
flow measurement and direct-photon excess. The correlated systematic uncertainty is given by
the uncertainty on the material budget and the event-plane resolution correction.
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11. Final Results
In this work, photons were detected by their conversion in the ALICE detector material. The
photon reconstruction is based on a Kalman filter secondary vertex reconstruction algorithm,
combining oppositely-charged electron tracks reconstructed and identified in the Time Projec-
tion Chamber and the Inner Tracking System. Neutral pions were identified via their decay
into two externally converted photons. The elliptic and triangular flow of inclusive photons
and neutral pions was measured using the event planes from the two V0 detectors, providing
a pseudorapidity gap larger than 0.9 and 2. Comparisons of inclusive photon anisotropic flow
measurements using different event planes and pseudorapidity gaps indicated that non-flow ef-
fects are negligible for the V0 event-plane method.
The neutral pion anisotropic flow was found to be consistent with the anisotropy of charged
pions, as expected from isospin symmetry. However, the neutral pion measurement suffers from
a low significance due to the small pion reconstruction efficiency (O(10−3)), and thus the statis-
tical and systematic uncertainties are large compared to those of the charged pion measurement.
The inclusive-photon azimuthal anisotropy was measured with much smaller statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties compared to the neutral pion measurement. The spectrum and azimuthal
anisotropy of decay photons was estimated in a cocktail simulation. The neutral pion spectrum
was parametrized by the measured spectrum and other contributions were obtained from trans-
verse mass scaling. The neutral pion anisotropy was parametrized by the measured charged pion
anisotropy due to its significantly smaller uncertainties, while the anisotropy of other contri-
butions was estimated from number-of-constituent-quarks scaling in transverse kinetic energy.
Thereafter, the pT differential elliptic and triangular direct-photon flow was extracted in 0 - 40%
central Pb-Pb collisions. In order to suppress statistical fluctuations, the centrality dependence
of the direct-photon anisotropy was measured by the pT-integrated direct-photon flow. While
the direct-photon elliptic flow was already measured in Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV
by the PHENIX experiment [204] and in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV by the ALICE
experiment [366], this work presents the first measurement of the direct-photon triangular flow
and the centrality dependence of elliptic and triangular flow.
The final results shall be discussed in the following. In order to study the significance of the
direct-photon excess, the question of whether the inclusive-photon spectrum and anisotropy
can be explained by decay photons alone is studied. The momentum and centrality depen-
dence of the direct-photon elliptic and triangular flow are discussed in detail and compared to
hydrodynamic calculations. Quantitative comparisons between data and different hypotheses
are obtained from a Pearson’s χ2 test. This takes statistical and systematic uncertainties into
account appropriately, distinguishing between uncorrelated (type A), correlated (type B) and
overall systematic (type C) errors. The χ2 calculation is described in detail in appendix C.
The direct-photon elliptic flow measurement is compared with measurements by the PHENIX
collaboration. After a critical assessment of the analysis, the implications of this measurement
on the production time of direct photons and for our understanding of the time evolution of
heavy-ion collisions are discussed.
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11.1 Significance of the direct-photon excess
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Figure 11.1: Direct-photon excess in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV in
comparison to a binary scaled NLO prediction [201].
Figure 11.1 shows the ALICE preliminary direct-photon excess in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb col-
lisions [201]. The direct-photon excess Rγ,dir =Nγ,inc/Nγ,bg was determined using the double
ratio approach discussed in section 10.2.1. At first glance, the measurement indicates a sig-
nificant excess of direct photons above unity. We test the hypothesis H0: Rγ,dir = 1, i.e. that
the spectrum of inclusive photons can be explained by the spectrum of decay photons alone.
The uncertainty on the material budget is considered as a type C overall systematic uncer-
tainty with the remaining uncertainty being considered as uncorrelated type A uncertainty.
Since different production processes are expected to contribute at low and high pT, the χ
2
test is evaluated once for the full pT range and once separately for photons above and below
3 GeV/c . The results are summarized in table 11.1. The H0: Rγ,dir = 1 hypothesis cannot be
rejected at the 5% significance level, neither in the low-pT nor in the high-pT range. Due to the
large overall systematic uncertainty on the material budget, all points of the measured direct-
photon excess can be shifted towards smaller values. Consequently, the apparent excess could
be explained by a systematic bias in the material budget and the derived conversion probability.
p-value (χ2/dof)
H0 centrality full pT pT<3 GeV/c pT≥3 GeV/c
Rγ,dir =1 0 - 40% 0.085 (25.5/17) 0.071 (17.2/10) 0.230 (9.3/7)
Table 11.1: χ2 test for H0: Rγ,dir = 1 in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions
The measured direct-photon excess is compared to the excess expected from exclusive next-to-
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leading-order pQCD photon production,
RpQCD = 1 +Ncoll
Nγ,pQCD,pp
Nγ,bg
, (11.1)
where Nγ,pQCD,pp is a next-to-leading-order pQCD prediction by W. Vogelsang [201]. RpQCD
is shown as a blue line in fig. 11.1. The calculation stops below 2 GeV/c , since perturbative
QCD cannot be applied at small momenta. Theoretical next-to-leading-order pQCD calculations
are affected by systematic uncertainties. The truncation of the perturbative series at next-to-
leading order leads to an artificial dependence on the unphysical renormalization scale µ and
the initial- and final-state factorization scales [367]. The systematic uncertainty of the next-to-
leading-order pQCD calculation σµ is estimated from the difference between calculations for
µ= 0.5pT, µ=pT and µ= 2pT. The data are reasonably well described by the pQCD prediction
at momenta above 3 GeV/c , where prompt photon production dominates over thermal photon
production. At small transverse momenta, the data points are numerically above the pQCD
prediction, which is usually attributed to the production of thermal photons. Since the H0
hypothesis H0: Rγ,dir = 1 could not be rejected, it is obvious that any pQCD prediction RpQCD
with 1<RpQCD<R
γ,dir cannot be rejected from the data either, which has two implications:
First, the uncertainties of the data are too large to test any details of the next-to-leading-order
pQCD photon production. Second, the hypothesis that pQCD photons alone could describe
the low-pT photon excess cannot be rejected from the data alone. This calls into question,
whether the apparent thermal-photon excess might be explained by a systematic bias in the
estimated material budget and photon conversion probability. The implications for the direct-
photon anisotropy will be discussed in section 11.6.
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Figure 11.2: Comparison of inclusive and decay photon elliptic (left) and triangular (right) flow
in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The lower panel shows the difference in
units of the statistical error σ∆vn .
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p-value (χ2/dof)
vn centrality full pT pT<3 GeV/c pT≥3 GeV/c
v2
0 - 5% 0.002 (43.1/20) 0.002 (36.6/16) 0.166 (6.5/4)
5 - 10% <0.001 (110.7/20) <0.001 (105.3/16) 0.211 (5.8/4)
10 - 20% <0.001 (113.5/20) <0.001 (105.6/16) 0.077 (8.4/4)
20 - 30% <0.001 (69.4/20) <0.001 (55.9/16) 0.010 (13.3/4)
30 - 40% <0.001 (189.2/20) <0.001 (165.0/16) <0.001 (22.7/4)
0 - 40% <0.001 (139.9/20) <0.001 (112.9/16) <0.001 (27.9/4)
0 - 20% <0.001 (102.7/20) <0.001 (94.8/16) 0.070 (8.7/4)
20 - 40% <0.001 (170.2/20) <0.001 (136.3/16) <0.001 (34.8/4)
v3
0 - 5% 0.446 (20.2/20) 0.609 (13.9/16) 0.189 (6.1/4)
5 - 10% 0.437 (20.3/20) 0.477 (15.7/16) 0.323 (4.7/4)
10 - 20% 0.068 (30.1/20) 0.042 (27.0/16) 0.557 (3.0/4)
20 - 30% 0.040 (32.3/20) 0.035 (27.6/16) 0.344 (4.5/4)
30 - 40% 0.297 (22.8/20) 0.495 (15.4/16) 0.182 (6.2/4)
0 - 40% <0.001 (50.8/20) 0.002 (36.5/16) 0.008 (13.7/4)
0 - 20% 0.351 (21.8/20) 0.513 (15.2/16) 0.158 (6.6/4)
20 - 40% 0.005 (40.3/20) 0.017 (30.2/16) 0.048 (9.6/4)
Table 11.2: χ2 test for H0: vγ,incn =v
γ,bg
n in different centrality bins.
Figure 11.2 shows a comparison of the measured inclusive-photon elliptic and triangular flow and
the corresponding calculated decay-photon anisotropic flow in 0 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The lower panel shows the relative difference normalized to the statistical
error of the difference,
vγ,incn − vγ,bgn
σ∆vγn
with σ∆vγn =
√
σ2
vγ,incn
+ σ2
vγ,bgn
. (11.2)
At larger momenta, vγ,incn tends to be smaller than v
γ,bg
n , which can be explained by a contribu-
tion of direct photons with a smaller vγ,dirn than the decay photons. Such a behavior is expected
from the dominance of next-to-leading-order pQCD photons, which are mostly emitted before
the equilibration of the quark-gluon plasma and thus have zero azimuthal anisotropy. At low
pT, the similarity of the anisotropy of inclusive and decay photons indicates that direct-photon
anisotropic flow might be similar in magnitude compared to the inclusive-photon flow.
The results of a χ2 test for the hypothesis H0: vγ,incn =v
γ,bg
n are summarized in table 11.2. The
systematic uncertainties of the decay-photon anisotropy were considered as a type A uncorre-
lated uncertainties. The uncertainty of the inclusive photon measurement resulting from the
event-plane resolution correction is considered as a type B correlated uncertainty and the re-
maining uncertainty as a type A uncorrelated uncertainty.
For elliptic flow, the H0 hypothesis must be rejected at the 5% significance level for the full
pT range and at low pT. At high pT, the H0 hypothesis cannot be rejected for 0 - 20% central
collisions and in smaller bins of centrality below 20% centrality. For triangular flow, the H0
can only be rejected in 0 - 40% and 20 - 40% centrality at the 5% significance level. It should
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be noted that the systematic and statistical uncertainties are much larger for the triangular
flow than for the elliptic flow due to the reduced event-plane resolution. The smallest statis-
tical uncertainties are obtained in the 0 - 40% centrality bin, where the H0 hypothesis must
be rejected for elliptic and triangular flow. Systematic differences between the measurements
in small and large centrality bins arise from the different centrality dependence of the cross
section for inclusive and decay photons. The fact that the centrality dependence of inclusive
and decay photon production is not exactly known is taken into account in the systematic un-
certainties of the measurement and cocktail simulation. Consequently, it can be concluded that
the inclusive-photon anisotropy cannot be explained by the presence of decay photons alone.
This is an important cross check, since from the measurement of the direct-photon excess alone
this hypothesis could not be rejected.
11.3 Centrality dependence of the pT-integrated direct-photon
anisotropic flow
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Figure 11.3: Centrality dependence of the pT-
integrated (pT≥1 GeV/c) direct-photon ellip-
tic and triangular flow in comparison with
charged pions and with hydrodynamic calcu-
lations for thermal photons.
Figure 11.3 shows the centrality dependence of
the pT-integrated (pT≥1 GeV/c) direct-photon
elliptic and triangular flow in comparison to
the pT-integrated anisotropic flow of charged
hadrons. Since the direct-photon anisotropy is
calculated from the measurement of the direct-
photon excess in 0 - 40% centrality, it is im-
plicitly assumed that the direct-photon excess
does not significantly change with the collision
centrality. Direct photons exhibit a similar pT-
integrated flow pattern to pions, namely a weak
centrality dependence of the triangular flow,
a similar magnitude of triangular and elliptic
flow in the 0 - 5% most central collisions, and
an increase of elliptic flow from central towards
mid-central collisions. At first glance, the direct-
photon elliptic flow seems to be slightly smaller
than the charged pion flow, while the triangu-
lar direct-photon flow seems to be consistent
with the charged pion triangular flow. A χ2 test
(table 11.3) for the hypothesis H0: v¯γ,dirn = v¯pi
±
n
yields a p-value of about 20% for triangular flow, such that the hypothesis of consistency cannot
be rejected. For elliptic flow, the hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% significance level with
a p-value smaller than 0.1%. For both harmonics, the hypothesis H0: v¯γ,dirn = 0 can be rejected
with p-values smaller than 0.1%.
Figure 11.3 also shows hydrodynamic calculations by Shen et al [368] for the pT-integrated
thermal-photon elliptic and triangular flow. In chapter 7, it was shown that the event-plane
method used in this work rather measures the root mean square of the direct-photon anisotropy
than the event mean and thus the data are compared to the root mean square of the
thermal-photon anisotropy. The initial conditions were determined from a Monte Carlo Glauber
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(MCGl) and a MCKLN calculation with a viscosity-over-entropy-density ratio of η/s= 0.08
and η/s= 0.2, respectively. The viscosity over entropy ratios were adjusted such that the re-
sulting hadron elliptic flow describes the experimentally observed final state hadron elliptic
flow [369, 370]. The contribution of next-to-leading-order pQCD photons can be neglected for
the pT-integrated flow, since the low pT part of the spectrum is dominated by thermal photons.
The inclusion of pQCD photons could only decrease the azimuthal anisotropy. The calculation
for elliptic flow yields a similar centrality dependence and describes the elliptic flow in the most
central collisions, but clearly underestimates the data by about a factor of 3 as the centrality
increases. The magnitude of triangular flow is clearly underestimated by the calculation. These
observations are confirmed by a χ2 test for the hypothesis H0: v¯γ,dirn = v¯
γ,therm
n , which gives
p-values smaller than 0.1%.
From these observations it is very likely that the majority of direct photons are emitted from
a similar stage of the medium evolution as charged particles. It has been argued by Basar et
al. [205] that the large direct-photon elliptic flow could be generated through a non-perturbative
pre-equilibrium mechanism involving the huge initial magnetic fields generated by the spectator
nucleons. Since the direction of triangular flow is uncorrelated with the direction of elliptic flow,
this mechanism would not produce any direct-photon triangular flow, which must be rejected
based on the measurement. The hadron-like direct-photon triangular flow suggests that trian-
gular and elliptic flow are generated by the same mechanism and that pre-equilibrium processes
play a rather minor role in low-pT direct-photon production.
p-value (χ2/dof)
H0 v¯γ,dir2 v¯
γ,dir
3
v¯γ,dirn =vpi
±
n <0.001 (28.8/5) 0.186 (7.5/5)
v¯γ,dirn = 0 <0.001 (1354.6/5) <0.001 (169.6/5)
v¯γ,dirn = v¯
γ,therm
n (MCKLN) <0.001 (571.6/5) <0.001 (93.4/5)
v¯γ,dirn = v¯
γ,therm
n (MCGl) <0.001 (580.7/5) <0.001 (120.4/5)
Table 11.3: χ2 tests for the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow.
11.4 Transverse momentum dependence of direct-photon anisotropic
flow
Figure 11.4 shows the pT-differential direct-photon elliptic and triangular flow in 0 - 40% central
Pb-Pb collisions. We test the hypothesis H0: vγ,dirn = 0 for the measurements in 0 - 40% as well as
in 0 - 20% and 20 - 40%. The resulting p-values are summarized in table 11.4. At low pT, the H0
hypothesis can always be rejected at the 5% significance level. At high pT, the H0 hypothesis
cannot be rejected.
Hydrodynamic calculations for the thermal-photon anisotropic flow are also shown in fig. 11.4.
It was discussed in section 3.2.4 that the azimuthal anisotropy vanishes as the momentum
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Figure 11.4: Direct-photon pT-differential elliptic (left) and triangular (right) flow in 0 - 40%
central Pb-Pb collisions.
p-value (χ2/dof)
vn centrality full pT pT<3 GeV/c pT≥3 GeV/c
v2
0 - 40% <0.001 (101.0/14) <0.001 (99.8/10) 0.964 (0.6/4)
0 - 20% <0.001 (73.0/14) <0.001 (71.5/10) 0.852 (1.4/4)
20 - 40% <0.001 (97.3/14) <0.001 (96.0/10) 0.984 (0.4/4)
v3
0 - 40% 0.027 (23.0/12) 0.030 (17.0/8) 0.388 (4.1/4)
0 - 20% 0.075 (19.6/12) 0.044 (15.9/8) 0.673 (2.3/4)
20 - 40% 0.026 (23.2/12) 0.048 (15.7/8) 0.149 (6.8/4)
Table 11.4: χ2 test for H0: vγ,dirn = 0 in different centrality bins.
goes to zero. It can be seen in fig. 11.4 that the thermal photon elliptic and triangular flow
approaches non-zero values at small momenta, which is a feature that distinguishes massless
from massive particles. For massive particles, the pole in the Bose distribution at zero mo-
mentum is regulated by their rest mass implying that for massive particles vn vanishes like p
n
T
for pT→0 [94, 95]. The situation is different for massless particles, which can have a non-zero
azimuthal anisotropy at zero transverse momentum [371]. The calculation for the direct-photon
elliptic flow by Chatterjee et al. [372] is based on Monte Carlo Glauber initial conditions and
the photon flow is measured with respect to the participant plane, where the anisotropy is larger
than in the reaction plane direction. While the calculation by Shen et al. starts at τ0 = 0.6 fm/c,
the calculation by Chatterjee at al. already starts at τ0 = 0.14 fm/c yielding about 25% more
photons from the hot quark-gluon plasma phase. Those photons carry almost zero anisotropic
flow, which results in a much smaller direct-photon anisotropy. Furthermore, the calculation
by Chatterjee et al. shows the mean value of the thermal photon flow and not the root mean
square like the calculation by Shen et al., which has only minor implications with regard to the
large numerical difference.
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Since thermal photon production is dominant at small momenta, when testing the hypothesis
H0: vγ,dirn =v
γ,therm
n for pT<3 GeV/c one finds that none of the calculations can describe the
data (table 11.5). Similar calculations can be found in literature [373–375], but all of them
underestimate the experimentally observed direct-photon azimuthal anisotropy.
vn H0 p-value (χ
2/dof)
vγ,dir2
MCGl, Shen et al. 0.006 (24.6/10)
MCKLN, Shen et al. 0.004 (25.9/10)
MCGl, Chatterjee et al. <0.001 (48.2/9)
vγ,dir3
MCGl, Shen et al. <0.001 (83.9/10)
MCKLN, Shen et al. <0.001 (101.7/10)
Table 11.5: χ2 test for H0: vγ,dirn =v
γ,therm
n for pT<3 GeV/c for different hydrodynamic calcula-
tions.
We can interpret the result as follows. At high pT, the direct-photon anisotropic flow is consistent
with zero, which is expected from the dominance of next-to-leading-order pQCD photons. At
low pT, the elliptic and triangular flow are significantly larger than zero and larger than expected
from hydrodynamic calculations. It was shown in phenomenological models [376, 377] that the
large direct-photon elliptic flow and spectra can be described by increasing the fraction of
photons from the hadron gas. It could be concluded that direct photons are produced in a
later phase of the system evolution than assumed. It is argued by Biro et al. [193] that the
fireball initially consists mainly of gluons, which do not radiate electromagnetic radiation. The
implications of the measurement for the direct-photon production time will be discussed further
in section 11.7.
11.5 Comparison with PHENIX results
Figure 11.5 shows the direct-photon elliptic flow vγ,dir2 in 0 - 20% and 20 - 40% central Pb-Pb
collisions in comparison to PHENIX results in Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV in the
same centrality classes. It can be seen that the data points in Pb-Pb collisions are numerically
lower compared to Au-Au collisions, but the data points are still consistent within their large
uncertainties.
Figure 11.6 (left) shows the inclusive-photon elliptic flow measured in Pb-Pb collisions in com-
parison to the corresponding PHENIX measurement. Comparing the PHENIX results with the
measurement in Pb-Pb collisions, both data sets numerically agree at all momenta in 0 - 20%
central collisions and at transverse momenta above 3 GeV/c in 20 - 40% mid-central collisions,
while the low-pT inclusive-photon flow at the LHC tends to be larger than the inclusive-photon
flow at RHIC. At the LHC, the lifetime of the fireball is about 15% longer (cf. section 3.1.4),
which allows to develop larger flow anisotropies at LHC compared to RHIC energies.
In PHENIX, inclusive photons are measured at mid rapidity (|η|≤0.35) by the PHENIX elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter. Photons were identified by a shower shape cut and a veto on charged
particles. The event plane was determined either by the Beam-Beam-Counters (BBC) or the
reaction plane detector (RXN), providing a maximum resolution in mid-central collisions of 0.4
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Figure 11.5: Direct-photon elliptic flow vγ,dir2 in 0 - 20% and 20 - 40% central Pb-Pb collisions in
comparison to PHENIX results in Au-Au collisions.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a,b,c) v2 in minimum bias collisions,
using two different reaction plane detectors: (solid black cir-
cles) BBC and (solid red squares) RXN for (a) pi0, (b) inclu-
sive photon, and (c) direct photon. (d) direct photon fraction
Rγ for (solid black circles) virtual photons [5] and (open blue
squares) real photons [8] and (e) ratio of direct photon to pi0
v2 for (solid black circles) BBC and (solid red squares) RXN.
The vertical error bars on each data point indicate statistical
uncertainties and shaded (gray and cyan) and hatched (red)
areas around the data points indicate sizes of systematic un-
certainties.
inclusive photon v2 measurements are largely immune to
energy scale uncertainties which are typically the domi-
nant source of uncertainty in an absolute (invariant yield)
measurement. The uncertainties on v2 are dominated by
the common uncertainty on determining σRP and by un-
certainties on particle identification. Uncertainties from
absolute yields enter indirectly via the hadron cocktail
(normalization) and more directly at higher pT (where
the real photon measurement is used) by the Rγ(pT )
needed to establish the direct photon v2. Note that due
to the way vγ,dir2 is calculated, once Rγ is large, its rela-
tive error contributes to the error on vγ,dir2 less and less.
Figure 1 shows steps of the analysis using the mini-
mum bias sample, as well as the differences between re-
sults obtained with BBC and RXN. The first v2 of pi
0 and
inclusive photons (vpi
0
2 ,v
γ,inc
2 ) are measured, as described
above (panels (a) and (b)). Then, using the vγ,bg2 of pho-
tons from hadronic decays and the Rγ direct photon ex-
cess ratio, we derive the vγ,dir2 of direct photons (panel
(c)). Panel (d) shows the Rγ(pT ) values from the di-
rect photon invariant yield measurements using internal
conversion [5] and real [8] photons, with their respective
uncertainties. Panel (e) shows the ratio of vγ,dir2 /v
pi0
2 .
We observe substantial direct photon flow in the low pT
region (c), commensurate with the hadron flow itself (e).
However, in contrast to hadrons, the direct photon v2
rapidly decreases with pT ; and starting with 5 GeV/c
and above, it is consistent with zero (c). The rapid tran-
sition from high direct photon flow at 3 GeV/c to zero
flow at 5 GeV/c is also demonstrated on panel (e), since
the pi0 v2 changes little in this region [4].
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FIG. 2: (Color online) (a,c,e) Centrality dependence of v2
for (solid black circles) pi0, (solid red squares) inclusive pho-
tons, and (b,d,f) (solid black circles) direct photons measured
with the BBC detector for (a,b) minimum bias (c,d) 0-20%
centrality, and (e,f) 20-40% centrality. For (b,d,f) the direct
photon fraction is taken from [5] up to 4 GeV/c and from [8]
for higher pT . The vertical error bars on each data point
indicate statistical uncertainties and the shaded (gray) and
hatched (red) areas around the data points indicate sizes of
systematic uncertainties.
A major issue in any azimuthal asymmetry measure-
ment is the potential bias from where in pseudorapidity
the (event-by-event) reaction plane is measured. At low
pT – where multiplicities are high and particle production
is dominated by the bulk with genuine hydrodynamic be-
havior – there is no difference between the flow derived
with BBC and RXN. However, at higher pT we observe
that the v2 values using BBC and RXN diverge, particu-
larly for pi0 (panel (a) in Fig. 1), less for inclusive photons.
For direct photons (panel (c)) the two results are appar-
ently consistent within their total errors, including the
Figure 11.6: (left) Inclusive-photon elliptic flow in Pb-Pb collisions comparison the measure-
ment in Au-Au collisions by the PHENIX collaboration (RXN). (right) Direct-photon excess
in minimum bias Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV measured f om real (calorimetry) and
virtual (dilepton spectrum) photons [204].
and 0.7, respectively. Consequently, the RXN measurement provides a similar resolution com-
pared to the ALICE V0 detectors (cf. section 9.1.2). In figs. 11.5 and 11.6 (left), only the result
obtained with the RXN detector is shown. The inclusive-photon elliptic flow has an absolute
systematic uncertainty of about 2% resulting from remaining contamination in the inclusive
photon sample [204]. The uncertainties on the inclusive photon measurement using the ALICE
detector are on the order of 2% (relative) at low pT corresponding to an absolute error of about
0.4% for vγ,incn = 0.2, which is about 5 times smaller at low pT than the systematic uncertainty
of the PHENIX measurement. This is an interesting difference between the two measurements,
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because the uncertainties of the direct-photon elliptic flow at low pT are rather comparable.
In this work, the main source of systematic uncertainty is the direct-photon excess, while in
the PHENIX measurement, the main source of uncertainty comes from the inclusive-photon
elliptic flow measurement. Figure 11.6 (right) shows the direct-photon excess measured with
the PHENIX electromagnetic calorimeter in comparison to the excess extracted from the dilep-
ton spectra. Since the calorimeter measurement has large uncertainties at low pT, the PHENIX
collaboration used the dilepton direct-photon excess instead of the calorimeter measurement for
transverse momenta below 4 GeV/c . This approach is based on the assumption that the direct-
photon excess is the same for real and virtual photons at small masses and results in much
smaller uncertainties. Comparing the data for virtual and real photons, the low-pT data points
for real photons are numerically smaller than for virtual photons. Recently, Linnyk et al. [378]
claimed that the direct-photon excess is indeed smaller for real than for virtual photons and
that the apparently large direct-photon elliptic flow is just an artifact caused the methodical in-
consistency of the PHENIX measurement. However, more precise PHENIX preliminary results
obtained from external conversions indicate no significant deviations between real and virtual
photons [379, 380]. In the analysis presented in this work, the same (real photon) method was
used for the extraction of the direct-photon excess and the anisotropic flow, such that the large
elliptic and triangular flow cannot be explained by a hypothetical deviation between virtual
and real photons. Furthermore, since both results were obtained with complementary different
photon detection techniques (conversions vs. calorimetry), the qualitative consistency suggests
that detector effects alone cannot explain the unexpectedly large direct-photon vγ,dir2 .
11.6 Critical assessment
Within this work, it is implicitly assumed that the direct-photon excess does not significantly
depend on the centrality in 0 - 40% central collisions. However, a significant centrality depen-
dence would only affect the measurement in smaller centrality bins. For the measurement in
0 - 40% centrality, the anisotropic flow was first measured or calculated in small bins of cen-
trality and then averaged taking the centrality dependence of the inclusive or decay photon
production into account, respectively. Future measurements of the centrality dependence of the
direct-photon excess will clarify how this assumption affects the measurement of the centrality
dependence of the direct-photon anisotropic flow.
As demonstrated in section 11.1, the ALICE preliminary direct-photon excess in 0 - 40% Pb-Pb
collisions is affected by a large overall systematic uncertainty on the material budget and thus
the low-pT direct-photon excess could be described by a binary scaled next-to-leading-order
pQCD calculation by W. Vogelsang without any contribution from thermal photons. In addi-
tion, it was shown in section 11.2 that the inclusive and decay-photon anisotropies are very
similar. Consequently, it could be argued that low-pT direct photons are exclusively produced
in next-to-leading-order pQCD processes and thermal photon production is rather negligible.
In order to cross check the robustness of the thermal photon interpretation, we assume that
the true direct-photon excess is given by the excess of pQCD photons alone. We use the fit of
the direct-photon spectrum at high pT, extrapolate it towards smaller momenta and subtract
the thermal-photon part from the direct-photon spectrum. The parametrization of the direct-
photon excess without thermal photons shown in fig. 10.11 (right) is then used to extract the
direct-photon elliptic and triangular flow. The result is shown in fig. 11.7. Since prompt photons
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are produced isotropically, the extracted direct-photon anisotropy is tested for H0: v¯γ,dirn = 0.
While the H0 hypothesis cannot be rejected for triangular flow, it can be rejected at the 5%
significance level for elliptic flow, which suggests that the observed inclusive-photon anisotropy
cannot be explained consistently by decay photons and pQCD photons alone. Nevertheless, this
cross-check demonstrates again that the direct-photon anisotropic flow measurement and the
thermal photon interpretation are very sensitive to systematic bias in the direct-photon excess.
p-value (χ2/dof)
H0 v¯γ,dir2 v¯
γ,dir
3
v¯γ,dirn = 0 (Rγ,dir =R
γ,dir
pQCD) <0.001 (22.7/5) 0.409 (5.1/5)
Table 11.6: χ2 test for the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow extracted with the
direct-photon excess expected from next-to-leading-order pQCD photon production alone.
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Figure 11.7: Centrality dependence of the pT-
integrated (pT≥1 GeV/c) direct-photon ellip-
tic and triangular flow assuming exclusive
next-to-leading-order pQCD photon produc-
tion (Rγ,dir =Rγ,dirpQCD).
Similarly, it could be argued that the low-
pT direct-photon excess and the large direct-
photon anisotropic flow could be explained by
the fact that a substantial contribution of de-
cay photons is missing in the cocktail simulation
for the decay-photon spectrum and azimuthal
anisotropy. If the true anisotropy of decay pho-
tons were larger than assumed, the extracted
direct-photon anisotropy would essentially be
smaller. However, it was demonstrated in sec-
tion 10.1.4 that photons stemming from the de-
cay of neutral pions have the largest anisotropy
at low pT. Consequently, even unexpectedly
large deviations from mT scaling of the η me-
son and other mesons included in the cocktail
simulation could not increase the decay-photon
anisotropy. Thus, it could only be speculated
that additional photons are produced by the
decay of experimentally yet undiscovered parti-
cles. Due to mass ordering at low pT, only pho-
tons from a meson lighter than the neutral pion
could have a larger anisotropy at low momentum compared to decay photons stemming from
neutral pions. A meson lighter than the neutral pion is not part of the Standard Model. It should
be mentioned that the possible discovery of a 38 MeV/c2 boson decaying into two photons by
the Dubna accelerator in August 2012 is under discussion [381–384]. However, as long as the
discovery is not confirmed by an independent measurement and its properties, such as its inter-
action with other elementary particles and in particular its anisotropic flow are not measured,
the impact of such a hypothetical particle is only subject to pure speculation. The contribution
of decay photons was subtracted according to the best of our current knowledge and systematic
uncertainties related to the measurements and the assumptions made were propagated to the
final result. Thus, it will be important to reevaluate the material budget in order to reduce the
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correlated systematic uncertainties on the direct-photon measurement.
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that there are several issues related to the χ2 tests ap-
plied in this chapter. The multiple comparison problem arises from the non-zero probability of
rejecting a true hypothesis, and states that for a large number of comparisons the probability
of rejecting at least one true hypothesis approaches one. Furthermore, the approximation to the
χ2 distribution breaks down if expected frequencies are too low or of there is only one degree of
freedom. In particular, it is assumed that the statistical and systematic uncertainties follow nor-
mal distributions. It was shown in section 10.2.2.1 that the assumption of a Gaussian probability
distribution for the uncertainties of the direct-photon anisotropic flow slightly underestimates
the probability for large deviations. However, it was demonstrated that a substantial fraction of
the systematic uncertainties is correlated, and thus a χ2 test provides a quantitative comparison
between data and theory.
Finally, it was discussed in chapter 7, whether the measurement of the direct-photon anisotropic
flow could be biased due to flow fluctuations. First, it was demonstrated that the event-plane
method rather measures the root mean square of the direct-photon anisotropy than the event
mean value. Second, by studying different scenarios for the direct-photon production within a
simple model for the experimental extraction procedure, it was shown that fluctuations could
only bias the measured direct-photon anisotropy towards values smaller than the root mean
square of the true direct-photon anisotropic flow. From these observations, it is very unlikely that
the present large direct-photon anisotropy arises from artifacts of the direct-photon anisotropic
flow extraction procedure.
11.7 Conclusions
The idea of accessing the temperature of the quark-gluon plasma by measuring lepton pair and
real photon production cross sections was first pointed out in 1981 by [385].
The low-pT direct-photon spectrum is an accumulation of contributions from several produc-
tion mechanisms acting over the whole evolution of the fireball. When extracting the inverse
slope parameter Teff , it was assumed that next-to-leading-order pQCD photons can be neglected
at low pT, and Teff was directly extracted from the direct-photon spectrum in the transverse
momentum range 0.8 - 2.2 GeV/c [201]. It was shown by Klasen et al. [367], based on next-
to-leading-order pQCD calculations using JETPHOX [386] that the contribution of prompt
photons in the pT region 0.8 - 2.2 GeV/c is less than 10 - 20% and that the inverse slope param-
eter is robust against subtraction of prompt photons and a variation of the fit window.
Recent hydrodynamic calculations include a substantial portion of photons emitted in the hot
quark-gluon plasma phase, where flow has not yet developed. For a dominant production in the
early phase of the collision, the blue shift due to radial flow can be neglected and the inverse
slope parameter Teff can be interpreted as an effective temperature of the source integrated over
the whole system evolution. As discussed in section 3.1.2, it is expected – using that T 4∝  and
considering that the initial energy density at the LHC is about three times larger than at RHIC
– that the initial temperature at the LHC is about 30% larger than at RHIC. When the inverse
slope parameters are compared directly, the result that Teff is about 37% larger at the LHC
than at RHIC might indicate that the inverse slope parameter is closely related to the initial
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temperature. Thus Teff could be interpreted as an effective temperature of the medium. The
fact that Teff >Tc would imply a dominant thermal-photon production from the quark-gluon
plasma phase and thus the low-pT direct-photon spectrum would give access to the tempera-
ture in early phases of the collision. Estimates for the initial temperature can be obtained by
comparing calculations to the low-pT direct-photon spectrum with current estimates ranging
from 300 - 600 MeV/kB [200] at RHIC and 500 - 600 MeV/kB at the LHC [34,35].
Measurements of the anisotropic flow at RHIC and the LHC exhibit an unexpectedly large ellip-
tic flow, which cannot be explained within the picture of early direct photon production. Novel
approaches describing the large elliptic flow through a non-perturbative pre-equilibrium mech-
anism involving the spectator magnetic fields [205] or through intensive radiation of magnetic
bremsstrahlung resulting from the interaction of escaping quarks with the collective confining
colour field [387] cannot explain the significant direct-photon triangular flow measured within
this work. Since triangular flow is purely driven by fluctuations in the initial energy density
profile, its direction Ψ3 is randomly oriented with respect to the reaction plane and magnetic
field [147,388], which was experimentally demonstrated in [140] by showing that the triangular
flow vanishes if measured with respect to the second-order event plane (cf. section 3.4.1). The
similarity of the elliptic and triangular direct-photon flow with the corresponding charged pion
anisotropy suggests that direct photons might be produced in a much later stage of the system
evolution. It is argued by Biro et al. [193] that the fireball initially consists mainly of gluons,
which do not radiate electromagnetically, and thus quark-antiquark creation is delayed by sev-
eral fm/c. While standard hydrodynamic calculations [176,203,368,372,389,390] underestimate
the azimuthal anisotropy, phenomenological models with a larger contribution of photons from
the hadron gas are able to describe spectra and anisotropic flow consistently [376, 377]. Con-
sequently, the production of thermal photons from the hot initial phase could be substantially
lower than assumed. This picture is also supported by earlier measurements of the photon HBT
radii at SPS (cf. section 4.5), which are consistent with the radii for hadrons.
3
FIG. 2: (Color online) The inverse photon slope parameter Teff =−1/slope as a function of emission time from hydrodynamic
simulations, compared with the experimental (time-integrated) values (horizontal lines and error bands), for (a) Au+Au
collisions at RHIC and (b) Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. The blue solid lines and surrounding shaded areas show for comparison
the time evolution of the average fireball temperature and its standard deviation. See text for further discussion.
tive photon temperature begins to deviate upward from
the true temperature. Below T ∼ 220MeV the effec-
tive photon temperature actually begins to increase
again while the true temperature continues to decrease.
This is caused by the strengthening radial flow; below
T ∼ 220MeV, the radial boost effect on Teff overcompen-
sates for the fireball cooling. Once the system reaches
chemical freeze-out at Tchem=165MeV, the character of
the equation of state changes, leading to faster cooling
[21] without developing additional radial flow at a suffi-
cient rate to keep compensating for the drop in effective
temperature due to this cooling. The faster expansion
below Tchem is also seen in the solid blue lines in Fig. 2,
and it is reflected in the shrinking size of the circles (in-
tegrated photon yields) in Fig. 1 below Tchem, reflecting
the smaller space-time volumes occupied by cells with
temperatures T <Tchem.
Fig. 2 shows the effective slopes of photons emitted at
different times from the expanding fireball, again com-
pared with the time-integrated experimental values (hor-
izontal bands). As before, the open black circles use equi-
librium emission rates while the filled red circles account
for viscous corrections to the photon emission rates. (The
hydrodynamic expansion is viscous in both cases.) For
comparison, the blue lines show the evolution of average
fireball temperature, with shaded regions indicating its
standard deviation. After about 2 fm/c, the effective pho-
ton temperature begins to get significantly blue-shifted
by radial flow. This radial boost is clearly stronger at the
LHC than at RHIC. Radial flow effects decrease again at
very late times when only a small region near the fire-
ball center survives where the radial flow goes to zero.
The difference between open and filled circles shows that
viscous effects on the photon emission rates are concen-
trated at early times.
While Fig. 2 demonstrates that most photons are emit-
ted early (as is commonly understood), Fig. 1 shows that
most photons are emitted from a relatively narrow tem-
perature band between 165 and 220 MeV. Relatively few
of the photons emitted early thus come from the hot
core of the fireball; a much larger fraction comes from
the cooler periphery and is emitted with temperatures
close to the quark-hadron transition. Averaged over time,
these photons from the transition region are strongly af-
fected by radial flow, resulting in inverse slopes (“effec-
tive temperatures”) that are much larger than their true
emission temperatures. The large measured values for
the inverse photon slope thus reflect, on average, true
emission temperatures that lie well below the observed
effective temperature.
This raises an interesting question: Could it be that
in the experiments we don’t see any photons at all from
temperatures well above Tc, and that all measured pho-
tons stem from regions close to Tc and below, blue-shifted
by radial flow to effective temperature values above Tc?
To get an idea what the answer to this question might
be we performed a schematic study where in Fig. 1 we
turned off by hand all contributions to the photon spec-
trum from cells with true temperatures above 220MeV
at RHIC and above 250MeV at the LHC (corresponding
to about 1/3 of the total photon yield in both cases), and
in Fig. 2 all contributions from τ < 2 fm/c (correspond-
ing to 26% and 28.5% of the total photon yield for RHIC
and LHC collisions, respectively, see Table I). (This im-
plements, in a very rough way, the idea that the initial
fireball state might be purely gluonic, and that chemical
equilibration of quarks can be characterized by a time
constant taken to be about 2 fm/c.) We show as arrows
pointing to the right vertical axes in Figs. 1 and 2 the
inverse slopes of the final space-time integrated hydrody-
Figure 11.8: Inverse slope parameter Teff as a function of the emission time from hydrodynamic
calculations in Au-Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV (left) and in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV (right) [315]. The average true cell temperature is shown as a blue line in each case.
The experimentally measured effective temperature Teff and its uncertainties are shown as green
band.
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It was already realized in 1986 by Kajantie et al. [391] that the strong collective flow generated
during the expansion of the fireball will affect the photon and dilepton transverse momen-
tum spectra. If the photons are emitted from fluid cells at relativistic velocities, the apparent
temperature Teff is significantly enlarged compared to the true temperature T by the blue shift,
Teff = T
√
(1 + β)/(1− β) , (11.3)
where β is the radial flow velocity (cf. section 3.2.3). Figure 11.8 shows the effective temper-
atures Teff as a function of time, for photons emitted with equilibrium rates (open) and with
viscously corrected rates (closed) from cells at a given temperature T within the hydrodynamic
evolving viscous medium. It can be seen that viscous corrections are most pronounced at early
times and become negligible at later times. The green bands indicate the effective temperature
measured by ALICE [201] and PHENIX [200]. As the system cools the effective temperature
begins to deviate upwards from the true temperature due to the onset of radial flow. Due to the
strengthening of the radial flow, the effective temperature even begins to increase for τ ≥3 fm/c,
while the true temperature decreases. At the chemical freeze-out temperature, the radial flow
saturates and the effective temperature drops due to the cooling of the system. The results sug-
gest that Teff >Tc alone does not necessarily prove that direct photons are dominantly produced
in the early hot phase.
The solid red (equilibrium rates) and black (viscously corrected) arrows denote the inverse
slopes of the final space-time integrated hydrodynamic photon spectra, which are above the
limits for the measured effective temperature for PHENIX, but in agreement with TLHCeff . In
order to account for a possible later onset of the direct photon production due to a purely glu-
onic early phase [193], only photons from cells with temperatures above 220 MeV/kB at times
τ >2 fm are considered in the phase space integration removing about 30% of the total pho-
ton yield. The resulting effective temperatures (dashed arrows) are in better agreement with
the Au-Au data compared to the full integration, and agree reasonably well with the Pb-Pb data.
It can be concluded that the large effective temperatures observed at RHIC and the LHC
reflect mostly the blue shift due to the strong radial flow and do not prove the emission of
electromagnetic radiation from the quark-gluon plasma. It will be interesting to see calculations
for the direct-photon anisotropic flow with enlarged hadron-gas thermal-photon production
ratios, for example by a suppression of early-phase thermal photon production due to gluon
dominance.
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A Event-plane resolution correction
The event-plane method measures the correlation between particles of interest and the event-
plane estimate ΨEPn :〈
cos
(
n
(
φ−ΨEPn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
(φ−Ψn)−
(
ΨEPn −Ψn
)))〉
(A.1)
We use the following trigonometric identity
cos (a± b) = cos (a) cos (b)∓ sin (a) sin (b) (A.2)
with a=φ−Ψn and b= ΨEPn −Ψn and assume that deviations between the event-plane estimate
ΨEPn and the true reference angle Ψn are just given by uncorrelated random fluctuations δ:
ΨEPn = Ψn + δ 〈δ〉 = 0 (A.3)
Under this assumption, the expressions inside the brackets factorize, since 〈XY 〉= 〈X〉 〈Y 〉 for
uncorrelated random variables X and Y . The sin terms vanish due to the reflection symmetry
sin (x) = − sin (−x) ⇒ 〈sin (x)〉 = 0 , (A.4)
if x is symmetrically distributed around zero. We obtain:〈
cos
(
n
(
φ−ΨEPn
))〉
= 〈cos (n (φ−Ψn))〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
vn
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨEPn −Ψn
))〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
(A.5)
The first factor is just the n-th order harmonic vn defined in eq. (3.29), such that the event-plane
method estimate of the n-th order anisotropic flow is given by
vn{EP} =
〈
cos
(
n
(
φ−ΨEPn
))〉
R
(A.6)
with the resolution correction factor R=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨEPn −Ψn
))〉
.
The resolution correction can be estimated from the correlation between the event-plane angle
and the event-plane angle determined from a detector with identical dispersion. We assume that
the only correlation between the event planes A and B is only due to flow. More formally:
ΨAn = Ψn + δA Ψ
B
n = Ψn + δB
〈δA,b〉 = 0 Corr (δA, δB) = 0
(A.7)
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Here, δA and δA are uncorrelated random variables (white noise) and the variance is just given
by the dispersion χ of the event-plane method. Using the trigonometric identity eq. (A.2) with
a=n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
)
and b=n
(
ΨBn −Ψn
)
and averaging over all events one obtains:〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨBn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))
cos
(
n
(
ΨBn −Ψn
))〉
+
〈
sin
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))
sin
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉 (A.8)
Under the assumptions made above, the expressions inside the brackets factorize and the sin
terms vanish due to the reflection symmetry:〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨBn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉 〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨBn −Ψn
))〉
(A.9)
We will first consider the case that method A and B have similar dispersion. For this case the
correction factor from two event planes with similar dispersion is just given by:
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉
=
√
〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨBn ))〉 (A.10)
If detector A and B have different dispersion, the resolution correction for event plane A can be
estimated from the correlation with a third event plane C. We obtain the following relations:
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨBn
))〉
〈cos (n (ΨBn −Ψn))〉
(A.11)
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨBn −Ψn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨBn −ΨCn
))〉
〈cos (n (ΨCn −Ψn))〉
(A.12)
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨCn −Ψn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨCn −ΨAn
))〉
〈cos (n (ΨAn −Ψn))〉
(A.13)
Inserting eq. (A.13) into eq. (A.12) and then eq. (A.12) into eq. (A.11) yields:
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉
=
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨBn
))〉 〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −ΨCn
))〉
〈cos (n (ΨBn −ΨCn ))〉 〈cos (n (ΨAn −Ψn))〉
(A.14)
Finally, we obtain the formula for the resolution correction factor from 3 event planes:
〈
cos
(
n
(
ΨAn −Ψn
))〉
=
√
〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨBn ))〉 〈cos (n (ΨAn −ΨCn ))〉
〈cos (n (ΨBn −ΨCn ))〉
(A.15)
B The dN/d∆φ method
B.1 Extraction of the Fourier harmonics
The azimuthal distribution dN/dφ of particles produced in an individual heavy-ion collision
can be expressed as a Fourier series,
dN
dφ
=
N0
2pi
1 + 2∑
n≥1
vn cos (n (φ−Ψn))
 , (B.1)
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where N0 is the average particle yield, vn is the magnitude and Ψn is the corresponding angle of
the maximum n-th order anisotropy. Experimentally, certain particles can only be statistically
identified inhibiting a direct event-by-event evaluation of the Fourier coefficient vn. Instead, the
particle yields N (∆φ) = dN/d∆φn are measured as a function of ∆φn=φ − Ψn and averaged
over many events. Ψn is estimated by the event-plane angle Ψ
EP
n . The finite resolution of the
event plane involves corrections that were discussed in appendix A and shall be neglected in
the following. Equation (B.1) becomes:
N (∆φn) =
N0
2pi
1 + 2 ∑
m≥1
vm cos (m∆φn +m (Ψn −Ψm))
 (B.2)
We use the trigonometric identity eq. (A.2), which gives
cos (m∆φn +m (Ψn −Ψm)) = cos (m∆φn) cos (n (Ψn −Ψm))
− sin (m∆φn) sin (n (Ψn −Ψm)) ,
(B.3)
When averaging eq. (B.2)over many events, we which defines the coefficients
v′m = 〈cos (m∆φn)〉 〈cos (n (Ψn −Ψm))〉 (B.4)
s′m = 〈sin (m∆φn)〉 〈sin (n (Ψn −Ψm))〉 . (B.5)
The measure Ψn − Ψm is somewhat ambiguous, since Ψn is defined in [0, 2pi/n] and Ψm in
[0, 2pi/m]. The brackets denote an average over particles which are defined in the full azimuthal
range. Thus, the orientation of Ψn and Ψm depend on the particle angle φ:
Ψn → Ψn + jn
2pi
n
jn = b φ
2pi
nc (B.6)
Assuming that φ is uniform distributed, we sum over all possible combinations of jn and jm:
1
mn
m∑
jm=0
n∑
jn=0
cos
(
m (Ψn −Ψm) +m
(
jm
2pi
m
+ jn
2pi
n
))
=
1
mn
m∑
jm=0
n∑
jn=0
cos
(
m (Ψn −Ψm) + jn
m
n
2pi
)
(B.7)
=
{
cos (m (Ψn −Ψm)) if m = nk, k ∈ N
0 else
(B.8)
The sum vanishes for m 6=nk, since we obtain something like a 2pi integral over cos and sin,
which is zero. The sin terms vanish also for m=nk, because of the mirror symmetry. Finally,
we we obtain:
v′m =

vm if n=m
vm 〈cos (m (Ψn −Ψm))〉 if m=nk, k∈N
0 else
(B.9)
Here, 〈cos (m (Ψn −Ψm))〉 is the measure for the correlation of the n-th and m-th order event
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plane. We can see that it is possible to measure higher order harmonics m>n using the nth
order event plane Ψn, if the higher order event plane Ψm is sufficiently correlated with Ψn.
For example it is possible to measure v4{Ψ2} from the dN/d∆φ distribution with respect to
the ΨEP2 event plane. On the other hand, N (∆φn) is insensitive to harmonics with m 6=kn, in
particular v3{Ψ2}= 0. Finally, we can write eq. (B.2) as:
N (∆φ) =
N0
2pi
1 + 2vn cos (n (φ−Ψn)) + 2 ∑
m≥2
v′m cos (m (φ−Ψn))
 (B.10)
Now we can measure the yield N (∆φ) as a function of ∆φ integrated over many events and
obtain vn from
vn =
∫ ∆φmax
0 N (∆φ) cos (n∆φ) d∆φ∫ ∆φmax
0 N (∆φ) d∆φ
with ∆φmax =
pi
n
. (B.11)
B.2 Finite bin size correction
For practical purposes, azimuthal distributions can only be measured in bins of finite width.
For nb finite bins, the integral becomes as sum:
vmeasn =
∑nb
i=0N
(
∆φbi
)
cos
(
n∆¯φ
b
i
)
∑nb
i=0N
(
∆φbi
) (B.12)
with
N
(
∆φbi
)
=
∫ ∆φbi+1
∆φbi
N (∆φ) d∆φ (B.13)
where ∆φbi = i
∆φmax
nb
and ∆¯φ
b
i = 0.5
(
∆φbi + ∆φ
b
i+1
)
. The nominator in eq. (B.12) is just the
number of particles of interest Npoi and thus equal to the nominator in the unbinned case. We
use that N (∆φ) =N0 (1 + 2vn cos (n∆φ)) with N0 =Npoi/∆φmax and obtain:
vmeasn =
1
∆φmax
nb∑
i=0
(∫ ∆φbi+1
∆φbi
(1 + 2vn cos (n∆φ)) d∆φ
)
cos
(
n∆¯φ
b
i
)
=
1
nb
nb∑
i=0
cos
(
n∆¯φ
b
i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+vn
1
∆φmax
nb∑
i=0
cos
(
n∆¯φ
b
i
)∫ ∆φbi+1
∆φbi
2 cos (n∆φ) d∆φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
(B.14)
The first term vanishes due to the symmetry of the cosine. The finite bin size correction vn=
vmeasn /c can be evaluated analytically:
c =
∑nb
i=0 cos
(
n∆¯φ
b
i
)
2
n
(
sin
(
n∆φbi+1
)− sin (n∆φb))
∆φmax
(B.15)
For nb = 6, the correction factor is about 99%. A similar correction might be necessary for a
detector with finite azimuthal granularity [392].
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C Hypothesis testing including systematic uncertainties
C.1 Three types of systematic uncertainties
A detailed description for fits including systematic errors can be found in [393]. We assume that
the measurement y is biased due to experimental effects. It can be distinguished between three
types of systematic uncertainties:
(A) Uncorrelated random systematic errors, which vary independently from point-to-point:
∆yi = a,i 〈i〉 = 0, 〈a,ia,j〉 = δijσ2a,i (C.1)
(B) Correlated systematic uncertainties, where all points move by the same fraction b of their
type B uncertainty:
∆yi = bσb,i (C.2)
(C) Overall systematic errors (typically normalization), by which all points move by the same
fraction:
∆yi/yi = cσc (C.3)
The uncorrelated random systematic uncertainties σa,i can be separated out and are quadrati-
cally added to the statistical uncertainty,
σi =
√
σ2stat,i + σ
2
a,i . (C.4)
C.2 Hypothesis testing
Pearson’s χ2 test [394] is a statistical test in order to determine, whether the measured data
is consistent with a particular theoretical expectation. Assuming that all errors have a Gaussian
probability density distribution, the χ2 value with respect to the hypothesized values yH0i (i.e.
yH0i = 0) can be defined as
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
(
(yi + bσb,i + yicσc)− yH0i
)2
σ2i
+ 2b + 
2
c . (C.5)
The parameters b and c can be estimated by minimizing χ
2, e.g. using MINUIT. The contri-
butions 2b and 
2
c are penalty terms taking into account that the systematic uncertainties are
normal distributed, which implies that the most probable value is zero. Since the shift param-
eters b and c are extracted from the data, the number of degrees of freedom is given by the
number of data points, since n+m −m=n.
If the data set is compared to another data set or a theory calculation with systematic uncer-
tainties, we can modify eq. (C.5) to
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
((y0,i + 0,bσ0,b + y0,i0,cσ0,c)− (y1,i + 1,bσ1,b + y1,i1,cσ1,c))2
σ2i
+ 20,b + 
2
1,b + 
2
0,c + 
2
1,c
(C.6)
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with
σi =
√
σ20,stat,i + σ
2
0,a,i + σ
2
1,stat,i + σ
2
1,a,i . (C.7)
For a given χ2 value with dof degrees of freedom, the p-value for a right sided test of the H0
hypothesis is given by
p(χ2, dof) = 1− CDF(χ2, dof) , (C.8)
where
CDF
(
χ2, dof
)
=
1
Γ
(
dof
2
) γ(dof
2
,
χ2
2
)
(C.9)
is the cumulated χ2 distribution function. A p-value of 5% means that only 5% of repeated
independent measurements with the same uncertainties will result into larger χ2 values, if the
H0 hypothesis is true. If the p-value is smaller than 5%, the H0 hypothesis is usually rejected at
the 5% significance level . Thus, the p-value corresponds to the probability of falsely rejecting
a true H0 hypothesis.
C.3 Rescaling of uncertainties
If the systematic uncertainties are dominantly multiplicative, for example if yi is a yield deter-
mined from a raw yield y0,i using corrections of the form yi=y0,i × C1 × · · ·Cn, where Ci are
corrections for efficiencies, purities, acceptance or normalizations, the systematic errors propa-
gate like
σ2i /y
2
i = σ
2
0,i/y0,i + σ
2
C1/C
2
1 + · · ·σ2Cn/C2n , (C.10)
which implies that the total systematic uncertainty σi scales with yi. Since the relative error is
preserved under shifts, such errors have to be rescaled as
σ˜i = σi
yi + bσb + yicσc
yi
, (C.11)
where σ˜i is the uncorrelated random error σi scaled by the multiplicative shift in yi.
C.4 χ2 tests within this work
C.4.1 Significance of the direct-photon excess
The uncertainty on the material budget σmat = 4.5% is considered as correlated type C over-
all systematic uncertainty and separated from the total systematic uncertainty σsys,tot. The
remaining uncertainty,
σ2sys,a,i =
√
σ2sys,tot,i −R2
(
piT
)
σ2mat , (C.12)
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is considered as type A uncorrelated systematic uncertainty. The χ2 value for the hypothesis
H0: R= 1 is then defined by
χ2 =
N
pT
bins∑
i=1
(
R
(
piT
)
+ cR
(
piT
)
σmat − 1
)2
σ˜2i
+ 2c , (C.13)
with
σ˜i =
√
σ2stat,i + σ
2
sys,a,i (1 + c) . (C.14)
The uncorrelated uncertainty is rescaled for the shift in the direct-photon excess R, since such a
shift due to a lower or higher conversion probability also implies that statistical and systematic
uncertainties are overestimated or underestimated by the same fraction.
C.4.2 Consistency of inclusive and decay photon anisotropy
The systematic uncertainty on the inclusive photon anisotropy related to the event-plane res-
olution correction σγ,incEP is treated as type B uncertainty, the remaining uncertainty σ
γ,inc
sys as
type A uncorrelated uncertainty. Due to the decay kinematics, the corresponding correlated
part of the uncertainty of the decay photon anisotropy is complicated to trace and thus the
total systematic uncertainty is considered as type A uncorrelated uncertainty. The χ2 value for
the hypothesis H0: vγ,incn =v
γ,bg
n is then given by
χ2 =
N
pT
bins∑
i=0
(
vγ,incn
(
piT
)
+ bσ
γ,inc
EP,i − vγ,bgn
(
piT
))2
σ˜2i
, (C.15)
with
σ˜2i =
(
vγ,incn
(
piT
)
+ bσ
γ,inc
EP,i
vγ,incn
(
piT
) )2 (σγ,inc 2stat,i + σγ,inc 2sys,i )+ σγ,bg 2stat,i + σγ,bg 2sys,i . (C.16)
The uncorrelated uncertainty is rescaled for the shift in the inclusive-photon anisotropic flow
related to the uncertainty on the event-plane resolution correction.
C.4.3 pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow
It is distinguished between correlated and uncorrelated systematic uncertainty. Correlated un-
certainty arises from the uncertainty of the event-plane resolution correction and the uncertainty
on the material budget, which is propagated from the direct-photon excess and inclusive photon
spectrum to the pT-integrated direct-photon anisotropy v¯
γ,dir
n . We define the χ2 value for the
hypothesis H0: v¯γ,dirn = 0 by
χ2 =
Ncentbins∑
i=0
(
v¯γ,dirn,i + bσsys,b
)2
σγ,dir 2stat,i + σ
γ,dir 2
sys,a,i
+ 2b (C.17)
where σγ,dirsys,b is the correlated and σ
γ,dir
sys,a is the uncorrelated systematic uncertainty of the pT-
integrated direct-photon anisotropic flow in centrality bin i.
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It should be noted that the random part of the uncertainties is not rescaled for the shift in
v¯γ,dirn,i , since the systematic uncertainties coming from different components are not multiplica-
tive as for the direct-photon excess. In particular, the fact that v¯γ,dirn,i could be shifted to zero,
if the correlated uncertainties are large enough, does not imply that the random part of the
uncertainty vanishes.
In order to compared the direct-photon anisotropy with that of charged pions, we define the χ2
value for the hypothesis H0: v¯γ,dirn = v¯pi
±
n by
χ2 =
Ncentbins∑
i=0
(
v¯γ,dirn,i + bσsys,b − v¯pi
±
n,i
)2
σγ,dir 2stat,i + σ
γ,dir 2
sys,a,i + σ
pi± 2
stat,i + σ
pi± 2
sys,i
+ 2b . (C.18)
The pT-integrated charged pion flow is calculated as
v¯pi
±
n =
∑NpTbins
i=0 Npi±
(
piT
)
vpi
±
n
(
piT
)
∑NpTbins
i=0 Npi±
(
piT
) , (C.19)
whereNpi± is estimated fromNpion (pT) = 1/σ
2
pi± . The systematic uncertainty of the pT-integrated
pion flow σpi
±
sys is considered as uncorrelated type A uncertainty.
Similarly, we compare the direct-photon anisotropy with hydrodynamic calculations for thermal
photons v¯γ,thermn and define the χ2 value for the hypothesis H0: v¯
γ,dir
n = v¯
γ,therm
n by
χ2 =
Ncentbins∑
i=0
(
v¯γ,dirn,i + bσsys,b − v¯γ,thermn
)2
σγ,dir 2stat,i + σ
γ,dir 2
sys,a,i
+ 2b . (C.20)
C.4.4 pT-differential direct-photon anisotropic flow
We define the χ2 value for the hypothesis H0: vγ,dirn (pT) = 0 as
χ2 =
N
pT
bins∑
i=0
(
vγ,dirn
(
piT
)
+ vγ,dirn
(
piT
)
bσsys,b
)2
σγ,dir 2stat,i + σ
γ,dir 2
sys,a,i
+ 2b , (C.21)
where σsys,b is the correlated and σsys,a is the uncorrelated uncertainty of the direct-photon
anisotropic flow measurement.
Similarly, the χ2 value for the hypothesis H0: vγ,dirn (pT) =v
γ,therm
n (pT) is given by
χ2 =
N
pT
bins∑
i=0
(
vγ,dirn
(
piT
)
+ vγ,dirn
(
piT
)
bσsys,b − vγ,thermn
(
piT
))2
σγ,dir 2stat,i + σ
γ,dir 2
sys,a,i
+ 2b , (C.22)
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